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2019 Annual Report 

Empowering our community to connect with locally 
sourced organic fruit & veg… 

Welcome to our 2019 Annual Report! 
 
We publish this report in 2020, by any standards an extraordinary year.  
 
Like most other businesses, Vegbox’s activity has been defined by the coronavirus pandemic and the 
lockdown. We saw half of our collection points close, but expanded capacity at others, and saw generous 
individuals and institutions step forward to provide new collection points. As a result, we saw a massive 
growth in membership numbers over the coronavirus lockdown period. 
 
It would be good to say a few words about why Vegbox is for life, not just for covid! 
 
• We run a fair trade supply chain. We pay decent prices for produce from small-scale farms that could 

not afford to supply at the punishingly low prices demanded by supermarkets. Most of our farms employ 
local workers all year round on fair wages, not minimum wage imported seasonal labour.  
 

• We reduce food waste. Our farms harvest only what we need each week, and all produce left over is 
given to local partners around Kentish Town. 
 

• We support nature. Organic production conserves the soil and supports biodiversity, in marked 
contrast to non-organic production.  
 

• We promote healthy diets. Buying through a box scheme is a great way of locking yourself into a 
healthy, local, seasonal diet.  

 
• We are rooted in our local community. We have a flat pay structure, and pay all our staff a decent 

wage. We are a consumer co-operative, owned by our membership in and around Kentish Town.  
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Vegbox members 
 

Vegbox had 265 members at the end of 2019. 
We had targeted to increase members to 350 by 
end of 2020 and were on course by March 2020 
when we had 275 members.  
 
Then coronavirus arrived and we saw our 
membership almost double to 445, largely driven 
by people signing up due to food supply issues 
with supermarkets.  
 
We worked hard during March and April 2020 to 
deal with the increased demand, in a 
challenging environment where most of our 
collection points had to close due to the crisis. 
We thank all those who have helped out during 
the crisis, including members who are hand-
delivering bags to those self-isolating, and 
members who offered up their property to 
become new collection points. 
 
We are working on a retention strategy to 
maintain the increased members numbers, as 
well as looking to new growth opportunities as 
we come out of lockdown. 
 
 

September 2012: Vegbox is born ! 
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Vegbox member profile and survey sample 
 

asdasd 

Collection point breakdown 

•Our members, at the time of the 2020 members survey, were spread across 14 different collection points, with St Georges Church being the 
biggest collection point, hosting over 100 members. The Think & Do collection point closed in April 2020, but we hope to open a similar collection point 
on Highgate Road in the near future. 
•In terms of bag types, around a half of all our members take the Standard sized bag, and two-thirds of all our members take the Fruit supplement. 
Vegbox introduced a ‘Megabag’ extra-large sized bag on 20 May 2020 in response to requests from some members who take the Family sized bag but 
wanted even more quantities of produce every week. On 1 June 2020 we had 18 people receiving Megabags. 
•In terms of length of membership, half of all Vegbox members, as of June 2020, were new-joiners, having joined after the coronavirus crisis and 
within the last 3 months. A quarter of members have been with the scheme for between 3 months and 1 year, and a fifth have been with the scheme 
for 1-4 years.  
•A total of 255 members responded to our 2020 members survey – a 57% response rate. The sample was broadly representative of the whole 
membership in terms of length of membership, collection point and bag type. 

St Georges Church (Tufnell Park) 24% 
The Thanet, Herbert Street 13% 
36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park) 11% 
Think and Do (Kentish Town) 10% 
62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road) 9% 
Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town) 6% 
51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town) 5% 
Story Garden (Kings Cross) 5% 
The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town) 4% 
Camden Market 4% 
22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town) 3% 
Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell) 3% 
Kentish Town Health Centre 2% 
70 Tollington Road (Holloway) 1% 

Member profile 
Small (Yellow) 13% 31% 
Small+Fruit (Orange) 18% 
Standard (Brown) 14% 47% 
Standard+Fruit (Green) 32% 
Family (Blue) 6% 22% 
Family+Fruit (Purple) 16% 

100% 100% 
All bags with Fruit 67% 

  

Less than 3 months
3 months to 1 year
1-4 years
More than 4 yearsLe
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We have a growing number of vegan members. Our members are also more likely to be 
vegan or vegetarian than the national average. 

Vegbox member survey – dietary preferences 
 

  

Vegbox members surveyed 2020 

Vegan 
8% 

Vegetarian 
32% Neither 

60% 

Vegan 
2% 

Vegetarian 
7% 

Neither 
91% 

Vegbox members surveyed 2018 UK population surveyed (end 2019) 

Source: Onepoll research commissioned by 
Finder.com research (Dec 2019), in a nationally 
representative survey of adults aged 18+. 2,000 
people were questioned throughout Great Britain, 
with representative quotas for gender, age and 
region. 
 

 
•A total of 15% of Vegbox respondents in 2020 said they are vegan, and 17% are vegetarian.  
•A significant chunk of people (23%) said they were ‘flexitarian’, defined here as someone mostly eating plant-based food. 
•Veganism seems to be growing amongst our members (2020 compared to 2018) 
•The most recent survey of UK adults (December 2019) suggests a UK average of 2% following vegan diets and 7% following vegetarian diets 
•These results will help Vegbox to get the balance of recipes in the weekly newsletters right.  
•Some specific quotes we received include:  
 

“I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining Vegbox.” / “I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian” / “I’d like to have option to make it vegan!” / “No 
need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello 
Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!” / “Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes; I don't need tips or 
encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.” 


Chart1

		Vegan

		Vegetarian

		Pescatarian

		Flexitarian

		Omnivore
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Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Not Vegan / Not Vegetarian		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		10		Too many apples

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Quality can vary

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		VfM comment

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						6		Varying portion sizes

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Quantity can vary

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						6		Other

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		Remove or add an item option

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2				4		'Realness'!

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				4 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255

								Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Friendly approach / good customer services

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Constructive feedback

								Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		-		54				Blank

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1				Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1				General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1				Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1				General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1				General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1				Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1				Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3				General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1				General praise

		Excellent!		1				General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1				General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1				General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1				General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1				General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		1				Connection to community

		fine		2				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1				Educational

		Good		4				General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1				General praise

		Good thanks		1				General praise

		good!		1				General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1				General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1				General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1				General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1				General praise

		Great		7				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1				General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1				General praise

		Great in general!		1				General praise

		Great overall		1				General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1				Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1				General praise

		Great!		5				General praise

		Great!		2				General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1				Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1				General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1				General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1				General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1				General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1				General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1				General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1				General praise

		have been so pleased		1				General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1				General praise

		Heavenly!		1				General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1				General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1				Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1				General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1				General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1				General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1				General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1				Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1				Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1				Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1				Connection to community

		I really love it!		1				General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1				General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1				General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1				Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1				General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1				Educational

		Interesting		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1				General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1				General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1				General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1				General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1				General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1				Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1				Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1				Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1				Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1				General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1				General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1				General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1				General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1				General praise

		Love it so far!		1				General praise

		Love it!		2				General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1				Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1				Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1				Educational

		My neighbour		1				General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1				General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1				Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1				Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1				Praise for newsletter

		OK		2				General praise

		Online search		1				General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1				General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1				General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1				General praise

		Really enjoyable		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1				General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1				General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1				General praise

		See previous comments.		1				General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1				General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1				General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1				General praise

		SWEET		1				General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1				Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1				Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1				Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1				General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1				General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1				Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1				General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1				Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1				General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1				General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1				General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1				Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1				General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1				General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1				Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2				General praise

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1				General praise

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1				Constructive feedback

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1				General praise

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Grand Total		255

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		Number		%

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		2		1%

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		4		1%

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		6		2%

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		11		4%

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		13		5%

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		21		7%

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		35		13%

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		36		15%

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		42		15%

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		49		17%

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		69		24%

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																		288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Grand Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc (eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)		15

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations and their events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to the directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag or food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?

0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

How would you rate the following aspects of the Kentish Town Vegbox scheme?

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Not Vegan / Not Vegetarian



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

Have a look at this list of items. During the time when they are in season, how often would you like to see them?

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)






Chart1

		Vegan

		Vegetarian

		Neither



0.1516245487

0.1696750903

0.678700361



Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		10		Too many apples

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Quality can vary

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		VfM comment

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						6		Varying portion sizes

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Quantity can vary

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						6		Other

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		Remove or add an item option

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2				4		'Realness'!

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				4 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255

								Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Friendly approach / good customer services

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Constructive feedback

								Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		-		54				Blank

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1				Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1				General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1				Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1				General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1				General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1				Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1				Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3				General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1				General praise

		Excellent!		1				General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1				General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1				General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1				General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1				General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		1				Connection to community

		fine		2				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1				Educational

		Good		4				General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1				General praise

		Good thanks		1				General praise

		good!		1				General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1				General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1				General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1				General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1				General praise

		Great		7				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1				General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1				General praise

		Great in general!		1				General praise

		Great overall		1				General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1				Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1				General praise

		Great!		5				General praise

		Great!		2				General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1				Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1				General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1				General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1				General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1				General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1				General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1				General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1				General praise

		have been so pleased		1				General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1				General praise

		Heavenly!		1				General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1				General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1				Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1				General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1				General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1				General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1				General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1				Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1				Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1				Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1				Connection to community

		I really love it!		1				General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1				General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1				General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1				Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1				General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1				Educational

		Interesting		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1				General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1				General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1				General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1				General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1				General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1				Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1				Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1				Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1				Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1				General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1				General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1				General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1				General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1				General praise

		Love it so far!		1				General praise

		Love it!		2				General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1				Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1				Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1				Educational

		My neighbour		1				General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1				General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1				Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1				Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1				Praise for newsletter

		OK		2				General praise

		Online search		1				General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1				General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1				General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1				General praise

		Really enjoyable		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1				General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1				General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1				General praise

		See previous comments.		1				General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1				General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1				General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1				General praise

		SWEET		1				General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1				Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1				Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1				Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1				General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1				General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1				Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1				General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1				Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1				General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1				General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1				General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1				Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1				General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1				General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1				Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2				General praise

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1				General praise

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1				Constructive feedback

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1				General praise

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Grand Total		255

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		Number		%

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		2		1%

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		4		1%

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		6		2%

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		11		4%

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		13		5%

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		21		7%

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		35		13%

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		36		15%

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		42		15%

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		49		17%

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		69		24%

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																		288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Grand Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc (eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)		15

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations and their events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to the directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag or food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?

0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

How would you rate the following aspects of the Kentish Town Vegbox scheme?

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Neither



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

Have a look at this list of items. During the time when they are in season, how often would you like to see them?

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		





		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)
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The quality of the veg and fruit has been rated very high; Fruit suffers from being rated 
poor on many aspects – partly due to the season at this time 

Vegbox member survey – aspect ratings 
 

Vegbox members’ views on the quality, quantity, variety and Value for Money of veg and fruit, 2020 

96 
2015 2016 2018 2020 

Quality of Veg % Good or Great  92% 90% 91% 96% 
Quality of Fruit % Good or Great 95% 85% 90% 83% 
Season that survey was done Summer Autumn Summer Spring 

Historic trends in quality 

Note (1): We have been asking questions about quantity and quality for several years, but the 2020 survey was the first one to explore variety/range and value for money using this scoring system. The 
results will be a good benchmark for future surveys. 
 
Note (2): Newer members (less than 3 months) were actually more likely to rate most of these aspects more highly than established members. Ewer members rated the following aspects more highly 
than established members: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit. 


Chart1

		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		10		Too many apples

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Quality can vary

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		VfM comment

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						6		Varying portion sizes

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Quantity can vary

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						6		Other

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		Remove or add an item option

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2				4		'Realness'!

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				4 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255

								Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Friendly approach / good customer services

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Constructive feedback

								Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		-		54				Blank

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1				Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1				General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1				Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1				General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1				General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1				Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1				Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3				General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1				General praise

		Excellent!		1				General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1				General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1				General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1				General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1				General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		1				Connection to community

		fine		2				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1				Educational

		Good		4				General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1				General praise

		Good thanks		1				General praise

		good!		1				General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1				General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1				General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1				General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1				General praise

		Great		7				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1				General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1				General praise

		Great in general!		1				General praise

		Great overall		1				General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1				Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1				General praise

		Great!		5				General praise

		Great!		2				General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1				Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1				General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1				General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1				General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1				General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1				General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1				General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1				General praise

		have been so pleased		1				General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1				General praise

		Heavenly!		1				General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1				General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1				Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1				General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1				General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1				General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1				General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1				Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1				Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1				Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1				Connection to community

		I really love it!		1				General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1				General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1				General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1				Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1				General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1				Educational

		Interesting		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1				General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1				General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1				General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1				General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1				General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1				Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1				Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1				Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1				Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1				General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1				General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1				General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1				General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1				General praise

		Love it so far!		1				General praise

		Love it!		2				General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1				Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1				Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1				Educational

		My neighbour		1				General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1				General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1				Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1				Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1				Praise for newsletter

		OK		2				General praise

		Online search		1				General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1				General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1				General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1				General praise

		Really enjoyable		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1				General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1				General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1				General praise

		See previous comments.		1				General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1				General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1				General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1				General praise

		SWEET		1				General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1				Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1				Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1				Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1				General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1				General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1				Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1				General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1				Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1				General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1				General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1				General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1				Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1				General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1				General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1				Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2				General praise

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1				General praise

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1				Constructive feedback

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1				General praise

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Grand Total		255

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		Number		%

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		2		1%

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		4		1%

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		6		2%

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		11		4%

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		13		5%

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		21		7%

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		35		13%

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		36		15%

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		42		15%

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		49		17%

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		69		24%

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																		288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Grand Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc (eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)		15

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations and their events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to the directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag or food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?

0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Neither



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

Have a look at this list of items. During the time when they are in season, how often would you like to see them?

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		





		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)
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Thematic analysis of Vegbox members’ views on the quantity, quality, range and Value for Money 

“Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots”   / “Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality” 
“The bronze skinned apples are too soft” / “Apples were often mushy and not great-but the pears were so good!” / “Apples have not tasted good”  

“Sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter veg and fruit. This is compensated for by 
wonderful produce when the growing season gets going.”  /  “April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality” 
 

“The variety of fruit has been limited, but it has been good quality seasonal stuff” / “There’s usually only 1 fruit - apples  2 or 3 types of fruit would 
be great if possible, even 2 varieties of apple is better than 1”  /  “Would love some more variation on fruit” 

“I'm really impressed by quality” / “I really enjoyed the split fava beans” / “Loved the rhubarb and then strawberries - 
SUCH a treat!” / “Strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes are exceptional quality.” 

“We receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you 
alternate onions and potatoes?.” /   “Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less”  

“Less parsnips”   /  “Fewer onions!”  /   
“No more Jerusalem artichokes!” 

“Really happy with what we receive each week” / “I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!”    /   
“The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy.” 

“I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg!”    
“I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive & the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently” 
 

“We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale” / “The fruit is 
good but not enough to get me through the week.” /  “Some quantities seem a bit variable”   

“Too many apples” / “We love apples but there have been a lot of them!” /  
“I struggled to eat that quantity of apples” / “I get bored of constantly getting apples!” 

“Carrots went mushy in a few days” / “parsnip was very dried up” / “quality of fruit can 
vary week to week” /  “veg quality is generally v good but occasionally poor.” 

“Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are 
palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.” 

“This scheme definitely provides the least value for money [compared to others] in terms 
of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high” 

“You are considerably more expensive than 
supermarkets but we understand that sourcing 
good quality local organic produce necessarily 

comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it 
as good value for money.” 

“Last summer we were given 4 asparagus 
spears which for a family of 3 didn’t go far!” 

“It would be nice to have element of choice 
but appreciate the complexity associated” 

“I would like to not have some things”./ “Could there be an 
extras/top up option, eg potatoes” 

“It would be nice to have a larger bag 
option” 

“We would like the option to have even more veg - obviously pay 
more as well - the family bag isn't enough for a family” 

“There have been a few terrifying 
slugs! But all par for the course”  

“We still maintain  rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you 
can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.* 

Vegbox members gave mixed views of Vegbox produce, some useful feedback was given 
to help monitor and improve 

Vegbox member survey – views on produce 

Note: Orange shows negative themes, green shows positive themes and white are neutral or mixed themes. 
*Another noteworthy ‘Other’ comment: “Can we stop having cut squash/swede? Often the recipes require a greater quantity - I can't go and buy another half squash”  


Chart1

		Bad apples

		Understands limits of seasons

		Limited fruit variety

		Great quality item/items

		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		General praise

		Quantity / portion sizes can vary

		Too many apples

		Quality can vary

		Value for Money comment

		Other

		Remove or add an item option

		A bag larger than Family

		'Realness'!
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Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		12		Quantity / portion sizes can vary

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Too many apples

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		Quality can vary

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						10		Value for Money comment

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Other

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						5		Remove or add an item option

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				4		'Realness'!

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				4 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255

								Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Friendly approach / good customer services

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Constructive feedback

								Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		-		54				Blank

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1				Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1				General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1				Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1				General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1				General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1				Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1				Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3				General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1				General praise

		Excellent!		1				General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1				General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1				General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1				General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1				General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		1				Connection to community

		fine		2				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1				Educational

		Good		4				General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1				General praise

		Good thanks		1				General praise

		good!		1				General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1				General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1				General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1				General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1				General praise

		Great		7				General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1				General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1				General praise

		Great in general!		1				General praise

		Great overall		1				General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1				Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1				General praise

		Great!		5				General praise

		Great!		2				General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1				Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1				General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1				General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1				General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1				General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1				General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1				General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1				General praise

		have been so pleased		1				General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1				General praise

		Heavenly!		1				General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1				General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1				Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1				General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1				General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1				General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1				General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1				Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1				Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1				Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1				Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1				Connection to community

		I really love it!		1				General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1				General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1				General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1				Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1				General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1				Educational

		Interesting		1				Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1				General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1				General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1				General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1				Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1				General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1				Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1				General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1				Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1				Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1				Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1				Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1				General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1				General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1				General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1				General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1				General praise

		Love it so far!		1				General praise

		Love it!		2				General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1				Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1				Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1				Educational

		My neighbour		1				General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1				General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1				Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1				Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1				Praise for newsletter

		OK		2				General praise

		Online search		1				General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1				General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1				General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1				General praise

		Really enjoyable		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1				General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1				General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1				General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1				General praise

		See previous comments.		1				General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1				General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1				General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1				Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1				General praise

		SWEET		1				General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1				Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1				Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1				Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1				General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1				General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1				Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1				General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1				Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1				Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1				General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1				General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1				Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1				Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1				General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1				Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1				General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1				General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1				Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1				Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2				General praise

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1				General praise

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1				Constructive feedback

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1				General praise

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1				Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Grand Total		255

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		Number		%

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		2		1%

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		4		1%

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		6		2%

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		11		4%

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		13		5%

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		21		7%

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		35		13%

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		36		15%

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		42		15%

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		49		17%

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		69		24%

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																		288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Grand Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc (eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)		15

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations and their events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to the directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag or food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?

0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Neither



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

Have a look at this list of items. During the time when they are in season, how often would you like to see them?

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		





		





		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)
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Vegbox has positively influenced how 90% of its members cook 

Vegbox member survey – influence on cooking and eating 
 

    

Thematic analysis of ways in which being a member of Vegbox has changed the way 
members cook and eat 

Has being a 
member of 

Vegbox changed 
the way you  

cook and eat? 

“Yes” = 90% 

# Theme % 
1 Diversified and more varied diet / became more flexible 24% 
2 Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook 17% 
3 Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge 15% 
4 Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce 15% 
5 Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet 13% 
6 Reducing food waste 7% 
7 Planning ahead more 5% 
8 Eating more healthily 4% 
9 Shopping in supermarkets less 2% 

10 Saving money on shopping 1% 
11 Making things easier 1% 

1. “Definitely increased the variety of 
vegetables I cook with, and I've really 

enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing 
vegetables I'm not so familiar with” 

2. “We have learned about new 
vegetables and new ways to prepare 

food out of them. It is exciting and 
beneficial the same time.” 

3. “Adapting what we cook to 
what arrives has been great fun 

and had made us a bit more 
adventurous” 

5. “I’m eating a lot more veg! The 
weekly bag and my loathing of food 
waste encourages me to think about 

veg as more central to my meals” 

4. “It's really changed the way we 
eat, knowing what's in season and 

inspired by the content and the 
recipes each week. Super easy!” 

“No” 
10% 

Note: Those who said no to this question almost all said that because they had already been a member of similar scheme before  


Chart1

		0.9047619048

		0.0952380952





2018-tables

		Members by collection point by bag type																				Small		Standard		Family

																						70		73		34		177

		Member profile - July 2018																		Member profile - July 2018		40%		41%		19%

		Count of Respondent name		Q1-Respondent bag type																Survey respondents - July 2018		43%		34%		24%		Total		%				%		Number

		Q4-Respondent collection point		Small		Small+Fruit		Standard		Standard+Fruit		Family		Family+Fruit		Grand Total						Small		Standard		Family

		The Thanet		2		5		4		4		1		3		19		Collection point		The Thanet		7		8		4		19		28%		Ý		15%

		Ruby Violet		3		1		1		2		2				9				Ruby Violet		4		3		2		9		13%		-		11%

		Camden Market		1				1		1		2		1		6				Camden Market		1		2		3		6		9%		Ý		6%

		36 Primrose Gardens		2		1						2		1		6				36 Primrose Gardens		3		0		3		6		9%		-		8%

		Tufnell Park Tavern		1		2								3		6				Tufnell Park Tavern		3		0		3		6		9%		ß		14%

		The Pineapple				2		3								5				The Pineapple		2		3		0		5		7%		-		5%

		The Grafton				1				3						4				The Grafton		1		3		0		4		6%		-		7%

		KT Health Centre		1		1				1				1		4				KT Health Centre		2		1		1		4		6%		-		5%

		Gipsy Queen				2				1						3				Gipsy Queen		2		1		0		3		4%		-		5%

		The Star				2		1								3				The Star		2		1		0		3		4%		ß		7%

		Abbey Tavern				2										2				Abbey Tavern		2		0		0		2		3%		ß		10%

		Caversham Group Practice								1						1				Caversham Group Practice		0		1		0		1		1%		ß		7%

		Grand Total		10		19		10		13		7		9		68				Total		29		23		16		68		100%				100%

		Collection point ratings																																Tapping the Admiral had 3 people receiving bags (2%) but no survey respondents

																				Survey respondents receiving Fruit supplement amounted to								No Fruit		Fruit

																				60% of the total								27		41

																												40%		60%

				Data

		Q4-Respondent collection point		Sum of Q5-Very Poor		Sum of Q5-Poor		Sum of Q5-Satisfactory		Sum of Q5-Good		Sum of Q5-Great								Member profile:								No Fruit		Fruit

		36 Primrose Gardens						1		1		4								51% of the total								86		91

		Abbey Tavern								2																		49%		51%

		Camden Market						1		2		3

		Caversham Group Practice										1

		Gipsy Queen						1		1		1

		KT Health Centre				1		1		1		1								Collection point		Type

		Ruby Violet						1		1		7								The Thanet		Community venues

		The Grafton								1		3								Ruby Violet		Other commercial businesses

		The Pineapple								2		3								Camden Market		Other commercial businesses

		The Star								1		2								36 Primrose Gardens		Community venues

		The Thanet						1		6		12								Tufnell Park Tavern		Pubs

		Tufnell Park Tavern								3		3								The Pineapple		Pubs

		Grand Total				1		6		21		40								The Grafton		Pubs

																				KT Health Centre		Community venues

																				Gipsy Queen		Pubs

																				The Star		Pubs

																				Abbey Tavern		Pubs

				Data																Caversham Group Practice		Community venues

		Q4-Respondent collection point		Sum of Q5-Very Poor		Sum of Q5-Poor		Sum of Q5-Satisfactory		Sum of Q5-Good		Sum of Q5-Great								Tapping the Admiral		Pubs

				1		2		3		4		5		Score

		36 Primrose Gardens						1		1		4		6						Skip Garden		Community venues

		Abbey Tavern								2				2						Skip Garden added in September, 3 people

		Camden Market						1		2		3		6																Count of Collection point

		Caversham Group Practice										1		1																Type		Total

		Gipsy Queen						1		1		1		3																Community venues		4		4		31%

		KT Health Centre				1		1		1		1		4																Other commercial businesses		2		2		15%

		Ruby Violet						1		1		7		9																Pubs		7		7		54%

		The Grafton								1		3		4																Grand Total		13		13

		The Pineapple								2		3		5

		The Star								1		2		3

		The Thanet						1		6		12		19

		Tufnell Park Tavern								3		3		6						Ordered

		Grand Total				1		6		21		40

																Average score (out of 5)				Collection point		Average score (out of 5)

		36 Primrose Gardens		0		0		3		4		20		27		4.5				Caversham Group Practice		5.0

		Abbey Tavern		0		0		0		8		0		8		4.0				The Grafton		4.8

		Camden Market		0		0		3		8		15		26		4.3				Ruby Violet		4.7

		Caversham Group Practice		0		0		0		0		5		5		5.0				The Star		4.7

		Gipsy Queen		0		0		3		4		5		12		4.0				The Pineapple		4.6

		KT Health Centre		0		2		3		4		5		14		3.5				The Thanet		4.6

		Ruby Violet		0		0		3		4		35		42		4.7				36 Primrose Gardens		4.5

		The Grafton		0		0		0		4		15		19		4.8				Tufnell Park Tavern		4.5

		The Pineapple		0		0		0		8		15		23		4.6				Camden Market		4.3

		The Star		0		0		0		4		10		14		4.7				Abbey Tavern		4.0

		The Thanet		0		0		3		24		60		87		4.6				Gipsy Queen		4.0

		Tufnell Park Tavern		0		0		0		12		15		27		4.5				KT Health Centre		3.5

		Q4-Respondent collection point		Q6-What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?

		36 Primrose Gardens		Nothing

				Nothing - works perfectly!

				They are down steep steps so they are not good for anyone with mobility issues. Better if it were closer.

				Used to say great - glad to have met Deepa, and I used to enjoy our chats on collection. But I find the stairs difficult.

				(blank)

		36 Primrose Gardens Total

		Abbey Tavern		The jar to put the bags in is too small.

				(blank)

		Abbey Tavern Total

		Camden Market		Could be cooler - it's next to an enormous bin shed :-)

				Nothing really

				Nothing!

				(blank)

		Camden Market Total

		Caversham Group Practice		(blank)

		Caversham Group Practice Total

		Gipsy Queen		(blank)

		Gipsy Queen Total

		KT Health Centre		Make it easier for wheelchair users

				Sometimes can't find the list

				(blank)

		KT Health Centre Total

		Ruby Violet		It's great except that sometimes it's hard to get there by 7pm on a Wed, and I feel bad clogging up their shop but being open till 10pm on Thursdays it's insanely convenient especially for an ice-cream shop!

				They are great!

				(blank)

				It's quite hot in there so the veg can wilt if not collected quickly, and winter closing time (7pm) sometimes makes it  difficult BUT they are very friendly!

				In the summer, the temparature where the veg has been held has been very hot, so many parts of it have wilted - it has not been held in climate controlled conditions in the shop.

		Ruby Violet Total

		The Grafton		Refrigeration, but it’s not a problem really

				(blank)

		The Grafton Total

		The Pineapple		All good! I used to have problems in other locations with items missing, but not here.

				Works perfectly. Should you have more members in the Highgate Road/Gordon House Rd/Dartmouth Park/Parliament Hill area perhaps the Southampton Arms would be willing to serve as a collection point?

				(blank)

		The Pineapple Total

		The Star		(blank)

		The Star Total

		The Thanet		A 'surplus' vegbox where you can put the veg you're not keen on in for others to take.

				Fine as it is

				For me they are ideal and I can't think of any improvement.

				(blank)

		The Thanet Total

		Tufnell Park Tavern		The tick sheet is not always available or you have to wait for busy staff

				(blank)

		Tufnell Park Tavern  Total

		Grand Total

		Use of collection point - only selecting pubs and other commercial operations (excluding community venues)

		Q4-Respondent collection point		(Multiple Items)

				Data

				Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (weekly)		Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (monthly)		Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (rarely)		Count of Q7-No		Count of N/A

		Total		2		14		11		19		11

				Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (weekly)		Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (monthly)		Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (rarely)		Count of Q7-No		Count of N/A

				2		14		11		19		11

				4%		25%		19%		33%		19%

				Removing the N/As:

				Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (weekly)		Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (monthly)		Count of Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (rarely)		Count of Q7-No														Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (weekly)		Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (monthly)		Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (rarely)		No

				2		14		11		19														4%		30%		24%		41%

				4%		30%		24%		41%

				Data

		Q1-Respondent bag type		Count of 0-10 years		Count of 11-20 years		Count of 21-30 years		Count of 31-40 years		Count of 41-50 years		Count of 51-60 years		Count of 61-70 years		Count of 71-80 years		Count of 81-90 years

		Small		1		1				2		4		3		3		2		1

		Small+Fruit		1				6		7		5		2		3		1		1

		Standard		2		1		1		4		2		2		1		2

		Standard+Fruit		4				4		7		3				3		1

		Family		2		1		2		3		3		1

		Family+Fruit		2		1		2		5		3		3

		Grand Total		12		4		15		28		20		11		10		6		2

				Data

		Q1-Respondent bag type		0-10 years		11-20 years		21-30 years		31-40 years		41-50 years		51-60 years		61-70 years		71-80 years		81-90 years		Adults (21+)		Children & teens (0-20)		Bags by type of bag				Average usage - adults		Average usage - children and teens

		Small		2		1		6		9		9		5		6		3		2		40		3		29				1.4		0.1

		Standard		6		1		5		11		5		2		4		3		0		30		7		23				1.3		0.3

		Family		4		2		4		8		6		4		0		0		0		22		6		16				1.4		0.4

		All bags		12		4		15		28		20		11		10		6		2						68

		Count of Respondent code		Salad leaves

				Fortnightly		Monthly		Once or twice a year		Weekly		Grand Total

		Total		17		2		2		47		68

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Once or twice a year		Never		Total

		Onions		21		34		10		1		2		68

		Potatoes		19		36		11		0		2		68

		Mushrooms		27		32		9		0		0		68

		Carrots		20		34		14		0		0		68

		Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		17		36		13		2		0		68

		Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		47		17		4		0		0		68

		Salad leaves		47		17		2		2		0		68

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Once or twice a year		Never		Total						Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Once or twice a year		Never		Total

		Onions		31%		50%		15%		1%		3%		100%				Onions		31%		50%		15%		1%		3%		100%

		Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		0%		3%		100%				Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		0%		3%		100%

		Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%		0%		100%				Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%		0%		100%

		Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%		0%		100%				Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%		0%		100%

		Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%		0%		100%				Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%		0%		100%

		Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%		0%		100%				Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%		0%		100%

		Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%		0%		100%				Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%		0%		100%

						Creativity / experimentation / adventure / inventiveness / imagination

						Ideas and recipes														Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Once or twice a year		Never		Total

		Count of Respondent code																Onions		31%		50%		15%		1%		3%		100%

		[Free text answer on how Vegbox has changed the way you cook and eat]		Total		Theme 1		Theme 2		Theme 3								Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		0%		3%		100%

		[See above comment in quality] Yes, I as mentioned before it has made me cook at home more, which due to lack of time is difficult for me to do and prepare for otherwise. It has also diversified my diet and introduced me to some wonderful veggies I've nev		1		Cook at home more		Diversified diet / new varieties										Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%		0%		100%

		A good thing.		1		x												Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%		0%		100%

		Buy more organic veg at the supermarket now. Eat veg types I wouldn't otherwise. Eat more fruit.		1		Changed buying habits		Diversified diet / new varieties		Eat more fruit								Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%		0%		100%

		Definitely use a bit more creativity as I'll cook more with what's in the bag rather than what I decide to buy.		1		Increased creativity												Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%		0%		100%

		Definitely! I have discovered the joy of vegetables. It is so much more convenient to eat healthily when there is always veg in the fridge and I look forward to getting my veg.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg												Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%		0%		100%

		Exciting weird veg. Love cooking it. Eat more seasonally. Now know what's in season. Sheer 'vegriety'.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

		Forced us to experiment cooking with veg we wouldn't usually buy. Much more conscious of seasonal cooking.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

		Fresh ideas		1		Given me new ideas

		I cook veg for every meal in the week		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		I eat more vegetables		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		I eat more vegetables.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		I enjoy it, it's better than shopping at local supermarkets, or the expensive chain brand, or the local Turkish shop. Thank you for this option!		1		x

		I learned more recipes since I got to cook some veg that I normally wouldn't buy.		1		Given me new ideas		Diversified diet / new varieties

		I’ve become vegetarian (partner was already) and explored many more varied dishes to cook with the veg provided.		1		Became vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / new varieties

		It definitely has. I have to be more creative and experiment more with what I have in the fridge. I have tried recipes that probably I wouldn't have tried otherwise.		1		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / new varieties

		It forces me to experiment and come up with new ways to cook. I'm also more aware of the quantity and quality of the fruits and veggies I eat in a week.		1		Increased creativity		More aware of quality

		It has been great.		1		x

		It has definitely made us eat more veg and it's been great to shape meals around what's in the bag and to know everything is seasonal and as local as possible and organic so grown without pesticides.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg		Increased creativity

		It has made us more creative as we cook around the veg we received.		1		Increased creativity

		I've learned how to cook veg that I would not have bought myself		1		Increased creativity

		I've started to cook and eat new vegetables I wasn't used to. I've gained knowledge on which vegetables are growing for each season as well. I've learned new recipes and combined ingredients I wasn't used to combined.		1		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons		Given me new ideas

		Just made it easier		1		Made things easier

		Made me more adventurous - I'm now expert in many recipes for kale…		1		Increased creativity

		More adventurous, I like taking ideas from the letters and recipes.		1		Increased creativity		Given me new ideas

		More inventive		1		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / new varieties

		More seasonal and from the ingredients we create meals we would not otherwise prepare.		1		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons		Increased creativity

		No, I have cooked seasonally for many years, since I lived in Italy and actually 'got it' - lightbulb moment!		1		x

		No, we've always based our eating on lots of organic veg.		1		x

		Not really, but I never waste food from the bag, I always make sure it gets incorporated or I make recipes specifically to use it.		1		x

		Slightly		1		x

		Some vegetables I would not buy so yes I have to be more creative about meals which gives our diet more diversity.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Sometimes more adventurous - use more veg I'm sure, especially use more organic veg. Tried some things for the first time.		1		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / new varieties

		The Vegbox content leads our daily cooking; there are a couple of veg I haven't cooked before, ie broad beans - the are so easy to cook and so yummy! We always cook mainly veg-based, now we get our core supply from Vegbox and supplement where required wit		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		Think more about how to use the veg and not be wasteful		1		Given me new ideas

		Tried vegetables I otherwise wouldn't (sea kale, wild garlic, etc). Have to be more creative at times to avoid the waste.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties		Increased creativity

		We are more aware imaginative, thinking of dishes specifically to use up the veg box items.		1		Increased creativity

		We eat more veg and more following of recipes.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg		Given me new ideas

		We eat more veg than previously. We now know how to cook celeriac in many ways!		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg		Given me new ideas

		We eat so much more healthily - this scheme is wonderful - it should be subsidised by the government.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		We have tried many new things		1		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Without Vegbox we would eat less potatoes, mushrooms and leafy greens.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Yes – I look up recipes based on what we receive in the box each week, or cook based on the recipes inserted with the newsletter. I cook more experimental/adventurous veg recipes than I would otherwise, and feel more confident about cooking veg/vegan in m		1		Diversified diet / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - use new veggies.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Yes - we eat around what you give us in the bag - always finishing it.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Yes, being more experimental and cooking with different produce and hence using different spices and herbs too - can you provide fresh herbs at all?		1		Increased creativity

		Yes, everything has changed. I eat mostly vegetables now. I only buy organic. I can now grow my own strawberries. I appreciate your recipes and try them out. Now I always have one hot organic meal every day.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg		Given me new ideas		Changed buying habits

		Yes, I am more creative and eat way more veg and feel happy when I look in my fridge.		1		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		Yes, I eat a better diet with much more veg.		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		Yes, I love the 'ready, steady cook' aspect of it - getting a bag of veg I haven't specfically chosen makes me more creative. It also makes me plan meals more and produce less food waste. I love the recipe cards.		1		Increased creativity		Given me new ideas

		Yes, I love trying the recipes. I don't plan meals and shop with a list as much as I take what comes and suggests itself by being in the Vegbox. I've been introduced to some new veg.		1		Given me new ideas		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Yes, I tend to make things up a lot more and don't buy for specific recipes. And have stopped doing a big weekly shop.		1		Increased creativity		Changed buying habits

		Yes, it forces me to experiment new dishes that otherwise I wouldn't think of doing.		1		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has introduced more variety in terms of ingredients. We also regularly use the recipes in the weekly newsletter.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties		Given me new ideas

		Yes, more aware of what's in season		1		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

		Yes, more seasonal.		1		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

		Yes, sometimes have to be inventive.		1		Increased creativity

		Yes, we eat more seasonally.		1		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

		Yes, we eat more veg! And less fruit		1		Eat more healthily / eat more veg

		Yes, we use the recipes fairly often, and it makes us be creatiuve and cook a wider variety of dishes.		1		Given me new ideas		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Yes, we use veg as basis for deciding which meals to cook.		1		Changed buying habits

		Yes, we use veg we would not have otherwise used while cooking similar food.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Yes. We try new things.		1		Diversified diet / new varieties

		(blank)		6		Diversified diet / new varieties

		Grand Total		68		Diversified diet / new varieties

						Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

						Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

						Diversified diet / new varieties

						Diversified diet / new varieties

						Diversified diet / new varieties

						More aware of quality

						Increased creativity

						Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons

						Given me new ideas

						Diversified diet / new varieties

						Increased creativity

						Diversified diet / new varieties

						Increased creativity

						Given me new ideas

						Given me new ideas

						Diversified diet / new varieties

						Increased creativity

						Given me new ideas

						Eat more healthily / eat more veg

						Given me new ideas

						Diversified diet / new varieties

						Changed buying habits

						Given me new ideas

						Increased creativity

						Eat more fruit

						Given me new ideas

						Changed buying habits

						Diversified diet / new varieties

		Count of Theme 1

		Theme 1		Total						Total		%

		Increased creativity		22				Increased my creativity in cooking		22		26%

		Diversified diet / new varieties		21				Given me a diversified diet / have tried new varieties		21		25%

		Eat more healthily / eat more veg		14				Helped me to eat more healthily / eat more veg		14		16%

		Given me new ideas		12				Given me new ideas & recipes		12		14%

		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons		7				Eating more seasonally / more aware of seasons		7		8%

		x		7				Changed my buying habits		4		5%

		Changed buying habits		4				Other		5		6%

		More aware of quality		1						85		100%

		Eat more fruit		1

		Became vegetarian / vegan		1

		Cook at home more		1

		Made things easier		1

		Grand Total		92

		Count of Respondent code

		Q15-How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Total		Theme 1		Theme 2		Theme 3

		Changed our life! Great idea, great cause.		1		Improving healthy eating behaviours		Praise

		Excellent		1		Praise

		Excellent! Please continue.		1		Praise

		Fabulous, I recommend it to everyone, keep it up!		1		Praise

		Fun!		1		Praise

		Good		1		Praise

		Good - apart from comments on quality earlier		1		Praise		Constructive feedback

		Good - we like it		1		Praise

		Good progress has been made on rubbish reduction.		1		Praise

		Good quality and fresh		1		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great fruit and veg - has made me realise what naturally grown food tastes like, and how supermarket produce is so inferior		1		Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Great!		2		Praise

		Great, hard to get through even a small bag with a busy lifestyle but flexible enough to cancel when I need. Great customer service! Farming how it should be.		1		Friendly approach / good customer services

		Great, thank you :-)		1		Praise

		Great.		1		Praise

		Great. Particularly appreciated Vegbox when my son was a baby and started weaning and I had a regular supply of organic veg to steam and puree for him.		1		Praise		Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Happy, fulfilling. Wholesome.		1		Praise		Improving healthy eating behaviours

		I enjoy the vegetables and liked the shared meals that used to be arranged. A shame these stopped.		1		Enjoyment / excitement / pride		Constructive feedback

		I have loved it, I feel proud picking up my veggies :-)		1		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		I love it!		1		Praise

		I love it. I've been in it since the beginning.		1		Praise

		I love the friendship and fun of the helpers. Ruth and Ewan and Yan have felt like real friends and I like them very much.		1		Friendly approach / good customer services

		I really like feeling like I am supporting small and sustainable farming, while receiving local seasonable veg that helps encourage me to practice cooking seasonable and plant-based.		1		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I really like to participate in an independent, community-led scheme such as Vegbox.		1		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I think Vegbox is excellent. The food is really good and I support the principles. Tom is so helpful and always responds when I email.		1		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		Friendly approach / good customer services

		It has been excellent		1		Praise

		It has improved our quality of life. It makes us feel part of a community with which we share our ideology!		1		Improving healthy eating behaviours		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I've enjoyed it mostly.		1		Praise

		Love it - best service, good quality, community focussed, non-corporate and responsive. Keep up the great work.		1		Friendly approach / good customer services		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		Praise

		Love it a lot. Very happy.		1		Praise

		Loved it since the very start.		1		Praise

		Loving it! It's meant I have saved time - I don't have to divide my shopping between supermarket for household goods and small grocer for the nice veg/fruit!		1		Praise

		Mostly positive - communication is good and I like the flexibility. I didn't realise I could send back the plastic packaging till just now, which is good cos that’s been bothering me! I live on a really tight budget so I'm really pleased to have found an		1		Praise		Friendly approach / good customer services

		One of the best choices I've made since I moved to London! In terms of the quality of the veg I eat and the people I've met through Vegbox.		1		Praise		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Overall very positive, though in terms of value for money I have to say I have found it very bad. It would be nice to have more variety, and a bit more fruit, but I imagine variety can be tricky as it means sourcing from different places.		1		Praise		Constructive feedback

		Please carry on.		1		Praise

		Positive knowing I am supporting something that is driving food equity and sustainability.		1		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Really enjoyable! Makes me feel much more connected to my neighbourhood. It's been such a joy. I tell everybody I know about it. Big thank you!		1		Enjoyment / excitement / pride		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Really nice		1		Praise

		Rewarding		1		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Splendid!		1		Praise

		Such a great organisation! I'm so glad we became members.		1		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Taking this survey is my first active participation, good! I feel proud of supporting local initiatives, and strengthen local communities.		1		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		The new plastic bag system works much better than before. Hope you receive all the bags back in time! Sometimes I do not know what to do with tons of onions other than onion soup - please go easy on the onions! Well done overall and take care!		1		Constructive feedback

		THUMBS UP EMOJI		1		Praise

		Very good (especially when compared with previous local schemes I've used in the area)		1		Praise

		Very good. We like the ethics and it's pretty convenient for us.		1		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very positive experience.		1		Praise

		Very satisfactory - it feels good to be part of a cooperative that supports locally (within 50 miles approx) organic fruit and veg in season.		1		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very satisfactory, we are very happy the Vegbox exists.		1		Praise

		We enjoy being part of a cooperative. Many thanks to Tom for his hard work and making the scheme run so smoothly.		1		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		Friendly approach / good customer services

		We enjoy it!		1		Praise

		We love it even more than we expected.		1		Praise

		Wonderful!		1		Praise

		(blank)		13		Praise

		Grand Total		68		Constructive feedback

						Improving healthy eating behaviours

						Improving healthy eating behaviours

						Constructive feedback

						Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Friendly approach / good customer services

						Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

						Constructive feedback

						Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

						Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Friendly approach / good customer services

						Friendly approach / good customer services

						Praise

		Count of Theme

		Theme		Total				Theme		%		Total

		Praise		39				Praise		53%		39

		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		12				Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		16%		12

		Friendly approach / good customer services		6				Good customer services / friendly approach		8%		6

		Improving healthy eating behaviours		5				Improving healthy eating behaviours		7%		5

		Constructive feedback		4				Constructive feedback		5%		4

		Enjoyment / excitement / pride		4				Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5%		4

		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering		3				Taking part in local community & activities		4%		3

		Grand Total		73				Grand Total		100%		73

		Count of Respondent code

		Q16-Any other comments for us?		Total

		Actually this made me realise I haven't had fruit for a while but thought I was paying for a fruit bag - You probably told me on email but I've forgotten - grateful if you could let me know		1		Theme 1		Theme 2		Theme 3

		Although I do appreciate the effort you make to reduce packaging, I think you're using too much packaging and it's sometimes not necessary. Also, when it's actually necessary, it would be great to use paper bags instead of plastic bags (or reusable bags),		1		Use of packaging

		As I said before, I think schemes like this should be government-subsidised. Well done and thank you!		1		Scheme should be Govt-subsidised		Thanks

		Building from the previous page, we generally buy onions / potatoes in bulk, so more variety is ideal.		1		More variety

		I am on a low FODMAP diet and would like an onion-free option for my Vegbox.		1		Option to exclude items

		I like that I don't get potatoes every week as I like rice. Previous veg schemes I've used have had potatoes and carrots and onions every week, I think the variety you do is excellent.		1		Option to exclude items		Comment about varieties

		I used to be with Growing Communities and I found their system of pooling unwanted or excess produce and getting greater quantities of veg in the summer months made the value for money aspect of the scheme more acceptable. Knowing Vegbox is a co-op has ta		1		Learning from other schemes

		I'm filled with admiration for Tom and the elected volunteers as well as the packers. Thanks!		1		Feedback for the management and volunteers		Thanks

		In winter I find there is too much kale, cabbage, dark greens to get through weekjly before next batch arrives.		1		Suggestion for frequency of items

		It's a great scheme! Thanks for making sure it is successful! There's too much chard!		1		Thanks		Suggestion for frequency of items

		Keep up the good work!		2		Keep up the good work		Keep up the good work

		Keep up the good work, many thanks.		1		Keep up the good work

		Less single use plastic.		1		Use of packaging

		LETTERS: I know of reasons for not getting them by email or having access on website but could letters be slipped into the side or top of bag after the rest of the produce? No problem with this week's letter and the survey in its envelope, but all too oft		1		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

		Love Tom's letters and the recipes! New bags are excellent.		1		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet		Loving the new bags

		Maybe providing info about what the different veg contain in terms of vitamins/minerals and nutritional values?		1		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

		More fruit variety perhaps - but hard without going outside UK.		1		Comment about varieties

		Please can you put what's in the bag on Monday/Tuesday as it helps me to plan my foodshop which I do on Tuesdays, thanks!		1		Informing by email what's in the bag

		Possibly need a bit more fruit.		1		Comment about quantity

		SMILE EMOJI		1		Praise

		Sometimes the amount of veg in the bag is less than usual - often there is an email about it, but not always.		1		Comment about quantity

		Sometimes the quantity in the family bag seems a bit small for family.		1		Comment about quantity

		Sometimes the root veg  can be a bit traumatic - parsnips every week in the winter gets a bit dull, so some got wasted. I got a bit sick of winter purslane as well, it goes slimey quite quickly and just don't really the taste - I don't mind a bit but it f		1		Comment about varieties

		Thank you for being yourselves and being so open and cheerful. And you are all so young and good-looking it is a pleasure to see you.		1		Feedback for the management and volunteers

		Thank you for running Vegbox.		1		Thanks

		Thank you for your hard work during this past long winter! And thank you for the honesty and flexibility in refunding when fruit/veg were not up to standard.		1		Thanks		Quality

		Thank you so much Tom and all of you - you are amazing and I am really, really proud and happy to be part of our co-op. Does anyone have a suggestion of where to get organic meat, grass-fed and fish delivered or able to be collected that does not cost an		1		Thanks		Feedback for the management and volunteers		Request for signposting to other services

		Thank you so much. P.S. Thank you for the green soup with caraway breadcrumbs recipe - I make it all the time!		1		Thanks		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

		Thank you!		2		Thanks		Thanks

		The Vegbox team seems super friendly and approachable. Love that the service is so personal and simple and I look forward to the newsletter every week and the comments RE: what is in season or RE: suppliers and the recipes are very interesting and great s		1		Feedback for the management and volunteers		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

		Too much plastic packaging! Can there be more paper bags? Or recycled cardboard boxes?		1		Use of packaging

		Use surveymonkey for this survey, it will save paper. Please also email weekly description - it often gets wet and unreadable.		1		Comment about this survey		Informing by email what's in the bag

		We love Tom Steele's weekly message! We would rather not have veggies wrapped in plastic bags. Communication with the Vegbox people is very easy and efficient. Keep up the amazing work you are doing! Thanks! We hope this scheme keeps growing and will reac		1		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet		Use of packaging		Communication

		We really struggled to use the celeriac and swede. The recipes are a great idea - would be helpful to have more vegan ones. Indicating gluten-free alternatives for some of the ingredients would also be useful for some of us.		1		Suggestion for frequency of items		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

		We think all of the principles above are important. But the bottom line is that if the produce was poor, we would not continue our membership.		1		Quality

		We're very keen to stay members, so I do hope you can think a bit about the providers. It all works so smoothly very week - well done to the organisation.		1		Comment about varieties		Praise

		What you did this week was wonderful - informing us about a community movie screening. I for sure will be going! Would love through your newsletter to hear more about such events and be informed about any way to get more involved with community. Let me kn		1		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

		You're doing great.		1		Praise

		(blank)		28		Thanks

		Grand Total		68		Comment about varieties

						Thanks

						Suggestion for frequency of items

						Keep up the good work

						Loving the new bags

						Quality

						Feedback for the management and volunteers

						Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

						Thanks

						Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

						Informing by email what's in the bag

						Use of packaging

						Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet

						Praise

						Request for signposting to other services

						Communication

		Count of Theme

		Theme		Total				Theme		Total

		Thanks		9				Thanks		9		17%

		Feedback on newsletter/recipe sheet		8				Feedback on newsletter / recipe sheet		8		15%

		Feedback for the management and volunteers		4				Comment about varieties		5		9%

		Comment about varieties		4				Feedback for the staff and volunteers		4		7%

		Use of packaging		4				Use of packaging		4		7%

		Praise		3				General praise		3		6%

		Suggestion for frequency of items		3				Suggestion for frequency of items		3		6%

		Keep up the good work		3				'Keep up the good work'		3		6%

		Comment about quantity		3				Comment about quantity		3		6%

		Informing by email what's in the bag		2				Informing by email what's in the bag		2		4%

		Quality		2				Comment about quality		2		4%

		Option to exclude items		2				Request for option to exclude items		2		4%

		Comment about this survey		1				Other		6		11%

		Request for signposting to other services		1						54		100%

		Scheme should be Govt-subsidised		1

		Communication		1				Other =all that only had one person comment: Survey, signposting to other things, subsidised, comms, learning from other schemes, new bags

		More variety		1

		Learning from other schemes		1

		Loving the new bags		1

		Grand Total		54

		Unsolicited comments about the principles

		I approve of all your basic principles

		It's really hard to choose because I chose this scheme exactly because it was a co-op, local, seasonal and supports small farms. But genuinely seasonal is key, as is being a community co-operative.

		[This person also chose local and co-op as 2nd place, and small farms 3rd place.]

		Very hard to pick one as they are linked.

		How to choose!

		All of them are very important to me!

		But all of them really!

		Tough choice - all principles are crucial for me, your'e the only one combining all of them!

		They are all important to me

		I know I have to choose one but can't - I chose Vegbox equally because it is supporting small farms and because it is organic.

		I think they are all important - and many of them intertwined in beautiful ways

		Yes it has. I have learned to eat and cook veg that I did not before (I am not British so have not been introduced to UK veg growing up).

		Aaargh! I can't pick one! If it wasn't organic, I wouldn't bother, probably. But equally I want it to be sustainably produced and sourced.

		But hard to choose! Would like to do 1-6 favourite rankings

		I picked two!

		Very difficult to choose one as they are so interconnected

		Comments about the quality of veg (and/or fruit)

		Q10-Do you have any further comments about the quality of veg and/or fruit in your bag?

		Better than in previous years																Collection point

		Cutting out cold-chain affects small leaved veg/salad, but Vegbox mediates this well (whole head/more sturdy salads)

		Delicious!

		Duing the winter I found the potatoes often of a very poor quality - bruised, etc, often only able to use 1/2 or 1/4 of the total.

		For the fruit, we haven't been getting fruit that much. [Comment below: Possibly need a bit more fruit.]

		Fruit is great, except for some rare occasions but you always send out a warning email! Overall, I love it! Makes me cook at home more and eat better - perfect for a Vegan!

		Fruit sometimes goes off very quickly (or is already)

		I absolutely adore the fun unexpected things like foraged sea kale and wild garlic. Always such a treat :-)

		I guess it depends on the season. This year we hardly had any fruit because of the weather/climate. Generally the quality is much better than the supermarket.

		I like my fruit not as ripe.

		I love the variety and the surprise, and I love the fact that we are following the seasons.

		I think that now the Grafton stores things better than it did in previous years, berries are usually intact and stuff not bruised!

		I would like a little more fruit even if I had to pay more or given the option of adding anything before collection.

		I'm totally happy

		It is excellent. It really tastes of something!

		It's basically always very good!

		It's variable - inevitably - but the value is as much in the ethos as the veg!

		Love it!

		No - maybe use less unnecessary plastic for lettuce etc.

		No beetroot

		Often the veg is bolted or past its best in some way, eg bolted lettuces, leeks, carrots and potatoes have been almost rotten at times in the past (better at present). Salad bag recently (rocket) was actually mostly stalks - as in clumps of stalks with no

		Small quantities for a family of 4

		Sometimes really poor. Things OFTEN missing.

		Sometimes the salad in the winter has too much 'tang'.

		Sometimes there is an issue - but you always email to explain / refund. I DON'T MIND.

		Sometimes, the greens are not very fresh / very good quality

		The cherries were great!

		The quality is excellent - really tasty produce.

		Too much earth on some veg

		We had to throw away a cabbage recently. But I reckon this is par for the course with organic produce! When I work out the price per item it is really astronomical - even more than Earth! I know Vegbox is non profit-making so I know I am not being ripped

		We prepare veg very simply (roast, fry, etc) and the high quality of our veg bag is always evident when we eat it.

		We think that the quality of some is alright, there have been some very disappointing things. Organic veg can be consistently good quality - it never has to be small / shrivelled / too large (we've had some awful broad beans this summer, for example). Are

		We've only been members for a short time, we are still curious about variety in different seasons.

		(blank)

		Grand Total

		Comment		Theme

		Better than in previous years		Other

		Cutting out cold-chain affects small leaved veg/salad, but Vegbox mediates this well (whole head/more sturdy salads)		Other

		Delicious!		Taste

		Duing the winter I found the potatoes often of a very poor quality - bruised, etc, often only able to use 1/2 or 1/4 of the total.		Damage

		For the fruit, we haven't been getting fruit that much. [Comment below: Possibly need a bit more fruit.]		x

		Fruit is great, except for some rare occasions but you always send out a warning email! Overall, I love it! Makes me cook at home more and eat better - perfect for a Vegan!		Being informed

		Fruit sometimes goes off very quickly (or is already)		Ripeness

		I absolutely adore the fun unexpected things like foraged sea kale and wild garlic. Always such a treat :-)		x

		I guess it depends on the season. This year we hardly had any fruit because of the weather/climate. Generally the quality is much better than the supermarket.		Other

		I like my fruit not as ripe.		Ripeness

		I love the variety and the surprise, and I love the fact that we are following the seasons.		x

		I think that now the Grafton stores things better than it did in previous years, berries are usually intact and stuff not bruised!		Damage

		I would like a little more fruit even if I had to pay more or given the option of adding anything before collection.		x

		I'm totally happy		General praise

		It is excellent. It really tastes of something!		Taste

		It's basically always very good!		General praise

		It's variable - inevitably - but the value is as much in the ethos as the veg!		Variability

		Love it!		General praise

		No - maybe use less unnecessary plastic for lettuce etc.		x

		No beetroot		x

		Often the veg is bolted or past its best in some way, eg bolted lettuces, leeks, carrots and potatoes have been almost rotten at times in the past (better at present). Salad bag recently (rocket) was actually mostly stalks - as in clumps of stalks with no		Poor quality

		Small quantities for a family of 4		x

		Sometimes really poor. Things OFTEN missing.		Poor quality

		Sometimes the salad in the winter has too much 'tang'.		Poor quality

		Sometimes there is an issue - but you always email to explain / refund. I DON'T MIND.		Being informed

		Sometimes, the greens are not very fresh / very good quality		Poor quality

		The cherries were great!		General praise

		The quality is excellent - really tasty produce.		Taste

		Too much earth on some veg		Other

		We had to throw away a cabbage recently. But I reckon this is par for the course with organic produce! When I work out the price per item it is really astronomical - even more than Earth! I know Vegbox is non profit-making so I know I am not being ripped		Poor quality

		We prepare veg very simply (roast, fry, etc) and the high quality of our veg bag is always evident when we eat it.		General praise

		We think that the quality of some is alright, there have been some very disappointing things. Organic veg can be consistently good quality - it never has to be small / shrivelled / too large (we've had some awful broad beans this summer, for example). Are		Variability

		We've only been members for a short time, we are still curious about variety in different seasons.		x

				Count of Comment

				Theme		Total

				x		8

				General praise		5

				Poor quality		5

				Other		4

				Taste		3

				Variability		2

				Being informed		2

				Damage		2

				Ripeness		2

				Grand Total		33

										5

										5

										4

										3

										2

										2

										2

				Damage		6%				2

				Ripeness		6%

				Being informed		6%

				Variability		6%

				Taste		9%

				'Other'		12%

				Issues with quality		15%

				General praise for the quality		15%

		Theme		Damage

		Comment

		Duing the winter I found the potatoes often of a very poor quality - bruised, etc, often only able to use 1/2 or 1/4 of the total.

		I think that now the Grafton stores things better than it did in previous years, berries are usually intact and stuff not bruised!

		Grand Total
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Graphs-2014-15

		Respondent code		Respondent name		Q1-Respondent bag type		Respondent opt-in for fruit		Q4-Respondent collection point		Respondent method of q'aire response		Question		Q2-How many adults and children use the bag?		0-10 years		11-20 years		21-30 years		31-40 years		41-50 years		51-60 years		61-70 years		71-80 years		81-90 years		91+ years		Q3-% of your household who is vegetarian or vegan?		Q3-Vegetarian		Q3-Vegan		Q3-Neither		Q3-(Any comments on this? [unsolicited])		Q5-How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		Q5-Very Poor		Q5-Poor		Q5-Satisfactory		Q5-Good		Q5-Great		Q6-What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q7-Do you use your collection point's service more than you would otherwise as a direct result of picking up your veg?		Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (weekly)		Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (monthly)		Q7-Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (rarely)		Q7-No		N/A		Q8-What do you think about the quality of veg in your bag?		Q8-Very Poor		Q8-Poor		Q8-Satisfactory		Q8-Good		Q8-Great		Q9-What do you think about the quality of FRUIT in your bag?		Q9-Very Poor		Q9-Poor		Q9-Satisfactory		Q9-Good		Q9-Great		Q10-Do you have any further comments about the quality of veg and/or fruit in your bag?		Q11-When Vegbox buys the veg each week, we make choices about the balance of variety and quantity of veg. Would you prefer?		More varieties of veg, but a smaller quantity of each item		Fewer varieties of veg, but a greater quantity of each item		It's about right		Q12-Have a look at this list. During the time when they are in season, how often would you like them in your bag?		Onions		Potatoes		Mushrooms		Carrots		Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		Salad leaves		Q12a-(Unsolicited) comments about this?		Q13-Vegbox has been set up with certain key principles. Which ONE would you say is the most important?		Being a cooperative		Local		Seasonal		Supporting small farms		Good quality veg and fruit		Organic		ALL of them! (unsolicited)		Q13-Comments on this? (unsolicited)		Q14-Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q14-Yes, a lot		Q14-Yes		Q14-Yes, a little bit		Q14-No / not much		[Free text answer on how Vegbox has changed the way you cook and eat]		Q15-How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q16-Any other comments for us?

		2018-R1		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		36 Primrose Gardens		Paper						1						1		1																		100														1		Nothing												1										1														1										1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly																1										1						Tried vegetables I otherwise wouldn't (sea kale, wild garlic, etc). Have to be more creative at times to avoid the waste.		Great. Particularly appreciated Vegbox when my son was a baby and started weaning and I had a regular supply of organic veg to steam and puree for him.		More fruit variety perhaps - but hard without going outside UK.

		2018-R2		Valerie!		Small+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper																						1						100						But I eat fish												1		For me they are ideal and I can't think of any improvement.												1												1												1		I love the variety and the surprise, and I love the fact that we are following the seasons.								1				Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly										1						1		1		I approve of all your basic principles				1								Yes, everything has changed. I eat mostly vegetables now. I only buy organic. I can now grow my own strawberries. I appreciate your recipes and try them out. Now I always have one hot organic meal every day.		I love the friendship and fun of the helpers. Ruth and Ewan and Yan have felt like real friends and I like them very much.		Thank you for being yourselves and being so open and cheerful. And you are all so young and good-looking it is a pleasure to see you.

		2018-R3		Anon		Small		N		Ruby Violet		Paper												1																				100														1												1												1																								1				Never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly												1														1						I cook veg for every meal in the week		I really like to participate in an independent, community-led scheme such as Vegbox.		I am on a low FODMAP diet and would like an onion-free option for my Vegbox.

		2018-R4		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper												2																				100														1								1																		1												1		Delicious!								1				Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly												1														1						Yes, we eat more veg! And less fruit		Really nice

		2018-R5		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		Gipsy Queen		Paper										1																						100														1						1																				1												1		The cherries were great!								1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						It forces me to experiment and come up with new ways to cook. I'm also more aware of the quantity and quality of the fruits and veggies I eat in a week.

		2018-R6		Anon		Standard		N		Ruby Violet		Paper												2																50		50																1		It's great except that sometimes it's hard to get there by 7pm on a Wed, and I feel bad clogging up their shop but being open till 10pm on Thursdays it's insanely convenient especially for an ice-cream shop!								1																1														I absolutely adore the fun unexpected things like foraged sea kale and wild garlic. Always such a treat :-)								1				Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly						1				1										It's really hard to choose because I chose this scheme exactly because it was a co-op, local, seasonal and supports small farms. But genuinely seasonal is key, as is being a community co-operative.						1						Yes, I am more creative and eat way more veg and feel happy when I look in my fridge.		I have loved it, I feel proud picking up my veggies :-)		Thank you so much. P.S. Thank you for the green soup with caraway breadcrumbs recipe - I make it all the time!

		2018-R7		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		KT Health Centre		Paper												1		1														100												1								Make it easier for wheelchair users										1														1												1										1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly																1																		Great fruit and veg - has made me realise what naturally grown food tastes like, and how supermarket produce is so inferior		Keep up the good work!

		2018-R8		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		Abbey Tavern		Paper										2																		50				50												1				The jar to put the bags in is too small.										1										1														1				Sometimes, the greens are not very fresh / very good quality								1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Once or twice a year								1																		1						I've started to cook and eat new vegetables I wasn't used to. I've gained knowledge on which vegetables are growing for each season as well. I've learned new recipes and combined ingredients I wasn't used to combined.				Although I do appreciate the effort you make to reduce packaging, I think you're using too much packaging and it's sometimes not necessary. Also, when it's actually necessary, it would be great to use paper bags instead of plastic bags (or reusable bags), particularly for the greens. Reducing my waste is very important to me and I sometimes feel I'm wasting a lot with the Vegbox due to the plastic and paper packaging.

		2018-R9		Anon		Family		N		36 Primrose Gardens		Paper										5																						100														1		They are down steep steps so they are not good for anyone with mobility issues. Better if it were closer.												1												1														Sometimes the salad in the winter has too much 'tang'.								1				Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly										1										[This person also chose local and co-op as 2nd place, and small farms 3rd place.]						1						Exciting weird veg. Love cooking it. Eat more seasonally. Now know what's in season. Sheer 'vegriety'.		Happy, fulfilling. Wholesome.		Less single use plastic.

		2018-R10		Anon		Family		N		Camden Market		Paper						2								2																		100														1												1														1																						1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly								1																		1						Yes, sometimes have to be inventive.

		2018-R11		Anon		Family		N		Camden Market		Paper												1		1														100														1						Could be cooler - it's next to an enormous bin shed :-)								1																1																						1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly												1														1						Yes, more seasonal.		Great.

		2018-R12		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper						1												2										50				50														1														1										1												1												1				Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly												1														1						Just made it easier		Excellent! Please continue.		Keep up the good work, many thanks.

		2018-R13		Anon		Standard		N		The Thanet		Paper																				1												100		But I mostly eat veg												1														1												1																						1				Fortnightly		Never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly								1								1				Very hard to pick one as they are linked.						1						Yes, I love trying the recipes. I don't plan meals and shop with a list as much as I take what comes and suggests itself by being in the Vegbox. I've been introduced to some new veg.		I love it. I've been in it since the beginning.		I'm filled with admiration for Tom and the elected volunteers as well as the packers. Thanks!

		2018-R14		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper										1		1																50				50														1										1																1										1								1								Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly														1												1						It definitely has. I have to be more creative and experiment more with what I have in the fridge. I have tried recipes that probably I wouldn't have tried otherwise.		One of the best choices I've made since I moved to London! In terms of the quality of the veg I eat and the people I've met through Vegbox.

		2018-R15		Anon		Standard		N		The Pineapple		Paper																1		1														100												1												1														1																It's variable - inevitably - but the value is as much in the ethos as the veg!								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly																1										1						Made me more adventurous - I'm now expert in many recipes for kale…		Splendid!		Love Tom's letters and the recipes! New bags are excellent.

		2018-R16		Anon		Standard		N		The Thanet		Paper																				1								100																1																1										1																Duing the winter I found the potatoes often of a very poor quality - bruised, etc, often only able to use 1/2 or 1/4 of the total.								1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly																1				How to choose!										1				I enjoy the vegetables and liked the shared meals that used to be arranged. A shame these stopped.		It's a great scheme! Thanks for making sure it is successful! There's too much chard!

		2018-R17		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		Camden Market		Paper												1		1														50				50														1		Nothing really												1												1												1		I would like a little more fruit even if I had to pay more or given the option of adding anything before collection.								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						Some vegetables I would not buy so yes I have to be more creative about meals which gives our diet more diversity.		Love it - best service, good quality, community focussed, non-corporate and responsive. Keep up the great work.

		2018-R18		Anon		Standard		N		The Pineapple		Paper						1						2																50				50														1		Works perfectly. Should you have more members in the Highgate Road/Gordon House Rd/Dartmouth Park/Parliament Hill area perhaps the Southampton Arms would be willing to serve as a collection point?										1												1																We've only been members for a short time, we are still curious about variety in different seasons.								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly								1																								The Vegbox content leads our daily cooking; there are a couple of veg I haven't cooked before, ie broad beans - the are so easy to cook and so yummy! We always cook mainly veg-based, now we get our core supply from Vegbox and supplement where required with supermarket stuff rather than the other way round.		Taking this survey is my first active participation, good! I feel proud of supporting local initiatives, and strengthen local communities.		The Vegbox team seems super friendly and approachable. Love that the service is so personal and simple and I look forward to the newsletter every week and the comments RE: what is in season or RE: suppliers and the recipes are very interesting and great source of inspiration.

		2018-R19		Anon		Small		N		36 Primrose Gardens		Paper														1		1												100																		1														1										1																No beetroot								1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Once or twice a year		Weekly		Monthly		Never beetroot!								1				1														1				Slightly		Excellent

		2018-R20		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		36 Primrose Gardens		Paper												2																		100																1		Nothing - works perfectly!												1												1												1										1				Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						Without Vegbox we would eat less potatoes, mushrooms and leafy greens.		It has improved our quality of life. It makes us feel part of a community with which we share our ideology!		We love Tom Steele's weekly message! We would rather not have veggies wrapped in plastic bags. Communication with the Vegbox people is very easy and efficient. Keep up the amazing work you are doing! Thanks! We hope this scheme keeps growing and will reach out to more people!

		2018-R21		Anon		Family		N		36 Primrose Gardens		Paper										2																		100																1																1												1																						1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						It has definitely made us eat more veg and it's been great to shape meals around what's in the bag and to know everything is seasonal and as local as possible and organic so grown without pesticides.		Such a great organisation! I'm so glad we became members.		Thank you!

		2018-R22		Anon		Small		N		36 Primrose Gardens		Paper																		1														100										1						Used to say great - glad to have met Deepa, and I used to enjoy our chats on collection. But I find the stairs difficult.												1										1																								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly												1														1						More adventurous, I like taking ideas from the letters and recipes.				LETTERS: I know of reasons for not getting them by email or having access on website but could letters be slipped into the side or top of bag after the rest of the produce? No problem with this week's letter and the survey in its envelope, but all too often letters arrive muddy and scrunched up in bottom of bag. Helpful to see box contents the day before if possible. Swiss Cottage Farmers Market is Weds AM and should I need to top up on veg I would like to vary. Have several times bought potatoes or mushrooms just before getting more in the Vegbag.

		2018-R23		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper										2																		50				50														1												1												1										1						Fruit sometimes goes off very quickly (or is already)								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly								1																		1						I eat more vegetables.		Great, thank you :-)

		2018-R24		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		Camden Market		Paper						1								1		1																100		But we LOVE vegetables and we don't tend to eat much meat but a lot of fish												1		Nothing!				1																				1												1		The quality is excellent - really tasty produce.								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly										1		1														1						Yes, being more experimental and cooking with different produce and hence using different spices and herbs too - can you provide fresh herbs at all?		Loving it! It's meant I have saved time - I don't have to divide my shopping between supermarket for household goods and small grocer for the nice veg/fruit!		Maybe providing info about what the different veg contain in terms of vitamins/minerals and nutritional values? And can you provide fresh herbs at all?

		2018-R25		Anon		Small		N		The Thanet		Paper																				1		1										100														1														1										1																								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly																		1								1						Fresh ideas		Good quality and fresh

		2018-R26		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper																				1								100																1														1														1												1										1				Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly										1																1						I eat more vegetables		Very satisfactory - it feels good to be part of a cooperative that supports locally (within 50 miles approx) organic fruit and veg in season.

		2018-R27		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper																1		1														100												1				Fine as it is										1														1												1										1				Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly												1														1						More seasonal and from the ingredients we create meals we would not otherwise prepare.		We love it even more than we expected.

		2018-R28		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Star		Paper																1		1										100																1														1												1												1				Cutting out cold-chain affects small leaved veg/salad, but Vegbox mediates this well (whole head/more sturdy salads)								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly								1																						1		It has been great.		Good progress has been made on rubbish reduction.

		2018-R29		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		KT Health Centre		Paper						1								1		1																100														1												1												1														1		We had to throw away a cabbage recently. But I reckon this is par for the course with organic produce! When I work out the price per item it is really astronomical - even more than Earth! I know Vegbox is non profit-making so I know I am not being ripped off and I really want to support the scheme but as far as my budget goes I do find it quite hard to justify getting the bag. The quantities of broad beans you gave me only enough for a sample - not nearly enough for a family of 3!								1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly												1														1						We eat more veg and more following of recipes.		Overall very positive, though in terms of value for money I have to say I have found it very bad. It would be nice to have more variety, and a bit more fruit, but I imagine variety can be tricky as it means sourcing from different places.		I used to be with Growing Communities and I found their system of pooling unwanted or excess produce and getting greater quantities of veg in the summer months made the value for money aspect of the scheme more acceptable. Knowing Vegbox is a co-op has taught me that it really does cost a huge amount, getting local organic veg - so at least now I know I am not being ripped off!

		2018-R30		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		KT Health Centre		Paper										1																				100														1														1														1												1		Fruit is great, except for some rare occasions but you always send out a warning email! Overall, I love it! Makes me cook at home more and eat better - perfect for a Vegan!								1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly												1				1		1		All of them are very important to me!				1								[See above comment in quality] Yes, I as mentioned before it has made me cook at home more, which due to lack of time is difficult for me to do and prepare for otherwise. It has also diversified my diet and introduced me to some wonderful veggies I've never bought before. It makes my diet diverse and more in sync with what is currently grown in the season rahter than opting for artifically grown fruit and veg from foreign countries from local Sainsbury's :-(		Really enjoyable! Makes me feel much more connected to my neighbourhood. It's been such a joy. I tell everybody I know about it. Big thank you!		What you did this week was wonderful - informing us about a community movie screening. I for sure will be going! Would love through your newsletter to hear more about such events and be informed about any way to get more involved with community. Let me know if you want any textile/painting/design/art help. I'm a sustainability focussed textile and fashion designer and artist and am looking for any community involvement I can help with. I'm on alice.ruz@gmail.com

		2018-R31		Anon		Standard		N		Camden Market		Paper										2																		50		50														1												1																1																						1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly												1														1						Yes. We try new things.		Fun!		You're doing great.

		2018-R32		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		The Grafton		Paper										2																		10		90																1														1												1										1				I like my fruit not as ripe.								1				Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Once or twice a year		Weekly		Weekly																1				But all of them really!						1						Yes, it forces me to experiment new dishes that otherwise I wouldn't think of doing.

		2018-R33		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		The Grafton		Paper						1						2																				100														1								1																1														1		I think that now the Grafton stores things better than it did in previous years, berries are usually intact and stuff not bruised!								1				Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly																		1								1						Yes, I tend to make things up a lot more and don't buy for specific recipes. And have stopped doing a big weekly shop.		Great!		Sometimes the root veg  can be a bit traumatic - parsnips every week in the winter gets a bit dull, so some got wasted. I got a bit sick of winter purslane as well, it goes slimey quite quickly and just don't really the taste - I don't mind a bit but it felt like we got loads. But overall happy with everything, thank you!

		2018-R34		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper										1		1																100																1																1												1												1		Better than in previous years				1								Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly								1																		1						Buy more organic veg at the supermarket now. Eat veg types I wouldn't otherwise. Eat more fruit.		Great, hard to get through even a small bag with a busy lifestyle but flexible enough to cancel when I need. Great customer service! Farming how it should be.

		2018-R35		Anon		Family		N		The Thanet		Paper								2								2												50				50														1										1												1																										1				Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly												1														1						Yes, we use veg as basis for deciding which meals to cook.		We enjoy it!		In winter I find there is too much kale, cabbage, dark greens to get through weekjly before next batch arrives.

		2018-R36		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper												2																50		50																1												1														1												1										1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly										1																1						Forced us to experiment cooking with veg we wouldn't usually buy. Much more conscious of seasonal cooking.		Changed our life! Great idea, great cause.		We really struggled to use the celeriac and swede. The recipes are a great idea - would be helpful to have more vegan ones. Indicating gluten-free alternatives for some of the ingredients would also be useful for some of us.

		2018-R37		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper								0.3				1		1														33				66												1														1														1												1		Love it!								1				Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Always celery - love it!												1																				THUMBS UP EMOJI		SMILE EMOJI

		2018-R38		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper												1		1																		100.00														1												1												1												1				Sometimes there is an issue - but you always email to explain / refund. I DON'T MIND.								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly								1																		1						Yes - we eat around what you give us in the bag - always finishing it.		Love it a lot. Very happy.

		2018-R39		Anon		Family		N		Ruby Violet		Paper						2						1		1																		100														1								1																		1														Small quantities for a family of 4								1				Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly						1																				1						Yes - use new veggies.				Use surveymonkey for this survey, it will save paper. Please also email weekly description - it often gets wet and unreadable.

		2018-R40		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper												1		0.5																		100														1								1																		1												1		I'm totally happy								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly								1												Tough choice - all principles are crucial for me, your'e the only one combining all of them!						1						I've learned how to cook veg that I would not have bought myself

		2018-R41		Anon		Standard		N		The Star		Paper						1		1						1		1												100																		1								1																		1																						1				Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						Think more about how to use the veg and not be wasteful		I love it!

		2018-R42		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper												2																50				50												1														1												1										1						For the fruit, we haven't been getting fruit that much. [Comment below: Possibly need a bit more fruit.]								1				Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						Yes, we use the recipes fairly often, and it makes us be creatiuve and cook a wider variety of dishes.		Very good. We like the ethics and it's pretty convenient for us.		Possibly need a bit more fruit.

		2018-R43		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Star		Paper												2																				100														1										1																1												1		It is excellent. It really tastes of something!								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly																1		1		They are all important to me										1		Not really, but I never waste food from the bag, I always make sure it gets incorporated or I make recipes specifically to use it.		I think Vegbox is excellent. The food is really good and I support the principles. Tom is so helpful and always responds when I email.

		2018-R44		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper																		1														100												1										1																		1												1						1								Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly												1														1						Yes, I eat a better diet with much more veg.		Very good (especially when compared with previous local schemes I've used in the area)		I like that I don't get potatoes every week as I like rice. Previous veg schemes I've used have had potatoes and carrots and onions every week, I think the variety you do is excellent.

		2018-R45		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		Ruby Violet		Paper										2																						100														1												1														1												1		No - maybe use less unnecessary plastic for lettuce etc.				0.5				0.5				Never		Never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly								1																		1						Yes, we use veg we would not have otherwise used while cooking similar food.		Good - we like it		Building from the previous page, we generally buy onions / potatoes in bulk, so more variety is ideal.

		2018-R46		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		Ruby Violet		Paper														2														50				50														1										1																1												1										1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						Yes, more aware of what's in season		Positive knowing I am supporting something that is driving food equity and sustainability.

		2018-R47		Anon		Family		N		Ruby Violet		Paper												2																				100														1												1												1																								1				Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly												1				1				I know I have to choose one but can't - I chose Vegbox equally because it is supporting small farms and because it is organic.						1						It has made us more creative as we cook around the veg we received.				Sometimes the quantity in the family bag seems a bit small for family.

		2018-R48		Anon		Standard		N		The Pineapple		Paper												1																60				40														1								1																1																								1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly																1

		2018-R49		Anon		Standard		N		The Thanet		Paper												2																50				50														1												1										1																						1								Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly																1										1						Yes, we eat more seasonally.

		2018-R50		Anon		Family+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper										2						2														50		50										1																		1								1												1						Sometimes really poor. Things OFTEN missing.								1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly																1										1						More inventive		Good

		2018-R51		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		The Grafton		Paper																		2														100														1								1																1														1		Too much earth on some veg								1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly														1												1						We eat more veg than previously. We now know how to cook celeriac in many ways!		We enjoy being part of a cooperative. Many thanks to Tom for his hard work and making the scheme run so smoothly.		We think all of the principles above are important. But the bottom line is that if the produce was poor, we would not continue our membership.

		2018-R52		MS		Standard+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Other						1						2																				100												1																1										1												1												1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly										1								1		I think they are all important - and many of them intertwined in beautiful ways				1								We eat so much more healthily - this scheme is wonderful - it should be subsidised by the government.		Loved it since the very start.		As I said before, I think schemes like this should be government-subsidised. Well done and thank you!

		2018-R53		Anon		Small		N		The Thanet		Paper																				1												100														1												1												1																								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly																														1		A good thing.		Please carry on.

		2018-R54		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		Gipsy Queen		Paper										1																		33				66												1										1																		1												1										1				Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly								1																1								Definitely! I have discovered the joy of vegetables. It is so much more convenient to eat healthily when there is always veg in the fridge and I look forward to getting my veg.				Thank you for running Vegbox.

		2018-R55		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Pineapple		Paper														1																		100														1		All good! I used to have problems in other locations with items missing, but not here.						1																1														1		I guess it depends on the season. This year we hardly had any fruit because of the weather/climate. Generally the quality is much better than the supermarket.				1								Once or twice a year		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly										1										Yes it has. I have learned to eat and cook veg that I did not before (I am not British so have not been introduced to UK veg growing up.						1						I enjoy it, it's better than shopping at local supermarkets, or the expensive chain brand, or the local Turkish shop. Thank you for this option!		The new plastic bag system works much better than before. Hope you receive all the bags back in time! Sometimes I do not know what to do with tons of onions other than onion soup - please go easy on the onions! Well done overall and take care!

		2018-R56		Diane Fisher		Small		N		Ruby Violet		Paper																1																100														1		They are great!										1														1																						1				Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly																1														1		No, I have cooked seasonally for many years, since I lived in Italy and actually 'got it' - lightbulb moment!		Wonderful!		Thank you so much Tom and all of you - you are amazing and I am really, really proud and happy to be part of our co-op. Does anyone have a suggestion of where to get organic meat, grass-fed and fish delivered or able to be collected that does not cost an absolute fortune? dianefisheruk@gmail.com

		2018-R57		Anon		Small		N		Camden Market		Paper																1		1														100												1														1												1																								1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly								1																		1						We are more aware imaginative, thinking of dishes specifically to use up the veg box items.		Very positive experience.

		2018-R58		Anon		Small		N		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper								1						1																		100		However it is a 50/50 pescetarian and gluten/lactose free household										1				The tick sheet is not always available or you have to wait for busy staff								1												1																		Often the veg is bolted or past its best in some way, eg bolted lettuces, leeks, carrots and potatoes have been almost rotten at times in the past (better at present). Salad bag recently (rocket) was actually mostly stalks - as in clumps of stalks with no leaves attached!								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly								1				1				1				Aaargh! I can't pick one! If it wasn't organic, I wouldn't bother, probably. But equally I want it to be sustainably produced and sourced.						1						Yes, I love the 'ready, steady cook' aspect of it - getting a bag of veg I haven't specfically chosen makes me more creative. It also makes me plan meals more and produce less food waste. I love the recipe cards.		Mostly positive - communication is good and I like the flexibility. I didn't realise I could send back the plastic packaging till just now, which is good cos that’s been bothering me! I live on a really tight budget so I'm really pleased to have found an organic vegbox service that is affordable, however this means that the quality and value for money are very important to me, always. Good luck in general though! ;-)

		2018-R59		Anon		Small+Fruit		Y		The Pineapple		Paper										2																						100												1												1														1												1												1				Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly								1																		1						I learned more recipes since I got to cook some veg that I normally wouldn't buy.		Great!		Thank you for your hard work during this past long winter! And thank you for the honesty and flexibility in refunding when fruit/veg were not up to standard.

		2018-R60		Anon		Small		N		KT Health Centre		Paper						1								1				1										100														1						Sometimes can't find the list						1																1																								1				Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly								1												But hard to choose! Would like to do 1-6 favourite rankings						1						Sometimes more adventurous - use more veg I'm sure, especially use more organic veg. Tried some things for the first time.		I've enjoyed it mostly.		Sometimes the amount of veg in the bag is less than usual - often there is an email about it, but not always.

		2018-R61		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		Caversham Group Practice		Paper																				2												100														1														1								1												1						We think that the quality of some is alright, there have been some very disappointing things. Organic veg can be consistently good quality - it never has to be small / shrivelled / too large (we've had some awful broad beans this summer, for example). Are your providers dumping stuff on the Vegbox scheme they can't sell in the shops? We've noted that some of the providers are the same as Bumblebee's - and the quality is too often worse than theirs.								1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly						1										1				I picked two!										1		No, we've always based our eating on lots of organic veg.		Good - apart from comments on quality earlier		We're very keen to stay members, so I do hope you can think a bit about the providers. It all works so smoothly very week - well done to the organisation.

		2018-R62		Anon		Standard		N		The Thanet		Paper														2														100																		1		A 'surplus' vegbox where you can put the veg you're not keen on in for others to take.												1										1																								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly										1																										Please can you put what's in the bag on Monday/Tuesday as it helps me to plan my foodshop which I do on Tuesdays, thanks!

		2018-R66		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		Ruby Violet		Paper						1						1		1																		100												1				It's quite hot in there so the veg can wilt if not collected quickly, and winter closing time (7pm) sometimes makes it  difficult BUT they are very friendly!						1																1														1										1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly								1		1		1				1				Very difficult to choose one as they are so interconnected						1						Yes, it has introduced more variety in terms of ingredients. We also regularly use the recipes in the weekly newsletter.		Very satisfactory, we are very happy the Vegbox exists.

		2018-R67		Anon		Standard+Fruit		Y		The Thanet		Paper										1								2														100														1												1														1												1										1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly														1												1						We have tried many new things		It has been excellent		Too much plastic packaging! Can there be more paper bags? Or recycled cardboard boxes?

		2018-R68		Kerry Lambeth		Small		N		Ruby Violet		Email												1		1																50		50										1						In the summer, the temparature where the veg has been held has been very hot, so many parts of it have wilted - it has not been held in climate controlled conditions in the shop.						1																		1														We prepare veg very simply (roast, fry, etc) and the high quality of our veg bag is always evident when we eat it.								1				Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Once or twice a year												1														1						Yes – I look up recipes based on what we receive in the box each week, or cook based on the recipes inserted with the newsletter. I cook more experimental/adventurous veg recipes than I would otherwise, and feel more confident about cooking veg/vegan in my lifestyle.		I really like feeling like I am supporting small and sustainable farming, while receiving local seasonable veg that helps encourage me to practice cooking seasonable and plant-based.		Thank you!

		2018-R63		Chloe Dunnett		Small+Fruit		Y		Abbey Tavern		Email												1																100																1										1																		1										1												1				Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly												1														1						Definitely use a bit more creativity as I'll cook more with what's in the bag rather than what I decide to buy.		Fabulous, I recommend it to everyone, keep it up!		Actually this made me realise I haven't had fruit for a while but thought I was paying for a fruit bag - You probably told me on email but I've forgotten - grateful if you could let me know

		2018-R64		Stuart Warren		Small+Fruit		Y		The Grafton		Email												2																100																1				Refrigeration, but it’s not a problem really								1																1												1										1				Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly								1																		1						I’ve become vegetarian (partner was already) and explored many more varied dishes to cook with the veg provided.		Rewarding		Keep up the good work!

		2018-R65		Robin and Ana Basu Roy		Standard+Fruit		Y		Gipsy Queen		Email												2																				100										1												1																		1												1		It's basically always very good!								1				Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly						1								1										1



Admin:
We cancelled as the volume for 2 people was too much - especially apples

Admin:
These are all reasons for using Vegbox - I wouldn't want to compromise on any of them - is there any need to compromise?

Admin:
I find it hard to rank them as all of them are important to me

Admin:
that's really hard to rank. I think if you asked me tomorrow, I would rank them all differently, as I joined this veg box scheme particularly because I value all of those things equally

Admin:
Really I think they are all equally important, so ranking a bit arbitrary*

Admin:
I feel all these criteria are important

Admin:
I can't rank these 1 to 5, but I view the seasonality as being a necessary consequence of the other aspects, and not important in and of itself.  And the organicness is, likewise, not massively important for me.  So I rank local & small fams & high quality as 1st= I guess.

Admin:
All are mportant to me

Admin:
I know we haven't ranked them but these are the five reasons why we subscribe!

Admin:
Like them all

Admin:
Organic is my clear priority



Graphs-2013

		Kentish Town Vegbox Members Survey - results tabulation - 2018

				Respondent code		2018-R1		2018-R2		2018-R3		2018-R4		2018-R5		2018-R6		2018-R7		2018-R8		2018-R9		2018-R10		2018-R11		2018-R12		2018-R13		2018-R14		2018-R15		2018-R16		2018-R17		2018-R18		2018-R19		2018-R20		2018-R21		2018-R22		2018-R23		2018-R24		2018-R25		2018-R26		2018-R27		2018-R28		2018-R29		2018-R30		2018-R31		2018-R32		2018-R33		2018-R34		2018-R35		2018-R36		2018-R37		2018-R38		2018-R39		2018-R40		2018-R41		2018-R42		2018-R43		2018-R44		2018-R45		2018-R46		2018-R47		2018-R48		2018-R49		2018-R50		2018-R51		2018-R52		2018-R53		2018-R54		2018-R55		2018-R56		2018-R57		2018-R58		2018-R59		2018-R60		2018-R61		2018-R62		2018-R66		2018-R67		2018-R68		2018-R63		2018-R64		2018-R65		total

				Respondent name		Anon		Valerie!		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		MS		Anon		Anon		Anon		Diane Fisher		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Anon		Kerry Lambeth		Chloe Dunnett		Stuart Warren		Robin and Ana Basu Roy

		Q1		Respondent bag type		Small+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Small		Family+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Standard		Standard+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Family		Family		Family		Standard+Fruit		Standard		Standard+Fruit		Standard		Standard		Standard+Fruit		Standard		Small		Family+Fruit		Family		Small		Family+Fruit		Family+Fruit		Small		Small+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Family+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Standard		Standard+Fruit		Standard+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Family		Family+Fruit		Family+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Family		Small+Fruit		Standard		Family+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Standard+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Family		Standard		Standard		Family+Fruit		Standard+Fruit		Standard+Fruit		Small		Small+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Small		Small		Small		Small+Fruit		Small		Standard+Fruit		Standard		Standard+Fruit		Standard+Fruit		Small		Small+Fruit		Small+Fruit		Standard+Fruit

				Respondent opt-in for fruit		Y		Y		N		Y		Y		N		Y		Y		N		N		N		Y		N		Y		N		N		Y		N		N		Y		N		N		Y		Y		N		Y		Y		Y		Y		Y		N		Y		Y		Y		N		Y		Y		Y		N		Y		N		Y		Y		Y		Y		Y		N		N		N		Y		Y		Y		N		Y		Y		N		N		N		Y		N		Y		N		Y		Y		N		Y		Y		Y

		Q4		Respondent collection point		36 Primrose Gardens		The Thanet		Ruby Violet		Tufnell Park Tavern		Gipsy Queen		Ruby Violet		KT Health Centre		Abbey Tavern		36 Primrose Gardens		Camden Market		Camden Market		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Pineapple		The Thanet		Camden Market		The Pineapple		36 Primrose Gardens		36 Primrose Gardens		36 Primrose Gardens		36 Primrose Gardens		Tufnell Park Tavern		Camden Market		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Star		KT Health Centre		KT Health Centre		Camden Market		The Grafton		The Grafton		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Thanet		Ruby Violet		Tufnell Park Tavern		The Star		Tufnell Park Tavern		The Star		Tufnell Park Tavern		Ruby Violet		Ruby Violet		Ruby Violet		The Pineapple		The Thanet		The Thanet		The Grafton		The Thanet		The Thanet		Gipsy Queen		The Pineapple		Ruby Violet		Camden Market		Tufnell Park Tavern		The Pineapple		KT Health Centre		Caversham Group Practice		The Thanet		Ruby Violet		The Thanet		Ruby Violet		Abbey Tavern		The Grafton		Gipsy Queen

				Respondent method of q'aire response		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Other		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Paper		Email		Email		Email		Email

		Code		Question

		Q2		How many adults and children use the bag?

				0-10 years		1																		2				1												1												1										1								1												2				1																						1																1						1												14		0-10 years

				11-20 years																																																																						2				0.3								1																																		1																						4		11-20 years

				21-30 years										1						2		5										1														2				2														1		2		2				1																						2										2								1										2										1										27		21-30 years

				31-40 years		1				1		2				2		1								1						1						1		2				2																										2		1				2		1		1		1		1				2		2								2		1		2						2																						1				1		1		2		2		41		31-40 years

				41-50 years		1												1						2		1												1				1										1										1																1		1		1		0.5		1										2																		1						1				1				2		1				1								23		41-50 years

				51-60 years																														1								1										1						1		1		1												2												1																		2												1		1																								13		51-60 years

				61-70 years																								2						1														1										1		1																																1														2												1						1								2										13		61-70 years

				71-80 years																										1						1																		1		1																																																						1																2																7		71-80 years

				81-90 years				1																																														1																																																																																								2		81-90 years

				91+ years																																																																																																																																										0		91+ years

		Q3		% of your household who is vegetarian or vegan?																																																																																																																																												Vegbox 2018 survey respondents								Vegan Society survey 2018								Vegan Society survey 2016								Vegbox 2018 survey respondents		Vegan Society survey 2018		Vegan Society survey 2016

				Vegetarian				100								50		100		50						100		50				50				100		50		50		100				100				50						100				100						50		10				100		50		50		33								100		50								50				60		50										33												100				100								100		100				2,186		32%		Vegetarian						14%		Vegetarian						2%		Vegetarian				Vegetarian		32%		14%		2%

				Vegan												50																												100																				100		50		90								50																												50																														50								540		8%		Vegan						7%		Vegan						1%		Vegan				Vegan		8%		7%		1%

				Neither		100				100		100		100						50		100		100				50		100		50		100				50		50								100		50		100		100				100				100								100				50				66		100		100		100				50		100		100		100		50		100		40		50		50		100		100		100		66		100		100		100		100		100				100				100		100		50						100		4,072		60%		Neither						79%		Neither						97%		Neither				Neither		60%		79%		97%

				(Any comments on this? [unsolicited])				But I eat fish																						But I mostly eat veg																						But we LOVE vegetables and we don't tend to eat much meat but a lot of fish																																																																				However it is a 50/50 pescetarian and gluten/lactose free household																						6,798		100%								100%								100%								100%		100%		100%

		Q5		How would you rate the collection point arrangements?

				Very Poor																																																																																																																																										0		0%		Very Poor

				Poor														1																																																																																																																												1		2%		Poor

				Satisfactory																						1																						1																																																								1																				1										1						1		6		10%		Satisfactory

				Good																1														1		1										1										1		1		1				1		1						1						1										1				1																1				1						1		1		1								1						1		1				21		34%		Good

				Great		1		1		1		1		1		1						1		1				1		1		1						1		1		1		1						1		1		1								1						1		1				1		1				1		1		1		1				1				1		1		1		1		1				1				1				1		1										1		1				1										40		64%		Great

		Q6		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Nothing		For me they are ideal and I can't think of any improvement.								It's great except that sometimes it's hard to get there by 7pm on a Wed, and I feel bad clogging up their shop but being open till 10pm on Thursdays it's insanely convenient especially for an ice-cream shop!		Make it easier for wheelchair users		The jar to put the bags in is too small.		They are down steep steps so they are not good for anyone with mobility issues. Better if it were closer.				Could be cooler - it's next to an enormous bin shed :-)												Nothing really		Works perfectly. Should you have more members in the Highgate Road/Gordon House Rd/Dartmouth Park/Parliament Hill area perhaps the Southampton Arms would be willing to serve as a collection point?				Nothing - works perfectly!				Used to say great - glad to have met Deepa, and I used to enjoy our chats on collection. But I find the stairs difficult.				Nothing!						Fine as it is																																																								All good! I used to have problems in other locations with items missing, but not here.		They are great!				The tick sheet is not always available or you have to wait for busy staff				Sometimes can't find the list				A 'surplus' vegbox where you can put the veg you're not keen on in for others to take.		It's quite hot in there so the veg can wilt if not collected quickly, and winter closing time (7pm) sometimes makes it  difficult BUT they are very friendly!				In the summer, the temparature where the veg has been held has been very hot, so many parts of it have wilted - it has not been held in climate controlled conditions in the shop.				Refrigeration, but it’s not a problem really

																																																												The pub is very accommodating regarding Vegbox.		Maybe a code for the gate as sometimes it is locked when it is supposed to be open.		There are lots of random things in the shed that are easy to stumble over. This week there was a jar of paint split on the Vegbox shelf - not very health and safety appropriate. I wish the centre wouldn't close its gates so early - sometimes I finish work at 10pm after it's closed.						Nothing! [See below note about the Grafton's storage being better nowawadays]		The lightbulb went recently. Otherwise, all good.								[In ref to Q about usage of Thanet- "Not yet, but seriously thinking sending my baby to the Montessouri @ Thanet when he is old enough. Plus I love the blonde cat.		Opening times in winter								The collection point is good - they are very nice. It makes me remember the pub is there, and go sometimes with friends.		Slower turnover of TP Tavern staff would help - they often don't seem to know the procedure - but that's rather out of your control.		Home delivery (appreciate this is cheeky!)				Ruby Violet is quite hot - not ideal for storage						The lock is difficult to open at night and no light in cupboard.				It's a little far

		Q7		Do you use your collection point's service more than you would otherwise as a direct result of picking up your veg?																																																																																																																																														Removing the N/As:

				Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (weekly)										1																																						1																																																																																										2		3%		4%

				Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (monthly)								1																																																										1												1		1		1						1								1						1						1		1										1						1				1		1				1		15		22%		30%

				Yes, I use their services more often than I would otherwise (rarely)												1										1						1		1																																1								1																1						1																								1		1																1				11		16%		22%

				No						1								1		1				1																1										1						1		1		1		1		1												1		1		1								1						1				1				1								1						1		1														1										22		32%		44%

				N/A		1		1														1						1		1						1		1				1		1		1		1						1														1				1																																1				1																		1		1														18		26%

		Q8		What do you think about the quality of veg in your bag?																																																																																																																																										68																						Quality of veg		Quality of fruit

				Very Poor																																																																																																																																										0		0%		Very Poor														2018		Very Poor		0%		0%

				Poor																																																																																																																																										0		0%		Poor																Poor		0%		0%

				Satisfactory																1																																																						1																												1		1																1						1																6		9%		Satisfactory		% 'Good' or 'Great'														Satisfactory		9%		10%

				Good		1				1																		1						1		1				1		1						1		1				1						1		1								1										1								1										1		1						1		1		1				1				1				1		1				1		1												26		38%		Good		91%						2016		2014						Good		38%		22%

				Great				1				1		1		1		1				1		1		1				1		1						1						1		1						1				1		1						1		1		1				1				1		1				1		1		1				1		1		1		1																1				1																1		1		1		1		1		36		53%		Great								90%		92%						Great		53%		68%

		Q9		What do you think about the quality of FRUIT in your bag?																																																																																																																																										68

				Very Poor																																																																																																																																										0		0%		Very Poor																% Good or Great		91%		90%

				Poor																																																																																																																																										0		0%		Poor

				Satisfactory																																														1																																						1																1																						1																4		10%		Satisfactory		% 'Good' or 'Great'												2016		% Good or Great		90%		85%

				Good																1								1				1																												1								1												1																												1														1														1						9		22%		Good		90%						2016		2014

				Great		1		1				1		1				1																				1						1								1				1		1				1		1						1		1				1		1						1						1		1		1		1										1						1		1																1		1						1		1		28		68%		Great								85%		95%				2014		% Good or Great		92%		95%

		Q10		Do you have any further comments about the quality of veg and/or fruit in your bag?				I love the variety and the surprise, and I love the fact that we are following the seasons.				Delicious!		The cherries were great!		I absolutely adore the fun unexpected things like foraged sea kale and wild garlic. Always such a treat :-)				Sometimes, the greens are not very fresh / very good quality		Sometimes the salad in the winter has too much 'tang'.												It's variable - inevitably - but the value is as much in the ethos as the veg!		Duing the winter I found the potatoes often of a very poor quality - bruised, etc, often only able to use 1/2 or 1/4 of the total.		I would like a little more fruit even if I had to pay more or given the option of adding anything before collection.		We've only been members for a short time, we are still curious about variety in different seasons.		No beetroot								Fruit sometimes goes off very quickly (or is already)		The quality is excellent - really tasty produce.								Cutting out cold-chain affects small leaved veg/salad, but Vegbox mediates this well (whole head/more sturdy salads)		We had to throw away a cabbage recently. But I reckon this is par for the course with organic produce! When I work out the price per item it is really astronomical - even more than Earth! I know Vegbox is non profit-making so I know I am not being ripped off and I really want to support the scheme but as far as my budget goes I do find it quite hard to justify getting the bag. The quantities of broad beans you gave me only enough for a sample - not nearly enough for a family of 3!		Fruit is great, except for some rare occasions but you always send out a warning email! Overall, I love it! Makes me cook at home more and eat better - perfect for a Vegan!				I like my fruit not as ripe.		I think that now the Grafton stores things better than it did in previous years, berries are usually intact and stuff not bruised!		Better than in previous years						Love it!		Sometimes there is an issue - but you always email to explain / refund. I DON'T MIND.		Small quantities for a family of 4		I'm totally happy				For the fruit, we haven't been getting fruit that much. [Comment below: Possibly need a bit more fruit.]		It is excellent. It really tastes of something!				No - maybe use less unnecessary plastic for lettuce etc.										Sometimes really poor. Things OFTEN missing.		Too much earth on some veg								I guess it depends on the season. This year we hardly had any fruit because of the weather/climate. Generally the quality is much better than the supermarket.						Often the veg is bolted or past its best in some way, eg bolted lettuces, leeks, carrots and potatoes have been almost rotten at times in the past (better at present). Salad bag recently (rocket) was actually mostly stalks - as in clumps of stalks with no leaves attached!						We think that the quality of some is alright, there have been some very disappointing things. Organic veg can be consistently good quality - it never has to be small / shrivelled / too large (we've had some awful broad beans this summer, for example). Are your providers dumping stuff on the Vegbox scheme they can't sell in the shops? We've noted that some of the providers are the same as Bumblebee's - and the quality is too often worse than theirs.								We prepare veg very simply (roast, fry, etc) and the high quality of our veg bag is always evident when we eat it.						It's basically always very good!		41

		Q11		When Vegbox buys the veg each week, we make choices about the balance of variety and quantity of veg. Would you prefer?

				More varieties of veg, but a smaller quantity of each item																												1																																								1																				1		0.5								1												1																												5.5		8%		More varieties of veg, but a smaller quantity of each item														Small and Standard people only said this										More varieties of veg, but a smaller quantity of each item		Fewer varieties of veg, but a greater quantity of each item		It's about right

				Fewer varieties of veg, but a greater quantity of each item																																																																																																																																										0		0%		Fewer varieties of veg, but a greater quantity of each item																								8%		0%		92%

				It's about right		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1				0.5		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		62.5		92%		It's about right

		Q12		Have a look at this list. During the time when they are in season, how often would you like them in your bag?

				Onions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Never		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Once or twice a year		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly

				Potatoes		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly

				Mushrooms		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly

				Carrots		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly

				Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Once or twice a year		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Once or twice a year		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly

				Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly

				Salad leaves		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Once or twice a year		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Once or twice a year		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly

		Q12a		(Unsolicited) comments about this?																																						Never beetroot!																																				Always celery - love it!																																																																																																								2016

		Q13		Vegbox has been set up with certain key principles. Which ONE would you say is the most important?																																																																																																																																																				Removing the ALL of them!								Ranking

				Being a cooperative												1																																																																		1																																												1														1		4		5%		Being a cooperative						5%								Organic		30%																				Organic		36%

				Local																1				1						1										1										1										1												1								1				1										1																		1						1		1		1		1						1								1				17		20%		Local						22%								Local		22%

				Seasonal				1								1						1																				1										1				1																				1																																1						1														1		1												11		13%		Seasonal						14%								Supporting small farms		22%																				Good quality veg		19%

				Supporting small farms						1		1														1		1																				1				1						1				1		1		1								1																		1						1																						1										1				1		1						17		20%		Supporting small farms						22%								Seasonal		14%																				Seasonal		17%

				Good quality veg and fruit																												1										1																																				1																												1																										1								1		6		7%		Good quality veg and fruit						8%								Good quality veg and fruit		8%																				Local		16%

				Organic		1		1						1				1												1				1		1		1						1		1																		1				1																		1		1		1						1		1		1		1		1												1				1						1				1												24		28%		Organic						30%								Being a cooperative		5%

				ALL of them! (unsolicited)				1																																														1										1						1																				1																		1																																		6		7%		ALL of them! (unsolicited)																																				Supporting small farms		12%

				Comments on this? (unsolicited)				I approve of all your basic principles								It's really hard to choose because I chose this scheme exactly because it was a co-op, local, seasonal and supports small farms. But genuinely seasonal is key, as is being a community co-operative.						[This person also chose local and co-op as 2nd place, and small farms 3rd place.]								Very hard to pick one as they are linked.						How to choose!																												All of them are very important to me!				But all of them really!																Tough choice - all principles are crucial for me, your'e the only one combining all of them!						They are all important to me								I know I have to choose one but can't - I chose Vegbox equally because it is supporting small farms and because it is organic.										I think they are all important - and many of them intertwined in beautiful ways						Yes it has. I have learned to eat and cook veg that I did not before (I am not British so have not been introduced to UK veg growing up.						Aaargh! I can't pick one! If it wasn't organic, I wouldn't bother, probably. But equally I want it to be sustainably produced and sourced.				But hard to choose! Would like to do 1-6 favourite rankings		I picked two!				Very difficult to choose one as they are so interconnected												85

		Q14		Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?																																																																																																																																														2018				2016		2014/15		2013

				Yes, a lot				1																																																								1																																												1				1																												1		5		8%		90%		Any yes				90%		92%

				Yes		1				1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1				1						1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1				1				1		1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1		1				1		1		1		1				1		1		1								1				1		1		1		1						1		1		1		1		1				51		81%

				Yes, a little bit																																						1																																																																																																				1		2%						84%

				No / not much																																1																								1																														1																				1						1										1																6		10%		10%		No		16%		10%		8%

				[Free text answer on how it has changed]		Tried vegetables I otherwise wouldn't (sea kale, wild garlic, etc). Have to be more creative at times to avoid the waste.		Yes, everything has changed. I eat mostly vegetables now. I only buy organic. I can now grow my own strawberries. I appreciate your recipes and try them out. Now I always have one hot organic meal every day.		I cook veg for every meal in the week		Yes, we eat more veg! And less fruit		It forces me to experiment and come up with new ways to cook. I'm also more aware of the quantity and quality of the fruits and veggies I eat in a week.		Yes, I am more creative and eat way more veg and feel happy when I look in my fridge.				I've started to cook and eat new vegetables I wasn't used to. I've gained knowledge on which vegetables are growing for each season as well. I've learned new recipes and combined ingredients I wasn't used to combined.		Exciting weird veg. Love cooking it. Eat more seasonally. Now know what's in season. Sheer 'vegriety'.		Yes, sometimes have to be inventive.		Yes, more seasonal.		Just made it easier		Yes, I love trying the recipes. I don't plan meals and shop with a list as much as I take what comes and suggests itself by being in the Vegbox. I've been introduced to some new veg.		It definitely has. I have to be more creative and experiment more with what I have in the fridge. I have tried recipes that probably I wouldn't have tried otherwise.		Made me more adventurous - I'm now expert in many recipes for kale…				Some vegetables I would not buy so yes I have to be more creative about meals which gives our diet more diversity.		The Vegbox content leads our daily cooking; there are a couple of veg I haven't cooked before, ie broad beans - the are so easy to cook and so yummy! We always cook mainly veg-based, now we get our core supply from Vegbox and supplement where required with supermarket stuff rather than the other way round.		Slightly		Without Vegbox we would eat less potatoes, mushrooms and leafy greens.		It has definitely made us eat more veg and it's been great to shape meals around what's in the bag and to know everything is seasonal and as local as possible and organic so grown without pesticides.		More adventurous, I like taking ideas from the letters and recipes.		I eat more vegetables.		Yes, being more experimental and cooking with different produce and hence using different spices and herbs too - can you provide fresh herbs at all?		Fresh ideas		I eat more vegetables		More seasonal and from the ingredients we create meals we would not otherwise prepare.		It has been great.		We eat more veg and more following of recipes.		[See above comment in quality] Yes, I as mentioned before it has made me cook at home more, which due to lack of time is difficult for me to do and prepare for otherwise. It has also diversified my diet and introduced me to some wonderful veggies I've never bought before. It makes my diet diverse and more in sync with what is currently grown in the season rahter than opting for artifically grown fruit and veg from foreign countries from local Sainsbury's :-(		Yes. We try new things.		Yes, it forces me to experiment new dishes that otherwise I wouldn't think of doing.		Yes, I tend to make things up a lot more and don't buy for specific recipes. And have stopped doing a big weekly shop.		Buy more organic veg at the supermarket now. Eat veg types I wouldn't otherwise. Eat more fruit.		Yes, we use veg as basis for deciding which meals to cook.		Forced us to experiment cooking with veg we wouldn't usually buy. Much more conscious of seasonal cooking.				Yes - we eat around what you give us in the bag - always finishing it.		Yes - use new veggies.		I've learned how to cook veg that I would not have bought myself		Think more about how to use the veg and not be wasteful		Yes, we use the recipes fairly often, and it makes us be creatiuve and cook a wider variety of dishes.		Not really, but I never waste food from the bag, I always make sure it gets incorporated or I make recipes specifically to use it.		Yes, I eat a better diet with much more veg.		Yes, we use veg we would not have otherwise used while cooking similar food.		Yes, more aware of what's in season		It has made us more creative as we cook around the veg we received.				Yes, we eat more seasonally.		More inventive		We eat more veg than previously. We now know how to cook celeriac in many ways!		We eat so much more healthily - this scheme is wonderful - it should be subsidised by the government.		A good thing.		Definitely! I have discovered the joy of vegetables. It is so much more convenient to eat healthily when there is always veg in the fridge and I look forward to getting my veg.		I enjoy it, it's better than shopping at local supermarkets, or the expensive chain brand, or the local Turkish shop. Thank you for this option!		No, I have cooked seasonally for many years, since I lived in Italy and actually 'got it' - lightbulb moment!		We are more aware imaginative, thinking of dishes specifically to use up the veg box items.		Yes, I love the 'ready, steady cook' aspect of it - getting a bag of veg I haven't specfically chosen makes me more creative. It also makes me plan meals more and produce less food waste. I love the recipe cards.		I learned more recipes since I got to cook some veg that I normally wouldn't buy.		Sometimes more adventurous - use more veg I'm sure, especially use more organic veg. Tried some things for the first time.		No, we've always based our eating on lots of organic veg.				Yes, it has introduced more variety in terms of ingredients. We also regularly use the recipes in the weekly newsletter.		We have tried many new things		Yes – I look up recipes based on what we receive in the box each week, or cook based on the recipes inserted with the newsletter. I cook more experimental/adventurous veg recipes than I would otherwise, and feel more confident about cooking veg/vegan in my lifestyle.		Definitely use a bit more creativity as I'll cook more with what's in the bag rather than what I decide to buy.		I’ve become vegetarian (partner was already) and explored many more varied dishes to cook with the veg provided.

		Q15		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Great. Particularly appreciated Vegbox when my son was a baby and started weaning and I had a regular supply of organic veg to steam and puree for him.		I love the friendship and fun of the helpers. Ruth and Ewan and Yan have felt like real friends and I like them very much.		I really like to participate in an independent, community-led scheme such as Vegbox.		Really nice				I have loved it, I feel proud picking up my veggies :-)		Great fruit and veg - has made me realise what naturally grown food tastes like, and how supermarket produce is so inferior				Happy, fulfilling. Wholesome.				Great.		Excellent! Please continue.		I love it. I've been in it since the beginning.		One of the best choices I've made since I moved to London! In terms of the quality of the veg I eat and the people I've met through Vegbox.		Splendid!		I enjoy the vegetables and liked the shared meals that used to be arranged. A shame these stopped.		Love it - best service, good quality, community focussed, non-corporate and responsive. Keep up the great work.		Taking this survey is my first active participation, good! I feel proud of supporting local initiatives, and strengthen local communities.		Excellent		It has improved our quality of life. It makes us feel part of a community with which we share our ideology!		Such a great organisation! I'm so glad we became members.				Great, thank you :-)		Loving it! It's meant I have saved time - I don't have to divide my shopping between supermarket for household goods and small grocer for the nice veg/fruit!		Good quality and fresh		Very satisfactory - it feels good to be part of a cooperative that supports locally (within 50 miles approx) organic fruit and veg in season.		We love it even more than we expected.		Good progress has been made on rubbish reduction.		Overall very positive, though in terms of value for money I have to say I have found it very bad. It would be nice to have more variety, and a bit more fruit, but I imagine variety can be tricky as it means sourcing from different places.		Really enjoyable! Makes me feel much more connected to my neighbourhood. It's been such a joy. I tell everybody I know about it. Big thank you!		Fun!				Great!		Great, hard to get through even a small bag with a busy lifestyle but flexible enough to cancel when I need. Great customer service! Farming how it should be.		We enjoy it!		Changed our life! Great idea, great cause.		THUMBS UP EMOJI		Love it a lot. Very happy.						I love it!		Very good. We like the ethics and it's pretty convenient for us.		I think Vegbox is excellent. The food is really good and I support the principles. Tom is so helpful and always responds when I email.		Very good (especially when compared with previous local schemes I've used in the area)		Good - we like it		Positive knowing I am supporting something that is driving food equity and sustainability.								Good		We enjoy being part of a cooperative. Many thanks to Tom for his hard work and making the scheme run so smoothly.		Loved it since the very start.		Please carry on.				The new plastic bag system works much better than before. Hope you receive all the bags back in time! Sometimes I do not know what to do with tons of onions other than onion soup - please go easy on the onions! Well done overall and take care!		Wonderful!		Very positive experience.		Mostly positive - communication is good and I like the flexibility. I didn't realise I could send back the plastic packaging till just now, which is good cos that’s been bothering me! I live on a really tight budget so I'm really pleased to have found an organic vegbox service that is affordable, however this means that the quality and value for money are very important to me, always. Good luck in general though! ;-)		Great!		I've enjoyed it mostly.		Good - apart from comments on quality earlier				Very satisfactory, we are very happy the Vegbox exists.		It has been excellent		I really like feeling like I am supporting small and sustainable farming, while receiving local seasonable veg that helps encourage me to practice cooking seasonable and plant-based.		Fabulous, I recommend it to everyone, keep it up!		Rewarding

		Q16		Any other comments for us?		More fruit variety perhaps - but hard without going outside UK.		Thank you for being yourselves and being so open and cheerful. And you are all so young and good-looking it is a pleasure to see you.		I am on a low FODMAP diet and would like an onion-free option for my Vegbox.						Thank you so much. P.S. Thank you for the green soup with caraway breadcrumbs recipe - I make it all the time!		Keep up the good work!		Although I do appreciate the effort you make to reduce packaging, I think you're using too much packaging and it's sometimes not necessary. Also, when it's actually necessary, it would be great to use paper bags instead of plastic bags (or reusable bags), particularly for the greens. Reducing my waste is very important to me and I sometimes feel I'm wasting a lot with the Vegbox due to the plastic and paper packaging.		Less single use plastic.						Keep up the good work, many thanks.		I'm filled with admiration for Tom and the elected volunteers as well as the packers. Thanks!				Love Tom's letters and the recipes! New bags are excellent.		It's a great scheme! Thanks for making sure it is successful! There's too much chard!				The Vegbox team seems super friendly and approachable. Love that the service is so personal and simple and I look forward to the newsletter every week and the comments RE: what is in season or RE: suppliers and the recipes are very interesting and great source of inspiration.				We love Tom Steele's weekly message! We would rather not have veggies wrapped in plastic bags. Communication with the Vegbox people is very easy and efficient. Keep up the amazing work you are doing! Thanks! We hope this scheme keeps growing and will reach out to more people!		Thank you!		LETTERS: I know of reasons for not getting them by email or having access on website but could letters be slipped into the side or top of bag after the rest of the produce? No problem with this week's letter and the survey in its envelope, but all too often letters arrive muddy and scrunched up in bottom of bag. Helpful to see box contents the day before if possible. Swiss Cottage Farmers Market is Weds AM and should I need to top up on veg I would like to vary. Have several times bought potatoes or mushrooms just before getting more in the Vegbag.				Maybe providing info about what the different veg contain in terms of vitamins/minerals and nutritional values? And can you provide fresh herbs at all?										I used to be with Growing Communities and I found their system of pooling unwanted or excess produce and getting greater quantities of veg in the summer months made the value for money aspect of the scheme more acceptable. Knowing Vegbox is a co-op has taught me that it really does cost a huge amount, getting local organic veg - so at least now I know I am not being ripped off!		What you did this week was wonderful - informing us about a community movie screening. I for sure will be going! Would love through your newsletter to hear more about such events and be informed about any way to get more involved with community. Let me know if you want any textile/painting/design/art help. I'm a sustainability focussed textile and fashion designer and artist and am looking for any community involvement I can help with. I'm on alice.ruz@gmail.com		You're doing great.				Sometimes the root veg  can be a bit traumatic - parsnips every week in the winter gets a bit dull, so some got wasted. I got a bit sick of winter purslane as well, it goes slimey quite quickly and just don't really the taste - I don't mind a bit but it felt like we got loads. But overall happy with everything, thank you!				In winter I find there is too much kale, cabbage, dark greens to get through weekjly before next batch arrives.		We really struggled to use the celeriac and swede. The recipes are a great idea - would be helpful to have more vegan ones. Indicating gluten-free alternatives for some of the ingredients would also be useful for some of us.		SMILE EMOJI				Use surveymonkey for this survey, it will save paper. Please also email weekly description - it often gets wet and unreadable.						Possibly need a bit more fruit.				I like that I don't get potatoes every week as I like rice. Previous veg schemes I've used have had potatoes and carrots and onions every week, I think the variety you do is excellent.		Building from the previous page, we generally buy onions / potatoes in bulk, so more variety is ideal.				Sometimes the quantity in the family bag seems a bit small for family.								We think all of the principles above are important. But the bottom line is that if the produce was poor, we would not continue our membership.		As I said before, I think schemes like this should be government-subsidised. Well done and thank you!				Thank you for running Vegbox.				Thank you so much Tom and all of you - you are amazing and I am really, really proud and happy to be part of our co-op. Does anyone have a suggestion of where to get organic meat, grass-fed and fish delivered or able to be collected that does not cost an absolute fortune? dianefisheruk@gmail.com						Thank you for your hard work during this past long winter! And thank you for the honesty and flexibility in refunding when fruit/veg were not up to standard.		Sometimes the amount of veg in the bag is less than usual - often there is an email about it, but not always.		We're very keen to stay members, so I do hope you can think a bit about the providers. It all works so smoothly very week - well done to the organisation.		Please can you put what's in the bag on Monday/Tuesday as it helps me to plan my foodshop which I do on Tuesdays, thanks!				Too much plastic packaging! Can there be more paper bags? Or recycled cardboard boxes?		Thank you!		Actually this made me realise I haven't had fruit for a while but thought I was paying for a fruit bag - You probably told me on email but I've forgotten - grateful if you could let me know		Keep up the good work!



Admin:
Pass through market on home anyway.

Admin:
Could be Jane

Admin:
However we do eat and drink at the Pineapple, just not depending on the Vegbag

Admin:
Never beetroot!

Admin:
But it would be nice to get a bit more variety, and a more regular supply of tomatoes in the summer!

Admin:
ALWAYS celeriac - love it!

Admin:
I live on my own

Admin:
Didn't pick

Matthew Steele:
Ian Chan ones
(this and next 3)

Admin:
Yes definitely

Admin:
It's completely because we are there to pick up our veg
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						0. Respondent profile and method

				Respondent code		Respondent name		Respondent bag type		Respondent opt-in for fruit		Respondent pick-up point		Respondent method of q'aire response

				2016-R1		Lina Apelqvist		Small		No		Grafton		Email

				2016-R2		Anon		Small		Yes		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper

				2016-R3		Anon		Standard		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper																								Count of Respondent code		Column Labels

				2016-R4		Anon		Standard		Yes		Grafton		Paper																										Family				Family Total		Small				Small Total		Standard				Standard Total		Grand Total

				2016-R5		Anon		Small		Yes		Gipsy Queen		Paper																								Row Labels		No		Yes				No		Yes				No		Yes

				2016-R6		Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper																								Thanet				1		1		1		3		4		2		6		8		13

				2016-R7		Anon		Standard		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper																								Abbey				1		1		2		1		3		6		1		7		11

				2016-R8		Anon		Small		Yes		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper																								Ruby Violet		1		1		2		1		1		2		2		3		5		9

				2016-R9		Anon		Standard		Yes		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper																								Tufnell Park Tavern										4		4		2		3		5		9

				2016-R10		Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper																								Grafton		1				1		4				4				2		2		7

				2016-R11		Anon		Small		Yes		Thanet		Paper																								Gardens								3		1		4				2		2		6

				2016-R12		Mags		Small		No		Gardens		Paper																								Gipsy Queen								1		2		3				2		2		5

				2016-R13		Anon		Small		Yes		Gardens		Paper																								Star								1		2		3		1				1		4

				2016-R14		Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper																								Health Centre										2		2				1		1		3

				2016-R15		Aymeric		Standard		No		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper																								Boma																2		2		2

				2016-R16		Anon		Small		No		Thanet		Paper																								Grand Total		2		3		5		13		16		29		13		22		35		69

				2016-R17		Anon		Standard		No		Abbey		Paper

				2016-R18		Anon		Small		Yes		Health Centre		Paper

				2016-R19		Anon		Standard		Yes		Boma		Paper																								Member profile - Nov. 2016		52%				36%				12%																		Member profile - Nov. 2016		52%				36%				12%

				2016-R20		Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper

				2016-R21		Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper																								Survey respondents - Nov 2016		51%				42%				7%																		Survey respondents - Nov 2016		51%				42%				7%

				2016-R22		Anon		Small		Yes		Thanet		Paper																										Standard				Small				Family				Total		%														Standard				Small				Family				Total		%

				2016-R23		Anon		Standard		Yes		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper																										No fruit		Fruit		No fruit		Fruit		No fruit		Fruit

				2016-R24		Anon		Small		No		Gipsy Queen		Paper																						Pick up point		The Thanet		2		6		1		3				1		13		19%		Ý		16%						Pick up point		The Thanet		8				4				1				13		19%		Ý		16%

				2016-R25		Jane Walby		Standard		No		Thanet		Paper																								The Abbey		6		1		2		1				1		11		16%		Ý		12%								The Abbey		7				3				1				11		16%		Ý		12%

				2016-R26		Anon		Standard		No		Abbey		Paper																								Ruby Violet		2		3		1		1		1		1		9		13%		-		15%								Ruby Violet		5				2				2				9		13%		-		15%

				2016-R27		Anon		Small		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper																								Tufnell Park Tavern		2		3				4						9		13%		-		12%								Tufnell Park Tavern		5				4				0				9		13%		-		12%

				2016-R28		Anon		Small		Yes		Star		Paper																								The Grafton				2		4				1				7		10%		-		12%								The Grafton		2				4				1				7		10%		-		12%

				2016-R29		Anon		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Paper																								Gardens Guesthouse				2		3		1						6		9%		-		7%								Gardens Guesthouse		2				4				0				6		9%		-		7%

				2016-R30		Anon		Family		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper																								The Gipsy Queen				2		1		2						5		7%		-		6%								The Gipsy Queen		2				3				0				5		7%		-		6%

				2016-R31		Giulia		Small		Yes		Tufnell Park Tavern		Paper																								The Star		1				1		2						4		6%		ß		10%								The Star		1				3				0				4		6%		ß		10%

				2016-R32		Ana-Rose Lim		Small		No		Ruby Violet		Email																								Kentish Town Health Centre				1				2						3		4%		-		6%								Kentish Town Health Centre		1				2				0				3		4%		-		6%

				2016-R33		Carrie Benjamin		Standard		Yes		Tufnell Park Tavern		Email																								Boma Garden Centre				2										2		3%		-		4%								Boma Garden Centre		2				0				0				2		3%		-		4%

				2016-R34		Fatma Kallon		Standard		No		Abbey		Email																								Total		13		22		13		16		2		3		69		100%												Total		35				29				5				69		100%

				2016-R35		Chantelle Josephs		Small		Yes		Thanet		Email

				2016-R36		Lewis Williamson		Standard		Yes		Gipsy Queen		Email																																										Up arrow shown if more than 2 percentage points higher or lower than the member profile, down arrow if less. Dash if 2 or less

				2016-R37		Aisha Dodwell		Family		Yes		Abbey		Email																																						178		Total members at 10 November 2016

				2016-R38		Natalie Leroy		Standard		Yes		Boma		Email																																						39%		Response rate 2016

				2016-R39		Gaelle		Standard		No		Abbey		Email

				2016-R40		Anaïs Khuong		Small		Yes		Health Centre		Email																												Row Labels		Count of Respondent code

				2016-R41		Pamela Jean		Standard		No		Abbey		Email																												Email		52%

				2016-R42		Natalie Bell		Small		No		Star		Email																												Paper		48%

				2016-R43		Elise Ravoire		Standard		Yes		Abbey		Email																												Grand Total		100%

				2016-R44		Jenny Millman		Standard		No		Tufnell Park Tavern		Email

				2016-R45		Amy Pettinger		Standard		Yes		Gardens		Email

				2016-R46		Anna Glowacka		Standard		Yes		Ruby Violet		Email

				2016-R47		Carla Ranicki		Standard		Yes		Gardens		Email

				2016-R48		Africa Alconchel-Guido		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Email

				2016-R49		David Plant		Standard		No		Thanet		Email

				2016-R50		Nikki Whitelock		Small		Yes		Gipsy Queen		Email

				2016-R51		David Quentin		Family		Yes		Thanet		Email

				2016-R52		Phil Midgley		Small		No		Gardens		Email

				2016-R53		Jenny Frew		Family		No		Grafton		Email

				2016-R54		Gillian Black		Standard		Yes		Grafton		Email

				2016-R55		Olivia Reed		Small		No		Abbey		Email

				2016-R56		Barney Goodland		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Email

				2016-R57		Miles		Standard		No		Abbey		Email

				2016-R58		Robin Malacrida		Small		No		Grafton		Email

				2016-R59		Hannah Tooley		Small		No		Abbey		Email										Themes

				2016-R60		Arianna Tucci		Family		No		Ruby Violet		Email										Praise		(Particularly about the quality)

				2016-R61		Mariangela Giuliani		Small		No		Grafton		Email										Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

				2016-R62		Eva Sopeoglou		Small		Yes		Tufnell Park Tavern		Email										Improving cooking skills

				2016-R63		Zen Grisdale		Standard		Yes		Health Centre		Email										Excitement / anticipation / surprise

				2016-R64		Robin Basu Roy		Standard		Yes		Gipsy Queen		Email										Enjoying the recipes / newsletter

				2016-R65		Carmel		Standard		No		Star		Email										Improving healthy eating behaviours

				2016-R66		Mr Cork		Small		No		Grafton		Email										Learning more about veg / food origins

				2016-R67		Anon		Small		Yes		Star		Paper										Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

				2016-R68		Anon		Small		Yes		Abbey		Paper										Friendly approach / good customer services

				2016-R69		Anon		Small		No		Gardens		Paper										Constructive feedback

		Q1		How have you found being a member?

						Very good service - usually good quality and an interesting and varied selection		Answer theme 1		Answer theme 2		Answer theme 3

						On the whole really good		Praise

						Very good, lovely to get regular organic fruit and veg including types we wouldn't normally buy and to support a community project. Some issues with pub pick-up experienced.		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		Constructive feedback

						Good experience		Praise

						Great :-)		Praise

						Good		Praise

						Great! Great scheme, and friendly people running it.		Praise		Friendly approach / good customer services

						Love having local and organic veg		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

						Good, fresh produce. Strawberries and raspberries excellent. Recipes are helpful		Praise		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter

						Loved it. Love getting veg I wouldn't normally buy and exploring new recipes. Love the 'local' nature of it.		Praise		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics										Praise		61		65%

						Lovely people - love being part of a community scheme with these principles		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics												Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		8		9%

						I think it's a really good company - customer services are great - every time I've had an issue it has been resolved promptly and fairly		Praise		Friendly approach / good customer services												Enjoying the recipes / newsletter		7		7%

						Great! Love the variety and quality of veg - and we have a new mouth to feed and have enjoyed making healthy baby food for our new daughter.		Praise		Improving healthy eating behaviours												Friendly approach / good customer services		5		5%

						Good. I would very much like visiting a farm or farms that supply Vegbox in the near future		Praise		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering		Constructive feedback										Excitement / anticipation / surprise		4		4%

						Very good - I greatly enjoy the 'surprise contents' each week and the recipes		Praise		Excitement / anticipation / surprise												Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering		4		4%

						Very rewarding - I enjoy the variety each week and I have enjoyed volunteering occasionally and although unable to take part in most, some of the extra activities		Praise		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering												Constructive feedback		3		3%

						I think it's fantastic. No complaints this year (no excessively caterpillary broccoli!)		Praise														Improving healthy eating behaviours		2		2%

						I love it - in practical terms it saves time I would otherwise spend shopping, gives me better quality veg, I like the surprises and recipes, and I feel connected to a community that cares about the environment.		Praise		Excitement / anticipation / surprise		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter										Total		94		100%

						Great		Praise

						Terrific		Praise

						Really pleased with it!		Praise

						Good, encourages me to eat more veg		Praise		Improving healthy eating behaviours

						I really like it - works very well		Praise																										Wordle list (capitalisations removed)

						Love it		Praise																										very good service - usually good quality and an interesting and varied selection

						Good		Praise																										on the whole really good

						We love it!  The surprise of fresh, locally grown produce of unknown type arriving each week is great. And we really enjoy supporting a social enterprise. We rave about it to our friends and family		Praise		Excitement / anticipation / surprise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																						very good, lovely to get regular organic fruit and veg including types we wouldn't normally buy and to support a community project. some issues with pub pick-up experienced.

						On the whole, splendid		Praise																										good experience

						Great, but find it hard to plan our weekly supermarket shop as I don't know what's coming in Vegbox		Praise		Constructive feedback																								great :-)

						I have found it a very positive experience		Praise																										good

						Really enjoyed, was involved in a similar thing at Uni so was great to find a local one		Praise																										great! great scheme, and friendly people running it.

						Awesome		Praise																										;love having local and organic veg

						Very useful		Praise																										good, fresh produce. strawberries and raspberries excellent. recipes are helpful

						Good. No complaints		Praise																										love it. love getting veg I wouldn't normally buy and exploring new recipes. love the 'local' nature of it.

						Great		Praise																										lovely people - love being part of a community scheme with these principles

						Very good on the whole		Praise																										I think it's a really good company - customer services are great - every time I've had an issue it has been resolved promptly and fairly

						It's been great!		Praise																										great! Love the variety and quality of veg - and we have a new mouth to feed and have enjoyed making healthy baby food for our new daughter.

						I come from France where we have a good community-supported agriculture network, and I was looking for a veg scheme like that when I moved here. It wasn't that easy but eventually I found your association (and I'm very glad).		Praise																										good. I would very much like visiting a farm or farms that supply Vegbox in the near future

						Great. It's both relaxed and friendly and efficient and well organised. It connects us to the process of producing food and to supporting sustainable human/Nature scale farming. The weekly new sheet keeps us up to date with organic growing developments and recipes give practical help in making good use of weekly veg.		Praise		Friendly approach / good customer services		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																						very good - I greatly enjoy the 'surprise contents' each week and the recipes

						I really enjoy being part of vegbox! It gives me a chance to try different vegetables, and I love the fact that it's locally produced and organic. I also really like the newsletters and the recipes - I've kept them all!		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																						very rewarding - I enjoy the variety each week and I have enjoyed volunteering occasionally and although unable to take part in most, some of the extra activities

						It's great, love the newsletter each week and understanding more about veg seasons. Other veg boxes don't seem as personable and don't have a community feel		Praise		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter		Friendly approach / good customer services																						I think it's fantastic. No complaints this year (no excessively caterpillary broccoli!)

						Great		Praise																										I love it - in practical terms it saves time I would otherwise spend shopping, gives me better quality veg, I like the surprises and recipes, and I feel connected to a community that cares about the environment.

						Very good, the quality is excellent and I rarely have any problems using up the vegetables every week.		Praise																										great

						Very rewarding and totally worth it!		Praise																										terrific

						Good		Praise																										really pleased with it!

						Great - good quality and value fruit and veg. Easy & reliable pick up. Queries/problems resolved quickly. Nice recipes.		Praise		Friendly approach / good customer services		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																						good, encourages me to eat more veg

						Great!		Praise																										I really like it - works very well

						Very enjoyable		Praise																										love it

						Works well for us on the whole and we think the taste of vegetables – particularly potatoes, spinach & salad leaves -  is superior to shop bought ones.		Praise																										good

						It's been great. The vegetables are delicious and it's making me more inventive with my cooking.		Praise		Improving cooking skills																								we love it!  The surprise of fresh, locally grown produce of unknown type arriving each week is great. and we really enjoy supporting a social enterprise. we rave about it to our friends and family

						Love it and have recommended to others. It's so nice to support a local scheme that operates in the best interests of its members, employees and environment. It's exactly why we joined in the first place and great to see that ethos continue. The seasonal veg, recipes and newsletters are wonderful.		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																						on the whole, splendid

						I enjoy vegbox - it's a brilliant community and concept.		Praise																										great, but find it hard to plan our weekly supermarket shop as I don't know what's coming in Vegbox

						Fun, nice to be involved in something in Kentish Town		Praise																										I have found it a very positive experience

						Excellent. I love having a range of fresh, organic, locally sourced vegetables each week and supporting local businesses.		Praise																										really enjoyed, was involved in a similar thing at uni so was great to find a local one

						We enjoy it and it works perfectly for our family.		Praise																										awesome

						Great! It's like receiving a Christmas present every week.		Praise																										very useful

						I love it and recommend others to join		Praise																										good. no complaints

						We've very much enjoyed the produce and the variety, plus the recipes and tips.		Praise		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																								great

						Love it! 		Praise																										very good on the whole

						I love it. I love the veg, the newsletter and the recipes and the idea of getting together for dinners etc. I've yet to make one but definitely aiming to.  A bit difficult with children and logistics.  I couldn't gush more about how much I love it.  I love the ethos, the fact that it's local in London		Praise		Enjoying the recipes / newsletter		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering																						It's been great!

						Great		Praise																										I come from France where we have a good community-supported agriculture network, and I was looking for a veg scheme like that when I moved here. It wasn't that easy but eventually I found your association (and I'm very glad).

						Easy and rewarding		Praise																										great it's both relaxed and friendly and efficient and well organised. it connects us to the process of producing food and to supporting sustainable human / nature scale farming. the weekly new sheet keeps us up to date with organic growing developments and recipes give practical help in making good use of weekly veg.

						We love Vegbox! It is friendly, it works well, and I like having fruit and veg that is 'safe', organic, low food miles, etc.		Praise		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		Friendly approach / good customer services																						I really enjoy being part of Vegbox! It gives me a chance to try different vegetables, and I love the fact that it's locally produced and organic. I also really like the newsletters and the recipes - I've kept them all!

						Interesting to get 'a surprise and a challenge each week. I have also met Deepa and Mags as a result and attended two meals.		Excitement / anticipation / surprise		Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering																								it's great, love the newsletter each week and understanding more about veg seasons. other veg boxes don't seem as personable and don't have a community feel

						All secondary and tertiary answers combined:		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																										great

								Friendly approach / good customer services																										very good, the quality is excellent and I rarely have any problems using up the vegetables every week.

								Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																										very rewarding and totally worth it!

								Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																										good

								Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																										great - good quality and value fruit and veg. Easy & reliable pick up. queries/problems resolved quickly. nice recipes.

								Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																										great

								Friendly approach / good customer services																										very enjoyable

								Improving healthy eating behaviours																										works well for us on the whole and we think the taste of vegetables – particularly potatoes, spinach & salad leaves -  is superior to shop bought ones.

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering																										it's been great. the vegetables are delicious and it's making me more inventive with my cooking.

								Excitement / anticipation / surprise																										love it and have recommended to others. It's so nice to support a local scheme that operates in the best interests of its members, employees and environment. It's exactly why we joined in the first place and great to see that ethos continue. The seasonal veg, recipes and newsletters are wonderful.

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering																										I enjoy Vegbox - it's a brilliant community and concept.

								Excitement / anticipation / surprise																										fun, nice to be involved in something in Kentish Town

								Improving healthy eating behaviours																										excellent. I love having a range of fresh, organic, locally sourced vegetables each week and supporting local businesses.

								Excitement / anticipation / surprise																										we enjoy it and it works perfectly for our family.

								Constructive feedback																										great! It's like receiving a Christmas present every week.

								Friendly approach / good customer services																										I love it and recommend others to join

								Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																										We've very much enjoyed the produce and the variety, plus the recipes and tips.

								Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																										love it! 

								Constructive feedback																										I love it. I love the veg, the newsletter and the recipes and the idea of getting together for dinners etc. I've yet to make one but definitely aiming to.  A bit difficult with children and logistics.  I couldn't gush more about how much I love it.  I love the ethos, the fact that it's local in London

								Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																										great

								Enjoying the recipes / newsletter																										easy and rewarding

								Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																										we love Vegbox! It is friendly, it works well, and I like having fruit and veg that is 'safe', organic, low food miles, etc.

								Following the Vegbox principles and ethics																										interesting to get 'a surprise and a challenge each week. I have also met Deepa and Mags as a result and attended two meals.

								Enjoying the recipes / newsletter

								Friendly approach / good customer services

								Enjoying the recipes / newsletter

								Enjoying the recipes / newsletter

								Constructive feedback

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Q2		How many adults and children use the bag?																				Family bag

										Values														Average Children		Average Adults								Respondent code		Respondent opt-in for fruit		Bag type		0-10 years		11-20 years		21-30 years		31-40 years		41-50 years		51-60 years		61-70 years		71-80 years		81-90 years		91+ years		Total adults (21 and over)		Total children and teens (0-20)		Total users (all ages)

								Row Labels		Average of Total adults (21 and over)		Average of Total children and teens (0-20)		Average of Total users (all ages)										1.4		2.0								2016-R1		No		Small						1																1		0		1

								Family		2.0		1.4		3.4																				2016-R2		Yes		Small								1														1		0		1

								Standard		1.7		0.5		2.1										Standard bag										2016-R3		Yes		Standard								2														2		0		2

								Small		1.4		0.1		1.5										Average Children		Average Adults								2016-R4		Yes		Standard						2																2		0		2

								Grand Total		1.6		0.4		2.0										0.5		1.7								2016-R5		Yes		Small						1		1														2		0		2

																																		2016-R6		Yes		Standard								1														1		0		1

																								Small bag										2016-R7		Yes		Standard		1				2																2		1		3

																								Average Children		Average Adults								2016-R8		Yes		Small						1																1		0		1

																								0.1		1.4								2016-R9		Yes		Standard								1														1		0		1

																																		2016-R10		Yes		Standard														1								1		0		1

		Q3		Good value for money? See below																														2016-R11		Yes		Small								1		1												2		0		2

		Q 4 & 9		Veg to see more or or less of? See Data 2016				2016										2014/15																2016-R12		No		Small														2								2		0		2

																																		2016-R13		Yes		Small						1																1		0		1

		Q5		Quantity and quality								n=69		n=42																				2016-R14		Yes		Standard		1						2														2		1		3

												Veg		Fruit								Veg		Fruit										2016-R15		No		Standard				1																		0		1		1								Veg		Comments about veg		Fruit		Comments about fruit

								What do you think about the quantity?		Too little		9%		11%				What do you think about the quantity?		Too little		9%		29%										2016-R16		No		Small																2						2		0		2				What do you think about the quantity?		Too little		9%				11%

										About right		90%		87%						About right		87%		71%										2016-R17		No		Standard												1										1		0		1						About right		90%				87%

										Too much		0%		2%						Too much		4%		0%										2016-R18		Yes		Small												1										1		0		1						Too much		0%				2%

																The 'Too little' feedback was seen across all sizes of bag (slightly more for Standard)																		2016-R19		Yes		Standard		2						1		1												2		2		4

																																		2016-R20		Yes		Standard														1								1		0		1								Veg		Comments about veg		Fruit		Comments about fruit

												Veg		Fruit								Veg		Fruit										2016-R21		Yes		Standard								2														2		0		2				What do you think about the quality?		Very poor		0%				0%

								What do you think about the quality?		Very poor		0%		0%				What do you think about the quality?		Very poor		0%		0%										2016-R22		Yes		Small														1								1		0		1						Poor		0%				0%

										Poor		0%		0%						Poor		2%		5%										2016-R23		Yes		Standard														2								2		0		2						Satisfactory		10%				15%

										Satisfactory		10%		15%						Satisfactory		6%		0%										2016-R24		No		Small										2												2		0		2						Good		51%				40%

										Good		51%		40%						Good		42%		19%										2016-R25		No		Standard																1						1		0		1						Great		38%				44%

										Great		38%		44%						Great		50%		76%										2016-R26		No		Standard						1		1														2		0		2

																																		2016-R27		Yes		Small														1								1		0		1

																																		2016-R28		Yes		Small						2																2		0		2

								Quality and quantity comments 2016																										2016-R29		No		Standard														2								2		0		2

						Quality comments (negative)		A couple of times the tomatoes have come through split/going rotten, but that's been on very rare occasions - but otherwise perfect!																										2016-R30		Yes		Family		2						2														2		2		4

						Quantity comments (negative)		Salad bags- never last, onions - no variance in the type, they are also very cheap and limited taste benefit in getting organic																										2016-R31		Yes		Small								1														1		0		1

						Positive comments		Sometimes items (especially broccoli) can arrive a bit tired!																										2016-R32		No		Small						1																1		0		1

								Sometimes the veg are a bit mature																										2016-R33		Yes		Standard						1		1														2		0		2

								Quality control on potatoes could be better																										2016-R34		No		Standard		2						1														1		2		3

								Quite cross when I get a dud onion or potato																										2016-R35		Yes		Small		2						2														2		2		4

								Sometimes greens are a bit sad.																										2016-R36		Yes		Standard		2								2												2		2		4

								The carrots and onions are sometimes a bit old and manky. Apples are occasionally soft or old but usually delicious. The half sqaushes can be mouldy																										2016-R37		Yes		Family				1				2														2		1		3

								Often in summer the berries were past it by the time I picked up my bag																										2016-R38		Yes		Standard		2				1		2														3		2		5

								Salad greens are sometimes a bit wilted - might they be better in paper rather than plastic bags?																										2016-R39		No		Standard		1						2														2		1		3

								Some of the fruit we received this year arrived mouldy, specifically the raspberries, even though I picked it up on the Wednesday																										2016-R40		Yes		Small						1				0.5												1.5		0		1.5

								Occasionally items can get squashed (eg tomatoes - they should be in a punnet)																										2016-R41		No		Standard																2						2		0		2

								I would rather have 2 leeks than 1 (SMALL bag person)																										2016-R42		No		Small						1																1		0		1

								Sometimes veg is missing from bags :(																										2016-R43		Yes		Standard						2																2		0		2

								Sometimes would like a bit more veg																										2016-R44		No		Standard								2														2		0		2

								Too many apples																										2016-R45		Yes		Standard						2																2		0		2

								I'd like the option to have more fruit if more variety was offered - eg 2 types per week																										2016-R46		Yes		Standard		1						2														2		1		3

								Just a bit too many apples of the same variety																										2016-R47		Yes		Standard		1						2														2		1		3

								The last two weeks it's been a bit light on veg, I wouldn't say no to more, even for a slight increase in price. I'm just afraid the largest bag would be too much, and I don't want to waste food!																										2016-R48		Yes		Standard												1										1		0		1

								Too many apples																										2016-R49		No		Standard														1								1		0		1

								Would like more berries in the summer.																										2016-R50		Yes		Small								1														1		0		1

								Quantity varies by type - eg 8 onions = 4 courgette flowers																										2016-R51		Yes		Family								1		1												2		0		2

								Portions of greens can be too large. We don't get through the apples. We would eat more mushrooms, tomatoes and carrots																										2016-R52		No		Small										1		1										2		0		2

								Great usually - you get the odd duff week but no more so than the supermarkets																										2016-R53		No		Family		2						1		1												2		2		4

								I have to say that the tomatoes that I received w/c 31 October were the best tomatoes I've ever tried																										2016-R54		Yes		Standard														2								2		0		2

								Much better than supermarkets. Great that community run. Great that local. Great that organic.																										2016-R55		No		Small						1																1		0		1

								The pears have been especially great quality																										2016-R56		No		Standard								2														2		0		2

								The quality is always good and it's helpful when the little flyers indicate you should use something quickly if it's already ripe																										2016-R57		No		Standard						1																1		0		1

								They always taste lovely (and have actual taste as opposed to nothing-y things from supermarkets																										2016-R58		No		Small								2														2		0		2

								Tomatoes very good.																										2016-R59		No		Small						1																1		0		1

								I'm actually pretty happy all round!																										2016-R60		No		Family		2						2														2		2		4

																																		2016-R61		No		Small								1														1		0		1

																																		2016-R62		Yes		Small										1												1		0		1

		Q2		Age profile - see right																														2016-R63		Yes		Standard								2														2		0		2

																																		2016-R64		Yes		Standard								2														2		0		2

																																		2016-R65		No		Standard		1		1				1				1										2		2		4

																																		2016-R66		No		Small						2																2		0		2

																																		2016-R67		Yes		Small												1		1								2		0		2

																																		2016-R68		Anon		Small		Yes		Abbey		Paper		2														2		0		2

																																		2016-R69		Anon		Small		No		Gardens		Paper								1								1		0		1

																Data

														Bag type		Sum of 0-10 years		Sum of 11-20 years		Sum of 21-30 years		Sum of 31-40 years		Sum of 41-50 years		Sum of 51-60 years		Sum of 61-70 years		Sum of 71-80 years

														Family		6		1				8		2

														Standard		14		2		12		29		3		3		9		3

														Small		2		0		13		12		5.5		3		6		2

														Grand Total		22		3		25		49		10.5		6		15		5

																										Sum of total users

																								Values		Family		Standard		Small		All bags

																								0-10 years		6		14		2		22

																								11-20 years		1		2		0		3

																								21-30 years		0		12		13		25

																								31-40 years		8		29		12		49

																								41-50 years		2		3		5.5		10.5

																								51-60 years		0		3		3		6

																								61-70 years		0		9		6		15

																								71-80 years		0		3		2		5

		Q3		Is it good value for money?

		Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes / moderated yes / qualified yes		Neutral response		No		Emphatic no		What are the (unsolicited) comments?		Respondent bag type		Ref

				1										Price is reasonable for what you get		Small		2016-R1				Values

				1												Small		2016-R2		Row Labels		Count of Emphatic yes		Count of Yes		Count of Partial yes / moderated yes / qualified yes		Count of No

				1												Standard		2016-R3		Family		1		3				1

				1												Standard		2016-R4		Small		5		19		4		1

				1												Small		2016-R5		Standard		3		26		4

				1												Standard		2016-R6		Grand Total		9		48		8		2

				1												Standard		2016-R7		Bag type		Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes / moderated yes / qualified yes		No		Total

						1								Reasonably - it's more expensive than supermarkets, but competitive with other Vegbox schemes		Small		2016-R8		Family		1		3				1		5

				1												Standard		2016-R9		Small		5		19		4		1		29

				1												Standard		2016-R10		Standard		3		26		4				33

				1												Small		2016-R11		Grand Total		9		48		8		2		67

						1								Reasonably, yes		Small		2016-R12

				1												Small		2016-R13		Bag type		Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes / moderated yes / qualified yes		No		Total

		1														Standard		2016-R14		Family		20%		60%		0%		20%		100%

				1												Standard		2016-R15		Small		17%		66%		14%		3%		100%

				1												Small		2016-R16		Standard		9%		79%		12%		0%		100%

				1												Standard		2016-R17		All bags		13%		72%		12%		3%		100%

				1												Small		2016-R18

		1														Standard		2016-R19								Any yes		No		Total

				1												Standard		2016-R20						Family		80%		20%		100%		Note this is a very small sample size (we only received 5 Family survey responses)

				1												Standard		2016-R21						Small		97%		3%		100%

		1														Small		2016-R22						Standard		100%		0%		100%

				1												Standard		2016-R23						All bags		97%		3%		100%

				1										Yes, particularly when it is not just root veg and spuds		Small		2016-R24

				1												Standard		2016-R25

				1												Standard		2016-R26						Comments (unsolicited) about VfM 2016:

						1										Small		2016-R27				Partial yes		Both quantity and quality is quite variable.

		1												Yes absolutely. It's very competitively priced for fresh, organic, locally grown fruit and veg		Small		2016-R28				Partial yes		Reasonably - it's more expensive than supermarkets, but competitive with other Vegbox schemes

						1								It varies, but overall yes. Not in terms of cost per unit but considering what it is, I can see why it costs more		Standard		2016-R29				Partial yes		Reasonably, yes

				1												Family		2016-R30				Partial yes		It's OK -the standard box is not amazing value since the price increased, but we're committed to the vegbox principles so we're sticking to it.

				1												Small		2016-R31				Partial yes		Not when you stuff it with chard, I support the scheme, but find it isn't always appealing veg.

				1												Small		2016-R32				Emphatic yes		Extremely

				1												Standard		2016-R33				Emphatic yes		Yes absolutely. It's very competitively priced for fresh, organic, locally grown fruit and veg

				1												Standard		2016-R34				Yes		price is reasonable for what you get

				1												Small		2016-R35				Yes		Yes, particularly when it is not just root veg and spuds

				1												Standard		2016-R36				Yes		It is more expensive than the supermarket but far better quality fruit and veg

				1												Family		2016-R37				Yes		It varies, but overall yes. Not in terms of cost per unit but considering what it is, I can see why it costs more

						1								Not when you stuff it with chard, I support the scheme, but find it isn't always appealing veg.		Standard		2016-R38				Yes		Especially as I normally cook for one it means I can get variety each week without having to buy big super market multipacks.

						1								It's OK -the standard box is not amazing value since the price increased, but we're committed to the vegbox principles so we're sticking to it.		Standard		2016-R39				Yes		Absolutely - I think I actually save money! Because the small bag is plenty for one person, it takes me a good few days to get through the bag and I only have to buy a few other vegetables to compliment what I receive!

		1														Small		2016-R40

				1												Standard		2016-R41

		1												Absolutely - I think I actually save money! Because the small bag is plenty for one person, it takes me a good few days to get through the bag and I only have to buy a few other vegetables to compliment what I receive!		Small		2016-R42

						1										Standard		2016-R43

				1												Standard		2016-R44

				1												Standard		2016-R45

				1												Standard		2016-R46

																Standard		2016-R47

																Standard		2016-R48

				1												Standard		2016-R49

				1												Small		2016-R50

		1												Extremely		Family		2016-R51

				1												Small		2016-R52

				1												Family		2016-R53

				1												Standard		2016-R54

				1										Especially as I normally cook for one it means I can get variety each week without having to buy big super market multipacks.		Small		2016-R55

				1												Standard		2016-R56

				1												Standard		2016-R57

										1				Both quantity and quality is quite variable.		Small		2016-R58

				1												Small		2016-R59

										1						Family		2016-R60

				1												Small		2016-R61

						1								It is more expensive than the supermarket but far better quality fruit and veg		Small		2016-R62

				1												Standard		2016-R63

				1												Standard		2016-R64

		1														Standard		2016-R65

				1												Small		2016-R66

				1												Small		2016-R67

		1														Small		2016-R68

				1												Small		2016-R69

		Q6		Pick up arrangements incl. what could be improved?

				Places mentioned by respondents

				Caledonian Road

				Archway/Upper Holloway

				Chalk Farm

				Mornington Crescent

				Warren Street

												The Thanet		Ruby Violet		Tufnell Park Tavern		The Abbey		The Grafton		The Star		Gardens Guesthouse		Kentish Town Health Centre		The Gipsy Queen		Boma Garden Centre

								What do you think about the pick-up arrangements?		Very poor		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

										Poor		- 0		1		- 0		1		0.5		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

										Satisfactory		- 0		0		1		1		1.5		- 0		- 0		1		- 0		- 0

										Good		5		5		2		3		3		1		- 0		2		- 0		1

										Great		8		3		6		6		2		3		6		- 0		5		1

												13		9		9		11		7		4		6		3		5		2

								What do you think about the pick-up arrangements?		Very poor		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

										Poor		0%		11%		0%		9%		7%		0%		0%		0%		0%		0%

										Satisfactory		0%		2%		11%		9%		21%		0%		0%		33%		0%		0%

										Good		38%		55%		22%		27%		43%		25%		0%		67%		0%		50%

										Great		62%		33%		67%		55%		29%		75%		100%		0%		100%		50%

						Scores		What do you think about the pick-up arrangements?		Very poor		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

										Poor		- 0		1		- 0		1		1		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						% "Good" or "Great"		% "Good", "Great" or "Satisfactory"		Respondent profile 10 Nov 2016		What could be improved?

										Satisfactory		- 0		0		2		2		3		- 0		- 0		2		- 0		- 0				The Thanet		100%		100%		16%		The lock needs a new light - it's hard to read

										Good		20		20		8		12		12		4		- 0		8		- 0		4												Would be great to have a pick up or 2 in Chalk Farm

										Great		40		15		30		30		10		15		30		- 0		25		5												The lock on the gate is sometimes twisted very tight which can be awkward. The bolt on the main shed is now better aligned, but the other one wasn't which I had to use recently.

																																										It is a little awkward and cumbersome getting into the shed/courtyard now the evenings are dark

						Averages						4.6		4.0		4.4		4.1		3.6		4.8		5.0		3.3		5.0		4.5												A new lock for the gate - the numbers have faded

																																										The wooden door of the shed is a bit difficult to open and close

												Green		Amber		Green		Amber		Red		Green		Green		Red		Green		Green				Ruby Violet		87%		89%		15%		I gave a 'poor' rating simply because the produce gets damaged sometimes when sitting on the floor, I was once told you are considering shelves? Even putting them in boxes might help.

																																										Nothing, now that we know to pick up early on hot days. Their opening hours make picking up very convenient.

																																		Tufnell Park Tavern		89%		100%		12%		The late opening time is good- and it is only OK when picking on same day. If picking on any other day, sometimes veg is missing!

																																										We'd love to see pick up options closer to Archway/Upper Holloway (as that's where we live). But we very much understand this is a Kentish Town initiative!

																																										Would be nice if there was a pick-up point a bit further east, near Holloway Road or Caledonian Road. But I know that's far from where you are centred. I live over that way, so it would be more convenient. But walking 20 mins to pick up veg isn't an issue

																																										Have Wednesday morning available as a pick up time as well

																																		The Abbey		82%		91%		12%		They are very friendly even when busy. There used to be missing items, but this is now fine.

																																										These are both personal reasons to me and not that much of a bother but I do a lot of my cooking on Sunday and Monday for the week so the best day for picking up for me would be one of these. I also live in Holloway so I have a walk to Kentish Town but th

																																										The first thing is that very often (about once or twice a month) we don't get the fruit supplement (although we pay for it).
The second thing is if there was an opportunity for a new place further south in Camden (e.g. great portland street) it would be f

																																										They sometimes give out the wrong bags

																																										EXTEND PICKING TO SATURDAY/SUNDAY

																																		The Grafton		71%		93%		12%		Good pick up point with good opening hours (open late and most of the day)

																																										The staff at the Grafton have a terrible attitude!

																																										Poor because the reliability of the staff is lacking, and satisfactory because it's good to have the flexibility to pick up later in the evening and the next day if necessary. To improve: ensure the pub staff ask what type of bag as well as name, to avoid

																																										I don't think they always check the bag or list

																																										Not much – glad to see you are doing something about trying other system of bags

																																n=4		The Star		100%		100%		10%		We are happy to have discovered the The Star pub,  really excellent independent pub and lovely staff.

																																										None - in fact once the Star kept my bag for me until Friday as I was away with work Wednesday and Thursday - they're great!

																																										Occasional mix-ups with sign-in sheet not being out, but on the whole very happy

																																		Gardens Guesthouse		100%		100%		7%		Great! We're lucky to have Deepa - she's always there

																																n=3		Kentish Town Health Centre		67%		100%		6%		If it were possible, closer to where we live.. (Warren street)

																																										I was appreciating my previous pick-up point (the Flapjack cafe), because there was something to have a small chat, but it's because of my "bad" habits from France, where we all and always stay at the pick-up point, sharing some conviviality for some minut

																																										Opening times - but I can see this is dependent on the Health Centre

																																		The Gipsy Queen		100%		100%		6%		Is there scope to pick up after the times advertised?

																																										We once didn't get our fruit supplement, I guess it was accidentally given to someone else, otherwise all fine

																																n=2		Boma Garden Centre		100%		100%		4%		Maybe a pub near KT tube that is open later than Boma or Flapjack cafe - the Assembly House?

		Q		New bags

								1 (Never/I don’t like this idea at all)		0%				0

								2 (Not likely)		7%				5

								3 (Quite likely)		13%				9

								4 (Very likely)		32%				21.5

								5 (Certainly)		47%				31.5

								Total		67		100%

								Not likely; I tend to end up making use of plastic bags that are knocking around the place

								I would like to add that I would like to see less packaging in general.

								I would like to continue to donate my spare plastic bags, is this OK?

								If it can be folded in a little pouch and I can store in my bigger bag without adding clutter

								If you gave me 2 bags!

								It’d be nice to have less plastic packaging but I understand some food needs to be protected. I’m aware you’re happy for bags to be returned and reused but thats it's always practical to take it back to the pickup point throughout the week before the next

								Likely, although not necessarily on the Wednesday

								You would need to ensure staff at pick up points are briefed on this - previously I used to hand back carrier bags to them but they didn't pass them on

								Only concern would be how long they last and how clean they are.

								Because I might forget, or don't have them when I pick up. Also they get very dirty

								Don't make the bags too glossy and attractive or they will be stolen!

								THIS MIGHT BE TRICKY FOR ME BECAUSE I GET FAMILY MEMBERS TO COLLECT FOR ME DUE TO WORK COMMITMENT

								Or, should members simply supply their own canvas bags? I really dislike using all plastic / nylon bags. We would all need to supply or buy them

								I think this is a good idea as I have had bags break on me quite a lot so normally bring my own canvas bag to take the veg back in.

								Very likely if you tell me I have to. If it's just a suggestion, I'm likely to forget to bring the bag...)

								I do like the idea of branded reusable bags, I'm really glad you're doing it... as long as people return them!

								I do return bags currently, but not every week - there is sometimes accumulation of weeks' bags

								I will do my best - being able to return bags in the mornings will help

								I would be happy to provide two reusable bags for the scheme (one to receive the produce and one to give back for the next pick up).

								This is a great idea!

								Great idea

		Q		Vegbox principles				See Data 2016

		Q		Changed the way you cook

		Respondent code						Theme 1		Theme 2		In what way has it changed the way you cook?

		2016-R1						Cooking with more seasonal produce		Trying new things		I am very happy with my vegbox, it means I will eat a mix of seasonal produce that I probably wouldn’t think to buy otherwise and also get to cook with new ingredients. 

		2016-R2						Eating more veg/fruit		Trying new things		I eat more veg! Also try more new recipes to accommodate what comes in the bag

		2016-R3						Eating more veg/fruit				Definitely - we tend to cook and eat more veggies!

		2016-R4						Eating more veg/fruit		Cooking with more seasonal produce		Vegbox helps us to plan our week, forming the basis of our meals. We cook with veg we would not normally buy, and it helps us to be much more aware of seasons and seasonal veg

		2016-R5						Eating more veg/fruit				We eat a wider variety of veg and more fruit at home

		2016-R6						Doing more home-cooking		Trying new things		We cook more often and new recipes, we like to try the recipes in the newsletter

		2016-R7						Cooking with more seasonal produce		Changing food-buying habits		I eat more seasonally because I'm aware of what is in season from what is in my bag. Generally when I buy food I buy more organic, British produce.

		2016-R8						Cooking with more seasonal produce		Eating more veg/fruit		I eat more seasonally, and eat more veg in general. I love the recipe suggestions, which inspire me to cook more often and more adventurously.

		2016-R11						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				In a good way, like "Ready Steady Cook" I have to make do out of what you've given us - I like that challenge!

		2016-R12						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				It's taught me to be more inventive with our meals, I find the stimulation interesting

		2016-R13						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative		Trying new things		I am forced to be a lot more creative which is great. The recipes help but as I am vegan not always applicable. And I am cooking with some ingredients I wouldn't normally buy - eg wild garlic and turnips

		2016-R14						Eating more veg/fruit		Trying new things		It's kept us all eating healthily ("5-a-day") and helps us try new and unusual veg.

		2016-R15						Doing more home-cooking				Cooking with food from Vegbox gives me a lot of cooked meals so I'm really encouraged to bring lunch box with me at uni.

		2016-R16						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				I am more experimental.

		2016-R17						Trying new things		Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative		We have used new vegetables and usually look for recipes based on the Vegbox contents

		2016-R18						Trying new things		Cooking with more seasonal produce		Using a wider variety of vegetables and a greater awareness of seasonality

		2016-R19						Eating more veg/fruit				I'd lke to say it exposed my children to a wider variety of veg, but in reality it exposed me to eat a wider variety of veg!

		2016-R20						Eating more veg/fruit				I eat a lot more varied vegetables. I watch more closely for seasonal fruit and vegetables. I have new recipes. I eat more entirely vegetable meals.

		2016-R21						Eating more veg/fruit				We eat more roots! And we enjoy it! :-)

		2016-R22						Eating more veg/fruit				It helps me to eat a lot of fruit and vegetables

		2016-R23						Trying new things				Tried some new things, mostly enjoyed

		2016-R24						Eating more veg/fruit		More aware of food issues / origins		We eat more veg, we eat a greater variety of veg, and we are more aware of food issues from the newsletter (I'd prefer if you could avoid being party political though)

		2016-R26						Eating more veg/fruit				Increased veg intake on a daily basis

		2016-R29						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				Yes. It's made me more adventurous with kale!

		2016-R31						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				Now I work out what to cook on the basis of what is in the bag and my meals nearly always have a veg component.

		2016-R32						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				Yes I cook mostly the veg I get so it's always a surprise which I like.

		2016-R33						Eating more veg/fruit				Yes, I am encouraged to eat fresh veg and fruit during the week so I don't waste anything, and I cook more now. Which is great. Also, the possibility of eating beets when they are in season has greatly improved my quality of life. Send more beets.

		2016-R35						Trying new things				Yes. I'm forced to cook things I wouldn't normally. Upside is I have perfected a fabulous root veg curry!!

		2016-R36						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				It had made us think more carefully about what we are planning to cook

		2016-R37						Trying new things		More aware of food issues / origins		Yes, I love this scheme I eat lots of food that I would not otherwise have eaten and have a decent understanding of seasonal British foods that I didn't have before.

		2016-R39						Trying new things				Yes definitely, it opened our taste buds to new vegs and flavours!

		2016-R42						Trying new things				Yes - I have been able to explore more recipes and vegetables! I've also learnt how to use and prep different vegetables I never really thought of using, and have thoroughly enjoyed it!

		2016-R43						Doing more home-cooking				Yes, we spend more time cooking and enjoy it, and we eat better and more varied food.
Thanks!!!! :)))

		2016-R45						Eating more veg/fruit		Cooking with more seasonal produce		It's broadened the veg that I eat. I have realised that I used to pick up the same veg each week. It's also made me very wary of buying veg out of season. I also decide my meal plans based on the veg first rather than protein.

		2016-R46						Trying new things		Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative		Yes, as you provide veg I would never consider selecting so I use your recipe ideas as well as searching for new recipes...

		2016-R48						Doing more home-cooking				I actually cook and make sure I go through the stuff instead of eating processed food

		2016-R49						Eating more veg/fruit				I eat more veg

		2016-R50						Trying new things		Doing more home-cooking		I rarely buy extra fruits and veg since joining and cook only with what I've got. I use the recipes on the handout a lot and as such I eat more basic meals, but the produce is tastier than veg and fruit from shops. I also bake a lot of different types of fruit (apple and pears mainly) cakes for variety.

		2016-R52						Trying new things		Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative		Yes, has made me try many new recipes that I wouldn't have cooked as would probably not have purchased the particular vegetables or combination thereof. The recipes provided are great both in themselves and as a starting point for ides

		2016-R53						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				Need to find recipes for the food instead of the food for the recipes

		2016-R54						Trying new things				Yes – we do try out your recipes.  We eat things that we wouldn’t have normally bought.    I don’t think its changed our pattern of eating (unfortunately) which is a bit haphazard – lots of evening commitments means we often don’t sit down to a proper meal in the evenings.

		2016-R55						Trying new things		More aware of food issues / origins		Yes it definitely has made me try new veg I wouldn't have eaten before. I tried to eat seasonal and local from the supermarket but it is hard to know about what sort of farms your food is coming from. In terms of organic food and taste veg box is definitely better value for money. There is enough veg to last me the week in my box so now I know all my veg is organic and well sourced and the veg won't just taste of water.

		2016-R56						Cooking with more seasonal produce				Yes. We think much more seasonally.

		2016-R58						Cooking with more seasonal produce				Made us think more about seasonality of veg

		2016-R59						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				Not knowing which vegetables I’ll get each week has made me experiment with different food I may not normally think to buy

		2016-R61						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				Yes, I have learned to cook vegetables that I did not know how to use before and has made me more "disciplined" in using up whatever is given in the bag, so more planning and more creativity with my recipes.

		2016-R62						Eating more veg/fruit				I eat more veg, but cook and eat less pulses because the veg will last the whole week!

		2016-R63						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative		Trying new things		The recipes have given us new ideas and we get to eat vegetables and fruit that we wouldn't normally eat.  Plus we can really taste the difference in quality from supermarket produce.

		2016-R64						Changing food-buying habits		Eating more veg/fruit		Go to supermarket much less. Eat more vegetables. Eat less meat. Improvise recipes more. Eat more organic. Amazing and positive changes.

		2016-R65						Trying new things				Made me eat more soups and courgette cake!

		2016-R66						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				More creative. More likely to cook.

		2016-R67						Cooking with more seasonal produce				Higher proprtion of seasonal organic and local. Also changed our way of shopping - more focus on organic and fairtrade for remaining items sill bought at grocery shops

		2016-R68						Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative				We always eat everything in the box! Whatever we have we find a way to use it up

		2016-R9										Not particularly, because I have worked for Riverford over the last 3 years.

		2016-R51										Not drastically

		2016-R47										Not particularly, I already cooked with a lot of vegetables from the farmers' markets. Sometimes if I have a lot of veg to use up I might be more likely to make a big pot of soup.

		2016-R44										No - but becoming a member and supporting a local initiative has improved our happiness. We're always telling people about what a great organisation it is, but sadly don't know anyone who lives nears your pickup points!

		2016-R40										Not being a member of your specific veg scheme, but yes, I cook and eat a bit more vegetables since I've been a member. But your scheme and your awesome newsletter give me a lot of new recipes, so now I have a lot of new "signature meals", thanks to you.

		2016-R41										Not really but it has enabled us to follow through on our commitment to eat seasonal organic veg from local small farmers. And it feels great to be part of a like minded community of good veg enthusiasts in sourcing our veg this way.

		2016-R27										Not really but I enjoyed reading the recipes and sometimes trying them
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								Count of Cooking with more seasonal produce

								Cooking with more seasonal produce		Total

								Changing food-buying habits		2		2		Changing food-buying habits		3%

								More aware of food issues / origins		3		3		More aware of food issues / origins		4%

								Doing more home-cooking		5		5		Doing more home-cooking		7%

								Cooking with more seasonal produce		8		8		Cooking with more seasonal produce		11%

								Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative		17		17		Sense of challenge / being more inventive and creative		24%

								Eating more veg/fruit		18		18		Eating more veg/fruit		25%																Thematic analysis

								Trying new things		19		19		Trying new things		26%

								Grand Total		72		72



Admin:

Many thanks for running the Vegbox, I love it!

Eg:
Very much so, definitely yes, use of "very", etc.

Eg "OK"

Admin:
Cally Road, Archway/Upper Holloway/ Chalk Farm and Mornington Crescent mentioned in emails as well
Warren St
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								Respondent code		Respondent bag type		Fruit?		Respondent pick-up point		Respondent method of q'aire response

								Anon		Standard		Yes		Boma		Paper						Standard		Small		Family		Total

								Anon		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Paper				Thanet		4		3		3		10

								Anon		Small		No		Thanet		Paper				Ruby Violet		5		2		2		9														Count of Respondent code		Column Labels

								Anon		Small		No		Thanet		Paper				Boma		4		0		1		5																Standard				Small				Family				Grand Total

								Anon		Standard		No		Abbey		Paper				Grafton		2		2		1		5														Row Labels		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes

								Anon		Standard		No		Grafton		Paper				Abbey		3		1		0		4														Abbey		3						1						4

								Anon		Standard		Yes		Grafton		Paper				Star		1		3		0		4														Boma		2		2								1		5

								Anon		Standard		No		Flapjacks		Paper				Flapjacks		2		1		0		3														Flapjacks		1		1		1								3

								Anon		Small		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper				Gardens Guesthouse		0		3		0		3														Gardens Guesthouse						1		2						3

								Anon		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Paper				Kentish Town Health Centre		0		1		0		1														Grafton		1		1				2				1		5

								Anon		Family		No		Thanet		Paper				Tufnell Park Tavern		1		0		0		1														Kentish Town Health Centre								1						1

								Anon		Standard		No		Thanet		Paper				Grand Total		24		8		5		45														Ruby Violet		4		1				2		1		1		9

								Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper																										Star		1				1		2						4

								Anon		Standard		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper						49%				36%				16%												Thanet		1		3		3				2		1		10

								Anon		Standard		No		Boma		Paper						Standard				Small				Family				Total		%						Tufnell Park Tavern		1												1

								Anon		Small		Yes		Abbey		Paper						No fruit		Fruit		No fruit		Fruit		No fruit		Fruit										Grand Total		14		8		6		10		3		4		45

								Matty Ray		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper		Pick up point		Thanet		1		3		3				2		1		10		22%

								Rachel Moses		Small		Yes		Grafton		Email				Ruby Violet		4		1				2		1		1		9		20%

								Sam Barker		Standard		Yes		Flapjacks		Email				Boma		2		2								1		5		11%

								Matthew Hall		Family		Yes		Grafton		Email				Grafton		1		1				2				1		5		11%

								Howard Gossington		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Email				Abbey		3						1						4		9%						Row Labels		Count of Respondent code

								Arianna Tucci		Family		No		Ruby Violet		Email				Star		1				1		2						4		9%						Email		56%

								Andrew Minto		Standard		No		Tufnell Park Tavern		Email				Flapjacks		1		1		1								3		7%						Paper		44%

								Natalie Leroy		Family		Yes		Boma		Email				Gardens Guesthouse						1		2						3		7%						Grand Total		100%

								Rebecca Meiksin		Standard		No		Boma		Email				Kentish Town Health Centre								1						1		2%

								Carla Ranicki		Small		Yes		Gardens Guesthouse		Email				Tufnell Park Tavern		1												1		2%

								Sadie Rhodes		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Email				Total		14		8		6		10		3		4		45		100%

								Gaelle (French)		Standard		No		Abbey		Email

								Ashley Wong		Small		Yes		Grafton		Email

								Rita Drobner		Small		Yes		Star		Email

								Judith Diamond		Small		Yes		Gardens Guesthouse		Email

								Mary McHugh		Small		Yes		Star		Email

								Eva Sopeoglou		Small		Yes		Ruby Violet		Email

								Jenny Mulholland		Small		No		Flapjacks		Email

								Jane Walby		Small		No		Thanet		Email

								Simon Feeney		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Email

								Phil Myers		Family		No		Thanet		Email

								Sarah-Jane Gill		Standard		No		Abbey		Email

								HANNAH SHEPPARD		Small		No		Star		Email

								Laila Woozeer		Standard		No		Star		Email

								Fanny Florémont		Family		Yes		Ruby Violet		Email

								Kirsty Lee		Family		Yes		Thanet		Email

								Anon		Standard		Yes		Boma		Paper

								Margaret		Small		No		Gardens Guesthouse		Paper

								Anon		Small		Yes		Kentish Town Health Centre		Paper

		Q1

		How have you found being a member?

		Category 1		Category 2		Category 3		Verbatim answer

		Praise						I love it!																				Praise

		Excitement / anticipation / surprise		Improve cooking skills				Great moments of drama - what will we get this week? A challenge to cooking skills - veg I wouldn't normally buy muddy! It's time consuming but satisfying to clean the veg!																				Excitement / anticipation / surprise

		Excitement / anticipation / surprise						Interesting, especially the mystery of what's coming																				Excitement / anticipation / surprise

		Praise						Good																				Praise

		Praise						Great																				Praise

		Praise		Improve cooking skills		Love of the recipes		Good - it's good to try new things and cooking creatively, I love the recipes and news. It's good quality. I'm not so keen on all the lettuce!																				Praise

		Praise						Pretty good!																				Praise

		Improve healthy eating behaviours		Following the ethics				Healthy and helpful way of consuming local and ecological products																				Improve healthy eating behaviours

		Praise						Good																				Praise

		Praise						It's a great project and I'm really happy to support it																				Praise

		Praise						We love it																				Praise								Thematic analysis of up to 3 answers per person of Q2

		Praise		Excitement / anticipation / surprise		Improve healthy eating behaviours		Wonderful, it's convenient and I always anticipate with pleasure the surprise element and recipes. I eat things I would not have planned for and I like the midweek pick-up.																				Praise

		Following the ethics		Constructive feedback				I like supporting local farmers and to think that I'm consuming organic and sustainably grown veg, however I struggle with what's in the bag.																				Following the ethics								Row Labels		Count of Praise

		Following the ethics		Improve cooking skills		Improve healthy eating behaviours		It's great - really good having fresh, local-as-possible, seasonal organic food. It has broadened my range of food and cooking skills.																				Following the ethics								Praise		48%

		Praise		Constructive feedback				Wobbly to start with (admin issues) but otherwise great																				Praise								Following the Vegbox principles and ethics		13%

		Changing the way I cook		Following the ethics				I cannot speak highly enough of Kentish Town Vegbox. We like the newsletter, the fact it is local, and of course the lovely veg.																				Improve cooking skills								Improving cooking skills		10%

		Praise		Excitement / anticipation / surprise		Improve healthy eating behaviours		We find being a member so rewarding, the element of surprise, the constant stream of healthy greens, the well-chosen recipes.																				Praise								Excitement / anticipation / surprise		8%

		Praise						Great																				Praise								Enjoying the recipes		7%

		Praise						Very good, have recommended it to many others.																				Praise								Improving healthy eating behaviours		7%

		Praise						Great - definitely feel I’m eating more healthily and cooking more interesting dishes.																				Praise								Learning more about veg / food origins		4%

		Praise		Improve healthy eating behaviours				I have enjoyed it, it has certainly made me eat more vegetables!																				Praise								Constructive feedback		3%

		Praise		Love of the recipes				Great - very convenient, love the recipe card each week.																				Praise								Grand Total		100%

		Praise		Learning more about veg / food origins				I like it a lot and have enjoyed learning about new types of vegetables																				Praise

		Praise						Excellent, nice selection of interesting vegetables and good quality fruit.																				Praise

		Praise		Following the ethics		Learning more about veg / food origins		I love being a member of Vegbox - excellent seasonal veg and great to support local and organic food growers.  I also really like the leaflet in each bag with the information on issues/topics related to organic farming etc, as well as the excellent recipes.  Thank you!																				Praise

		Praise		Following the ethics				It's been great! We're happy with it, happy to be part of a small group of neighbouring people who are conscious about the environment, healthy eating and local/sustainable agriculture.																				Praise

		Praise		Love of the recipes				Good, we enjoy it. It's nice to be forced to use seasonal ingredients that we wouldn't normally buy.
We would like to see the recipes posted on the blog on the Vegbox website to make it easier to buy the extra ingredients and easier to refer back to when we want to cook the same thing again.																				Praise

		Praise		Learning more about veg / food origins				Convenient and educational (through the newsletter with the bag)																				Praise

		Praise		Love of the recipes		Improve cooking skills		Easy to collect. Pleased to have recipe sheet. Stimulates me to make new dishes, and try new ingredients.																				Praise

		Praise						Perfect																				Praise

		Praise		Following the ethics				I really like the scheme, I like buying my veg and fruit through it, rather than the super-market																				Praise

		Praise		Love of the recipes		Following the ethics		Good - convenient pick up, helpful holiday policy, organisers who do a good  job, tasty veg! The newsletters also make me feel part of a wider movement/organic farming community.																				Praise

		Praise						I REALLY LIKE IT AND ENJOY THE VARIETY OF VEGETABLES. MOSTLY EVERYTHING IS OK.																				Praise

		Praise		Excitement / anticipation / surprise		Improve cooking skills		Great - I love not knowing what I will get each week and it has improved my cooking a lot																				Praise

		Praise						Good																				Praise

		Praise						I really love the scheme																				Praise

		Praise						I really like it - I've discovered some new favourites too																				Praise

		Praise						Great! We love it, I wish I could get all my food this way!																				Praise

		Praise						We are very happy with the quality of the food																				Praise

		Praise		Following the ethics				It's been great -  the system works well, and the communication is excellent. I'd like to meet more of the members, but am not available for the AGM, so I'd be keen for there to be other events to bring us together.																				Praise

		Praise		Improve cooking skills				Challenging in a positive way																				Praise

		Excitement / anticipation / surprise						I enjoy the seasonal nature of the produce and the surprise element - though sometimes this can lead to a glut																				Excitement / anticipation / surprise

																												Improve cooking skills

								Ethics = shunning supermarkets quote is good																				Improve cooking skills

																												Following the ethics

																												Excitement / anticipation / surprise

																												Improve cooking skills

																												Following the ethics

																												Excitement / anticipation / surprise

																												Improve healthy eating behaviours

																												Love of the recipes

																												Learning more about veg / food origins

																												Following the ethics

																												Following the ethics

																												Love of the recipes

																												Learning more about veg / food origins

																												Love of the recipes

																												Following the ethics

																												Love of the recipes

																												Excitement / anticipation / surprise

																												Following the ethics

																												Improve cooking skills

																												Love of the recipes

																												Improve healthy eating behaviours

																												Improve healthy eating behaviours

																												Improve healthy eating behaviours

																												Learning more about veg / food origins

																												Improve cooking skills

																												Following the ethics

																												Improve cooking skills

																												Constructive feedback

		Q2																										Constructive feedback

		Respondent code		Respondent name		Respondent bag type		Respondent opt-in for fruit		Respondent pick-up point		Respondent method of q'aire response		0-10 years		11-20 years		21-30 years		31-40 years		41-50 years		51-60 years		61-70 years		71-80 years		Adults (21+)		Children & teens (0-20)

		2015-R1		Anon		Standard		Yes		Boma		Paper		2						1		1								2		2

		2015-R2		Anon		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Paper												2						2		0				Family bag

		2015-R3		Anon		Small		No		Thanet		Paper																1.2		1.2		0				Average Children		Average Adults

		2015-R4		Anon		Small		No		Thanet		Paper										2								2		0				1.3		2.0

		2015-R5		Anon		Standard		No		Abbey		Paper						2												2		0

		2015-R6		Anon		Standard		No		Grafton		Paper								2										2		0				Standard bag

		2015-R7		Anon		Standard		Yes		Grafton		Paper										1								1		0				Average Children		Average Adults

		2015-R8		Anon		Standard		No		Flapjacks		Paper								2										2		0				0.3		1.8

		2015-R9		Anon		Small		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper						1												1		0

		2015-R10		Anon		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Paper										2								2		0				Small bag

		2015-R11		Anon		Family		No		Thanet		Paper				2						1		1						2		2				Average Children		Average Adults

		2015-R12		Anon		Standard		No		Thanet		Paper														1				1		0				0.0		1.5

		2015-R13		Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper										1								1		0

		2015-R14		Anon		Standard		Yes		Ruby Violet		Paper												1						1		0

		2015-R15		Anon		Standard		No		Boma		Paper		2						1		1								2		2				Count of Respondent code		Column Labels

		2015-R16		Anon		Small		Yes		Abbey		Paper								2										2		0						1		1 Total		2						2 Total		(blank)																																(blank) Total		Grand Total

		2015-R17		Matty Ray		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper								2										2		0						(blank)				(blank)								2				(blank)

		2015-R18		Rachel Moses		Small		Yes		Grafton		Email										1								1		0						(blank)				(blank)								(blank)				1				2		(blank)

		2015-R19		Sam Barker		Standard		Yes		Flapjacks		Email						2												2		0						2				1		2		(blank)				(blank)				1		(blank)		(blank)		1				2		(blank)

		2015-R20		Matthew Hall		Family		Yes		Grafton		Email								2										2		0						(blank)				1		(blank)		1				1		2		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		1		(blank)		(blank)		1		2		(blank)

		2015-R21		Howard Gossington		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Email								1		1								2		0						(blank)				(blank)		(blank)		1				1		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		1				2		(blank)

		2015-R22		Arianna Tucci		Family		No		Ruby Violet		Email		2						2										2		2						(blank)				(blank)		(blank)		(blank)				(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		1		(blank)		(blank)		1		(blank)

		2015-R23		Andrew Minto		Standard		No		Tufnell Park Tavern		Email						2												2		0				Row Labels		(blank)				(blank)		(blank)		(blank)				(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		(blank)		1.2		2

		2015-R24		Natalie Leroy		Family		Yes		Boma		Email		2						2										2		2				Family		1		1				2				2		1		1												2																		4		7

		2015-R25		Rebecca Meiksin		Standard		No		Boma		Email						1		1										2		0				Small																		2		1						1		2		2		1		1		1		1		2		1		1		16		16

		2015-R26		Carla Ranicki		Small		Yes		Gardens Guesthouse		Email								2										2		0				Standard						2				1		3						1				4		1				7		2		1				1		1		1						19		22

		2015-R27		Sadie Rhodes		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Email								2										2		0				Grand Total		1		1		2		2		1		5		1		1		3		1		4		1		1		11		4		2		1		2		2		3		1		1		39		45

		2015-R28		Gaelle (French)		Standard		No		Abbey		Email								2										2		0

		2015-R29		Ashley Wong		Small		Yes		Grafton		Email						1		1										2		0

		2015-R30		Rita Drobner		Small		Yes		Star		Email												1		1				2		0

		2015-R31		Judith Diamond		Small		Yes		Gardens Guesthouse		Email																2		2		0

		2015-R32		Mary McHugh		Small		Yes		Star		Email														1				1		0

		2015-R33		Eva Sopeoglou		Small		Yes		Ruby Violet		Email										1								1		0

		2015-R34		Jenny Mulholland		Small		No		Flapjacks		Email						1		1										2		0

		2015-R35		Jane Walby		Small		No		Thanet		Email														1				1		0

		2015-R36		Simon Feeney		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Email								2										2		0				Row Labels		Average of Children & teens (0-20)		Average of Adults (21+)

		2015-R37		Phil Myers		Family		No		Thanet		Email				2						2								2		2				Family		1.3		2.0

		2015-R38		Sarah-Jane Gill		Standard		No		Abbey		Email								2										2		0				Small		0.0		1.5

		2015-R39		HANNAH SHEPPARD		Small		No		Star		Email								1										1		0				Standard		0.3		1.8

		2015-R40		Laila Woozeer		Standard		No		Star		Email						2												2		0				Grand Total		0.3		1.7

		2015-R41		Fanny Florémont		Family		Yes		Ruby Violet		Email								2										2		0

		2015-R42		Kirsty Lee		Family		Yes		Thanet		Email		1						2										2		1

		2015-R43		Anon		Standard		Yes		Boma		Paper		2								1		1						2		2

		2015-R44		Margaret		Small		No		Gardens Guesthouse		Paper												2						2		0

		2015-R45		Anon		Small		Yes		Kentish Town Health Centre		Paper												1						1		0						Column Labels

																																				Values		Family		Small		Standard		Grand Total

																																				Count of 0-10 years		3.0				3.0		6.0

																																				Count of 11-20 years		2.0						2.0

																																				Count of 21-30 years				3.0		5.0		8.0

		Q3																																		Count of 31-40 years		5.0		5.0		11.0		21.0

		Bag type		Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes		Neutral response		No		Emphatic no		What are the (unsolicited) comments?																				Count of 41-50 years		2.0		3.0		7.0		12.0

		Standard		1																																Count of 51-60 years		1.0		3.0		3.0		7.0

		Standard								1						Not consistently good value - sometimes we feel it's not enough or that the quality is not great																				Count of 61-70 years				3.0		1.0		4.0

		Small				1										Yes it's excellent value for money - which is particularly important to me (on a low income).																				Count of 71-80 years				2.0				2.0

		Small				1										Yes, very good value - much better than Abel & Cole and Riverford.

		Standard				1										Yes, extremely good value!																				Age		Family		Standard		Small		All bags

		Standard				1										Yes, very good.																				0-10 years		3		3		0.0		6

		Standard				1										I think it is fair value, yes																				11-20 years		2		0		0.0		2

		Standard				1										Actually it depends on the weeks. The standard box gets us 2/4 meals, sometimes less when we get onions and potatoes in the bag.																				21-30 years		0		5		3		8

		Small				1										Yes, I believe the quality of the veg is superior to that of the super-market or the local wholesaler, who have cheaper prices																				31-40 years		5		11		5		21

		Standard		1												Yes. Some weeks more than others but in general it is very high quality  and good value. I'd say the veg is better value than the fruit on average																				41-50 years		2		7		3		12

		Family				1																														51-60 years		1		3		3		7

		Standard				1																														61-70 years		0		1		3		4

		Standard				1																														71-80 years		0		0		2		2

		Standard		1

		Standard				1

		Small		1

		Standard				1

		Small				1

		Standard				1																				Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes

		Family		1																				Family		2		6

		Standard		1																				Small		1		4

		Family								1														Standard		3		17		3

		Standard						1

		Family				1

		Standard				1

		Small				1												Row Labels		Count of Emphatic yes		Count of Yes		Count of Partial yes		Count of Neutral response		Count of No

		Standard				1												Family		2		4				1

		Standard						1										Small		1		14		1

		Small				1												Standard		4		15		2		1

		Small				1												Grand Total		7		33		3		2

		Small				1

		Small				1														Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes		Neutral response		No		Total

		Small				1												Family		2		4		0		1		0		7

		Small				1												Small		1		14		1		0		0		16

		Small						1										Standard		4		15		2		1		0		22

		Standard				1												Grand Total		7		33		3		2		0		45

		Family				1

		Standard				1														Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes		Neutral response		No

		Small				1												Family		29%		57%		0%		14%		0%		100%

		Standard				1												Small		6%		88%		6%		0%		0%		100%

		Family				1												Standard		18%		68%		9%		5%		0%		100%

		Family		1														Grand Total		16%		73%		7%		4%		0%		100%

		Standard				1

		Small				1

		Small				1

																Top 12 only

																																Top 6 only

																																												Potatoes		6

																																												Beetroot		5

																																												Celeriac		4

																																												Sprouts		4

																																												Carrots		3

																																												Swedes		3

																																												Turnips		3

																																												Salad bags		2

																																												Celery		2

																																												Stir-fry bag		2

																																												Kale		1

																																												Lavender		1

								Q5a																																				Squashes (bland ones)		1

								What do you think about the quantity of veg?												Veg		Fruit																						Roots & tubers		1

																What do you think about the quantity?		Too little		9%		29%																						Difficult to use / unusual ones		1

																		About right		87%		71%																						Leeks		1

																		Too much		4%		0%				We personally rarely finish the weeks veg within the week so end up with a lot more food, but we both have busy careers and don’t eat as many meals at home as I imagine others do. So for us too much - but we stick with standard as we like the variety!

								Q5b

								What do you think about the quality of veg?

																				Veg		Fruit

																What do you think about the quality?		Poor		2%		5%

																		Satisfactory		6%		0%

																		Good		42%		19%

																		Great		50%		76%		Veg:

																								Items last long in general, except for carrots, somehow they go soft almost immediately

																								Potatoes sometimes have sprouts on them, carrots are sometimes soft

																								There's often at least one item with pests on, typically small aphids/bugs, but that's just the nature of organic I guess. We rarely have to throw an item away because of it, although that does happen occasionally with peppers.

																								Great apart from the old carrots- they were riddled with some kind of worm…

																								Salad leaves in summer can suffer

																								Some carrots and spuds have been poor quality

																								General comments on Quant and Qual

																								Sometimes the number of flies or caterpillars in the salad or broccoli has meant that I've thrown them away - I'd rather have something else than something infested!

		QSL						What are the most important Vegbox principles for you?		Local		Organic		Supporting small farms		Good quality veg		Seasonal						It's normally very good

										3rd				2nd		1st								Some portions are too small to be bothering with, eg broad beans, artichokes, and some veg (eg carrots, spuds) have been poor quality

										2nd				3rd		1st								More variety in the bag, but smaller portions would suit me

										3rd				2nd		1st								It's usually great - occasionally the salad or greens wilt or don't last

										1st				3rd				2nd						All good, I would not mind if there were less small plastic bags from the farms or if the individual ziplock bags did not have printed labels and could be re-used.

										3rd				1st				2nd						It's about right, but a tiny bit more on the quantity would be good

																								All good - as long as I don't leave them at the pick-up point for too long.

												2nd				1st								Any bad veg has been refunded - some of the summer crops have had a lot of caterpillars - but I wouldn't expect them to be bug-free!

										2nd				1st				3rd						The quality is excellent - in particular the strawberries have been gorgeous.

										1st				2nd				3rd						The veg is almost always good - ocassionally the potatoes are a bit soft. The fruit is good, raspberries are lovely!

												1st		2nd				3rd						Generally excellent, hardly ever any damaged products.

										1st						2nd		3rd						Volume seems to vary quite a lot from week to week, but I guess that depends on the density/cost of specific veg items - I assume we get a similar value bag each week?

										2nd		3rd				1st								Often clients of the vegbox also shop at Natural Earth on KT high street -and sometimes we get the same vegs from the same farms, which is fine...Also, we are environmentally conscious and I find there is too much plastic bags in the veg boxes -can the suppliers switch to paper bags instead? Surely there is a way to avoid plastic that we have to bin immediately after use.

														1st		2nd		3rd						Salad leave portions are small, and the salad quite tough. However, I understand salad is difficult to keep and distribute without lots of packaging and cold chain.

										1st		2nd						3rd						More would be great! but I understand you need to balance the books!

										1st				2nd				3rd						The quantity is plenty for me for one week, as I am not a vegetarian and enjoy other foods too. The quality is good, all fruit are fresh and last longer than those bought from the supermarket or grocer's.

												1st		3rd		2nd								Both the fruit and veg are really high quality. Quantity wise the fruit only lasts a day or two when the veg usually lasts 3 or 4 days

														2nd		3rd		1st						Always a good variety and I really love the leaflets with recipes!

										1st				2nd		3rd								Great quality, we could do with a bit more of everything.

										3rd				2nd		1st								Nothing other than they are exceptional! But I would like to question the amount of plastic bags used in packaging. I understand these may be necessary for freshness/ moisture, but I'd like to be sure they are kept to a minimum

										1st						2nd		3rd						Just fine

										1st						3rd		2nd

										3rd		2nd						1st

														3rd		1st		2nd

										3rd		2nd				1st

										3rd		2nd		1st

												2nd				1st		3rd

										1st		2nd		3rd

												1st		2nd				3rd

										2nd		1st		3rd

												1st		3rd				2nd

										2nd		3rd				1st

										2nd						3rd		1st

										3rd		2nd		1st

										2nd		1st						3rd

												1st		3rd				2nd

										3rd		2nd						1st

										2nd		1st						3rd

										1st		2nd		3rd

														3rd		1st		2nd

										1st		3rd		2nd

												3rd		2nd				1st

														1st		3rd		2nd

										1st						2nd		3rd

		Points				2014/15		No of 1sts		12		8		6		11		5

								No of 2nds		8		10		11		5		8

								No of 3rds		9		4		10		5		13

								Points		60		40		30		55		25

										24		30		33		15		24

										9		4		10		5		13

		5						Total points		93		74		73		75		62

		3								Local		Organic		Supporting small farms		Good quality veg		Seasonal

		1

								In order:		Local		Good quality veg		Organic		Supporting small farms		Seasonal

										93		75		74		73		62

						2013		No of 1sts		12		9		4		10		0

								No of 2nds		3		7		8		7		9

								No of 3rds		10		5		9		4		5

								Points		60		45		20		50		0

										9		21		24		21		27

										10		5		9		4		5

								Total points		79		71		53		75		32

										Local		Organic		Supporting small farms		Good quality veg		Seasonal

								In order:

										Local		Good quality veg		Organic		Supporting small farms		Seasonal

										79		75		71		53		32

						Yes, a lot		Yes		Yes, a little bit		No / not much		In what way has it changed the way you cook?

										1				I now plan around what is in the box, so the recipes are useful. I would like an email a couple of days in advance, saying what is in the bag - this would help with shopping

								1						It's made me more adventurous - kale and chard?!

								1						I'm more experimental in the beginning, but less as we go on!

						1								We cook more veg, we have tried different veg and we have varied our cooking

								1						Using what is available and trying new veg

								1						I adapt my daily menus to what I receive with the scheme

								1						I have to be more creative, it's great that you provide recipes, though!

								1						It has just added to it :-) The recipes are an inspiring bonus

								1						It's a challenge every week to use everything up so it makes me more imaginative

								1						I follow Tom's recipes frequently and when I like them they become regular features of my meals. And I am eating more veg and less meat.

								1						I eat things I wouldn't buy

								1						It has broadened my range of food and cooking skills

								1						I eat more veg and my kids can see that veg come in all shapes and sizes with earth on them. They also learn more about the seasons of our food.

								1						We eat everything in the box so we cook around what we've got. Sometimes we get things I wouldn't buy, but it is all lovely quality so we cook it up and eat it. Personally I like being forced into being more imaginative.

						1								We love to explore new ways to cook the things we get each week - I like to tell friends about my new discoveries. We also eat more healthily now - all those green things coming into the kitchen. And we really connect with the seasons and learn about the origins of the veg.

						1								Yes! Using the veg in the bag means that I cook recipes that I would not otherwise  think of making.  I eat a wider range of veg too, and have learned to love kale!

										1				More 'mixed veg stir frys'  when we have lots left over

										1				Not really, as my partner is vegetarian, but of course we cook a bit more based around what we get in the bag each week, which can be a challenge but also fun.

								1						Cooking much more and relying much less on my old staples of pasta/pesto or shop-bought quiche or caesar salad. Keep up the great work!

								1						Yes, it has encouraged me to cook more and be a little more creative. Committing to receiving vegetables every week makes me eat more veg and try new recipes as I would hate to have to throw them away

								1						I eat more greens and I  have dicovered new recipes and ways of cooking.

						1								Yes, I've tried lots of new vegetables and new recipes. I love that recipes are included in the bag - although it would be great to see more healthy recipes in winter (less butter and cheese).

										1				I've got to find ways to use up smaller amounts of vegetables than I would normally buy, but otherwise hasn't really changed.

								1						I always wait to see what's in the bag before deciding what to cook, and then create meals around whatever there is each week.

								1						We've discovered new flavours, it tests our cooking skills and we love it.

								1						Yes we try cooking with new ingredients and recipes.

								1						Yes, it has increased my use of local organic produce.

								1						Stimulates me to make new dishes, and try new ingredients.

												1

								1						Yes, it has, in a good way, I eat more veg and cook from scratch, I can't eat the veg from the super-market anymore, they don't taste as good. I enjoy this scheme, well done!

								1						We eat new veges that we wouldn't have tried before because you can't get them in the supermarkets

												1

								1						In that I don't know what I am going to eat on a Wednesday until I get my bag! I have also tried lots of new veg and had some of the best fruit I have ever tasted!

								1						Cook more and have widened repertoire .

												1		Not really, but I tell lots of people about it so I think indirectly it may be changing the way my friends think

								1						Yes, sometimes it's made me look for ways to use unfamiliar veg.

								1						Yes in that I try harder to use all the veg up, so often try new recipes or cook something new to use up other things.

								1						Yes, we eat local vegetables we were not used to before. We eat more apples and potatoes than we could ever have imagined.

								1						Yes, we are trying out new recipes and focusing much more on what we have, not what we can buy in the shops!

								1						We are eating a wider variety of veg.

								1						It makes life more interesting!

												1		No, but I do get access to rare things like wild and green garlic

						4		30		4		4

						Yes, a lot		Yes		Yes, a little bit		No / not much

				Merging:				34		4		4

						2013:

						A lot		16		44%

						Little bit		17		47%

						Not much		3		8%

						2014/15:

						Yes		34

						Yes, a little		4

						No / not much		4

				Pick up arrangements?

				Abbey		Yes		Previously things were often missing from the bag but that seems to be sorted now.

				Abbey		It's good and appropriate to pick up later in the evening.

				Abbey		All great with the Abbey Tavern, flexible and nice people

				Abbey

				Boma		Absolutely fine

				Boma		Yes

				Boma		Nothing everything's great with pick up.

				Boma		They are great

				Boma

				Flapjacks		Very satisfactory

				Flapjacks				An official late pick up arrangement would be good. I would like my bag to be left outside Flapjacks if I'm too late.

				Flapjacks				If you were to open one nearer to Highgate studios I wouldn't complain!

				Gardens Guesthouse		Great for me as Deepa drops the bag off at my house!

				Gardens Guesthouse		Very easy

				Gardens Guesthouse

				Grafton

				Grafton		OK		A pick up in Gospel Oak would be great

				Grafton		OK		I'm wondering if the bags could be stored somewhere cooler? Sometimes the bag comes out quite warm from the cellar.

				Grafton		Yes

				Grafton		Yes, occasionally missing recipes

				Kentish Town Health Centre		Yes

				Ruby Violet		Fine

				Ruby Violet		All good

				Ruby Violet		The arrangements are good - very friendly and flexible opening times, the only issue is the heat from the freezers and how that affects the veg (especially the salad) in the summer

				Ruby Violet		Good		The heat from the freezers and how that affects the veg (especially the salad) in the summer

				Ruby Violet

				Ruby Violet		Fine

				Ruby Violet		All good!

				Ruby Violet				Here is where there is much room for improvement. Two main points: firstly, it is important that the pick-up locations are open until late, so those of us who work long hours can pick up our veg on Wednesday evenings.  I have opted for pubs and shops that are open late based on this principle. Second, it is important for the scheme to be a reliable service, for us to know that the bag will be there when we pick up. I have found that when I do not pick up on Wednesday evening, there is a good chance that the bag has missing ingredients, or that there is no bag at all! This is most frustrating. The shop owners claim that the bags were delivered with missing veg or not enough of them and we do not know what to assume has happened. This has already happened most of the times I do not pick up on Wednesdays, so I am now making arrangements to always pick up on Wednesdays, which is sometimes inconvenient, I oblige friends to pick up for me, etc. I wish there was a way to secure that bags are delivered fully stocked and are safely stored in their pick-up locations for 1-2 days. Thank you!

				Ruby Violet		Staff at Ruby Violet are very friendly. Timeslot is fine.

				Star		Superconvenient as is.

				Star				Over the month of May/June I found it difficult to pick up on Wednesday, as I was involved in the Chelsea Fringe, but otherwise, no problems... perhaps at the end of Wednesday evening what's left could go straight into their fridge?

				Star		Yes, very good

				Star		Bit out of the way for us to get to but we live nearest to it. May change actually - I will look at your other pick up points after sending this.

				Thanet		Yes

				Thanet		Yes, it works well

				Thanet		Yes, satisfactory

				Thanet		Very satistactory - the Thanet has a great new lock

				Thanet		Satisfactory

				Thanet		Fine		A pick up near Gospel Oak would be preferred

				Thanet		Good, especially with the new lock

				Thanet		Really good now and much better now than in the metal box

				Thanet

				Thanet		They're great, very easy

				Tufnell Park Tavern		Perfect



Eg:
Very much so, definitely yes, use of "very", etc.

Eg "OK"



		





		





		





		



Family

Small

Standard

All bags



		



Family

Small

Standard



		0



Which vegetables would you like to see more of?



		0





		0





		





		





		Praise

		Following the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Improving cooking skills

		Excitement / anticipation / surprise

		Enjoying the recipes

		Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Learning more about veg / food origins

		Constructive feedback

		Grand Total



Count of Praise

0.4788732394

0.1267605634

0.0985915493

0.0845070423

0.0704225352

0.0704225352

0.0422535211

0.0281690141

1



		0





		

				Respondent code		Respondent bag type		Fruit?		Respondent pick-up point		Respondent method of q'aire response

				Anon		Standard		No		Abbey		Paper

				Anon		Family		No		Thanet		Paper

				Anon		Standard		No		Flapjacks		Paper

				Tony Edwards		Standard		No		Flapjacks		Paper						Standard		Family		Small		Total

				Anon		Family		No		Thanet		Paper				Abbey		4				1		5

				Kay Heather		Small		No		Abbey		Paper				Boma		4						4

				Anon		Standard		Yes		Thanet		Paper				Flapjacks		3		1		1		5

				Anon		Small		No		Thanet		Paper				Grafton		4		2				6

				Anon		Standard		No		Thanet		Paper				Ruby Violet		2		1		1		4

				Anon		Small		No		Thanet		Paper				Thanet		6		4		2		12

				Stu Cork		Small		No		Flapjacks		Email				Unknown		1						1

				April Labbe		Standard		Yes		Grafton		Email				Grand Total		24		8		5		37

				Jane Walby		Standard		No		Thanet		Email

				Maxime Rischard		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Email						65%				22%				14%

				Elisabeth Fontanille		Standard		No		Unknown		Email						Standard				Family				Small				Total		%

				Mim Neal		Standard		No		Boma		Email						No fruit		Fruit		No fruit		Fruit		No fruit		Fruit

				Anna Murray		Family		Yes		Ruby Violet		Email		Pick up point		Abbey		2		2						1				5		14%

				Vicki Legrove		Standard		No		Flapjacks		Email				Boma		3		1										4		11%

				Matthew Hall		Family		Yes		Grafton		Email				Flapjacks		3						1		1				5		14%

				Phil Myers		Family		No		Thanet		Email				Grafton		2		2		1		1						6		16%

				Jadwiga Koprowska		Standard		No		Boma		Email				Ruby Violet		2						1		1				4		11%

				David Plant		Standard		No		Thanet		Email				Thanet		5		1		4				2				12		32%

				Lisa Honey		Standard		No		Abbey		Email				Unknown		1												1		3%

				Stacey Balfe		Standard		No		Boma		Email				Total		18		6		5		3		5		0		37		100%

				Jenny Frew		Family		No		Grafton		Email

				Hassan Mair 		Family		Yes		Flapjacks		Email

				Tessa Gaynn		Standard		Yes		Boma		Email

				Peyvand Sadeghian		Standard		Yes		Abbey		Email

				Amaia Arregui		Standard		Yes		Abbey		Email

				Tom Kihl		Standard		No		Grafton		Email

				Pandora Vaughan		Family		No		Thanet		Email

				C Eruistar		Standard		No		Grafton		Email

				Trisha Montague		Standard		Yes		Grafton		Email

				Belinda Fullelove		Small		No		Ruby Violet		Email

				Caroline Leaf		Standard		No		Thanet		Email

				Dominika Flindt		Standard		No		Thanet		Email

				Anne-Marie Levesque		Standard		No		Ruby Violet		Email

		Q1

		Praise		Good!

		Changing the way I cook		Great, I really enjoy collecting and planning meals around the veg bag.

		Rewarding		Rewarding

		Praise		Great - I've never disliked any veg

		Praise		I love it! Wish I'd got round to signing up sooner

		Praise		Excellent

		Changing the way I cook		Useful, convenient, good quality veg; a good way of trying new and more types of veg

		Praise		Super!

		Praise		Brilliant!

		Praise		Satisfying. A good talking point.

		Praise		Love it!

		Praise		Good, one less shopping trip! Great people run it so happy vibes all round!

		Local, seasonal,		Vegbox is exactly what we were looking for. We first tried Abel and Cole for a few weeks, and we were impressed with the quality of their veg, but only some of it was local and seasonal. We also didn't like the gimmicky things they sent us that ended up in the trash (like a binder to keep recipes in). We much prefer KT Vegbox's no-nonsense approach. The only thing we really miss is a way to list vegetables that we really don't like, so we can get a substitute.

				Fun for my child!

				Very happy with range of veg that we get. A bit bored of apples & pears but that's because it is December!

				Excellent, a great scheme, much better than the commercial ones

				We are big fans!

				Absolutely great! I am hooked so long as I stay in Kentish Town...makes me feel part of the community.

				Tiz a good thing

				Really enjoyed it and very sad to be leaving - great value and convenient - but can't keep up with it every week and always have to go and buy veg that isn't in the bag like spinach onions broccoli garlic mushrooms peppers aubergine tomatoes cucumber as these are what I like to eat and cook with

				Good, selection is always good quality & tastey. Made getting the bag from Boma a weekly outing with children. They help read newsletter and check out the supplies

				Like the variety and having to use seasonal veg

				I'm a new member, but so far so good

				Good, fruit and veg all good, handy having it all, good service

				I've enjoyed trying out veg that I haven't come across or tried before.

				Very enjoyable

				Really enjoy it. Have always like getting veg boxes in the past for the challenge it presents each week over what to cook, and adding the hyperlocal (NW5) element to it makes the whole thing even more engaging.

				Great, although we do waste a bit because I can't cook often enough. Love having regular basics but struggle a bit to use all that celeriac.

				Excellent

				Early days but overall I'm happy with the arrangement

				Fantastic so far!  I've only trialed the scheme for three weeks in December so far, but based on this am very happy to continue being a member in the future.

				Excellent. Always look forward to seeing what's in the bag. Enjoy the surprise, variety and quality of veges. Appreciate the written info about sources and love the recipes. I like the convenient self pick up and direct debit payment. I like feeling that I support local food and I eat well.

				Fine

				Great! Takes a few weeks to get used to not knowing what will be in the bag each week, but it is worth it.

		Q2		Adults?		Children?		Respondent bag type						Family bag

				2		0		Standard						Average Children		Average Adults

				2		2		Family						1.13		1.88

				2		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard						Standard bag

				2		1		Family						Average Children		Average Adults

				2		0		Small						0.25		1.71

				1		0		Standard

				2		0		Small						Small bag

				1		0		Standard						Average Children		Average Adults

				1		0		Small						0.00		1.60

				2		0		Small

				2		0		Standard

				1		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				2		2		Standard

				1		1		Standard

				2		1		Family

				2		1		Standard

				2		0		Family

				2		2		Family

				2		0		Standard

				1		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				2		2		Standard

				2		2		Family

				1		0		Family

				2		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				1		0		Standard

				2		2		Standard

				2		1		Family

				2		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				1		0		Small

				1		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

		Q3		Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes		Respondent bag type

						1				Standard

						1				Family

						1				Standard						Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes

								1		Standard				Family		2		6

						1				Family				Small		1		4

						1				Small				Standard		3		17		3

				1						Standard

						1				Small

				1						Standard

						1				Small

						1				Small

				1						Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

										Standard

								1		Standard

				1						Family

						1				Standard

				1						Family

						1				Family

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Family

						1				Family

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Family

						1				Standard

								1		Standard

				1						Small

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

				Salad leaves / salad bag		Tomatoes		Mushrooms		Onions		Squash		Spinach		Broccoli		Aubergines		Kale		Bell peppers		Sweet potatoes				Novel & unusual varieties		Herbs		Cucumber		Everyday things		Chard		Leeks		Potatoes		Beetroot		Garlic		Sprouts		Cabbage		Fennel		Carrots		Green beans		Spaghetti squash		Kohlrabi		Peas		Courgettes		Jerusalem artichokes		Things you can eat raw		Cauliflower		Green veg		Endive/chicory

				8		5		4		4		4		3		3		3		2		2		2				2		2		2		2		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

						8		Salad leaves / salad bag

						5		Tomatoes

						4		Mushrooms

						4		Onions

						4		Squash

						3		Spinach

						3		Broccoli

						3		Aubergines

						2		Kale

						2		Bell peppers										Top 8 only:

						2		Sweet potatoes

						2		Novel & unusual varieties

						2		Herbs

						2		Cucumber

						2		Everyday things

						1		Chard

						1		Leeks

						1		Potatoes

						1		Beetroot

						1		Garlic

						1		Sprouts

						1		Cabbage

						1		Fennel

						1		Carrots

						1		Green beans

						1		Spaghetti squash

						1		Kohlrabi

						1		Peas																																Potatoes		6

						1		Courgettes																																Beetroot		5

						1		Jerusalem artichokes																																Celeriac		4

						1		Things you can eat raw																																Sprouts		4

						1		Cauliflower																																Carrots		3

						1		Green veg																																Swedes		3

						1		Endive/chicory																																Turnips		3

																																								Salad bags		2

																																								Celery		2

																																								Stir-fry bag		2

																																								Kale		1

																																								Lavender		1

				Q5a																																				Squashes (bland ones)		1

				What do you think about the quantity of veg?												Veg bag		Fruit bag																						Roots & tubers		1

												What do you think about the quantity?		Too much		0%		0%																						Difficult to use / unusual ones		1

				Veg: Everyone said about right										About right		100%		75%																						Leeks		1

														Not enough		0%		25%

				Fruit: 2 out of 8 said not enough

		QSL		What are the most important Vegbox principles for you?		Local		Organic		Supporting small farms		Good quality veg		Seasonal

						1st		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd

						3rd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd

						1st		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd

						1st		1st		2nd		1st		2nd

						1st		3rd		2nd		3rd		3rd

						3rd		2nd		3rd		1st		2nd

						3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		2nd

						1st		1st		1st		2nd		3rd

						3rd		1st		3rd		2nd		2nd

						3rd		1st		3rd		1st		2nd

						2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd

						1st		1st		3rd		1st		3rd

						3rd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd

						2nd		3rd		2nd		2nd		2nd

						1st		2nd		2nd		1st		2nd

						3rd		2nd		3rd		3rd

						2nd		1st		2nd		3rd

						1st		3rd		2nd		2nd

						1st		2nd		1st		2nd

						1st		1st		1st		1st

						3rd		2nd		3rd		3rd

						1st

						3rd

						3rd

						1st

		Points

		5		No of 1sts		12		9		4		10		0

		3		No of 2nds		3		7		8		7		9

		1		No of 3rds		10		5		9		4		5

				Points		60		45		20		50		0

						9		21		24		21		27

						10		5		9		4		5

				Total points		79		71		53		75		32

						Local		Organic		Supporting small farms		Good quality veg		Seasonal

				In order:

						Local		Good quality veg		Organic		Supporting small farms		Seasonal

						79		75		71		53		32

						Yes, a lot		A little bit		Not much		Respondent code

								1				2013-R1

						1						2013-R2

						1						2013-R3

										1		2013-R4

								1				2013-R5

						1						2013-R6

								1				2013-R7				A lot		16		44%

								1				2013-R8				Little bit		17		47%

						1						2013-R9				Not much		3		8%

						1						2013-R10

						1						2013-R11

						1						2013-R12

						1						2013-R13

								1				2013-R14

												2013-R15

										1		2013-R16

								1				2013-R17

								1				2013-R18

								1				2013-R19

						1						2013-R20

						1						2013-R21

						1						2013-R22

						1						2013-R23

								1				2013-R24

								1				2013-R25

						1						2013-R26

								1				2013-R27

								1				2013-R28

								1				2013-R29

								1				2013-R30

						1						2013-R31

								1				2013-R32

								1				2013-R33

						1						2013-R34

										1		2013-R35

								1				2013-R36

						1						2013-R37

				How has it changed the way you cook?

						We have to find recipes sometimes for some of the veg which is great. We also do alternative recipes to what we normally do.

						NowI plan meals based on veg rather than buy veg based on recipes.

						We make an effort to eat everything before Wednesday comes round again.

						It's improved my diet as I#ve bene cooking with veg whcih I wouldn't have thought of buying myself. I like getting the unusual varieties like the potatoes. I also really like the newsletter and the recipes are helpful and inspiring. I also update my work colleagues on the contents of the veg box and tell them what I am cooking! :-) Thank you Veg Box

						I love the recipes and the excitement of what I am going to make each week

						We use the recipes, we use more veg and a greater variety and an increased awareness of seasonality and local farmers.

						I try such a variety of veg I wouldn't normally buy. I absolutely love Vegbox - it's changed my life so much for the better! Thank you.

						I make soup now! I cook things I would never have bought

						I am less fussy when it comes to using recipes and just use what I have

						It frees me up to experiment with food more - to make something of what is in the bag - rather than go out and get a list of things for a recipe

						The vegbox has added variety to the things we cook. Each week we have to come up with a way to use the strange vegetables we've received. For us, that's part of the fun.

						NOT VERY DIFFERENT, BUT I ENJOY TRYING NEW RECIPES WITH WHATEVER VEG TURNS UP - INCLUDING THOSE ON THE LEAFLET WITH THE VEG.

						We eat more soup than we did and generally less meat

						We eat a lot of veg anyway, but it's great to base cooking around what we get in the bag, rather than plan a meal and then get the ingredients

						I like having to cook with vegetables that I wouldn't normally have bought

						Always use the recipes and have become more adventurous / healthy... but I often am not keen on the new veg I try

						Have to think a bit more and be more inventive.  Which is good.

						I actually cook rather than just graze

						I try to use everything up and am more inventive in trying to adapt dishes to what I've got.

						I tend to make more roasts when there are lots of root veg, and more stir fries when more leaves.

						Have known the box delevery routine from before, however not being swamped with too much of anything means less drama making endless soups and allows us to create realisticly sized dishes from the weekly delivery. Very rare to throw anything out.

						Using your recipes to try something new and ensure nothing gets wasted. AND we bought a new magimix for xmas to help with making soups, chopping and other preparation

						I'm getting the recipe books out again, for a start.  I'd really got stuck in a rut with cooking, grabbing quick things on the way home from work.  Receiving 'surprise' and unusual veg on a weekly basis in the veg bag has really got me out of this habit and into looking up recipes for new and different dishes, and thinking more about seasonality, and I'm really enjoying the adventure so far :)  Also, knowing at the back of my mind that I have at least some veg waiting for me at home on any given day means I'm more likely to buy and cook healthy things after the mad dash back from the office.

						It's changed a little bit but only because we are vegans and cook with veg all the time. However, we cook more varied meals depending on what’s in the bag and that makes our cooking and meals more exciting. Thanks!!

						I cook with vegetables I was not used to cook with or did not know before, which leads to pleasant discoveries. Not knowing what will be in the bag next week is also good for variety.

				Pick up arrangements?

				Abbey		All good

				Abbey		Everything's fine

				Abbey		They are great but we need a pub in Tufnell Park - and would be nice to add a social angle every now and then

				Abbey		All OK

				Abbey		They are fine. At times, I must push myself to go and pick it up but that's only because I am tired after work.

				Boma		Fine

				Boma		Yes, although in winter..the centre shuts earlier and it's difficult to pick it up after work

				Boma		Great - we developed a nice relationship with the staff at Boma!

				Boma		All ok, after their closing times clarified

				Flapjacks		Satisfactory

				Flapjacks

				Flapjacks		They're good. Though on the odd occasion when things have been half an hour + late sending a text to those who use flapjacks might be useful.

				Flapjacks		Yes the pick up works well for me as I collect when I get off the train or tube

				Flapjacks		Fine - a pick up in Bloomsbury would be great :)

				Grafton		Great for me!

				Grafton		The Grafton is great, when we picked up at the Abbey there were a few errors and the staff there sometimes didn't know what it was about, gave us the wrong bag, etc. but overall a great way to do it

				Grafton		Very good.

				Grafton		Have never had any problems.

				Grafton		Very friendly and efficient staff, no concerns.

				Grafton		Pick up is fine

				Ruby Violet		It's very difficult to step out of Ruby Violet without a tub of ice cream, because their ice cream is so delicious. Our pick-up point has actually been one of our favourite aspects of the veg box scheme.

				Ruby Violet		RUBY VIOLET IS OUR PICK-UP; IT MEANS WE BUY MORE ICE CREAM THAT WE'D DO OTHERWISE, WHICH IS GOOD.

				Ruby Violet		This suits me fine as it is open to 7pm which allows me to get there after work (just!) before closing then wander home with my lovely veggies in time for dinner.  Hoping to supplement my healthy veg eating with a weekly ice-cream treat at Ruby Violet when the warmer weather comes :)

				Ruby Violet		It's ok. It might be nice to have the option to pick it up later than 7pm when we have to work late, but I understand this can be difficult for shop owners.

				Thanet		Very easy for me to collect

				Thanet		Good but you should be marketing Vegbox at the same time (or something else that's good!)

				Thanet		The padlock is a bit difficult to use and it's a bit dark

				Thanet		A replacement light to make it easier to read padlock in the dark

				Thanet		It's a bit dark! And the box is a bit tricky to open without getting soaking wet

				Thanet		They're great

				Thanet		The lock on box can sometimes be very difficult-was impossible once

				Thanet		It is good. Best thing is how close it is to us.

				Thanet		Fine

				Thanet		Fine - but a bit dark

				Thanet		In winter in the dark I struggle to see and move the padlock combination numbers. A lock with a central dial that turns one way then the other would be better - for the future!  I can come the next morning in the light.  The pick up is fine.

				Thanet		It is perfect!

				Unknown



Eg:
Very much so, definitely yes, use of "very", etc.

Eg "OK"

Torriano Avenue:
Yes...although on a few occassions some portions were small and vegetables were less varied.

Torriano Avenue:
Compared with other schemes, yes, but still quite a lot for a pensioner



		





		





		





		





		





		

				Respondent code		Respondent name		Respondent bag type		Respondent pick-up point		Respondent method of q'aire response

				2012-R1		Pam Walker/Michael Andrew		Standard		Grafton		Paper

				2012-R2		Unknown		Unknown		Unknown		Paper

				2012-R3		Unknown		Unknown		Unknown		Paper

				2012-R4		Anna Jones		Standard		Flapjacks		Email

				2012-R5		Craig Clark		Standard		Grafton		Email

				2012-R6		Ruth Desforges		Standard		Unknown		Email

				2012-R7		Gwyn Morris		Family		Grafton		Email

				2012-R8		Alex Newnham		Standard		Grafton		Email

				2012-R9		Ali and Eli		Standard		Flapjacks		Email

				2012-R10		Gillian Black		Standard		Grafton		Email

				2012-R11		Caroline Leaf		Standard		Thanet		Email

				2012-R12		Tisha Brown		Standard		Grafton		Email

				2012-R13		Tara Kingsley		Standard		Thanet		Email

				2012-R14		Phil Myers		Family		Thanet		Email

				2012-R15		Fay Ballard		Family		Grafton		Email

				2012-R16		Eamonn Carey		Standard		Flapjacks		Email

				2012-R17		Vicki LeGrove		Standard		Flapjacks		Email

		Q1		A good experience-first time we had mud in the sink!

				I have found it more interesting than I thought and it really is a community scheme. I like collecting my veg under my own steam!

				Very Good

				I've really enjoyed it, it's introduced me to some new foods and recipes. I've also met lovely people and made lots of new friends.

				Great. I love getting the seasonal veg and that it comes from relatively local organic farms. I also like the fact it is collection only as presumably this saves on carbon emissions from delivery to the door like other veg boxes. I also like the fact that it comes in re-used plastic bags. The weekly note which lists the veg and how to cook it is great as I don’t always know what everything is!

				Very good

				Really good

				Very good

				Working well so far thank you, but have only been a member for a couple of weeks.

				It's wonderful. I enjoy having good surprise vegetables each week, I use the recipes, it's easy for me to pick up because Thanet Centre is close by.

				I've really enjoyed being a vegbox member. The program is really affordable and the produce is brilliant.

				it is good - we appreciate the flexibilty of pick-up time and the convenience of being very local, as well as the vegetables of course.

				Generally good

				It's brilliant

				Great – I look forward to receiving my text on a Wednesday and turning up to find out what’s in this weeks bag.

		Q2		Adults?		Children?		Respondent bag type

				2		0		Standard

				2		1		Unknown

				2		0		Unknown

				1		0		Standard

				2.5		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				2		1		Family

				1		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				2		0		Standard

				1		0		Standard

				1		0		Standard

				2		2		Standard

				2		2		Family

				2		2		Family

				2		0		Standard

				2		1		Standard

		Q3		Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes		Respondent bag type

				1						Standard

						1				Unknown

								1		Unknown

						1				Standard

				1						Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Family

						1				Standard

				1						Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

				1						Standard

						1				Standard

						1				Family

						1				Family

						1				Standard

						1				Standard

						Potatoes		Spinach		Carrots		Stir-fry leaves		Mushrooms		Onions		Celeriac		Chard		Butternut squash		Leeks		Cabbage		Tomatoes		Squash		Rainbow chard		Beetroot		Red onions		Broccoli		Parsnips		Curly kale		Salad bag		Garlic		Asparagus		Sprouts		Spring greens		Fennel		Lettuce		Bell peppers		Sweet potatoes		Sweetcorn		Green beans

						7		6		6		5		5		5		4		4		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		2		2		2		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

						Veg		Count

						Potatoes		7										Top 6 only:

						Spinach		6

						Carrots		6

						Stir-fry leaves		5

						Mushrooms		5

						Onions		5

						Celeriac		4

						Chard		4

						Butternut squash		3

						Leeks		3

						Cabbage		3

						Tomatoes		3

						Squash		3

						Rainbow chard		2

						Beetroot		2

						Red onions		2

						Broccoli		2

						Parsnips		2

						Curly kale		1																																Onions		4

						Salad bag		1																																Chard		3

						Garlic		1																																Beetroot		1

						Asparagus		1																																Cauliflower		1

						Sprouts		1																																Sprouts		1

						Spring greens		1																																Swede		1

						Fennel		1																																Carrots		1

						Lettuce		1																																Squash		1

						Bell peppers		1																																Kale		1

						Sweet potatoes		1																																Potatoes		1

						Sweetcorn		1																																Parsnips		1

						Green beans		1

				Q5a								Q5b		Q6a		Q6b

				What do you think about the quantity of veg?		Too little		About right		Too much		What do you want to say about the quantity?		What do you think about pick-up arrangements?		What could be improved?

								1						Perfect-just across the road

								1						I can't fault them

								1						Fine

										1		As is it just me using the bag, I am finding it a bit too much for me to get through each week.  If you introduce a smaller bag option I would definitely take it.  Or alternatively I would be interested in having a bag every 2nd week, instead of every week.		I have not been able to make it every week to flapjacks between 4 and 7pm as I work unpredictable hours.  I do appreciate the efforts of the team to rearrange pick up when I haven't made it to flapjacks.		When I used the growing communities scheme in Hackney we could pick up our bags anytime between Wed and Fri, which gave more flexibility.

								1				If I'm cooking for just myself perhaps it's too much. I often have stuff left from the previous week, but it all mainly gets eaten!		Picking up my shopping in a pub is ideal!

								1				Could sometimes do with a tiny bit more, but generally about enough.				Yes. It would be great if the bag could be collected even later in the evening, but I realise this is dictated by how late the collection point stays open for trade. We collect from Ruby Violet which closes at 7pm I think, but if it could be collected from the Junction Tavern or The Pineapple, which are open later, then that would be great.

								1						i do feel sorry for the person on high street - especially when cold and raining

								1						They're OK

								1						Could do with a late pick up

								1						Very satisfactory

								1

								1				Quantity is just right		Fine

								1						All round very good

								1						We are very happy with pick-up arrangements.

								1						Satisfactory

								1								Maybe an option to collect in a local store/cafe the following day if we get delayed at work etc?

								1						Yes, although I am concerned that the person outside Flapjacks might freeze to death!  - have you tried talking to the library or tolli – the café a little further down?

				What are the most important Vegbox principles for you?		Local		Organic		Supporting small farms		Good quality veg		Seasonal

										3rd		1st		2nd

										3rd		2nd		1st

						3rd				1st		2nd

						3rd		1st						2nd

										3rd		2nd		1st

						1st		3rd						2nd

												1st		2nd

						3rd						1st		2nd

						3rd		2nd						1st

						2nd						1st		3rd

						1st		2nd				3rd

						1st		2nd						3rd

						1st				3rd		2nd

								1st		2nd		3rd

										2nd		1st		3rd

						2nd						1st		3rd

		Points

		5		No of 1sts		6		3		4		2		1

		3		No of 2nds		4		5		1		3		2

		1		No of 3rds		2		4		1		1		4

				TOTAL		30		15		20		10		5

						12		15		3		9		6

						2		4		1		1		4

				TOTAL		44		34		24		20		15

				Title		Good quality veg		Seasonal		Local		Organic		Supporting small farms

				Would you be interested in a fruit bag?		Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes		Neutral response		No		Emphatic no

										1

						1

								1

						1

								1

										1

										1

								1

												1

								1

						1

						1

								1

								1

								1

								1

												1

						4		8		3		2		0		0

						Emphatic yes		Yes		Partial yes		Neutral response		No		Emphatic no



Eg:
Very much so, definitely yes, use of "very", etc.

Eg "OK"



		





		





		



TOTAL



		





		2018 notes																				Small		Gipsy Queen		Weekly

		When analysing collection point use, maybe drop KT HC as not 'selling' anything. Also Camden market maybe - as not clear cut. And Thanet																				Small+Fruit		The Grafton		Fortnightly

		One principle - local. Do we think people picked it in the local to KT as in a local scheme for local people? Not just local farms?																				Standard		Abbey Tavern		Monthly

		Variety question- someone (29) said But it would be nice to get a bit more variety, and a more regular supply of tomatoes in the summer!																				Standard+Fruit		Ruby Violet		Once or twice a year

		Person 30 (Alice) wants to offer her design and art skills for Vegbox for free. Email provided.																				Family		The Thanet		Never

		Since there wasn't an OPEN question about quantity this year, some people used the final Q to mention quantity - eg family generally not enough for a family.																				Family+Fruit		KT Health Centre

		Caversham Group GP Practice not on list of collection points! One person noted.																						Tufnell Park Tavern

																								36 Primrose Gardens

																								The Star

																								The Pineapple

																								Tapping the Admiral

		Response rate																						Camden Market

		38%																						Skip Garden

																								Caversham Group Practice

		Methodology and approach

		Surveys were designed by a Vegbox volunteer with professional research experience. Paper copy surveys in envelopes (total cost of printing and envelopes was £[x]) were issued to all members receiving bags on Wednesday 4 July, with a message in both that week and the following week's newsletter as a reminder. Around 30% of them had been submitted back via collection points to the Thanet Centre for collation and analysis by Weds 25 July. Due to new GDPR rules coming into force in 2018, we are not permitted to send the questionnaire via email to all members. However we were able to flag that the survey is available via email on request, and this generated a further 7 requests, of which we received 4 completed surveys. The analysis of the consolidated data was carried out on 18 August 2018 on 68 completed questionnaires, representing a total return rate of 38%, which is similar to previous years (2016: 39%, 2014/2015: 36%)

																										Week 0 - "We’re sending round our occasional Vegbox survey today! You’ll find it in your bag. Do fill it in, it’s super helpful for us for planning the box scheme."

																										Week 2 - "You have hopefully received a paper survey from us. As a member-led co-operative organisation, we run a survey every 18 months or so to collate members’ views and help shape what we do. The surveys are really important moments of reflection for Vegbox, so please do fill it out if you can. 

If you would prefer to complete the survey via email, please drop a quick line to info@vegbox.org.uk and we will email you back with a copy."

																										Week 2 (latter part) - [part of a longer email]: The Vegbox Survey: Thanks to all of you who have returned surveys to us already! If you haven't got one back to us yet - or didn't receive one in the first place - we'd really really love to hear from you. The survey we run every 18 months is absolutely crucial in shaping the future of our box scheme. If you'd like to receive a survey to fill out by email, just hit 'reply' and we'll send it back to you or send you a paper copy.

		Objectives

		To gather useful feedback from the Vegbox members on the performance of the service. This will be used to inform potential future service improvements.
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The newsletter and texts are Vegbox’s most valued comms channel; the main 
opportunities for growth are with website Facebook and Instagram. Overall (direct) comms 
seem to be judged ‘about right’ by many 

Vegbox member survey – comms channels 
 

As a member, which of the following 
Vegbox communication channels do 

you use?  
And which would you like to use more? 

Note: A small number of respondents suggested stopping all paper comms/going fully digital. However there were many 
more people supporting the paper newsletter/.recipe sheet, as well as 14 people specifically supporting a ‘multi-channel’ 
approach to comms. Some members wanted more early notifications, such as notifying if bags are going to be early or 
late, earlier notification of the recipes so that they can plan shopping.  

Re
sp

on
de

nt
s 

 

• Of those who provided a response, 39% of members surveyed said 
that Vegbox’s comms are “about right”: 
 
 
 
 
 

Vegbox comms - comment themes %
All good as it is 39%
Comms in different formats 13%
Notifications 8%
Engagement via recipes 6%
Go fully digital 4%
Information about the farmers/farms 4%
Pleased with the text messages 3%
Reduce paper 3%
Support for the events 3%
Praise for the recipes/newsletter 3%
Messaging 2%
Links to other organisations 2%
Referrals & promoting Vegbox 2%
More info about what's in season 2%
More info about varieties 1%
Fewer texts 1%
Communicating need for volunteers 1%
Member contribution to newsletter 1%
Constructive feedback on recipes 1%

100%


Chart1

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		12		Quantity / portion sizes can vary

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Too many apples

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		Quality can vary

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						10		Value for Money comment

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Other

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						5		Remove or add an item option

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				4		'Realness'!

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580				23%

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478				22%

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473				18%

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356				17%

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384				13%

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149				6%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255								278

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				5 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Community', 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255				Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

								Friendly approach / good customer services

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Constructive feedback

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Blank

		-		54		Comment		Theme

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1		:-)		General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1		A great way to contribute to the community.		Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1		Absolutely love it		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1		Amazing!		General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1		Educational on the seasonality of food		Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3		Excellent		General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		General praise

		Excellent!		1		Excellent!		General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1		FANTASTIC!		General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1		Fantastic! :-)		General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know wher		1		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Connection to community

		fine		2		fine		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1		First week so can't answer sorry		Educational

		Good		4		Good		General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		General praise

		Good thanks		1		Good thanks		General praise

		good!		1		good!		General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		General praise

		Great		7		Great		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		General praise

		Great in general!		1		Great in general!		General praise

		Great overall		1		Great overall		General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		General praise

		Great!		5		Great!		General praise

		Great!		2		Great!		General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1		Great! I love the personal interactions		Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1		Great! Really good comms! :-)		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1		Great. Impressed.		General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		General praise

		have been so pleased		1		have been so pleased		General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		General praise

		Heavenly!		1		Heavenly!		General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1		I genuinely love it.		General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1		I have found it to be great, so far!		General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1		I love it!		General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1		I love it.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		Connection to community

		I really love it!		1		I really love it!		General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1		I’m pretty new, good so far		General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1		Informative, nourishing.		Educational

		Interesting		1		Interesting		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1		It has been a very positive experience!		General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1		It's straightforward. Good produce		General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1		Just joined, less than a month.		General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1		Love being local		General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		General praise

		Love it so far!		1		Love it so far!		General praise

		Love it!		2		Love it!		General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1		Loving it!		Educational

		My neighbour		1		My neighbour		General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Praise for newsletter

		OK		2		OK		General praise

		Online search		1		Online search		General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		General praise

		Really enjoyable		1		Really enjoyable		General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1		Really enjoyed it!		General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1		really good		General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1		Really wonderful		General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		General praise

		See previous comments.		1		See previous comments.		General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1		Simple and straightforward		General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1		So far, so good.		Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1		Super.		General praise

		SWEET		1		SWEET		General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a		1		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1		Through a friend living in housing coop		General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1		Very convenient!		General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1		very good experience		General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1		Very good, customer service good.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1		Very satisfactory and exciting		General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2		We love it!		General praise																#		Theme		%						#		Theme		%

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		General praise																1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%						1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		Constructive feedback																				0%						2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		General praise																2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%						3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics																				0%						4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%

		Grand Total		255																								0%						5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%

																								3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%						6		Pla\nningh		7%

																								4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%						7		Reducing food waste		5%

																								5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%						8		Eating more healthily		4%

																								6		Reducing food waste		7%						9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								7		Reducing food waste		5%						10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								8		Eating more healthily		4%						11		Making things easier		1%

																								9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								11		Making things easier		1%

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		%				Number

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		1%				2

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		1%				4

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		2%				6

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		4%				11

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		5%				13

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		7%				21

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%				35

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%				36

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%				42

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%				49

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%				69

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																						288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents				Score		%

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Grand Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc (eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)		15

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations and their events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to the directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag or food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?

0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Neither



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		





		





		





		General praise

		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Connection to community

		Praise for newsletter

		Educational

		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Simplifies life

		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		Constructive feedback

		Happy to be using less packaging

		Grand Total



Count of Blank

87

11

11

10

10

9

8

8

6

5

5

4

4

3

181



		





		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)






Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions

Admin: Frequency preferences
		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.

Admin: Principles ranking question
		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)

Admin: Net Promoter Score question
		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?

Admin: Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)		

Admin: Principles ranking question
																								Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

Admin: Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?
 		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up. 		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always. 		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there). 		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats. 		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more. 		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)

		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached 		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week. 		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult. 		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process! 		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that. 		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with. 		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city. 		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health. 		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous! 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table. 		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally. 		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture. 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way. 		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous 		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme 		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are 		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with? 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week 		Yes, we have fewer ready meals 		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good 		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing 		We’re too busy to be honest 		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start 		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied 		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes 		Keep up the good work- we love veg box 

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location. 		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not. 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown. 		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied. 		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it. 		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket. 		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts! 		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!! 


		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication 		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though 		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag 		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward 		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community 		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe 		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)
		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system 		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy. 		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community. 		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing. 		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community 		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters 		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely. 		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :) 		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise! 		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :) 		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated. 		Keep up the great work! :) 

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher. 		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super. 		Not really. 		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown. 		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you. 

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal. 		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children. 		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication. 		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag. 		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.  		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food. 		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed 		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member 		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy 		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run. 

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a 		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks. 		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag. 		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic 		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything! 		Student memberships 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free 		Thanks for your great work!! 

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle 		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms 		Anything environmentally related 		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips 		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help? 		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes 		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can 		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket 		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde. 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately. 		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic 		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement 		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag 		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically. 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied 		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour 		Yes, more conscious. 		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?
		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores. 		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already. 		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time. 		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't. 		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good 		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them. 		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah




		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it. 		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining. 		No. 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great. 		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful. 

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent 		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes 		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers. 		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes. 		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is 		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly! 		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.  		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied 		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event 		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles. 

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it! 		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes! 		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet. 		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised 		working with schools? 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost! 		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect 		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!  		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.  
		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms. 		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin. 		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before 		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme 		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased 		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions 		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey 		work for nhs and hands full at the moment 		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none 		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get. 		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them! 		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets. 		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!  		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming! 

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing! 		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too. 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done! 		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact. 		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full 		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you! 		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely. 		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily. 		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious! 		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste. 		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great! 		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great! 		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently 		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly! 		Absolutely! :-) 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good. 		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden. 		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully. 		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one. 		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar! 

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile? 		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc. 		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :) 

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great! 		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions. 		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg! 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them. 		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes. 		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter. 		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop. 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families 		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet! 		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!  

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time. 
		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓 

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition 		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied 		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important! 		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything 		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste  		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you  

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid! 		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly 		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good. 		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us. 		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic. 		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing. 		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce 		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier. 		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier. 		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved. 		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course 		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes! 		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week. 		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing. 		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes! 		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good. 		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg. 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household. 		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible. 		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option. 

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts! 

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very 		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered 		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms. 		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag. 		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-





Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						 Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				 Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%



		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before 		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition 		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up. 		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly! 		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy. 		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered 		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full 		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none 		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed 		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact. 		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily. 		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time. 
		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect 		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic 		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter. 		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely. 		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process! 		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved. 		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent 		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)



		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes 		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need 		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great 		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255





		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108



		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied 		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied 		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme 		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme 		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		12		Quantity / portion sizes can vary

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Too many apples

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		Quality can vary

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						10		Value for Money comment

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Other

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						5		Remove or add an item option

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members 		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				4		'Realness'!

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course 		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course 		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious! 		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious! 		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher. 		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher. 		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal. 		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal. 		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them. 		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them. 		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently 		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently 		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes! 		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes! 		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores. 		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores. 		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week. 		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week. 		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly 		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly 		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally. 		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good. 		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good. 		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always. 		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always. 		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]



		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7 		-3 

		Potatoes		-4 		10		-4 		-1 

		Mushrooms		6		-2 		-7 		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13 		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1 		-1 		4		-1 

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29 		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10 		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)


		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580				23%

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478				22%

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473				18%

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356				17%

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384				13%

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149				6%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255								278

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				5 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Community', 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented. 

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though 		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system 		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic 		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.  		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important! 		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255				Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

								Friendly approach / good customer services

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Constructive feedback

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Blank

		-		54		Comment		Theme

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1		:-)		General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe 		1		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe 		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1		A great way to contribute to the community.		Connection to community						Educational 		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1		Absolutely love it		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1		Amazing!		General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers. 		1		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers. 		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location. 		1		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location. 		General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1		Educational on the seasonality of food		Educational 						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3		Excellent		General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		General praise

		Excellent!		1		Excellent!		General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1		FANTASTIC!		General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1		Fantastic! :-)		General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know wher		1		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it. 		Connection to community

		fine		2		fine		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1		First week so can't answer sorry		Educational 

		Good		4		Good		General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		General praise

		Good thanks		1		Good thanks		General praise

		good!		1		good!		General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		General praise

		Great		7		Great		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		General praise

		Great in general!		1		Great in general!		General praise

		Great overall		1		Great overall		General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		Educational 

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		General praise

		Great!		5		Great!		General praise

		Great! 		2		Great! 		General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely. 		1		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely. 		Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1		Great! I love the personal interactions		Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1		Great! Really good comms! :-)		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets. 		1		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets. 		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication 		1		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication 		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member 		1		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member 		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1		Great. Impressed.		General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		General praise

		have been so pleased 		1		have been so pleased 		General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		General praise

		Heavenly! 		1		Heavenly! 		General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining. 		1		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining. 		General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1		I genuinely love it.		General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement 		1		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement 		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1		I have found it to be great, so far!		General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!  		1		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!  		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1		I love it!		General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1		I love it.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there). 		1		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there). 		Educational 

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you! 		1		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you! 		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		Connection to community

		I really love it! 		1		I really love it! 		General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1		I’m pretty new, good so far		General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1		Informative, nourishing.		Educational 

		Interesting		1		Interesting		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1		It has been a very positive experience!		General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week 		1		It’s great! We look forward to it every week 		General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community. 		1		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community. 		Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :) 		1		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :) 		General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket 		1		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket 		Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Educational 

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing! 		1		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing! 		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1		It's straightforward. Good produce		General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication. 		1		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication. 		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1		Just joined, less than a month.		General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme 		1		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme 		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week. 		1		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week. 		General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1		Love being local		General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		General praise

		Love it so far!		1		Love it so far!		General praise

		Love it!		2		Love it!		General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1		Loving it!		Educational 

		My neighbour 		1		My neighbour 		General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community 		1		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community 		Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Praise for newsletter

		OK		2		OK		General praise

		Online search		1		Online search		General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get. 		1		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get. 		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		General praise

		Really enjoyable		1		Really enjoyable		General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1		Really enjoyed it!		General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good 		1		really good 		General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1		Really wonderful		General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		General praise

		See previous comments.		1		See previous comments.		General praise

		Simple and straightforward 		1		Simple and straightforward 		General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached 		1		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached 		General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1		So far, so good.		Praise for newsletter

		Super. 		1		Super. 		General praise

		SWEET		1		SWEET		General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a		1		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way. 		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		Educational 

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1		Through a friend living in housing coop		General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1		Very convenient!		General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Educational 

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1		very good experience		General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1		Very good, customer service good.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1		Very satisfactory and exciting		General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that. 		1		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that. 		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle 		1		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle 		General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Educational 

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2		We love it!		General praise																#		Theme		%						#		Theme		%

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		General praise																1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%						1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		Constructive feedback																				0%						2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		General praise																2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%						3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics																				0%						4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%

		Grand Total		255																								0%						5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%

																								3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%						6		Pla\nningh 		7%

																								4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%						7		Reducing food waste		5%

																								5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%						8		Eating more healthily		4%

																								6		Reducing food waste		7%						9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								7		Reducing food waste		5%						10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								8		Eating more healthily		4%						11		Making things easier		1%

																								9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								11		Making things easier		1%



		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?


		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		%				Number

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		1%				2

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		1%				4

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		2%				6

		Absolutely! :-) 		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		4%				11

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		5%				13

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		7%				21

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%				35

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%				36

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%				42

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%				49

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%				69

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde. 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																						288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not. 		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that 

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing. 		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes 		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste. 		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg. 		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food. 		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes. 		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop. 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!  		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful 		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg! 		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a 		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No. 		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really. 		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions 		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it. 		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise! 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes. 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket. 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too. 		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.  
		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous 		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious. 		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals 		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them! 		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household. 		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents				Score		%

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’. 

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels



		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats. 		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier. 		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good. 		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?



		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes						Vegbox comms - comment themes		%

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40						All good as it is		39%				40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13						Comms in different formats		13%				13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8						Notifications		8%				8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6						Engagement via recipes		6%				6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4						Go fully digital		4%				4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4						Information about the farmers/farms		4%				4

		Current communications are good. 		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3						Pleased with the text messages		3%				3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3						Reduce paper		3%				3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3						Support for the events		3%				3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3						Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3%				3

		For us your communications are great. 		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2						Messaging		2%				2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2						Links to other organisations		2%				2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2						Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2%				2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2						More info about what's in season		2%				2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully. 		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2						More info about varieties		1%				1

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1						Fewer texts		1%				1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1						Communicating need for volunteers		1%				1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1						Member contribution to newsletter		1%				1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1						Constructive feedback on recipes		1%				1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1								100%				102

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag. 		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :) 		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is 		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts! 		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good 		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing. 		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier. 		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with. 		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes! 		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are 		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)



		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag. 		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3

		Day outs to farms. 		1				Farm visits				Praise		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done! 		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Grand Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms 		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children. 		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city. 		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more. 		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet. 		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing 		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?
		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us. 		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey 		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc (eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)		15

		Anything environmentally related 		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything! 		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations and their events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to the directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community 		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms. 		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.  		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown. 		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks. 		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised 		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic. 		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health. 		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest 		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment 		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous! 		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture. 		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag or food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with? 		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start 		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown. 		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships 		Widen the discount to others

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically. 		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already. 		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools? 		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value 		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden. 		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile? 		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families 		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything 		-

		Not sure I’m afraid! 		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag 

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing. 

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time. 		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied 		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied 		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet! 		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied. 		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very 		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied 		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately. 		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?



		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23

		A community kitchen event 		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible. 		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one. 		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free 		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost! 		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)
		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table. 		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions. 		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help? 		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste  		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin. 		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag. 		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips 		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't. 		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult. 		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate 

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters 		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes 		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate 

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great! 		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them. 		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate 

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc. 		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated. 		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255







		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)



		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help 		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!  		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you. 		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah


		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓 		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you  		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help 

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles. 		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box 		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :) 		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful. 		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts! 		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming! 		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!! 
		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!! 		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar! 		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :) 		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option. 		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help 

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255



Use?	Paper newsletter/recipe sheet	‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message	‘Your veg is ready’ text message	Website	Email	Telephone	Facebook	Twitter	Instagram	190	192	209	71	125	9	9	12	54	Would like to use more?	Paper newsletter/recipe sheet	‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message	‘Your veg is ready’ text message	Website	Email	Telephone	Facebook	Twitter	Instagram	28	17	11	25	21	8	13	9	18	



Making things easier	Saving money on shopping	Shopping in supermarkets less	Eating more healthily	Planning ahead more	Reducing food waste	Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet	Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce	Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge	Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook	Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible	6.9444444444444441E-3	1.3888888888888888E-2	2.0833333333333332E-2	3.8194444444444448E-2	4.5138888888888888E-2	7.2916666666666671E-2	0.125	0.14583333333333334	0.14583333333333334	0.1701388888888889	0.23958333333333334	

Vegan	Vegetarian	Neither	0.15162454873646208	0.16967509025270758	0.67870036101083031	Bad apples	Understands limits of seasons	Limited fruit variety	Great quality item/items	Request to reduce frequency of item/items	General praise	Quantity / portion sizes can vary	Too many apples	Quality can vary	Value for Money comment	Other	Remove or add an item option	A bag larger than Family	'Realness'!	17	17	16	13	12	12	12	10	10	10	6	5	5	4	



Supporting small farms	Organic	Local	Good quality produce	Seasonal	A co-operative	0.23021582733812951	0.22302158273381295	0.18345323741007194	0.17266187050359713	0.13309352517985612	5.7553956834532377E-2	Total	General praise	Like the surprise and challenge of using contents	Connection to community	Praise for newsletter	Educational 	Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics	Praise for comms/custome	r service/process	Grateful given current Covid-19 situation	Taking part in Vegbox activities	Enjoyment / excitement / pride	Simplifies life	Eating more healthily/seasonally	Constructive feedback	Happy to be using less packaging	87	11	11	10	10	9	8	8	6	5	5	4	4	3	Making things easier	Saving money on shopping	Shopping in supermarkets less	Eating more healthily	Planning ahead more	Reducing food waste	Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet	Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce	Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge	Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook	Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible	6.	9444444444444441E-3	1.3888888888888888E-2	2.0833333333333332E-2	3.8194444444444448E-2	4.5138888888888888E-2	7.2916666666666671E-2	0.125	0.14583333333333334	0.14583333333333334	0.1701388888888889	0.23958333333333334	Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?

Yes	No	0.79497907949790803	0.20502092050209206	Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

Really important to me	Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors	Shape the service by providing feedback and input	Volunteer for Vegbox	Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks	Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings	12	69	28	24	32	Fair	ly important to me	Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors	Shape the service by providing feedback and input	Volunteer for Vegbox	Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks	Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings	83	151	111	107	138	I don’t really care about this	Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors	Shape the service by providing feedback and input	Volunteer for Vegbox	Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks	Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings	130	15	84	93	55	Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

I have never had a problem with missing bags or items	I have had problems but have always told you	I have had problems once or twice but not told you	I often have problems but not told you	Other (please specify):	0.72916666666666674	0.17083333333333331	4.1666666666666671E-2	4.1666666666666666E-3	5.4166666666666669E-2	Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific 

I use everything myself	I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use	I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month	I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week	0.64435146443514635	0.10460251046025106	0.24267782426778242	8.368200836820083E-3	1 (Very poor)	Quality of VEG	Quantity of VEG	Variety/range of VEG	Value for money of VEG	Quality of FRUIT	Quantity of FRUIT	Variety/range of FRUIT	Value for money of FRUIT	0	0	0	0	0	0	2	1	2 (Poor)	Quality of VEG	Quantity of VEG	Variety/range of VEG	Value for money of VEG	Quality of FRUIT	Quantity of FRUIT	Variety/range of FRUIT	Value for money of FRUIT	1	11	3	9	4	13	26	12	3 (Satisfactory)	Quality of VEG	Quantity of VEG	Variety/range of VEG	Value for money of VEG	Quality of FRUIT	Quantity of FRUIT	Variety/range of FRUIT	Value for money of FRUIT	9	48	51	57	27	49	78	60	4 (Good)	Quality of VEG	Quantity of VEG	Variety/range of VEG	Value for money of VEG	Quality of FRUIT	Quantity of FRUIT	Variety/range of FRUIT	Value for money of FRUIT	78	114	134	125	64	81	50	78	5 (Great)	Quality of VEG	Quantity of VEG	Variety/range of VEG	Value for money of VEG	Quality of FRUIT	Quantity of FRUIT	Variety/range of FRUIT	Value for money of FRUIT	161	73	59	58	85	37	21	29	

Vegan	Vegetarian	Pescatarian	Flexitarian	Omnivore	42	47	36	63	89	Vegan	0.15162454873646208	0.08	Vegetarian	0.16967509025270758	0.32	Neither	0.67870036101083031	0.6	Weekly	Onions	Potatoes	Mushrooms	Carrots	Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)	Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)	Salad leaves	UK-grown dried pulses	101	61	116	89	59	200	147	12	Fortnightly	Onions	Potatoes	Mushrooms	Carrots	Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)	Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)	Salad leaves	UK-grown dried pulses	128	158	114	139	130	43	79	51	Monthly	Onions	Potatoes	Mushrooms	Carrots	Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)	Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)	Salad leaves	UK-grown dried pulses	20	30	16	20	57	8	15	125	Rarely / never	Onions	Potatoes	Mushrooms	Carrots	Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)	Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)	Salad leaves	UK-grown dried pulses	3	4	7	4	5	1	8	64	

Nice quotes from new members

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!  

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme 

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week. 

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket. 

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :) 
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wewqeqwe 

Vegbox member survey – member engagement 
 

80% 
1.      Farm visits or more information about the farms 
2. Engagement via recipes and cooking 

Top 2 suggestions for more member engagement: 

Of Vegbox members were aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and 
that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags 

• We asked members “What would you like to see us do 
more of in terms of engagement with our members?” 

• The most common response, cited by 17 people, was that 
they felt the member engagement was “all good as it is” 
(or words to that effect) 

• Others had useful suggestions which were elaborated on 
in a subsequent question in the survey about events and 
motivation to attend events 

• Farm visits and more information about the farms (eg 
‘meet the farmer’-type events) combined were the most 
popular suggestions 

• There was notable interest in engagement via recipes and 
cooking, such as cookalongs, recipe swapping, ability to 
comment on recipes or submit their own 

• A few members were happy 
that the events and member 
engagement side of Vegbox 
exists, but were content with 
getting their veg: 

 
“It's really important you're doing 

this and we're wholly supportive but 
we're hermits… can we  

just cheer from the sidelines?” 
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Motivations for attending member events are many and varied; home-based activities (eg cooking, 
gardening, etc) seem to be most popular at the moment – as are farm visits/talks. At our AGM some 
members also suggested asking the farmers to send us short videos of the farms to give us an insight 
into what’s going on at the farms. 

Vegbox member survey – member events 
 

Vegbox events - comment analysis # 
Offer of help 18 
Limitations 18 
Cooking classes, etc* 15 
Dinners/suppers/daytime meals 14 
Farm visits 14 
Educational events 12 
Gardening/growing classes 7 
Talks with farmers/meet the growers 7 
Social events 6 
Quiz nights 5 
Events for the community 5 
Family events 4 
Creative events 4 
Bring and share 4 
Environmental events 3 
Linking with other organisations' events 3 
Film viewings 2 
Community growing projects 2 
Help with harvest 2 
Walks 2 
Singles evening 1 
'Pick your own' trip 1 
Education events 1 
Volunteering 1 
Better communication of events 1 
Intro to directors and how the scheme works 1 
Careers in food event 1 
Fundraising/charity events 1 
Voting on AGM matters 1 
Growing opportunities 1 
Bike rides 1 
Workshops on food waste 1 
Mindfulness 1 
Total  160 

What type of events Vegbox members would be motivated to attend, 2020 

    

• We received as many offers of help as we had comments about 
limitations to help (eg “I would love to help out but life is too hectic 
right now”, or comments about health status) which suggests some 
interested members are really keen to get more involved, whereas 
others are interested but don’t have the time or capacity to help 
 
 

• Cooking classes of various kinds were cited by 15 members: 
 

 
 
 
 

• Meals with other members were also popular: 
 
 
 
 
 

• As were farm visits: 
 
 
 
 

* Cooking, baking, preserving, cheesemaking, etc 

“I love the idea of the  
community meals” 

“Visits to the farms to see how they work with 
the soil, seasons, etc.” 

“Cookery sessions and tasting 
sessions would be fun” 
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73% of members have not had a problem with missing items and any complaints are 
dealt with effectively 

Vegbox member survey – missing bags or items 
 

    

• Vegbox works hard to try to avoid mistakes in packing and delivery that lead to items or bags being missing. 
• 73% of members responded to a question about missing items or bags to say they have never had problems 
• Remember that if members have a missing bag or item they can let us know straight away (email us 

info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund. This is not 
complaining, we need to know what’s going on and will work to rectify the situation. 

• Mistakes in packing need to be avoided; several checks by the packing staff at all stages are important. 

*From 31 responses received 

Missing items 

Complaints 
 
If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you 
been with how we dealt with it? 97% 

3% 
Very satisfied* 

Satisfied* 


Chart1

		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		12		Quantity / portion sizes can vary

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Too many apples

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		Quality can vary

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						10		Value for Money comment

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Other

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						5		Remove or add an item option

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				4		'Realness'!

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580				23%

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478				22%

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473				18%

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356				17%

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384				13%

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149				6%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255								278

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				5 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Community', 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255				Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

								Friendly approach / good customer services

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Constructive feedback

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Blank

		-		54		Comment		Theme

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1		:-)		General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1		A great way to contribute to the community.		Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1		Absolutely love it		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1		Amazing!		General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1		Educational on the seasonality of food		Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3		Excellent		General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		General praise

		Excellent!		1		Excellent!		General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1		FANTASTIC!		General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1		Fantastic! :-)		General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know wher		1		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Connection to community

		fine		2		fine		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1		First week so can't answer sorry		Educational

		Good		4		Good		General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		General praise

		Good thanks		1		Good thanks		General praise

		good!		1		good!		General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		General praise

		Great		7		Great		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		General praise

		Great in general!		1		Great in general!		General praise

		Great overall		1		Great overall		General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		General praise

		Great!		5		Great!		General praise

		Great!		2		Great!		General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1		Great! I love the personal interactions		Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1		Great! Really good comms! :-)		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1		Great. Impressed.		General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		General praise

		have been so pleased		1		have been so pleased		General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		General praise

		Heavenly!		1		Heavenly!		General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1		I genuinely love it.		General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1		I have found it to be great, so far!		General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1		I love it!		General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1		I love it.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		Connection to community

		I really love it!		1		I really love it!		General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1		I’m pretty new, good so far		General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1		Informative, nourishing.		Educational

		Interesting		1		Interesting		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1		It has been a very positive experience!		General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1		It's straightforward. Good produce		General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1		Just joined, less than a month.		General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1		Love being local		General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		General praise

		Love it so far!		1		Love it so far!		General praise

		Love it!		2		Love it!		General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1		Loving it!		Educational

		My neighbour		1		My neighbour		General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Praise for newsletter

		OK		2		OK		General praise

		Online search		1		Online search		General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		General praise

		Really enjoyable		1		Really enjoyable		General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1		Really enjoyed it!		General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1		really good		General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1		Really wonderful		General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		General praise

		See previous comments.		1		See previous comments.		General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1		Simple and straightforward		General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1		So far, so good.		Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1		Super.		General praise

		SWEET		1		SWEET		General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a		1		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1		Through a friend living in housing coop		General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1		Very convenient!		General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1		very good experience		General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1		Very good, customer service good.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1		Very satisfactory and exciting		General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2		We love it!		General praise																#		Theme		%						#		Theme		%

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		General praise																1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%						1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		Constructive feedback																				0%						2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		General praise																2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%						3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics																				0%						4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%

		Grand Total		255																								0%						5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%

																								3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%						6		Pla\nningh		7%

																								4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%						7		Reducing food waste		5%

																								5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%						8		Eating more healthily		4%

																								6		Reducing food waste		7%						9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								7		Reducing food waste		5%						10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								8		Eating more healthily		4%						11		Making things easier		1%

																								9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								11		Making things easier		1%

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		%				Number

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		1%				2

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		1%				4

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		2%				6

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		4%				11

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		5%				13

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		7%				21

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%				35

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%				36

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%				42

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%				49

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%				69

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																						288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents				Score		%

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes						Vegbox comms - comment themes		%

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40						All good as it is		39%				40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13						Comms in different formats		13%				13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8						Notifications		8%				8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6						Engagement via recipes		6%				6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4						Go fully digital		4%				4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4						Information about the farmers/farms		4%				4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3						Pleased with the text messages		3%				3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3						Reduce paper		3%				3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3						Support for the events		3%				3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3						Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3%				3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2						Messaging		2%				2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2						Links to other organisations		2%				2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2						Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2%				2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2						More info about what's in season		2%				2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2						More info about varieties		1%				1

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1						Fewer texts		1%				1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1						Communicating need for volunteers		1%				1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1						Member contribution to newsletter		1%				1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1						Constructive feedback on recipes		1%				1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1								100%				102

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes						Comment theme		#

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17						All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7						Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6						Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6						More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4						Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4						Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4						Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4						Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4						More info on directors and principles		3

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3						Cooking events		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3						Praise		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3						Getting to know others		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3						Limitations		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3						Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2						Links with other organisations		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2						Climate change issues		1

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1						Youth events		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1						Ideas events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1						Links to other ethical providers		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1						Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1						Links to other organisations		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1						More reminders about events		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1						Food justice		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1						Promote re-use		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1						Marketing and promotion		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1						Sharing / item swaps		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1						Competitions		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1						Want to know more!		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1						More info about seasons		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1						Benefits of local food		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1						Learning about food growing		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1						Total		91

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits																		Vegbox events - comment analysis		#

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc		15		(eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations' events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits																Total		160

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion								Idea category		#

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contributing towards food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others								Total		105

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Neither



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		





		





		





		General praise

		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Connection to community

		Praise for newsletter

		Educational

		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Simplifies life

		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		Constructive feedback

		Happy to be using less packaging

		Grand Total



Count of Blank

87

11

11

10

10

9

8

8

6

5

5

4

4

3

181



		





		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)







14 

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, 
Vegbox is a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer the choice of opting in or out of 
specific items. From our survey, we found that 24% of members have to throw away (or compost) some veg every 
month. Ideas for avoiding food waste are being pursued – and we continue to donate excess veg to charity. 

Vegbox member survey – avoiding food waste 
 

“Sadly some does 
get thrown out as 
we have a glut of 
it when supplied 
over numerous 

weeks (eg 
beetroots)” 

“I don’t waste things – you 
already let me cancel when 
I have a glut in my fridge” 

“We use it all, except for the 
odd squash which is a glorious 
decoration, till its charms fade 

and it's compost-bound.” 

“I think that wasting 
food should be a crime” 

“My kids 
don’t like 
parsnips, 
but my 

neighbour 
LOVES 
them” 

What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month? Ideas to tackle food waste from members 

Quotes from members 
on changes to items in 
the bag: ““Improve 
quality of apples” / “Not 
putting gluts together ” / 
“Focus on the staples and 
have just a couple of new 
things to try” / “Less 
parsnips” / “Less swede” /  
“Try to avoid things that 
were already cut when I 
got them” / “Fewer 'filler' 
items, like potatoes.” 

• One major issue with items in our bags leading to some waste is the poor quality of 
British apples in the spring. At the recent Vegbox member AGM there was notable support 
for pausing the apples when they start to become poor quality, and replace apples with a 
high-value veg item instead. This would only be for 2 months (March and April every year).  

• Vegbox is currently working to introduce swap boxes at some of the collection points. 
We’ve had one (on and off) at the Thanet and just installed one at St Georges Church. We 
will do more depending on collection point and review how this is working. 

• Vegbox already donates excess food to charity – we round up all leftover bags at the 
weekends, and send useable food to the Covid-19 emergency food bank at Somers Town 
in Euston and to the Caversham Group GP Practice in Kentish Town. 

• Vegbox asked its AGM attendees for more steer on the Information & Guidance ideas – 
the top 3 ideas put forward were: a) More recipes on using up scraps or overlooked parts 
(eg carrot tops), b) provide advice on freezing and preserving, c) monthly online ‘creative 
cooking clinic’ to share ideas on using up leftovers or problematic items. 

 

“We just want to say a massive thank you to you all for 
donating your surplus veg which is contributing to keeping 
our staff fed and spirits up during difficult times. We’ve got 
the best staffed primary care team in north London and have 
been able to take meals to particularly vulnerable patients 
who we discover have been without food.” 
-Caversham Group GP Practice 


Chart1

		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



154

25

58

2



Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		12		Quantity / portion sizes can vary

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Too many apples

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		Quality can vary

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						10		Value for Money comment

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Other

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						5		Remove or add an item option

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				4		'Realness'!

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580				23%

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478				22%

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473				18%

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356				17%

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384				13%

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149				6%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255								278

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				5 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Community', 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255				Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

								Friendly approach / good customer services

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Constructive feedback

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Blank

		-		54		Comment		Theme

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1		:-)		General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1		A great way to contribute to the community.		Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1		Absolutely love it		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1		Amazing!		General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1		Educational on the seasonality of food		Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3		Excellent		General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		General praise

		Excellent!		1		Excellent!		General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1		FANTASTIC!		General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1		Fantastic! :-)		General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know wher		1		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Connection to community

		fine		2		fine		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1		First week so can't answer sorry		Educational

		Good		4		Good		General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		General praise

		Good thanks		1		Good thanks		General praise

		good!		1		good!		General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		General praise

		Great		7		Great		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		General praise

		Great in general!		1		Great in general!		General praise

		Great overall		1		Great overall		General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		General praise

		Great!		5		Great!		General praise

		Great!		2		Great!		General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1		Great! I love the personal interactions		Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1		Great! Really good comms! :-)		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1		Great. Impressed.		General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		General praise

		have been so pleased		1		have been so pleased		General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		General praise

		Heavenly!		1		Heavenly!		General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1		I genuinely love it.		General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1		I have found it to be great, so far!		General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1		I love it!		General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1		I love it.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		Connection to community

		I really love it!		1		I really love it!		General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1		I’m pretty new, good so far		General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1		Informative, nourishing.		Educational

		Interesting		1		Interesting		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1		It has been a very positive experience!		General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1		It's straightforward. Good produce		General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1		Just joined, less than a month.		General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1		Love being local		General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		General praise

		Love it so far!		1		Love it so far!		General praise

		Love it!		2		Love it!		General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1		Loving it!		Educational

		My neighbour		1		My neighbour		General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Praise for newsletter

		OK		2		OK		General praise

		Online search		1		Online search		General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		General praise

		Really enjoyable		1		Really enjoyable		General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1		Really enjoyed it!		General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1		really good		General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1		Really wonderful		General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		General praise

		See previous comments.		1		See previous comments.		General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1		Simple and straightforward		General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1		So far, so good.		Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1		Super.		General praise

		SWEET		1		SWEET		General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a		1		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1		Through a friend living in housing coop		General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1		Very convenient!		General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1		very good experience		General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1		Very good, customer service good.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1		Very satisfactory and exciting		General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2		We love it!		General praise																#		Theme		%						#		Theme		%

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		General praise																1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%						1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		Constructive feedback																				0%						2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		General praise																2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%						3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics																				0%						4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%

		Grand Total		255																								0%						5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%

																								3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%						6		Pla\nningh		7%

																								4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%						7		Reducing food waste		5%

																								5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%						8		Eating more healthily		4%

																								6		Reducing food waste		7%						9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								7		Reducing food waste		5%						10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								8		Eating more healthily		4%						11		Making things easier		1%

																								9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								11		Making things easier		1%

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		%				Number

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		1%				2

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		1%				4

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		2%				6

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		4%				11

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		5%				13

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		7%				21

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%				35

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%				36

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%				42

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%				49

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%				69

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																						288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents				Score		%

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes						Vegbox comms - comment themes		%

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40						All good as it is		39%				40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13						Comms in different formats		13%				13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8						Notifications		8%				8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6						Engagement via recipes		6%				6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4						Go fully digital		4%				4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4						Information about the farmers/farms		4%				4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3						Pleased with the text messages		3%				3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3						Reduce paper		3%				3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3						Support for the events		3%				3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3						Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3%				3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2						Messaging		2%				2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2						Links to other organisations		2%				2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2						Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2%				2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2						More info about what's in season		2%				2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2						More info about varieties		1%				1

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1						Fewer texts		1%				1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1						Communicating need for volunteers		1%				1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1						Member contribution to newsletter		1%				1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1						Constructive feedback on recipes		1%				1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1								100%				102

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes						Comment theme		#

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17						All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7						Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6						Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6						More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4						Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4						Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4						Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4						Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4						More info on directors and principles		3

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3						Cooking events		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3						Praise		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3						Getting to know others		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3						Limitations		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3						Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2						Links with other organisations		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2						Climate change issues		1

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1						Youth events		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1						Ideas events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1						Links to other ethical providers		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1						Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1						Links to other organisations		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1						More reminders about events		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1						Food justice		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1						Promote re-use		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1						Marketing and promotion		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1						Sharing / item swaps		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1						Competitions		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1						Want to know more!		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1						More info about seasons		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1						Benefits of local food		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1						Learning about food growing		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1						Total		91

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits																		Vegbox events - comment analysis		#

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc		15		(eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations' events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits																Total		160

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion								Idea category		#

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contributing towards food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others								Total		105

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		Grand Total		255

		Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Category		#

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23		23				Changes to items in the bag		20%

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20		20				Swap boxes		17%

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19		19				Donate to charity/food bank		16%

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16		16				Information & guidance		14%

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8		39				Other		33%

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5		117						100%

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						What's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Neither



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		





		





		





		General praise

		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Connection to community

		Praise for newsletter

		Educational

		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Simplifies life

		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		Constructive feedback

		Happy to be using less packaging

		Grand Total



Count of Blank

87

11

11

10

10

9

8

8

6

5

5

4

4

3

181



		





		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		





		





		





		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)






Chart1

		Changes to items in the bag

		Swap boxes

		Donate to charity/food bank

		Information & guidance

		Other



0.1965811966

0.1709401709

0.1623931624

0.1367521368

0.3333333333



Data

		UserNo		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Q3. Which collection point do you use?		Q4. How would you rate the collection point arrangements?		What could be improved about the collection point arrangements?		Q5.1. Vegan		Q5.2. Vegetarian		Q5.3. Pescatarian (eat fish but not meat)		Q5.4. Flexitarian (mostly eat plant-based food)		Q5.5. Omnivore (eat meat, fish, dairy, veg)		Q5.6. Comments about diet and balance of recipes		Q6.1. The quality of VEG		Q6.2. The quantity of VEG		Q6.3. The variety/range of VEG		Q6.4. The value for money of VEG		Q6.5. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quality of FRUIT		Q6.6. If you have the Fruit supplement, the quantity of FRUIT		Q6.7. If you have the Fruit supplement, the variety/range of FRUIT		Q6.8. If you have the Fruit supplement, the value for money of FRUIT		Q6.9. Do you have any further comments on these aspects?		Q7.1. Onions		Q7.2. Potatoes		Q7.3. Mushrooms		Q7.4. Carrots		Q7.5. Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		Q7.6. Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Q7.7. Salad leaves		Q7.8. UK-grown dried pulses (e.g. dried beans)		Q8.1. A co-operative: Vegbox is a consumer co-operative. This means that our customers are also members of our organisation and help shape what we do.		Q8.2. Local: Vegbox sources preferentially from farms in England as close to London as possible, in order to reduce food miles.		Q8.3. Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		Q8.4. Supporting small farms: Vegbox preferentially supports smaller farms which operate on a human scale (rather than an industrial scale) and pay their staff a fair wage.		Q8.5. Good quality veg and fruit: Vegbox sources quality, fresh produce. Unlike supermarkets, we don’t throw away irregular and wonky-looking produce if the quality is good!		Q8.6. Organic: Vegbox supports the transition to organic farming methods, shunning the use of pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and GM crops, and focusing on building up soil fertility.		Q8.7. Principles - comments		Q9. How have you found being a member of Vegbox?		Q10. Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?		Q11. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0 = Not likely at all)(10 = Extremely likely)		Q11.2. Would you be willing to help us to promote Vegbox to your friends and colleagues? If you would, please provide your email address below and we can send some helpful templates and wording to help you to tell others about us!		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use?		Q12.1. Paper newsletter/recipe sheet - use more?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use?		Q12.2. ‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message - use more?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use?		Q12.3. ‘Your veg is ready’ text message - use more?		Q12.4. Website - use?		Q12.4. Website - use more?		Q12.5. Email - use?		Q12.5. Email - use more?		Q12.6. Telephone - use?		Q12.6. Telephone - usemore?		Q12.7. Facebook - use?		Q12.7. Facebook - use more?		Q12.8. Twitter - use?		Q12.8. Twitter - use more?		Q12.9. Instagram - use?		Q12.9. Instagram - use more?		Q12.11. Mktg channel comments		Q13. What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?		Q14. Were you aware that Vegbox is a member-led cooperative and that you are automatically a member by receiving your veg bags?		Q15.1. Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Q15.2. Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Q15.3. Volunteer for Vegbox		Q15.4. Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Q15.5. Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Q16. What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?		Q17. What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?		Q18. Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?		Q19. Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?		Q20. If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?		Q21. Food waste:  What happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?		Q22. Food waste: What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?		Q23. Any other comments for us?

		1		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		Yes		No		No		No		No		like to have option to make it vegan!		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		2 (Poor)		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		8		conrad.langridge@bath.edu		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		I like having notification in different formats.		as above		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		promote low-income discount more openly.
offer a buy for another shame. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		im not really checking		-		I use everything myself		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		-

		2		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		3		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Happy with the texts I get		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		4		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		Through a friend living in housing coop		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		10		danielmadav@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		All good!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Food banks local schools gp surgery		-

		5		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. 
But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		10		Yes, sure		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.

		6		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		This has been a lovely process!		No		No		No		Yes		No		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		10		Collin.seale@gmail.com		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		-

		7		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Gate lock is a bit finicky		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		9		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!

		8		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		10		James.onuanain@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		9		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.

		10		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		11		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		But all are important to us.		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		10		nikitalimbu07@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!

		12		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?

		13		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		10		sarahmartinn7@googlemail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		14		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		-		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		10		ronenguha@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		-		had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		15		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		7		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Engage schoolchildren		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		16		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		3 (Satisfactory)		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		I use everything myself		-		-

		17		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		1st		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		Great!		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		10		E.r.besley@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		18		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		19		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Very happy with how things are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		20		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		10		robdix@hotmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing- it’s all good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		We’re too busy to be honest		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		More apple and beetroot recipes		Keep up the good work- we love veg box

		21		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		No		No		No		No		Yes		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Informative, nourishing.		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		10		marion.hill@blueyonder.co.uk		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		very happy		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Just Thank You.

		22		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really satisfied.		I use everything myself		-		-

		23		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Code on lock changing periodically.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		-		10		curtis.riley87@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		24		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. 
I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks for everything!!

		25		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		No changes, think communication is good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		Educational events		key worker/NHS discount could be good		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!

		26		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		2nd		-		1st		All of those are great, very hard to rank		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		10		Alexandra.tran.van.minh@gmail.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		27		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		please more vegan recipes!		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		1 (Very poor)		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		All very important though		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		10		imogen.alex@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		-		I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it

		28		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Simple and straightforward		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		Helping the community		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		Keep up the good work!

		29		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing, they are great!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		We don't mind having wonky veg.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing, the member communication is great!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		We would happy to help with work on community space		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		-

		30		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		7		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!

		31		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		all are important though!		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		32		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		Visit to a farm		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		I use everything myself		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		-

		33		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		34		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		35		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		36		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		1st		-		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		10		yes - pmlangton@email.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Like your food swap scheme		-

		37		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		38		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Good thanks		I use the veg and recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		I am happy thanks

		39		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		10		ags7890@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		After August,  I can		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		-

		40		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Very satisfied.		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		41		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		good!		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		-

		42		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		Keep up the great work! :)

		43		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Rarely / never		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		Super.		Not really.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.

		44		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		2nd		1st		-		1st		2nd		-		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Fresh food and just healthier		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		45		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		Good		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		46		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		1 (Very poor)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		2nd		1st		1st		2nd		-		The quality of veg is good do I have remained a member for over 5 years		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		47		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		48		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		10		laurenthompson5@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		49		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		50		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less onions 🙈		-

		51		Small+Fruit (Orange)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		3rd		1st		-		Educational on the seasonality of food		Increased the use of seasonal food.		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Delt with fine		I use everything myself		-		-

		52		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		10		philip.cowie@gmail.com		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		N/a		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Community growing projects		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		53		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		10		(I have already promoted it to any friends in the area)		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed with the service you run.

		54		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		n/a		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		n/a		I use everything myself		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.

		55		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		56		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Bit more hygienic		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		Great		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		10		florence@ourstosave.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		N/A		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/a		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		Student memberships		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		completely plastic free		Thanks for your great work!!

		57		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		2nd		3rd		-		I have found it to be great, so far!		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		10		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		-

		58		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		No		6		Jessica.saulle@gmail.com		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		Anything environmentally related		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Less parsnips		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!

		59		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		-

		60		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		-		3rd		Loving it already, thank you so much		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		10		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you so much

		61		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really wonderful		Yes - we eat more veg!		10		I do this as I can		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		62		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		I use everything myself		-		-

		63		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		I genuinely love it.		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D

		64		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		1 (Very poor)		2 (Poor)		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		5		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Always been very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!

		65		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		66		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		67		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		MI neighbour		Yes, more conscious.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		68		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3 (Satisfactory)		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		6		-		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		-		-		I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thanks for providing this service.

		69		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		No		No		No		Yes		No		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great in general!		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		N/A		N/A		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donating excess whenever possible		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.

		70		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		N/A		No		No		No		No		Yes		N/A		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		N/A		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		Farm visits would be interesting.		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.

		71		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		3 (Satisfactory)		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		Great!		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		9		I do already		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.

		72		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		No		No		No		Yes		No		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need to think too hard!		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		We love it!		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		10		tom@theloco.co		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		Will be in touch :)

		73		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		fine		introduced me to some new ingredients		7		in the spring and summer		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		I use everything myself		-		-

		74		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		really good		a lot		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		n/a		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah

		75		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		No		No		No		No		Yes		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		-

		76		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		1st		1st		1st		-		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		No.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		For us your communications are great.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.

		77		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		I find them excellent		No		No		No		No		Yes		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		3rd		2nd		1st		1st		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		10		fiona.dealey@btopenworld.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I’m happy as it is		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!

		78		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		Online search		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		9		richard@trivium.co.uk		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		I use everything myself		A community kitchen event		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.

		79		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		-		3rd		-		I really love it!		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		10		akabani315@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.		really satisfied!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		80		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		10		stableskay@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		Not sure yet.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/a		I use everything myself		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		-

		81		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		10		julia.c-a@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		working with schools?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		-

		82		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		very good experience		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		83		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		We have both in our household.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Good		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		6		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I think your text messages are great.		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		-

		84		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		nothing, its lovely and perfect		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		-

		85		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		2nd		-		-		1st		3rd		-		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		86		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		87		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		-		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		More apples!		10		ejgenealogic@googlemail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		-

		88		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		89		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		Absolutely love it		Not really		10		Boltond1983@gmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		90		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		No		No		No		No		Yes		recipes are great		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		have been so pleased		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		this is a useful survey		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		91		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		-		1st		-		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		No		10		virginiakerridge@btinternet.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		92		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		Not yet.		10		lxjensen@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Love your work

		93		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		great		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		10		aprillabbe@me.com		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		94		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		95		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		none		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		Only positive things! 

It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. 

My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Yes. 

We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		10		mamiksuzuki@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		96		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		97		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		98		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		99		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		-		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		100		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		101		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		102		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		103		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		10		matt@sunnyblue.net		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!

		104		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		I love it!		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think the balance is just right		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.

		105		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody

		106		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		All are v important!		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.

		107		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!

		108		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It was closer to my home		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Quality is variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		-		-		3rd		-		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?

		109		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		GREAT!		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!

		110		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		111		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It's great!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Great! Really good comms! :-)		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		LOVE the bag next week text message!		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		N/A		I use everything myself		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		No - keep up the good work! Heart!

		112		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		1st		Hard choice!		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		Depends on what members are lacking?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		You're doing great! Thank you!

		113		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing - so far!		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		-		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		114		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		Love it!		Yes, makes me more creative!		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)

		115		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		Great		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		-

		116		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		117		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		I need to know more about what is currently done!		I would like to help		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints		I use everything myself		Ongoing contact with members.		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.

		118		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Email instead / as well as text		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'

		119		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		7		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		-

		120		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It is good as it stands		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		For me vegbox runs perfectly		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		I think that wasting food should be a crime		Thank you for what you do

		121		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I love the dinners you organise.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I love the dinners you organise		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I'd love to see herbs in the bags

		122		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I think you are great and genuine.		Yes		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Maybe a place where to cook together?		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		123		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.

		124		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		I love it.		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		-		I have had problems but have always told you		You guys are great!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member

		125		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		-		-		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		We are very happy the events happen.		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		Thank you for the vegetables!

		126		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		No		No		No		Yes		No		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		They are all important to me!		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Member recipes in newsletter?		Dinners, farm visits.		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		I use everything myself		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!

		127		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		128		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Perfect		I use everything myself		Donate to charities		-

		129		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I'm fine with it just as it is.		No		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		-		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!

		130		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		3rd		3rd		1st		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		131		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		More collection points please - it's quite full		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		A great way to contribute to the community.		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		Pick your own activities		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)

		132		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Cook more of a variety of recipes		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		-

		133		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		Excellent		More seasonal and organic produce.		10		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.

		134		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		Exploring new recipes.		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.

		135		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		5 (Great)		Open hours		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		-

		136		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Fine as is.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing.		Not sure.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		137		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		5 (Great)		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		-		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		You're doing a great job, thanks!

		138		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Don't know.		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		-

		139		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		140		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		Amazing!		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		141		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		Most interested in veg recipes		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		Love it

		142		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		SWEET		MORE VARIETY		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		No		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Never had		I use everything myself		-		-

		143		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		All of them are 1 really		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You already do so much!		-		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		I have had problems but have always told you		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		Thank you again! :-)

		144		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Love being local		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		Thank you!

		145		Family (Blue)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		146		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Too many apples!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Fantastic! :-)		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Nothing needs to change.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing :-)		-		Advertise more		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		147		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Your communication is good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't		-		I use everything myself		-		I think you are doing a great job!

		148		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		-		9		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		-		-		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		149		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		Slightly.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Really important to me		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		150		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Camden Market		3 (Satisfactory)		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		FANTASTIC!		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		10		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		It's fine the way it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I just don't have the time.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		Thank you!

		151		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		It works perfectly.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		Keep up the great work! :-)

		152		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		153		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Very satisfactory and exciting		More creativity in now / meal plan		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		154		Standard (Brown)		More than 4 years		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		We love it!		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits...		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		-

		155		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		All are good!		Excellent		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		Carry on!		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		You are doing well.		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		Great scheme - keep up the good work

		156		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Just joined, less than a month.		Making more soups.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		In view of current crisis, none.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		157		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		All are really important to me!		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		-		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		-

		158		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		159		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Monthly		1st		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Great		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult at this point in time		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		Thanks

		160		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		-		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		161		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Difficult to keep 2m apart		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		Voting via post or email for Directors		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)

		162		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great! I love the personal interactions		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing - you guys are great!		Volunteering, socials - I can help		Donate leftovers to homeless		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Donating to homeless		-

		163		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Perfect!		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Eat less and less fish more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		This is perfect		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Ideal as it is		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		This is great		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!

		164		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		3rd		1st		-		-		-		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		No		3		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Not able to due to health and age (75)		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		165		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		1st		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I can't think of any way to improve		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		More competitions		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		Unsure		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		I use everything myself		Unsure		Thank you - you're wonderful!

		166		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		Love it so far!		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Members choosing what they receive		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		167		Small (Yellow)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		-		2nd		-		Really enjoyed it!		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		10		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Educational talks		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		-

		168		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Makes us think more and cook new meals		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very satisfied		I use everything myself		-		Keep doing a great job!

		169		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		8		-		No		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		Thank you for all your hard work!

		170		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		Very good, customer service good.		Eating a wider variety of vegs		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		All good

		171		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		?		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		172		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		-		-		2nd		all important. And add reduce packaging		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't

		173		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Prefer the Pineapple		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		All good		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		Very happy with the scheme

		174		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Nope - loving your work!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		No complaints - keep up the good work!		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		-

		175		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Great. Impressed.		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		176		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		No		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Not sure		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used

		177		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		All has been dealt well		I use everything myself		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		-

		178		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!

		179		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		More fruit please!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Heavenly!		Absolutely! :-)		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Recipes are great. All good.		-		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Party with veg food!		Party with veg food. Yes!		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Soup kitchens etc.		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. 

Option to pay for and have more fruit?

		180		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		-		-		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		Yes		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		I have had problems but have always told you		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		I use everything myself		-		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]

		181		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		N/A		5 (Great)		N/A		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		I don't complain		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!

		182		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Rarely / never		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)

		183		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		Cooking classes, meet the growers		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		-

		184		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		Quality should go without saying!		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good as it is!		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		All good as is		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		All good as is		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!

		185		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		Difficult to choose - all important		-		Yes - we've got more creative		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		?		Sorry too full up right now		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		Thank you!

		186		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Great		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.

		187		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		-		-		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		More experimental		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Ideal as it is		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		I use everything myself		-		Thank you all, and keep it up! x

		188		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The lock is a bit difficult to use		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		Great!		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		-		-		Rotten apples		-		I use everything myself		Improve quality of apples		Thank you!

		189		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		-		-		1st		2nd		-		Great		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners!		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		190		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		4 (Good)		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		9		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Can the recipes be made available online?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Possible ability to select at least one item		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?

		191		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.

		192		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		2nd		-		-		3rd		-		1st		-		-		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		More outreach?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		You are brilliant :-) thank you!

		193		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		First week so can't answer sorry		It probably will - the recipes ideal		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		Whatsapp? It's free		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Cooking and recipe demos?		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		-		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		-

		194		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		N/A - we have it delivered		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		-		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		All good		Quizzes, crafty things		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		[HEART] THANK YOU!

		195		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		-		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		-		-		I use everything myself		-		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?

		196		Family+Fruit (Purple)		More than 4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		All are important!		:-)		-		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		HEART

		197		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		8		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		I have had problems but have always told you		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		I use everything myself		no idea		-

		198		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Some quantities seem a bit variable		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		More variety in recipes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg

		199		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		-		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		-		1st		2nd		-		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Introduced more variety		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		200		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Nothing!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		1st		-		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		I don't want to use the other channels		Nothing - stay as you are		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Nothing		Carry on as you are		International cuisine / veg?		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use everything myself		-		Carry on the good work!

		201		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		-		Rarely / never		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		not really.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		it's good as it is		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?

		202		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		3rd		-		-		1st		2nd		-		-		It's straightforward
Good produce		More veg!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		203		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Kentish Town Health Centre		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		Good		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		204		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		2nd		2nd		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		-		-		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		Not applicable yet!		I use everything myself		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		Great scheme, really pleased so far!

		205		Family (Blue)		More than 4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		1st		-		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		-		10		pietrofratta@yahoo.com		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Social dinners. Give out.		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.

		206		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		No		No		Yes		No		No		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		2nd		3rd		1st		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		I’m pretty new, good so far		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		8		clairemora@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Really important to me		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		I love vegbox 💓

		207		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		Monthly		2nd		-		3rd		1st		-		-		That was hard... They are all important!		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		10		jvmggua@gmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I think communication is good		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		Only once and immediately refunded		Very satisied		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!

		208		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		-		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		5		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you

		209		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		3rd		3rd		1st		2nd		-		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Carry on as you do - no issues.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		Not sure I’m afraid!		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		-		Thank you!!

		210		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		3rd		1st		2nd		1st		1st		1st		-		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		No		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		N/a		N/a		No		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I often have problems but not told you		-		-		-		-

		211		Family+Fruit (Purple)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		212		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		It has been a very positive experience!		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		10		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Current communications are good.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Present level is good for us.		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.		-		I use everything myself		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.

		213		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		9		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		214		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Camden Market		-		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		-		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		-		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		215		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Dinners when we are able to again!		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		216		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		-		-		-		1st		3rd		2nd		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.		See previous comments.		See previous comments.		10		f.cipullo@hotmail.com		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		No changes, works really well as it is.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		217		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		2nd		-		1st		-		-		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		8		-		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think it's great		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		I have had problems but have always told you		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		-

		218		Family (Blue)		3 months to 1 year		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		1st		1st		1st		1st		2nd		2nd		-		Fine		Yes		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		219		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		Really enjoyable		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! 

I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in squash dishes!		10		rosie_586@hotmail.com		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		220		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I can't think of anything		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		2nd		1st		3rd		-		Good		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I think you're doing a good job		-		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		221		Standard (Brown)		Less than 3 months		Kentish Town Health Centre		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		3rd		2nd		1st		2nd		1st		3rd		-		-		-		8		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		222		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		3rd		-		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		223		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		3rd		1st		1st		2nd		1st		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		224		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		No		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		1st		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

		225		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		4 (Good)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		1st		2nd		-		Love it!		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		226		Small (Yellow)		Less than 3 months		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		2nd		3rd		-		-		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		227		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		4 (Good)		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		2 (Poor)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more diversity		7		-		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		Yes		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc

		228		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		5 (Great)		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		3rd		-		2nd		1st		-		-		-		Great overall		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		All good for me!		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain		-		I use everything myself		Fewer onions / potatoes?		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]

		229		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		Impossible! All are important!		So far, so good.		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.

		230		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		3 (Satisfactory)		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Nothing		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		Don't know		I have had problems but have always told you		Satisfied		I use everything myself		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		-

		231		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		Keep up the good work and delicious food!

		232		Standard+Fruit (Green)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		4 (Good)		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		2nd		1st		-		-		3rd		-		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		-		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		-		-

		233		Small (Yellow)		1-4 years		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		4 (Good)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		-		-		-		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		234		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		5 (Great)		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Spot on, thanks :-)		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Nothing really		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		I have had problems but have always told you		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]

		235		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		Camden Market		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Yes, the recipes!		10		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		I have had problems but have always told you		100%		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		You are ace!

		236		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		V happy with the box		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Excellent!		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		It's good already.		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		-		I have had problems once or twice but not told you		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.

		237		Small+Fruit (Orange)		1-4 years		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		1st		3rd		-		-		-		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		No		-		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Fairly important to me		-		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.

		238		Family (Blue)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Monthly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)

		239		Small (Yellow)		More than 4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		10		-		Yes		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		Perfect		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?

		240		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		-		3rd		-		1st		-		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Try new recipes		7		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		I have had problems but have always told you		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		I use everything myself		-		-

		241		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		Nothing		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		3rd		1st		-		2nd		-		-		-		Great!		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		-

		242		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		-		3rd		1st		-		2nd		All important!		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		-		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.

		243		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		Monthly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		-		-		3rd		2nd		1st		-		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		8		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!

		244		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		-		-		-		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Working very well!		Yes		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		-		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		I have had problems but have always told you		Very		I use everything myself		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?

		245		Standard (Brown)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		3 (Satisfactory)		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		-		-		-		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		3rd		-		2nd		-		-		Interesting		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		I don’t really care about this		-		Dinner clubs		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Less parsnips		-

		246		Family+Fruit (Purple)		1-4 years		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Fortnightly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		10		-		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		-		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.

		247		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		No		Yes		Yes		No		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		Excellent		More nutritious food and more healthy		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		248		Standard+Fruit (Green)		3 months to 1 year		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		2nd		3rd		-		1st		-		-		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		Yes		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Cookalongs with the week's veg		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!

		249		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		5 (Great)		3 (Satisfactory)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		-		1st		2nd		3rd		-		-		-		I adapt to what I'm given		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		All good		No		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		It's my time that is the constraint		-		I have had problems but have always told you		V satisfied		I use everything myself		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		-

		250		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Less than 3 months		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		2 (Poor)		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Monthly		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		-		1st		2nd		-		3rd		-		-		Loving it!		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		10		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		251		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		2 (Poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Rarely / never		Weekly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!

		252		Standard (Brown)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		Yes		No		No		No		-		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		3 (Satisfactory)		-		-		-		-		-		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Weekly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Weekly		Rarely / never		-		3rd		2nd		-		-		1st		-		OK		Yes, more seasonal		9		-		Yes		No		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		Yes		I don’t really care about this		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Day outs to farms.		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		A rainbow bag?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)

		253		Small+Fruit (Orange)		3 months to 1 year		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		4 (Good)		4 (Good)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Fortnightly		Monthly		Fortnightly		Fortnightly		-		Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		1st		3rd		2nd		-		-		-		-		Great		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		10		-		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		Yes		No		No		No		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		No		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Really important to me		Really important to me		Fairly important to me		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		Social / visits to your suppliers?		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		Get a composter on your site?		-

		254		Standard+Fruit (Green)		1-4 years		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		5 (Great)		-		No		No		No		Yes		No		-		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		5 (Great)		-		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		Weekly		-		1st		-		3rd		-		2nd		-		Very convenient!		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		10		-		Yes		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		Yes		-		Really important to me		Really important to me		-		-		-		-		-		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items		-		I use everything myself		-		-

		255		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Less than 3 months		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		3 (Satisfactory)		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		No		No		No		No		Yes		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		No		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-



Frequency preferences

Principles ranking question

Net Promoter Score question

Q12. As a member, which of the following Vegbox communication channels do you use? And which would you like to use more? (Tick all that apply)

Q15. Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?



Reports

		Member profile

																																																																								Noite: This was pre-launch of Megabag

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																																																																				Survey respondents								Member profile										Survey respondents				Member profile

		Row Labels		Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Grand Total								Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Total						Small (Yellow)		Small+Fruit (Orange)		Small		Standard (Brown)		Standard+Fruit (Green)		Standard		Family (Blue)		Family+Fruit (Purple)		Family		Survey respondents						Member profile						Small		Standard		Family				Small		Standard		Family				Small (Yellow)		12%		32%		13%		31%

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65						St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		5		31		2		10		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		6		11		17		5		31		36		2		10		12		65		25%		-		24%						26%		55%		18%												Small+Fruit (Orange)		20%				18%

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		3		10		3		11		1		4		32						The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		3		11		1		4		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street		3		10		13		3		11		14		1		4		5		32		13%		-		13%						41%		44%		16%												Standard (Brown)		11%		47%		14%		47%

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30						36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		1		10		3		10		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		3		3		6		1		10		11		3		10		13		30		12%		-		11%						20%		37%		43%												Standard+Fruit (Green)		36%				32%

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25						62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		2		8		3		1		25				62 St Albans Road (nr Highgate Road)		6		5		11		2		8		10		3		1		4		25		10%		-		9%						44%		40%		16%												Family (Blue)		6%		21%		6%		22%

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19						Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		2		6				2		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)		4		5		9		2		6		8				2		2		19		7%		ß		10%						47%		42%		11%												Family+Fruit (Purple)		15%				16%

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17						51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		3		5		1		4		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		1		3		4		3		5		8		1		4		5		17		7%		Ý		5%						24%		47%		29%														100%		100%		100%		100%

		Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16						Camden Market		3		3		2		3		3		2		16				Camden Market		3		3		6		2		3		5		3		2		5		16		6%		Ý		4%						38%		31%		31%

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10						Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		2		4				1		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				3		3		2		4		6				1		1		10		4%		ß		6%						30%		60%		10%												All bags with Fruit		71%				67%

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10						Kentish Town Health Centre				1		2		4		2		1		10				Kentish Town Health Centre				1		1		2		4		6		2		1		3		10		4%		Ý		2%						10%		60%		30%

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8						22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4				2				1		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		1		4		5				2		2				1		1		8		3%		-		3%						63%		25%		13%

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8						Story Garden (Kings Cross)						2		3		1		2		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)						0		2		3		5		1		2		3		8		3%		-		5%						0%		63%		38%

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7						The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		3		3						7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				1		1		3		3		6						0		7		3%		-		4%						14%		86%		0%

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7						Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2				2						7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		3		2		5				2		2						0		7		3%		-		3%						71%		29%		0%

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1						70 Tollington Road (Holloway)								1						1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)						0				1		1						0		1		0.4%		-		1%						0%		100%		0%

		Grand Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255						Total		30		51		27		93		16		38		255				Total		30		51		81		27		93		120		16		38		54		255		100%										32%		47%		21%				31%		47%		22%

		How long have you been a member?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Survey respondents		Member profile

		Less than 3 months		108		108		Length of membership		Less than 3 months		42%		47%

		3 months to 1 year		66		66				3 months to 1 year		26%		26%

		1-4 years		57		57				1-4 years		22%		20%

		More than 4 years		24		24				More than 4 years		9%		7%

		Grand Total		255		255						100%		100%

																		450 members				57%		Return rate

		Count of UserNo		Column Labels																Removing dud data:

		Row Labels		-		1 (Very poor)		3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Row Labels						3 (Satisfactory)		4 (Good)		5 (Great)		Grand Total				Average score		Collection point				Rank		Average score		Collection point

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)						1		13		51		65				4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)				1st		5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				Doing well

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)								10		22		32				4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)				2nd		4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		2				2		10		16		30				36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)						2		10		16		28				4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)				3rd		4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)						3		9		13		25				4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)				4th		4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				Think and Do (Kentish Town)								3		16		19				4.8		Think and Do (Kentish Town)				5th		4.8		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)						1		7		9		17				4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)				6th		4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)

		Camden Market		1				2		3		10		16				Camden Market						2		3		10		15				4.5		Camden Market				7th		4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)								3		7		10				4.7		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)				8th		4.7		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)

		Kentish Town Health Centre				1				6		3		10				Kentish Town Health Centre						1		6		3		10				4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre				9th		4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				Doing well, but less well

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)								1		7		8				4.9		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)				10th		4.5		Camden Market

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				Story Garden (Kings Cross)								2		6		8				4.8		Story Garden (Kings Cross)				11th		4.5		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)								1		6		7				4.9		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)				12th		4.5		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)						1		1		5		7				4.6		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)				13th		4.4		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				70 Tollington Road (Holloway)										1		1				5.0		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)				14th		4.2		Kentish Town Health Centre

		Grand Total		3		1		10		69		172		255				Grand Total						11		69		172		252

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		St Georges Church (Tufnell Park)		65

		-		45

		#Nothing! You've done an awesome job of pulling that together! :-)		1

		[Talking about Ruby Violet] : Heat has always been a problem. Quick pick up has been encouraged.		1

		all working well now and at Tuf park tavern before		1

		Code on lock changing periodically.		1

		I can't think of anything		1

		I haven't been to the point myself as I'm shielding - you kindly arrange for Ben to collect my bag and bring it every week		1

		I think it is a good place to collect the vegbox and allow flexibility about timings.		1

		It was closer to my home		1

		It works perfectly.		1

		It's great under the current circumstances. It's never been crowded when I've been.spray/gel really good addition		1

		It's great!		1

		Like 24hrs.
Bit far from my house right now that's good... because of corona, but normal times close is good! Also less stress when I ask my housemates to pick up.		1

		Not much, we could do with a container for return of bags, I've not seen it, if it's there.		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing - I was so delighted that you managed to find a nearby replacement to the Tufnell Park Tavern, works brilliantly!		1

		Nothing - so far!		1

		Nothing! They are brilliant! Totally inspired, simple and workable.		1

		Nothing, thank you SO much for making such quick arrangements after lockdown.		1

		Nothing. It’s perfect. So easy.		1

		Thanks for delivering while we were self-isolating - v much appreciated!		1

		The Thanet, Herbert Street (Kentish Town)		32

		-		20

		Gate lock is a bit finicky		1

		I am self-isolating and getting delivered		1

		It is good as it stands		1

		It's exceptional. Sunshine! [Valerie]		1

		Maybe a picture of where via email when you first go - it's only the first time it was complicated!		1

		More information about how collection works could be communicated to new members like me - should we help ourself or not? Who should we notify, should we give our name before collecting the bag..		1

		Nothing - it's easy and friendly		1

		Prefer the Pineapple		1

		The door to the cupboard can need a good heave to get it open - but the new cupboard is a great improvement on the old one!		1

		The lock is a bit difficult to use		1

		We collect from Think & Do, I couldn’t see it on the list. We were previously collecting from the pineapple before it closed. Both have been great		1

		We have the bag delivered to us - self isolation		1

		36 Primrose Gardens (Belsize Park)		30

		-		17

		At the start of last season / late winter the bags would often get soaked through and some of the food was inedible. The new boxes help though! 😊		1

		Don't really know we have only been with you for a few weeks, which have all been good weather.		1

		Generally it’s totally fine And very easy, but In really rainy weather the bags can get a bit soggy!		1

		More collection points please - it's quite full		1

		Most of the bags are left in the waterproof containers however some of them are left directly on the floor and get soaked when it rains. It would be better to have all the bags in the boxes.		1

		N/A - we have it delivered		1

		none		1

		Not sure how it could be improved but I don't like going down the steps especially when it's raining.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other so that the ones under get squashed.		1

		Sometimes the bags are on top of each other which means the veg can sometimes get a little squashed		1

		The new storage boxes are great! Maybe alternative container for returning bags? Screw top bottle not so good - too much handling/virus contact.		1

		Unclear if we have to check off collection or not		1

		When it rained a lot the bag would occasionally get quite wet... although I’ve seen there are new boxes now so that might have solved it (hasn’t rained much since I don’t think)		1

		62 St Albans Road (near Highgate Road)		25

		-		16

		Bit chaotic, bags should not be on the ground.		1

		Couldn't be better! Previously at The Star - this actually works better		1

		Good location, but probably not sustainable I don't feel it is secure in front garden, so far it is working  - but a new pick up point will have to be found as some point?		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing to change really. I was a bit hesitant to open the jar for the bags due to covid - but I understand this is quite specific to the time, avoiding touching things unnecessarily.		1

		Nothing, they are great!		1

		Only improvement to collection points is to have one closer to me... near Archway
I really like the set up, how good you are with text updates on the day, means I get a nudge about what’s coming and a reminder to collect in good time.		1

		Protection from the rain/sun. More space for the increased number of bags.		1

		Sometimes when working the collection window is tight for us		1

		Think and Do (Kentish Town)		19

		-		10

		At the Pineapple, staff are sometimes busy / long wait but staff are nice and I don't mind.		1

		Check bags - sometimes fruit missing		1

		Difficult to keep 2m apart		1

		Nothing		1

		Nothing!		1

		nothing, its lovely and perfect		1

		Nothing, works perfectly every time so far!		1

		Perfect!		1

		To avoid having to have a person there, a locker system might be good but not sure that Think&Do has outside space to facilitate this.		1

		51 Lady Margaret Road (Kentish Town)		17

		-		9

		A disposable bag would be much less headache during the covid crisis.		1

		A roof to the locker so insects can’t get to the food (but we just go to get the bag straight away so they’re not there overnight). Otherwise it’s great - very close and excellent for social distancing!		1

		Bit more hygienic		1

		Can't think of anything - always notified when bag in the locker, location very convenient.		1

		I couldn't tick my name as I didn't have a pen		1

		Just worry a little about how clean the lockers are, but they are very handy and easy to access.		1

		Put the bags in a plastic tub to protect from dog piss		1

		Slightly closer! Ok in summer in lockdown but will be trickier when back working in the office and in winter.		1

		Camden Market		16

		-		10

		Hope we can keep it like this when Camden market re-opens		1

		I have just switched from Camden Market to Think & Do, which has worked out nicely.		1

		I think the shed is a bit flimsy. Put a container for returned bags. Location at the moment is a bit shit - because of everything :-)		1

		Nothing - at the moment my bag is delivered as I'm being shielded due to age and health problems.		1

		Nothing, it’s been the highlight for me to get varies veg so thank you!		1

		Selfishly, somewhere nearer Mornington Crescent end of Camden.		1

		Caversham Group Practice (Kentish Town)		10

		-		6

		N/A		1

		New padlock? Numbers are quite stiff and only turn one way		1

		Nothing!		1

		Padlock is fiddly to use - to get the numbers right		1

		Kentish Town Health Centre		10

		-		10

		22 Marsden Street (Kentish Town)		8

		-		7

		Ensure everyone knows the address (22b), code and arrangements, ie help yourself		1

		Story Garden (Kings Cross)		8

		-		4

		A weekend or evening slot would be helpful for workers.		1

		More of them towards mornington crescent would be great. They've done great despite lockdown		1

		Open hours		1

		This has been a lovely process!		1

		The Fields Beneath (Kentish Town)		7

		-		5

		Great collection point, lovely staff. The shop was closed the first time I went to collect the vegbags, when the text said it would be open. So that could be something to be improved.		1

		Perhaps more integration with what Gavin is going to do post-lockdown. Love popping in to the Grafton (especially good if running late as it's open late), but Fields Beneath works really well as an obvious partner too...		1

		Calthorpe Project (Clerkenwell)		7

		-		4

		Buy a new lock as it is difficult to use.		1

		I find them excellent		1

		Sometimes the padlock at the project is a little stiff. Also would LOVE if you keep Calthorpe project as a collection point post-lockdown.		1

		70 Tollington Road (Holloway)		1

		-		1

		Grand Total		255

		Vegan?						Vegetarian?						Pescatarian?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		213				No		208				No		219

		Yes		42				Yes		47				Yes		36

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Flexitarian?						Omnivore?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		No		192				No		166

		Yes		63				Yes		89

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255						UK population

										2020		2018				2019 Finder.com national survey

		Vegan		42		15%		Vegan		15%		8%		Vegan		2%

		Vegetarian		47		17%		Vegetarian		17%		32%		Vegetarian		7%

		Pescatarian		36		13%		Neither		68%		60%		Pescatarian		4%

		Flexitarian		63		23%								Ominvore/flexitarian		87%

		Omnivore		89		32%										100%

				277		Adds to more than 255 as people ticked more than one (to reflect household members)

		Comments about recipes matching to diets

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		237

		As we’re currently in Lockdown I’m enjoying experimenting with the Vegbox recipes		1

		Eating far less of them nowadays, but meat and fish are present in my diet about twice a week.		1

		I like the recipes - good variety. I've tried new recipes since joining vegbox.		1

		I’m avoiding dairy and eggs too. I’d prefer more vegan recipes if I’m honest.		1

		I'm very happy for recipes to be vegetarian.		1

		like to have option to make it vegan!		1

		Most interested in veg recipes		1

		mostly plant-based, a little fish, eggs - no dairy		1

		My home cooking tends to be vegetarian.		1

		My husband is lactose intolerant so any recipes that are dairy free are great		1

		N/A		1

		No need for meaty recipes as far as I'm concerned, prefer to focus on the week's veg as the main event - we often use the recipes though, as it's almost like one of the Hello Fresh / Gusto schemes to be advised what to cook with what's arrived - no need		1

		please more vegan recipes!		1

		recipes are great		1																						2015		2016		2018		2020

		Very happy to have vegan/vegetarian recipes I don't need tips or encouragement for animal protein, I'm trying to cut back as much as I can.		1																				Quality of Veg % Good or Great		92%		90%		91%		96%

		Vine-ripe, local, organic, and in season are our top priorities. And we do eat meat and raw dairy occasionally. Would love some whole foods supplements (somehow?) due to nutrient depletion in the soil. We'd love stories of the soil and farmers! We really want soil health!		1																				Quality of Fruit % Good or Great		95%		85%		90%		83%

		We do eat meat, but mostly eat vegetarian because its cheaper and tastier.		1																				Season that survey was done		Summer		Autumn		Summer		Spring

		We have both in our household.		1

		Grand Total		255

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		6				-		8				-		6				-		6

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		11				2 (Poor)		3				2 (Poor)		9

		3 (Satisfactory)		9				3 (Satisfactory)		48				3 (Satisfactory)		51				3 (Satisfactory)		57

		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:		4 (Good)		114		Good or great:		4 (Good)		134		Good or great:		4 (Good)		125		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		161		96%		5 (Great)		73		76%		5 (Great)		59		75%		5 (Great)		58		73%

		Grand Total		255				N/A		1				N/A		2				Grand Total		255

								Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		44				-		43				-		46				-		42

		2 (Poor)		4				2 (Poor)		13				1 (Very poor)		2				1 (Very poor)		1

		3 (Satisfactory)		27				3 (Satisfactory)		49				2 (Poor)		26				2 (Poor)		12

		4 (Good)		64		Good or great:		4 (Good)		81		Good or great:		3 (Satisfactory)		78				3 (Satisfactory)		60

		5 (Great)		85		83%		5 (Great)		37		66%		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		78		Good or great:

		N/A		31				N/A		32				5 (Great)		21		40%		5 (Great)		29		59%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				N/A		32				N/A		33

														Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255

		JUST THE NEW MEMBERS

		Quality of veg						Quantity of veg						Variety/range of veg						Value for money of veg

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		3 months to 1 year

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		2				-		3				-		2				-		3

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		6				2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		3

		3 (Satisfactory)		2				3 (Satisfactory)		22				3 (Satisfactory)		15				3 (Satisfactory)		14

		4 (Good)		26		Good or great:		4 (Good)		50		Good or great:		4 (Good)		62		Good or great:		4 (Good)		25		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		77		97%		5 (Great)		27		73%		5 (Great)		26		85%		5 (Great)		21		73%

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		2				Grand Total		66

														Grand Total		108

																										=significant variation (new members versus average)

		Quality of fruit						Quantity of fruit						Variety/range of fruit						Value for money of fruit

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Q2. How long have you been a member?		Less than 3 months				Conclusion - newer members (less than 3 months) were acutally more likely to rate aspect more highly than established members on the following aspects: Variety/range of veg, and ALL aspects (Qual/Quant/Range/VFM) of Fruit!

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		13				-		11				-		13				-		11

		2 (Poor)		1				2 (Poor)		8				1 (Very poor)		1				2 (Poor)		5

		3 (Satisfactory)		7				3 (Satisfactory)		25				2 (Poor)		8				3 (Satisfactory)		24

		4 (Good)		27				4 (Good)		36				3 (Satisfactory)		28				4 (Good)		38		Good or great:

		5 (Great)		45		Good or great:		5 (Great)		13		Good or great:		4 (Good)		31		Good or great:		5 (Great)		14		64%

		N/A		15		90%		N/A		15		60%		5 (Great)		11		53%		N/A		16

		Grand Total		108				Grand Total		108				N/A		16				Grand Total		108

														Grand Total		108

		Comments on the above aspects?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		141				Comment		Theme		Theme 2		Theme 3		Quote worthy?

		*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		1				*I am a new customer and my evaluation is only based on my first two bags. Overall, I was super happy with both of my bags and I'm glad to have joined the collective.
Regarding my rating of quantity-variety: It is not so much the total quantity that is 'good' and not 'great', but that portions vary so much depending on veg/fruit. I completely understand that asparagus or strawberries are much more expensive than potatoes or apples, but living alone (and not eating the same veg/fruit every day), six apples a week is a lot, whereas the asparagus this week was hardly enough for one portion. 
Again, I know that there are limits to how far you can balance this and we're still early in the season. But at least for the fruit supplement, I wonder whether you could provide two different types of fruit?

Thanks loads for your work and efforts, especially during these extraordinary times!		General praise		Quantity can vary				Yes

		? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		1				? Could there be an extras/top up option
Include milk or extra potatoes or special promo of the week. Just suggestions		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		1				8x apples are WAY better than 8x strawberries, especially if apples are of 2 kinds.		Quantity can vary						Yes				NB withing Fruit, 2 people said want more than just 1 type of item

		A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		1				A couple of months ago the quality of the apples was quite poor but it’s improved since - I enjoyed the recent strawberries and rhubarb but it’s otherwise been apples so you could mix it up a bit more		Bad apples						Yes

		A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		1				A few less apples would be good but we understand seasonality		Too many apples

		A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		1				A few too many apples - otherwise very happy!		Too many apples

		A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		1				A lot of the apples over the winter have not been very good quality.		Bad apples

		Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		1				Although i said great for the quality of veg that are times that is not the case		Quality can vary										Row Labels		Count of Theme										Score		Theme

		Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		1				Although the variety of fruit has been limited it has been good quality seasonal stuff... So I've been very satisfied		Limited fruit variety										Limited fruit variety		14		Limited fruit variety		14		2				17		Bad apples

		am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		1				am so pleased and impressed by this scheme		General praise										Too many apples		10		Too many apples		10						17		Understands limits of seasons

		apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		1				apart from that time that we got just 4 asparagus spears for a Family bag which was a bit inadequate! We always want celeriac!		Quantity can vary						Yes				Bad apples		10		Bad apples		10		6		1		16		Limited fruit variety

		April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		1				April is the worst time to ask me about variety and quality		Limited fruit variety						Yes				Quality can vary		10		Quality can vary		10						13		Great quality item/items

		Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		1				Difficult to tell on value for money, because your bag covers all my fruit and veg requirements 9/10 weeks so I've guessed.		VfM comment										Understands limits of seasons		9		Understands limits of seasons		9		7		1		12		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		1				Expect seasonally grown and like the fact there is an element of surprise (don't check the contents beforehand)		Understands limits of seasons						Yes				VfM comment		9		VfM comment		9		1				12		General praise

		Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		1				Fruit has been a bit variable - sometimes great, sometimes a bit sparse or not so good (woolly winter apples) - but I expect this to improve as it comes into season.		Bad apples						Yes				Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		8		2		2		12		Quantity / portion sizes can vary

		Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		1				Generally alright! Occasionally parsnips are a little bit dull, and there is the odd bruised/wormy apple. All in all v happy though!		Quality can vary		Bad apples				Yes				General praise		8		General praise		8		4				10		Too many apples

		Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		1				Had apples quite often. Would like less onions!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Great quality item/items		7		Great quality item/items		7		6				10		Quality can vary

		Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		1				Have only had delivery 3 weeks and during the time not many veg/fruit are ready for harvest		Understands limits of seasons										Varying portion sizes		6		Varying portion sizes		6						10		Value for Money comment

		Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		1				Have to admit that there are periods where I get bored of constantly getting apples and beetroot!		Too many apples		Request to reduce frequency of item/items								Other		5		Other		5						6		Other

		I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		1				I don't know how you do it so well and so consistently!		General praise						Yes				Remove or add an item option		5		Remove or add an item option		5						5		Remove or add an item option

		I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		1				I find the quantity of items isn't very big compared to the cost - one vegbox makes only about 2 meals in our home. I wish there was a bit more.		VfM comment										Quantity can vary		5		Quantity can vary		5		1				5		A bag larger than Family

		I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members		1				I have been a member of different veg box schemes as I’ve moved around London and this scheme definitely provides the least value for money in terms of quantity. That said, the quality of the veg is very high and I imagine it depends on how many members there are in the scheme, the time of year etc (currently hungry gap?) so this may not be a fair reflection of what’s available throughout the year.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items								A bag larger than Family		4		A bag larger than Family		4		1				4		'Realness'!

		I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		1				I imagine fruit will get a lot better as seasons change. The apples haven't been great in the last few weeks.		Understands limits of seasons		Bad apples								Realness		2		Realness		2		2

		I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		1				I just eat load of fruit so always buy more!		Other										Request to not have cut items		1		Request to not have cut items		1

		I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! but all part of the course		1				I love my vegbox, there have been a few terrifying slugs! But all par for the course		Realness						Yes				Blank		1		Blank		1

		I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		1				I only had a few bags so far, so I imagine the quantity can vary week by week.		Varying portion sizes										Grand Total		114												Within 'Other' we had someone ask to not have cut items eg cut squash

		I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		1				I originally had the fruit supplement but got 2 apples only so stopped it		Other

		I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		1				I really enjoyed the split fava beans in the bag last week as it was something I would never have gotten on my own and what we cooked with it was delicious!		Great quality item/items

		I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		1				I think it works very well. It doesn't seem appropriate to mark it, It is what farms have at that time of year.		General praise		Understands limits of seasons

		I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		1				I think it would be beneficial to balance bags more. Currently (pre-corona) we receive onions and potatoes on the same week leaving few actual veg that week. Please can you alternate onions and potatoes?		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		1				I think sometimes the amounts of vegs are quite small, however it helps to understand the variability and availability of seasonal food.		Varying portion sizes

		I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		1				I think the portions of fruit are a bit small, but always very good taste and quality.		Varying portion sizes		Great quality item/items

		I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		1				I think we started Vegbox at Xmas so obviously this isn't peak fruit season. We would like more fruit but expect there will be much more over the summer.		Understands limits of seasons

		I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		1				I understand it must be hard to do but a little variety with fruit? Still love the fruit and bag!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		1				I very much appreciate your efforts to get us local fruit, and I know the options are not great, especially this time of year. I do not find the fruit to be very good value for money but I will continue to support the effort!		VfM comment		General praise		Understands limits of seasons		Yes

		I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		1				I would like to not have some things. Like the broad bean mix. I have an unopened packet and would like to give it back. No one in my flat eats broad beans at all.		Remove or add an item option

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		Other

		I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		1				I’m comparing vegbox to the parliament hill farmers market (mostly Edens Farm) where I usually shop. Usually can get 5 items and fruit for less than cost of vegbox. I really enjoy vegbox is nonprofit though just wanted to answer the survey honestly		VfM comment

		I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		1				I'm generally happy with the quantity of veg, but the exception is when we get a fraction of the squash or swede. Often the recipes require a greater quantity than the orange bag provides - I can't go and buy another half squash		Request to not have cut items						Yes

		I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		1				I'm new on the scheme and only received two bags so far, so I can't judge this really accurately. But so far, it's been great.		General praise

		I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		1				I'm not a huge fan of the red apples, or the scores would have been higher.		Bad apples

		I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		1				I'm really impressed by quality and variety. I appreciate the seasonal inclusions like wild garlic. Also the leafy greens.		Great quality item/items		General praise				Yes

		In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		1				In terms of quantity of veg, we would like the option to have even more veg [eg megabag?], obviously pay more as well, we think the family bag isn't enough for a family and there are two people in our family.		A bag larger than Family						Yes

		In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		1				In the winter the quality of fruit can be really mixed. More variety is always appreciated but do understand it is seasonal.		Bad apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		1				Inevitably we got lots of parnsips, apples, potatoes - im sure seasonal reality! 
Would love more green vegetables e.g. chard, cavolo, very much enjoyed rhubarb and strawbs (altho only a few strawbs!)		Understands limits of seasons		More greens please		Praise		Yes

		It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		1				It feels like the family bag (+ fruit) is not enough to feed a family. We are two people (adults) and it lasts us 4-5 days max.		A bag larger than Family

		It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		1				It is difficult to adapt to allergies and food preferences, in particular because of seasonal availability of crops, but perhaps adjusting where possible for food intolerances or allergies (in our case mushrooms). This is not a criticism, but more that it would be useful to be able to identify this somehow and adjust if possible (maybe an option to swap.)		Remove or add an item option						Yes

		It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		1				It seems that the veg goes off sooner than shop-bought...e.g., the carrots delivered last week went mushy in a few days, and one of the parsnips was very dried up...		Quality can vary

		It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		1				It would be nice to have a larger fruit option and maybe some element of choice (although appreciate the complexity associated)		Remove or add an item option

		It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		1				It's only our first week so I'm not sure how it usually is,  but there was only 1 Fruit - Apples.   2 or 3 types of fruit would be great if possible . (ie. even if only apples are available it would be cool to have Cooking Apples as a 2nd type)  Thankyou		Limited fruit variety

		Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		1				Last summer we were given just 4 asparagus spears one week which as a family of 3, didn’t go far! 
Sometimes, the apples are soft and mushy and cannot be eaten raw so we stew them.		Varying portion sizes		Bad apples

		Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		1				Lots of beetroot and potatoes - could do with a bit less. I don't mind muddy veg but sometimes it is excessive and the whole bag including fruit is muddy - much better recently		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		Realness

		Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		1				Love that we had rhubarb and then last week strawberries which was SUCH a treat!
I love the different combinations each week. Collecting my Vegbox is one of the highlights of my week! So thank you...		Great quality item/items		General praise

		More fruit please!		1				More fruit please!		Varying portion sizes

		More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		1				More varieties of berries in summer would be a huge treat! :-) More crimson crisp apples - they're awesome!		Limited fruit variety		Great quality item/items

		N/A		1				N/A		Blank

		No more Jerusalem artichokes!		1				No more Jerusalem artichokes!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		1				Over the winter the fruit was very repetitive		Limited fruit variety

		Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		1				Over winter apples and pears can get repetitive but have to remind ourselves that it’s seasonal!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		1				Overall it does seem a bit expensive, but happy to pay to support a local project. Would love a bit more variety.		Limited fruit variety

		Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		1				Poor on fruit as in Feb Mar Apr - soft apples! Prob will only do veg bag in winter based on experience so far.		Bad apples

		Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		1				Potatoes would be great every other week as opposed to every week. The fava beans were great though.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items		General praise

		Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		1				Potential to swap out some veg if not going to use them		Remove or add an item option

		Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		1				Previously had the fruit supplement but found I struggled to eat that quantity of apples / pears as it’s mostly myself eating them		Too many apples

		Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		1				Quality is generally great but sometimes fruit (apples and pears) go off quickly.		Bad apples		Great quality item/items

		Quality is variable		1				Quality is variable		Quality can vary

		Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		1				Quality of fruit can vary week to week. Sometimes the fruit can be apples apples apples, all the time, something they are bitter or soft.		Quality can vary		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		1				Really happy with what we receive each week. Especially when there are new/unusual items - it's nice to mix it up.		General praise

		Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		1				Recent apples (gala) have been poor quality - brown on inside.		Bad apples

		Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		1				Rhubarb and parsnips are my least fave options but that's just personal		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		1				So many apples but I know that it what is in season the most.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		1				Some are so tasty - I have been helping pack recently. Enjoyed tasting some strawberries, asparagus, tomatoes that are exceptional quality.		Great quality item/items

		Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		1				Some late-in-season veg can be a bit disappointing ie well past its best		Quality can vary

		Some quantities seem a bit variable		1				Some quantities seem a bit variable		Quantity can vary

		Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		1				Sometimes fruit quantity is quite low (e.g. strawberries last week) - I understand that quantity is subject to supply and we're currently in the hungry gap. But maybe where supplies are low could supplement with more available crop e.g. apples.		Quantity can vary		More variety of fruit

		Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		1				Sometimes I can't help but feel that your suppliers are palming off their spoiled produce on the scheme.		Quality can vary						Yes

		Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		1				Sometimes the apples I receive are exceedingly mushy or have rotten spots or cores.		Bad apples

		Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		1				Sometimes the fruit is great and decent quality but for £3.75 I'd hope for more than 6 apples.		VfM comment		Great quality item/items

		Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		1				Sometimes veg is already going off a bit esp onions. More leafy veg would be nice.		Quality can vary		More greens please

		Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		1				Strawberries this week were amazing, nice to have a change. Great value for money with apples, they go further and seem better quality wise for a family bag.		Great quality item/items		VfM comment

		The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		1				The bronze skinned apples are too soft. Could we have a crisper variety like Braeburn?		Bad apples

		The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		1				The fava beans were a great recent addition and I personally would prefer these to the parsnips every fortnight. Environmental impact should be weighed up of course.		Great quality item/items

		The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		1				The fruit is good but not enough to get me through the week.		Quantity can vary

		The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		1				The fruit is lovely but I do feel it is very expensive - still happy to pay for it to support organic British growers but just answering honestly		VfM comment

		The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		1				The fruit is quite variable - apples can be quite bad (rotten, soft)		Quality can vary		Bad apples

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		1				The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. REceove many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples		Praise

		The strawberries were amazing! ❤		1				The strawberries were amazing! ❤		Great quality item/items

		The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		1				The veg is fresher than other organic produce I can buy. I expect organic veg to have some worm eaten parts - a compliment to the tasty veg		General praise		Realness				Yes

		The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		1				The veg quality is generally very good but occasionally has been poor. Fruit has sometimes been poor (not edible).		Quality can vary

		There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		1				There's a lot of apples so far, so getting things like rhubarb and strawbs is a real bonus! LOVE!		Limited fruit variety

		This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to		1				This is a hard question to answer. I buy from the Vegbox because I want to support local farmers, and to eat seasonally rather than foods that have covered a lot of food miles. That means that sometimes the season is not very fruitful, and we all have to share the pain of getting a bit fed up with winter vegetables. This is compensated for by wonderful fruit and veg when the growing season gets going locally.		Understands limits of seasons						Yes

		Too many apples!		1				Too many apples!		Too many apples

		Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		1				Too many apples! But understand different things will be in season soon.		Too many apples		Understands limits of seasons

		Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		1				Unfair to judge variety of fruit at this time of year. Delighted to have change from apples in last couple of weeks!		Understands limits of seasons

		V happy with the box		1				V happy with the box		General praise

		Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		1				Variety is not as good, but as its seasonal, it's actually GREAT!		Limited fruit variety

		We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		1				We do get a lot of apples but I know that's all the UK can really offer most of the year!		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		1				We do sometimes sadly end up wasting a few potatoes - they're just not on my hit list of fun veg and so end up sprouting!		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We don't mind having wonky veg.		1				We don't mind having wonky veg.		Realness

		We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		1				We find when separate leaves are supplied, the quantity is not enough for us.  e.g. chard, kale		Varying portion sizes

		We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		1				We love apples but there have been a lot of them recently! Rhubarb was a lovely bit of variety.		Too many apples

		We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		1				We only get 2 days worth of veg from you - it wouldn't otherwise be enough but we also have an allotment		A bag larger than Family

		We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		1				We only joined four weeks ago so it's a bit early to answer some of the questions.		Other

		We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		1				We still maintain that rhubarb is a VEG. Rule: If you can't put it in muesli without cooking, it's not fruit.		Other

		We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		1				We stopped having the fruit as it was always apples - we'll start again when the seasonal supply changes.		Understands limits of seasons

		We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		1				We used to have the fruit supplement but didn't think it was worth it - too expensive.		VfM comment

		We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		1				We would have appreciated to have less parsnips, we just don't know what to do with them anymore.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		1				We'd prefer less beetroot and parsnips.		Request to reduce frequency of item/items

		We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		1				We're a shared flat with 4 people and even the biggest bag (family) doesn't have enough veg for a week for our needs (especially onions and potatoes)		A bag larger than Family

		We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		1				We've only done this in the hungry gap and look forward to summer. I like the unusual veg and LOVED the wild garlic. We eat a lot of fruit so would like a bigger fruit supplement. Potato portions seem small this week.		Understands limits of seasons		A bag larger than Family

		Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		1				Would be great to have some more variety in the fruit if at all possible over winter (a few too many apples!)		Too many apples

		Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		1				Would like to have more options of more fruit and more types of fruit per week. Apples in spring have not tasted good.		Limited fruit variety		Bad apples

		would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		1				would love some more variation on fruit. i know its not possible always.		Limited fruit variety		Understands limits of seasons

		Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		1				Your vegbox is considerably more expensive than average supermarkets but we understand that sourcing good quality local organic produce necessarily comes at a higher price. which is why we rated it as good value for money.		VfM comment

		Grand Total		255

		Onions																Onions

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Potatoes																Potatoes

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253						Count of UserNo		61		158		30		4		253

																				24%		62%		12%		2%		100%

		Mushrooms																Mushrooms

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253						Count of UserNo		116		114		16		7		253

																				46%		45%		6%		3%		100%

		Carrots																Carrots

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252						Count of UserNo		89		139		20		4		252

																				35%		55%		8%		2%		100%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)																Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251						Count of UserNo		59		130		57		5		251

																				24%		52%		23%		2%		100%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)																Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252						Count of UserNo		101		128		20		3		252

																				40%		51%		8%		1%		100%

		Salad leaves																Salad leaves

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249						Count of UserNo		147		79		15		8		249

																				59%		32%		6%		3%		100%

		UK-grown dried pulses																UK-grown dried pulses

				Column Labels																Column Labels

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never		Grand Total

		Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252						Count of UserNo		12		51		125		64		252

																				5%		20%		50%		25%		100%

		2020														2018

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never								Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely/never

		Onions		40%		51%		8%		1%						Onions		31%		50%		15%		4%

		Potatoes		24%		62%		12%		2%						Potatoes		28%		53%		16%		3%

		Mushrooms		46%		45%		6%		3%						Mushrooms		40%		47%		13%		0%

		Carrots		35%		55%		8%		2%						Carrots		29%		50%		21%		0%

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		24%		52%		23%		2%						Root veg (eg parsnjps, beetroot, celeriac)		25%		53%		19%		3%

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		40%		51%		8%		1%						Leafy greens (eg spinach, chard, kale)		69%		25%		6%		0%

		Salad leaves		59%		32%		6%		3%						Salad leaves		69%		25%		3%		3%

		UK-grown dried pulses		5%		20%		50%		25%						[Did not ask about dried pulses]

		2020 vs 2018 percentage point difference		[Positive numbers indicate a stronger response in 2020 than in 2018]

				Weekly		Fortnightly		Monthly		Rarely / never

		Onions		9		1		-7		-3

		Potatoes		-4		10		-4		-1

		Mushrooms		6		-2		-7		3

		Carrots		6		5		-13		2

		Other root veg (eg parsnips, beetroot, celeriac)		-1		-1		4		-1

		Leafy greens (spinach, chard, kale)		-29		26		2		1

		Salad leaves		-10		7		3		0

		UK-grown dried pulses		N/a		N/a		N/a		N/a

																																										1st rank only		Points system (5 points awarded for 1st place answers, 3 points for 2nd place answers and 1 point for 3rd place answers)

		A co-operative						Local						Seasonal						Supporting small farms						Good quality produce						Organic								Supporting small farms		64		580				23%

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Row Labels		Count of UserNo						Organic		62		478				22%

		-		194				-		104				-		121				-		65				-		139				-		117						Local		51		473				18%

		1st		16		16		1st		51		51		1st		37		37		1st		64		64		1st		48		48		1st		62		62				Good quality produce		48		356				17%

		2nd		12		12		2nd		59		59		2nd		51		51		2nd		67		67		2nd		24		24		2nd		46		46				Seasonal		37		384				13%

		3rd		33		33		3rd		41		41		3rd		46		46		3rd		59		59		3rd		44		44		3rd		30		30				A co-operative		16		149				6%

		Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255				Grand Total		255								278

		Comments about the principles

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		211				Analysis:

		4th sustainability and reducing food miles		1				A total of 28 respondents said that they supported all of the principles and/or said they were very hard to rank because all were important

		All are good!		1				5 respondents suggested adding principles: 'Community', 'Sustainability' and 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety'

		all are important though!		1				Commented on seasonal and local connection

		All are important!		1				Someone said the quality one should go without saying!

		All are important, I want them all! And we would add COMMUNITY!		1				Some quotes?

		All are really important to me!		1		Like all		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.

		All are v important!		1		Like all		All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all

		All important!		1		Like all		To be honest they’re all part of what made us choose the Kentish Town Vegbox!

		all important. And add reduce packaging		1		Organic		Organic in principle is great, but it is more about the ethos of the farm that I am interested in - pay farms properly and they will look after their land.

		All of them are 1 really		1		Small farms		Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.

		All of these principles are important to us, it's hard to choose		1		Cooperative		Enjoy how it does feel local and community-oriented.

		All of those are great, very hard to rank		1		Quality		The veg has been great so far, many thanks

		All the above are important factors in why we choose Vegbox, the chosen and ranked 3 might be a tiny bit more important but could have chosen any.		1		Local		Really want to see reduced food miles

		All very important though		1		Seasonal		We value eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our o		1

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.		1

		Being a cooperative is also very important to us as an alternative food supply system		1

		But all are important to us.		1

		Close 4th: Seasonal: Vegbox works within the limits of what is seasonally available in the UK.		1

		Difficult to choose - all important		1

		Difficult to put these reasons in order- I agree with all of them!!		1

		Enjoy how it does feel local and community oriented. Also assuming that local family farms would be more likely organic		1

		Hard choice!		1

		Hard to rank and pick only 3 because all of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that vegbox values them all		1

		I don’t understand how the final option is framed		1

		I don't mind what shape the veg is, but it must be super fresh and organic/pesticide-free, and seasonal is OK.		1

		I feel that seasonal and local are connected, at least for us: we support seasonal *because* it's local		1

		I found this one impossible to do. All are equally important to me. I value all very highly.		1

		I share an allotment so a good variety is as important to me as the quality - for example, your question about root veg, we’ve had a lot of parsnips but much less celeriac and beetroot.		1

		I would add: VALUE FOR MONEY!		1

		Impossible! All are important!		1

		Loving it already, thank you so much		1

		Not fussed on where the veg is from, provided its supporting small businesses and run as a co-op		1

		Quality should go without saying!		1

		Sorry I can't pick 3 - they are all too important		1

		Sustainability is the most important factor for me.  It touches all of these points and should really be the overarching strategy in my view. 
Size of the farm, not interest to me. Large farms can be sustainable. 
Organic in principle is great, but it is		1

		That was hard... They are all important!		1

		the veg has been great so far, many thanks		1

		These are all so important!! Very hard to rank.		1

		These are important principles and it is hard to rank. The least important for me is probably proximity to London- I'm realistic about what is possible in zone 2.		1

		They are all important to me!		1

		They’re all important and why we joined. It’s difficult to rank them. Thanks for all your work!		1

		This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose this scheme.		1

		To be honest they’re all part of what made us chose the Kentish Town veg box! It’s hard to separate some of them too, so we’ve  gone for joint 3rds.		1

		Grand Total		255				Potential themes for How have you found being a member of Vegbox?

								Praise

								Suporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

								Friendly approach / good customer services

		How have you found being a member of Vegbox?						Improving healthy eating behaviours

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Constructive feedback

		Q1. What type of bag do you have?		(All)				Enjoyment / excitement / pride

								Taking part in Vegbox activities or volunteering

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Blank

		-		54		Comment		Theme

		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		1		"HOT DAMN" / "I LIKE IT I THINK IT'S NICE" / "I like being liberated from the capitalistic burden of choice"		Simplifies life						Row Labels		Count of Blank

		:-)		1		:-)		General praise						General praise		87

		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		1		A bright spot in the week! (I'm in solitary confinement)		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation						Like the surprise and challenge of using contents		11

		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		1		A challenge at times to use up some veg but like the 'surprise' element and finding new things to cook.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Connection to community		11

		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		1		A great experience. I enjoy getting the odd vegetable I don't usually cook with and figuring out a new recipe		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents						Praise for newsletter		10

		A great way to contribute to the community.		1		A great way to contribute to the community.		Connection to community						Educational		10

		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		1		A very pleasant and stimulating experience.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics		9

		Absolutely love it		1		Absolutely love it		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process		8

		Amazing!		1		Amazing!		General praise						Grateful given current Covid-19 situation		8

		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		1		An absolute joy. I love the variation in the food. And I appreciate being part of such a worthwhile community supporting small / local / organic farmers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics						Taking part in Vegbox activities		6

		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		1		Brilliant - really enjoy having seasonal vegetables delivered to a convenient location.		General praise						Enjoyment / excitement / pride		5

		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		1		Brilliant. We love the letters and try to promote you at every opportunity.		Praise for newsletter						Simplifies life		5

		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		1		Brings a lot of variety and helps us eat seasonally and also try new things		Eating more healthily/seasonally						Eating more healthily/seasonally		4

		Educational on the seasonality of food		1		Educational on the seasonality of food		Educational						Constructive feedback		4

		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		1		Enjoy the fresh veg / fruit		Enjoyment / excitement / pride						Happy to be using less packaging		3

		Excellent		3		Excellent		General praise						Grand Total		181

		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		1		Excellent so far (3 weeks in!)		General praise

		Excellent!		1		Excellent!		General praise

		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		1		Excellent. This is obviously an unusual time but I can see myself continuing to be a member.		General praise

		FANTASTIC!		1		FANTASTIC!		General praise

		Fantastic! :-)		1		Fantastic! :-)		General praise

		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		1		Fantastic! Always telling my friends - can't understand why everyone is not a member		General praise

		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know wher		1		Fantastic! It makes me feel part of a community (which isn’t always easy in London), it expands my cooking horizons making my diet much healthier and more varied! 
I also feel a lot more connected to the food and the seasons - it’s is lovely to know where your food has come from and who has grown it.		Connection to community

		fine		2		fine		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		First week so can't answer sorry		1		First week so can't answer sorry		Educational

		Good		4		Good		General praise

		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		1		Good - would recommend. Very convenient and great quality		General praise

		Good thanks		1		Good thanks		General praise

		good!		1		good!		General praise

		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		1		Good! We've enjoyed it, and also the evenings with Transition.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		1		Good, I feel like the compromise is having more work to do prepping food, ie washing, cutting off bad bits, ensuring we eat in right order so food doesn't go to waste. But it's worth it. Always tastes good and we support Vegbox principles.		General praise

		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		1		Good, we like it and enjoy getting our veg each week.		General praise

		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		1		Good. I liked the quiz as it was a chance to get to know other members. The social media is friendly, too.		General praise

		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		1		Googled veg boxes on moving into the area		General praise

		Great		7		Great		General praise						Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		1		Great - feels good supporting local / co-op initiative. Everything works well and everyone is helpful.		General praise

		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		1		Great - I transitioned from the GC Vegbox after moving and have been very happy. More focus on community is appreciated!		General praise

		Great in general!		1		Great in general!		General praise

		Great overall		1		Great overall		General praise

		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		1		Great quality and I’ve enjoyed experimenting. I do sometimes still struggle to use up vegetables that take more prep and/or that I don’t like as much, so still trying to find ways to get better organised and figure out ways that I can enjoy them!		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		1		Great so far - it is early days but pleased so far.		Educational

		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		1		Great to have varied veg and different veg. Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)		General praise

		Great!		5		Great!		General praise

		Great!		2		Great!		General praise

		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		1		Great! Also v important for us to be using less plastic than with supermarket shopping		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		1		Great! Extremely proud that it's continuing throughout the crisis.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		1		Great! I love discovering new varieties of veg and the fact that we always get recipes. Additionally, helping packing is always a fun activity as the other members are lovely.		Praise for newsletter

		Great! I love the personal interactions		1		Great! I love the personal interactions		Connection to community

		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		1		Great! I loved volunteering, but it's not clear how often and when would my input be welcome.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		1		Great! I was a member for some years before moving away from Camden for 3 years, very happy to be able to rejoin		General praise

		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		1		Great! Really enjoy the excitement of finding out what's in the bag and planning different meals around it.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Great! Really good comms! :-)		1		Great! Really good comms! :-)		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		1		Great, I love having the regular influx of organic, local, seasonal produce, and all with much less packaging than the supermarkets.		Happy to be using less packaging

		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		1		Great, love that it's a locally run scheme and admire all its values.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		1		Great, only been a member for a few weeks but loving it so far.		General praise

		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		1		Great, the vegetables are good, and I like the mid week collection, the timing works well for us. It’s really easy and local as well.		General praise

		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		1		Great, very happy with the veg quality and great communication		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		1		Great, we’re really enjoying it.		General praise

		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		1		Great,... Its convenient and a lfe saver at the moment.... Literally! ... Have been meaning to join for a very long time and am grateful I was able to join now.		General praise

		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		1		Great. I’m pleased and proud to be a member		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Great. Impressed.		1		Great. Impressed.		General praise

		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		1		Great. Initially joined due to covid19 measure but will continue long term.		General praise

		have been so pleased		1		have been so pleased		General praise

		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		1		Have not really done 'member' aspect very much, apart from pick up my veg bag.		General praise

		Heavenly!		1		Heavenly!		General praise

		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		1		I can’t remember as it’s been a long time since joining.		General praise

		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		1		I enjoy being a part of the scheme - I've been there since the beginning, and I'm still not tired of it. Love the surprise each week and have learned so much. I love working and volunteering for you too! I love Vegbox!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		1		I enjoy feeling part of a local community where people share similar values		Connection to community

		I genuinely love it.		1		I genuinely love it.		General praise

		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		1		I have found extremely user friendly. All questions and concerns have been answered in a prompt and polite manner. It has been easy to change bag size and fruit supplement		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		I have found it to be great, so far!		1		I have found it to be great, so far!		General praise

		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		1		I like it, but unfortunately haven't attended as many events as I would like, and can't volunteer on Weds.		General praise

		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		1		I like the surprise element. Not really enough green veg for us (2). Nice to go and collect since lockdown and not going any longer to farmers market.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		1		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		I love it!		1		I love it!		General praise

		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		1		I love it! I enjoy the weekly letter and also the community dinner (one day - we'll meet again)		Praise for newsletter

		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		1		I love it! Love the concept and the community vibe. Think&Do is also great. I really like reading the newsletters.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		1		I love it, great veg and recipes. I’ve been lucky enough to get to know some of the board members and back the mission entirely		Praise for newsletter

		I love it.		1		I love it.		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		1		I love it. I am learning so so much about farming/ food. My cooking skills are improving and I feel more and more empowered to teach other about the wonders of vegbox schemes. The news letter is my biggest conection to the scheme (beyond working there).		Educational

		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		1		I love it. I don't like food shopping or cooking much. I don't have to decide - can just work with what I get.		Simplifies life

		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		1		I love it. I just joined for the veg but then found out there's a lovely community which has similar values to me with regard to environment, social justice, etc and opps to engage.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		1		I love it. I like the surprise, recipes, picking my bag up on my own time, knowing its local, organic, having some contact with the friendly packing crew!		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		1		I love it. It ensures I eat enough veg and means I don't have to spend ages making ethical decisions every time I shop because it;s all been done for me. Thank you!		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		1		I love the idea of being part of a sustainable community that supports local farmer and brings people together. It's a shame the current covid-19 situation keeps us apart ATM, but I would love to be more involved as soon as it's over!		Simplifies life

		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		1		I really like it - the veg is always great, the whole scheme has such a nice community feel to it too		Connection to community

		I really love it!		1		I really love it!		General praise

		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		1		I was a member several years ago and glad to be back to using the Vegbox		General praise

		I’m pretty new, good so far		1		I’m pretty new, good so far		General praise

		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		1		I'm proud to be a member, thank you! Only annoyance is when there's something I don't like - eg artichoke and I can't leave it out.		Constructive feedback

		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		1		I'm quite new, but I already love it!		General praise

		Informative, nourishing.		1		Informative, nourishing.		Educational

		Interesting		1		Interesting		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		It has been a very positive experience!		1		It has been a very positive experience!		General praise

		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		1		It is a good thing and being a member has already given us a lot - we learned about new vegetables and recipes, for example.		General praise

		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		1		It’s great! We look forward to it every week		General praise

		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		1		It’s great, love that I don’t need to go to a supermarket or think what to buy. It’s exciting to try different food that isn’t your usual items and new recipes. And support a great local initiative and community.		Simplifies life

		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		1		It's been a great way to bring joy into living in lockdown!		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		1		It's been great! It simplifies our weekly shop and we like eating what is local and in season.		Simplifies life

		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		1		It's been great! We've been loving the fresh fruit and veggies and are looking forward to summer produce :)		General praise

		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		1		It's been great, I love having the regular influx of seasonal, local, organic produce, and all with much less packaging than from the supermarket		Happy to be using less packaging

		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		1		It's early days yet!  I'll give it a while longer to see how the variety of veg changes with the season.  But it's got to be fresh! x		General praise

		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		1		It's fun - I only joined late-Jan and I'd never previously cooked with chard or jerusalem artichokes, so I love the variety and the recipes - I never knew I would enjoy cabbage stew so much.		Educational

		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		1		It's great and has really helped during covid-19		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		1		It's great. We really appreciate being part of the Vegbox co-op. Make us feel like there many chains of good people out there doing great things!  Often follow the recipes, really tasty.		Connection to community

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		1		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.		Praise for newsletter

		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		1		It's nice to be part of Vegbox		Connection to community

		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		1		It's one of the best things we've done and it's so much fun helping in the yard weekly (which we miss dearly) and everyone that is a part of the team and community is so amazing!		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		General praise

		It's straightforward. Good produce		1		It's straightforward. Good produce		General praise

		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		1		I've only been a member for a really short time but am absolutely satisfied with both, service and communication.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just joined, less than a month.		1		Just joined, less than a month.		General praise

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		1		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		1		Just so nice. I’m so happy to pick up veg each week, especially now		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		1		Like I said, I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.		General praise

		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		1		Look forward to finding out what's in the bag each week and planning meals so no waste.		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Love being local		1		Love being local		General praise

		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		1		Love it and have encouraged others to join.		General praise

		Love it so far!		1		Love it so far!		General praise

		Love it!		2		Love it!		General praise

		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		1		Love it, feels like there’s a real community spirit		Connection to community

		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		1		Love it. The recipes are really REALLY good. Who writes them? They are a genius!		Praise for newsletter

		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		1		Love the newsletter! Keeping informed about how and where the food is produced, is really great.		Praise for newsletter

		Loving it!		1		Loving it!		Educational

		My neighbour		1		My neighbour		General praise

		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		1		Mixed. I like the variety and quality of the veg, but often find a whole delivery of things I wouldn't buy!		General praise

		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		1		Mostly good! I really appreciate all of your efforts to get us fresh, local fruit and veg, especially now.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		1		Mostly positive and great idea. Local and co operative and good for the planet. I was unsure as to what happened when I went to collect the first week. Luckily there was someone at the house who told me just to take my bag. Last week there were 3 items missing and it was the last orange bag. I wasn’t sure what to do until again luckily someone was just leaving the house and resolved it for me. I’m wondering how it will work when all is back to normal and I might not be able to pick up my bag straight away. Will I be left with the last bag again and will this have items missing? Thanks for all the volunteers and workers that make it happen.		Constructive feedback

		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		1		My family enjoy eating fresh produce  and we are happy to be a part of Kentish Town Vegbox community		Connection to community

		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		1		Nice, I enjoy the newsletter and that it feels like being a part of a community even though we haven't fully engaged with it.		Praise for newsletter

		OK		2		OK		General praise

		Online search		1		Online search		General praise

		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		1		Only 1 week in, so far, so good.		General praise

		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		1		Only been a member 3 weeks so hard to say this early		General praise

		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		1		Only positive things! It feels good to be making a positive contribution to the environment by supporting organic farming. My shopping habits have changed and I have less wastage as I plan my meals carefully around the veggies I get.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		1		Quite new but no complaints as yet.		General praise

		Really enjoyable		1		Really enjoyable		General praise

		Really enjoyed it!		1		Really enjoyed it!		General praise

		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		1		Really enjoyed it! Love the surprise of finding what's in the bag (though love the what's in the bag text message for planning meals)		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		1		Really exciting! Its great to wait and see what's in the bag each week.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		really good		1		really good		General praise

		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		1		Really good so far. Simple, easy organisation and the team is reactive when you need them! Thanks.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		1		Really rewarding, especially during lockdown!  I recently moved to the area so it's nice to think that I'm helping the community in some way.  It's a nice routine and the walk to the shed gets me out the house each week.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Really wonderful		1		Really wonderful		General praise

		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		1		Really wonderful. It transforms the experience of buying food and cooking. It makes us feel more connected to the seasons and how stunning fruit and veg are.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		1		Relieved - can't believe we didn't  know about this before!		General praise

		See previous comments.		1		See previous comments.		General praise

		Simple and straightforward		1		Simple and straightforward		General praise

		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		1		So far so good. Look forward to my veg pleased with the quality and like the recipes attached		General praise

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		1		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		So far, so good.		1		So far, so good.		Praise for newsletter

		Super.		1		Super.		General praise

		SWEET		1		SWEET		General praise

		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a		1		The communication and function has been exemplary. Tom's notes (and knowledge) are a well written succinct great read. Recipes are good - I'm not much of a recipe follower but when a 'new' item appears in the bag they are invaluable and a revelation in a good way.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		1		The quality of veg is so good I have remained a member for over 5 years		Educational

		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		1		This is my first box, so no comment yet!		Praise for newsletter

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		1		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!		Connection to community

		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		1		Three weeks in and we are really pleased to be part of such a great local scheme.		General praise

		Through a friend living in housing coop		1		Through a friend living in housing coop		General praise

		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		1		V positive. As a single person, more fruit (even at expense of less veg) would be a positive.		Constructive feedback

		Very convenient!		1		Very convenient!		General praise

		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		1		Very enjoyable - great quality food supporting the local, green economy. Pleased that more community events are taking place and hope to join soon.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		1		Very friendly and informative. I like getting a newsletter in the vegbox every week. I haven't yet got to any of the events, but I would like to try to when lock down is ended and meetings happen again.		Educational

		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		1		Very good during Covid lockdown since it is delivered to our door.		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		very good experience		1		very good experience		General praise

		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		1		Very good experience, appreciate the flexibility		General praise

		Very good, customer service good.		1		Very good, customer service good.		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		1		Very nice. We've been members for 4 years (I think!) and enjoy our weekly collection. We love being challenged to try new vegs and recipes.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		1		Very rewarding, I appreciate opportunities to get more involved as a volunteer		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Very satisfactory and exciting		1		Very satisfactory and exciting		General praise

		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		1		Very straightforward and I really like the cooperative concept, it feels cool to “feel” part of something. I’m curious to see what this means (i.e. opportunities to get involved)		Connection to community

		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		1		We absolutely love it! We are desperately trying to be a negative waste household and having a bag helps tremendously. And we want real food for our bodies! And you guys provide that.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		1		We are very happy to take part in the Vegbox scheme.		General praise

		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		1		We enjoy the vision of VegBox and the principle		General praise

		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		1		We have loved it! We really liked the wildflower seeds and have discovered more veg and recipes because of it!		Educational

		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		1		We look forward to our box each week! Always excited when the text comes to say what we'll get.		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		We love it!		2		We love it!		General praise																#		Theme		%						#		Theme		%

		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		1		We love it. We’re big fans of the whole thing, even if we occasionally get frustrated with the veg.		General praise																1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%						1		Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%

		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		1		We’ve been a member for 4 weeks and have had items missing on 2 of those. We had 1 week refunded and this week the artichokes were missing and we’d rather just have the items rather than a refund. Feels awkward to keep complaining.		Constructive feedback																				0%						2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%

		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		1		We're very new to it, but so far it's great and picking up the new veg every Wednesday feels like a real treat.		General praise																2		Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%						3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%

		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		1		Wonderful - it's nice to feel we are doing our bit to help change the environment and to support local producers.		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics																				0%						4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%

		Grand Total		255																								0%						5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%

																								3		Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%						6		Pla\nningh		7%

																								4		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%						7		Reducing food waste		5%

																								5		Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%						8		Eating more healthily		4%

																								6		Reducing food waste		7%						9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								7		Reducing food waste		5%						10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								8		Eating more healthily		4%						11		Making things easier		1%

																								9		Shopping in supermarkets less		2%

																								10		Saving money on shopping		1%

																								11		Making things easier		1%

		Has being a member of Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)												Learning as well as exploring new recipes

																Creativity / experimental / challenge										Final thematic analysis of all respondents who said 'yes' to 'Has Vegbox changed the way you cook and eat? In what way?'

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Yes/No		Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4				Row Labels		Count of Theme1				Theme		%				Number

		-		47				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Plan ahead		1				Making things easier		1%				2

		1. More vegetarian meals/days than before
2. Shopping in supermarkets a lot less
3. More likely to plan meals ahead than before		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										Saved money		1				Saving money on shopping		1%				4

		a lot		1				y		Shopping in supermarkets less										(blank)		179				Shopping in supermarkets less		2%				6

		Absolutely! :-)		1				y		Plan ahead more										Grand Total		181				Eating more healthily		4%				11

		Absolutely, learning more about veg we've never used and the different meals you can make with them. I (Kat) have also been eating a predominantly vegetarian diet since joining!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook																Planning ahead more		5%				13

		Been more flexible what we eat based on the veg we get		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																Reducing food waste		7%				21

		Better appreciation for eating local and seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										Row Labels		Count of Yes/No				Became vegetarian/vegan or moved towards a more veg diet		13%				35

		Bit more variety. More aware of seasons.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										?		1				Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		15%				36

		Combined with the lockdown we've definitely made more of the food we have in! I think we've reduced food waste and I've enjoyed trying new things from the suggested recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										n		20				Increased creativity / more experimental / sense of challenge		15%				42

		Cook more of a variety of recipes		1				y		Reduced waste										y		185				Learning about new veg recipes and ways to cook		17%				49

		Cooking in line with recipes - more varied and interesting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety										Grand Total		206				Diversified and more varied diet / more flexible		24%				69

		Definitely increased the variety of vegetables I cook with, and I've really enjoyed trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I'm not so familiar with or ones I wouldn't normally buy. Standouts include parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety																						288

		Definitely not wasting anything, now I have more time to look up recipes and cook using the veg that we have received		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		Definitely. I’m building my diet around seasonal veg rather than selecting veg “on demand” from the supermarket regardless of whether they’re in seasonal or not.		1				y		Reduced waste										yes		90%

		Definitely. We eat more seasonal veg (even if we have to buy extra as the bag is not enough we get reminded of what is actually in season) and try out things we didn't know before.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce										no		10%

		Difficult to say as I've been getting this sort of veg box for 10+ years. I expect it has caused me to have a better diet.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Eat less and less fish more veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties										Those who do say no are mostly saying that

		Eating a wider variety of vegs		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan										as they had already been a member of similar scheme before

		Eating more potatoes! Getting creative with what we have. Not stuck in a rut any more like we used to be, always buying the same things from the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety		Increased creativity

		Eating more seasonally and learning to work with what we have, rather than just buying lots!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		Eating more vegetables, finding new recipes to cook seasonal produce, getting creative to reduce waste before next bag arrives		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Eating seasonally, definitely eating more leafy greens than before which is a good thing.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Enabled us to continue the way that suits us		1				y		Eat more healthily		Eat more healthily

		Enjoy variety and seasonal produce. 
Really appreciate the challenge and fun of cooking with things I’m not initially sure what to do with.
Knowing that food is organic, local and staff paid fairly makes my tummy and mind feel good while I’m eating it.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Exploring new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Finding new ways to cook potatoes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Focussing more on which veg need eating soonest. Being more experimental. Being inspired by the recipes.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Reduced waste

		Fresh food and just healthier		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Good challenge, we cook more seasonally		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Have enjoyed cooking 'novelty' veg that we hadn't come across before. We now eat more roasted veg and have had more variety in our cooking.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Have to try using veg I might not buy otherwise		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Having a greater variety of fresh veg, experimenting more with cooking fresh ingredients rather than defaulting to the same staples.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Hugely - I find the lack of choice surprisingly liberating and it has forced me to be a much more creative cook. I am much more aware of seasonality and eat more mindfully.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I adapt to what I'm given		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties / more variety

		I am making recipes that I wouldn't have ordinarily tried. Also eating more vegetarian dishes than before. Perhaps saving money on the weekly shop as well.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Saved money on shopping

		I cook with what I have instead of buying ingredients for recipes. I've become more creative.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		I eat more veggies. I also try new seasonal veggies that I wouldn't normally buy.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I eat way less meat and way more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I have developed a repertoire of root veg cakes to use up what I get in the winter - beetroot brownies are amazing!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I have to say all local veg boxes have made me more aware of produce, its environmental and ethical impact and has also allowed me to reduce food waste.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced waste

		I have tried different veg and recipes (expanded repertoire)		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I haven’t been a member of this scheme for long but in general having a vegbox has transformed the way I eat. I have much more awareness of the seasons and have learnt so much about certain veg (eg beetroot) that are total vegbox staples		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I love getting unknown veggies and experimenting with them. I usually wouldn't go out of my way to buy unusual veggies, so this keeps me on my toes and keeps my meals interesting.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan food around the vegetables more than before and eat things I would not often bother buying (potatoes; mushrooms; carrots)		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I plan my food and meals more and eat more veg.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		I really enjoy the recipes on your leaflet, it's very inspiring and having veggies I wouldn't always buy myself makes cooking more interesting.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I started cooking seasonally a long time ago...		1				n

		I try to implement all the veggies that are in the bag in meals during the week.		1				y		Reduced waste

		I use the veg and recipes		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I used to be a member of a similar association in my country of origin, and I very quickly looked for something like Vegbox when I arrived in London. The recipes given in the bag added a lot of variety in my daily cooking! (More than the veg themselves)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		I would not choose to eat so many parsnips!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I’m eating a lot more veg! The weekly bag and my loathing of food waste encourages me to think about veg as more central to my meals		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		I'm trying new things and new recipes, going shopping and wasting less food		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Using supermarkets less		Reduced waste

		Increased the use of seasonal food.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		introduced me to some new ingredients		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Introduced more variety		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It brings more variety to my diet - I’ll end up eating different veg it wouldn’t occur to me to buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has been great to experiment with new vegetables. Have made recipes included in bag		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has changed it slightly, in that I need to make new recipes every now and then because I would not normally cook with some of the items. That is why I really appreciate the recipes that come with the bag!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has made me experiment and eat veg that I wouldn't normally know what to do with.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It has made us almost vegetarian! Not only about the veg provided being engaged in a project with a principled commitment to eating and thinking differently about food.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		It has made us centre the meal around vegetables and explore new recipes.		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It has reduced my weekly food spend. I have no need to go to corner shops or supermarkets and traipse down aisles - I simply follow a small list and don't pick up temptations. I know there's enough veg for the week and force myself to NOT eat out and discipline myself to cook at home more than I would do to ensure no waste. And I enjoy what I cook as the quality of produce ranges from great to often sensational. I have made skeptics go wow 'wow' with some of the produce I get.		1				y		Saved money on shopping		Reduced shopping in supermarkets		Reduced waste		Plan ahead

		It hasn't changed but rather supplemented- I  actually already have a regular veg box from a larger producer (Riverford) and with lockdown we have at least 20 extra meals to prepare each week with a family of 4 home for lunches, so I was looking for a good local option to supplement. I like getting random veg and working out what to do with it. Without veg boxes, I would probably not have introduced my kids to artichokes in vinaigrette, or kohlrabi and goat's cheese, or the joys of ribollita, as I wouldn't have had these veg from a normal supermarket shop.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It probably will - the recipes ideal		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It pushes you to try new things, or eat what’s seasonal rather than supermarket veg that is year round and you have no idea when it should be grown!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's definitely introduced greater variety to the range of vegetables I cook with, and I love trying out new ways of preparing vegetables I might not be so familiar with. Particular standouts are parsnip bhajias and wild garlic salsa verde!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		It's enhanced our desire to cook seasonally and with what we have.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		It's introduced me to veg I'd not used before and the recipes have helped.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		It's like having a ready steady cook 'mystery bag'! Love getting inventive.		1				y		Increased creativity

		It's made me more adventurous and experimental in cooking and reduced food waste.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's made us a bit more creative and less wasteful		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		It's really changed the way we eat, knowing what's in season and inspired by the content and the recipes each week. Super easy - great value and fresh produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Made things easier		Saved money on shopping

		It's yet too early for me to comment on this but I am sure it will help me stick to eating more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		I've been introduced to some vegetables I've not cooked before		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've cooked a lot of veg that I normally would never have picked up/known to look for/been able to find in grocery stores.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		I've definitely had to get out of my comfort zone.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Learned more about obscure veg and how to cook them. Eat more veg, as we hate to waste food!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Reduced waste

		Less planning. More vegetarian. More soup. More sneaky parsnip		1				y		Made things easier		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Makes us think more and cook new meals		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Making more soups.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		maybe a little - I use more random veg in things than having a set list in my head of what veg goes in which meal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Means I don't have to seek supermarket veg		1				y		Reduced shopping in supermarkets

		More apples!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More cooking! trying new recipes. using wider variety of veg		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More creative and more appreciative of the produce so more respectful when cooking with it.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		More creativity in now / meal plan		1				y		Increased creativity		Plan ahead more

		More diversity in recipes at home, better knowledge of seasonal produce		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		More experimental		1				y		Increased creativity

		More nutritious food and more healthy		1				y		Eat more healthily

		More seasonal and organic produce.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		MORE VARIETY		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		More variety in recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		More veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		n/a		1				?

		No		4				n

		No - I have had veggie boxes for 15 years - just not this one		1				n

		No because we were part of another scheme before joining.		1				n

		No I joined because of covid19 and wanting to shop less		1				n

		No, but ordering organic veg boxes has. We plan and improvise and use the ingredients in a savvy and creative way. Healthier habits and finances.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Saved money

		No, I’ve been trying different boxes for a while. I eat seasonally now but it’s not nds		1				n

		No, still lots of cooking, and lots of eating.		1				n

		No.		1				n

		Not a lot, but we do use Tom's recipes quite often		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Not especially except for marginally more seasonal.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Not really		1				n

		Not really - I’ve been a member of similar schemes in other cities where I live for years, so I am used to working meals around whatever veg I get. I do really enjoy doing that!		1				n

		Not really - I've used veg schemes for years. But I wouldn't cook any other way!		1				n

		Not really ...but I liked the wild garlic and unusual things I wouldn't get usually		1				n

		Not really but it has massively reduced my packaging waste, virtually eliminated for veg		1				y		Reduced waste

		Not really! Maybe introduced more variety of veg to our diet		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not really, a bit more creative about veg I wouldn't have bought otherwise.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Not really, I have been receiving vegboxes for years.		1				n

		not really.		1				n

		Not really.		1				n

		Not really.  I changed the way I cook markedly at the beginning of lock-down, but Veg Box has supported that change.		1				n

		Not really. I have always eaten lots of veg and am used to creating meals out of whatever is available.		1				n

		Not really. I've always given my preference to local and seasonal food. But this is the first time I'm not chosing my own vegetables and fruits, so it might encourage me to be even more creative in the kitchen, which I love!		1				n

		Not really. I've always used a lot of vegetables.		1				n

		Not really. More potato and root dishes than before.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Not yet.		1				n

		Over the years it has become second nature to just cook with whatever the farms/season/weather throws at us, and that feels really honest and realistic. It is an educational and sustainable way to eat, and I'm convinced plays a huge role in our family's overall robust health too.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Plan more, and more conscious of waste. Fruit/veg diet has become slightly less varied however.		1				y		Plan ahead more		Reduced waste

		promoted cooking more vegetables differently appreciate the recipe suggestions		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		See previous comments.		1				y

		Slightly.		1				y

		Sometimes had to be more creative to use vegetables I would not have thought of buying		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Think more about cooking and think seasonally. Often get experimental on what is cooked.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Increased creativity

		Totally - I am more experimental with my cooking and I've learned to cook with veg I hadn't really cooked with previously.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Try new recipes		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We - we now think about what we'll cook with the items rather than starting with a random recipe where we need to go and buy more things.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We are still early in our membership, but definitely. We wait for the veg and then shop around it.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		We cook differently in lockdown anyway, but it's encouraged us to experiment.		1				y		Increased creativity

		We definitely eat more seasonally now, and buy a lot less fruit & veg from abroad.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Reduced food miles

		We eat a bigger range of veg and eat more seasonally that we used to.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		We find ourselves eating some vegetables that we wouldn't usually otherwise!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		We have been eating a greater variety of vegetables and trying more recipes as a result.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		We now plan our meals around our vegetables rather than vegetables being an add-on to the meal. Our fresh produce consumption has gone up and we are enjoying using vegetables we wouldn't have normally bought e.g. jerusalem artichokes, artichokes which we had never cooked before!		1				y		Plan ahead more		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		WEll yes, having to think about how to include carrots and parsnips into our diet - previously more often we roasted.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes		1				y

		yes - buying and enjoying some things might not usually bother buying e.g. rhubarb, chard		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes - greater variety. Innovative cooking. Trying new veg.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Increased creativity

		Yes - I eat more vegetables! I have also learned to enjoy cooking (the weekly recipes help with this).		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - it helps that we have more time at the moment but we also love having to be creative with veg we didn’t often eat before. And we love the recipes especially the warming cabbage stew!		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes - we eat more veg!		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes - we've got more creative		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes .... I have always cooked from scratch but having seasonal veg has definitely expanded my recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes definitely. Love having to decide based on a limited selection and have become more creative with my cooking as a result.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes I have learned to enjoy swede and parsnips and potatoes more. My cooking is now centred around seasonal veg - learning about this is great.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it filters the recipes from what I get weekly and brings to explore new ones.		1				y		Increased creativity		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes it has introduced new things into my diet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes we eat more root veg, more roasting		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes! Makes us think more about our meals and trying new recipes.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes! New recipes, lots of variety. Made us think more seasonally.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, adapting our meals to availability, following Tom's recipes!		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, because we know the box is coming regularly, we usually use the veg while they're still fresh - more stews and soups and your recipes too.		1				y		Reduced waste		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, become more flexible and adventurous.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, cook more veg and more adventurous		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Increased creativity

		Yes, cooking with new veg, learning new recipes, learning how to combine them. I eat more locally and am more conscious of what's seasonal		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, definitely. It encouraged us to be more experimental and introduced us to new veg. JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES HAVE BEEN A REVELATION! It's also nice spending a bit of time washing and prepping and getting a bit muddy.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eat FAR more fresh veg and more variety		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, eating healthier, and learning different types of recipes each week		1				y		Eating more healthily		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, for the better. Able to tailor meals around the produce. And make use of the great recipes most weeks!		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, forces new recipes based on veg		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I am now predominantly vegan and have replaced many wheat based carbs with potatoes instead. I eat more leafy greens, and probably less pasta in general! I have been forced to learn how to work with squash in the winter months. I am now an expert in		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan		Eat more healthily		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, I baked a rhubarb cake for the first time and made my mum proud :-)		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, I eat veg I wouldn't usually buy, try new recipes, eat more sustainable diet with greater vegan proportion of meals.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, I have become more adventurous, focusing on using what I have and avoiding waste a lot more because I’m not buying out of habit. I find myself excited to try and find ways to fit veg I usually wouldn’t like into my meals.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, I'm more experimental, certainly with things I wouldn't normally buy, like parsnips. Love the recipes also.		1				y		Increased creativity		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, it encourages us to be a bit more creative.		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has helped us be more adventurous		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, it has. We have learned about new vegetables and new ways to prepare food out of them. It is exciting and beneficial the same time.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Eat more healthily

		Yes, it is great having a regular batch of veg I have to then find recipes for, rather than the other way round.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes, it makes me more creative as I have to work with what I get. It's also made me appreciate veg more (especially as I've been transitioning to vegetarian over the last 6 months).		1				y		Increased creativity		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, it means we cook more seasonal foods which is great		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, love trying the recipes you provide.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, makes me more creative!		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, makes us try out new recipes rather than always buying the same things		1				y		Increased creativity

		Yes, more conscious.		1				y

		Yes, more diversity		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more experimental and less wasteful.		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Yes, more inventive recipes - unusual veg eg ramsons		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, more seasonal		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, more seasonal food, fresh food mostly, we shop less from big corporations now, feel freed from them.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, much more varied - and recipes are great!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, stops me getting into rut and eating same thing - really like the recipe sheet.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, the recipes!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, usually use at least one of the suggested recipes and/or find other recipes for the veg.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we are more aware of seasonal changes in the food we eat		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes, we are trying new vegetables and recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes, we cook with more cauliflowers, parsnips and carrots as the 'meat' alternative now, whereas before if I was in a supermarket I perhaps wouldn't think to make that choice.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we cook with things we wouldn't usually and we shop less		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Shop in supermarkets less

		Yes, we eat probably more veg and lots more veg soup		1				y		Became or moved towards vegetarian / vegan

		Yes, we have fewer ready meals		1				y		Eat more healthily

		Yes, we have recipes and methods for cooking lots of new veg now!		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes, we like to try the suggested recipes and have been more creative with veggie dishes. And we’ve cooked with veg we would never usually buy		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Increased creativity

		Yes, we love eating more seasonally and trying new veg / recipes.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. We get to eat veggies that we would not necessarily buy ourselves such as Jerusalem artichokes, spaghetti squash,  kohlrabi, etc. And we are enjoy them!		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. I base our food around the veg we have each week. During time as Vegbox members we've gone from flexitarian to a vegan household.		1				y		Plan ahead more

		Yes. I cook more variety of food as some veg I get I would not usually buy		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		yes. now more comfortable with different fruit and veggies. now have a little bank or recipes. now love Jerusalem Artichoke.		1				y		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties

		Yes. Trying new vegs and recipes, less sleepless nights worrying about where to get fresh, local, organic, plastic-free packaged (although this is not completely solved with the vegbox) vegs.		1				y		Increased creativity		Eat more healthily		Reduced waste

		Yes. Use more seasonal produce - try to eat green things straight away.		1				y		Eat more seasonally / more aware of seasons and local produce

		Yes. We cook vegs that we wouldn't have bought otherwise. We love Tom's recipes.		1				y		Diversified diet / more flexible / new varieties		Learning about veg and new recipes/ways to cook

		Yes... Adapting what we cook to what arrives has been great fun and had made us a bit more adventurous. We have wasted much less than usual... I've even found, tasty ways to enjoy kale!!		1				y		Increased creativity		Reduced waste

		Grand Total		255

		On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend Vegbox to a friend or colleague? (0=not likely at all, 10=extremely likely)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo												Score		Respondents				Score		%

		10		152												10		152		63%		10		63%		78%		"Promoters"

		9		38												9		38		16%		9		16%

		3		1												8		34		14%		8		14%		19%		"Passives"

		5		2												7		13		5%		7		5%

		6		3												6		3		1%		6		1%		5%		"Detractors"

		7		13												5		2		1%		5		1%

		8		34												4		0		0%		4		0%

		Grand Total		243												3		7		3%		3		3%

																		243

																Net Promoter Score for Vegbox in 2020 is:										73				Sutton VB scheme is achieving 59, GC achieves 79. Commercials often aim for 40, Sutton is aiming for 70. 70 is deemed ‘world class’ in the commercial world. This question will give us a useful industry-wide benchmark going forwards.

																Net Promoter Score (NPS) is determined by subtracting the % of customers who are detractors (0-6) from the % who are promoters (9, 10). The middle ground (7, 8) people are called ‘passives’.

																NB 37 people answering our online version of the survey said yes to helping us to promote Vegbox to their friends and contacts - Conrad followed up with a volunteer marketing pack on 26 May 2020

		Comments about the channels

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		232

		At present I don't have internet but will get it when the lockdown is over, I'd anticipate using these channels after that.		1

		Email the newsletter? Text the list instead of a link to the list on the website?		1

		I collect the paper newsletters for the recipes - please don't abolish!		1

		I don't use the newsletter/recipe sheet. I would prefer that information to be on social media or email. It would be more useful to me that way. The paper is often wet or damaged, so I would not keep it to use recipe information later in the week.		1

		I don't want to use the other channels		1

		I like having notification in different formats.		1

		I like the surprise so I don't open the text message on what's next.		1

		I really enjoy the writing and the assessment of the farming situation and always cook at least one recipe.		1

		I think there would be a lot of demand for recipes section of the website. Also adding pdfs of the newsletter to the website as an archive. Also encouraging members to comment on recipes, and submit their own. I don't really use Social Media but there must be more we can do there?		1

		I think your text messages are great.		1

		Include Tom's wonderful paper also in email		1

		It would be helpful to have all the recent recipes on the website (up to whatever time is feasible), rather than just selected ones. I do not keep the paper recipes but occasionally think I’d like to try the one from a few weeks ago again		1

		LOVE the bag next week text message!		1

		N/A		2

		Non paper recipe sheet would be great		1

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1

		Really like the paper newsletter and recipe sheet		1

		Recipes are great. All good.		1

		Simpler recipes for those who have less time would be good.		1

		Text message on what's next week comes too late for us to cancel if we don't want / have too much of the same thing.		1

		We LOVE the newsletter. The intro, don't manage to use the recipes much		1

		What’s in the bag next week text is fab and so helpful		1

		Grand Total		255

		What would you like to see us doing (or stop doing) in terms of member communication?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		153				Themes

		A heads up on next bags content would be nice but isn't crucial		1				Notifications

		A monthly newsletter or poster (PDF) with fruits and veg in season - or in a calendar form.		1				More info about what's in season

		All good		3				All good as it is

		All good as it is		1				All good as it is

		All good for me!		1				All good as it is

		All good!		1				All good as it is				Row Labels		Count of Themes						Vegbox comms - comment themes		%

		as above		1				Comms in different formats				All good as it is		40						All good as it is		39%				40

		As above - more member engagement with / through recipes		1				Engagement via recipes				Comms in different formats		13						Comms in different formats		13%				13

		Can the recipes be made available online?		1				Engagement via recipes				Notifications		8						Notifications		8%				8

		Can't think of anything. Are your recipes also on the website?		1				Engagement via recipes				Engagement via recipes		6						Engagement via recipes		6%				6

		Carry on as you do - no issues.		1				All good as it is				Go fully digital		4						Go fully digital		4%				4

		Carry on!		1				All good as it is				Information about the farmers/farms		4						Information about the farmers/farms		4%				4

		Current communications are good.		1				All good as it is				Pleased with the text messages		3						Pleased with the text messages		3%				3

		Email instead / as well as text		1				Comms in different formats				Reduce paper		3						Reduce paper		3%				3

		Feature member recipes in leaflet in the bag?		1				Engagement via recipes				Support for the events		3						Support for the events		3%				3

		Fine as is.		1				All good as it is				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3						Praise for the recipes/newsletter		3%				3

		For us your communications are great.		1				All good as it is				Messaging		2						Messaging		2%				2

		Happy with the texts I get		1				Pleased with the text messages				Links to other organisations		2						Links to other organisations		2%				2

		having  a paper version of this survey in the bag during a pandemic seemed silly when you have this online form too		1				Reduce paper				-		2						Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2%				2

		I can't think of any way to improve		1				All good as it is				Referrals & promoting Vegbox		2						More info about what's in season		2%				2

		I don't have a computer as I'm 84 years old. Whatever you do will be educational and a service. Thank you for the wildflower seeds, I'll plant them very carefully.		1				Comms in different formats				More info about what's in season		2						More info about varieties		1%				1

		I don't want to know what's in the bag  - I prefer the surprise.		1				Notifications				More info about varieties		1						Fewer texts		1%				1

		I haven't seen anything unhelpful. The paper newsletter is a lovely touch - hopefully not too arduous for the author.		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter				Fewer texts		1						Communicating need for volunteers		1%				1

		I love the dinners you organise.		1				Support for the events				Communicating need for volunteers		1						Member contribution to newsletter		1%				1

		I personally feel you have hit the sweet spot regarding the amount of member communication.		1				All good as it is				Member contribution to newsletter		1						Constructive feedback on recipes		1%				1

		I think communication is good		1				All good as it is				Constructive feedback on recipes		1								100%				102

		I think it's fine. Like to know when the bag is there and what's in it.		1				Pleased with the text messages				Grand Total		102

		I think paper communication is not really important to me. That being said, it's kind of nice to receive a little message with my bag.		1				Comms in different formats

		I think the balance is just right		1				All good as it is

		I think the newsletter could be emailed out, or posted on the website, rather than printed. It would save some paper which always seems to get crumpled up anyhow! :)		1				Go fully digital

		I think the way you are communicating things are very good, couldn't pick anything I'd change.		1				All good as it is

		I think you are great and genuine.		1				All good as it is

		I think you guys are spot on! Doing a great job.		1				All good as it is

		I think you're doing a great job! It would be good to 'meet' the producers / find out a bit more about where our produce comes from and how it is produced (I know there is a bit on the website but maybe regular photos?		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would like to hear more about the farms you work with (very interesting articles on the website or comments in the newsletter).		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		I would love to participate in community stuff but am allergic to Facebook.		1				Comms in different formats

		I would reference to other local events in the newsletter - eg Think & Do activities. Took my daughter to the bird feeder workshop		1				Support for the events

		I’m happy as it is		1				All good as it is

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is

		If it is expensive to send text messages the email is enough. If the text messages are not expensive then they are quite useful.		1				Comms in different formats

		If there is any way of knowing the veg will be early that day before it is actually ready? So I know whether to hang around because it might be ready early, I know it’s a lot to ask for though.
Even more on the leaflets? More recipes, more info on the individual farmers, more updates on the company?		1				Notifications		Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

		I'm fine with it just as it is.		1				All good as it is

		It would be handy to know what will be in the bag a couple of weeks ahead. It would help with planning food shopping and whether or not to cancel for a week.		1				Notifications

		It would be nice to know when you need more volunteers or when you don't.		1				Communicating need for volunteers

		Its easier if info is condensed into as few texts as possible to avoid confusion.		1				Fewer texts

		It's fine the way it is.		1				All good as it is

		it's good as it is		1				All good as it is

		Keep doing what you're doing. That's great.		1				All good as it is

		Keep index of all recipes online - not just a few		1				Engagement via recipes

		Keep it simple. Don't bombard.		1				Messaging

		Less weird recipes, more tasty ones!		1				Constructive feedback on recipes

		Love the weekly newsletters and texts!		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Pleased with the text messages

		Maybe add some 'introduce a friend' offers for new people? I'd love to intro my entire block of flats.		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		Maybe member contributions to the newsletter? Am am new so I'm not exactly sure what happens regularly but I'm excited to find out!		1				Member contribution to newsletter

		Maybe to let us know if there's a delay on packing days so that it's a bit easier to plan the pick up.		1				Notifications

		More digital (e.g. newsletter recipes posted online or sent via email)		1				Comms in different formats

		More promotion and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		1				Referrals & promoting Vegbox

		More veg puns (@Conrad!)		1				Messaging

		N/a		4				-

		Newsletter from Tom is lovely but can it be digital?		1				Praise for the recipes/newsletter		Comms in different formats

		No changes, think communication is good		1				All good as it is

		No changes, works really well as it is.		1				All good as it is

		Nope - loving your work!		1				All good as it is

		Not too many emails and texts please! I don't find the 'what's in the bag next week' text useful - i prefer being surprised when collecting! I cannot opt out it seems?		1				Notifications

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - stay as you are		1				All good as it is

		Nothing- it’s all good		1				All good as it is

		Nothing needs to change.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the member communication is great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing, the recipe sheet next week text and your veg is ready comms are really useful.		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Now that you text / email 'what's in the bag / recipe' sheets, it's maybe an idea to put only a few copies at collection points (in a plastic jar or similar) so that only those who want them can take them. You can reduce quantity depending on what's taken / left over over time, and cut waste. It also makes packing easier.		1				Reduce paper

		Paper newsletter and recipes could be emailed.		1				Comms in different formats

		Partnering with my new local collaborative media platform - I'll send info :)		1				Links to other organisations

		Perfect		1				All good as it is

		perhaps less paper - dont really use it and wasteful?		1				Reduce paper

		Please send the newsletter and recipes by email! Then I can refer back to them and not have to keep loads of paper around.		1				Comms in different formats

		Recipes prior to veg day so we can but the other ingredients		1				Notifications

		Reduce paper communication, perhaps introduce choice between email and paper		1				Comms in different formats

		Spot on, thanks :-)		1				All good as it is

		Stop the newsletter in the bag and send by email		1				Go fully digital

		Talk about what veg is coming into season? What this month / season means in terms of produce		1				More info about what's in season

		Tell me more about the soil health and the stories of the farmers you partner with.		1				Information about the farmers/farms

		Thank you for the comms, it's great for us. If have capacity, would be great link up with new mutual aid groups or/and local charities around food justice and food waste.		1				Links to other organisations

		The invitations to events are really great - even if we haven't yet managed to join you		1				Support for the events

		The leaflet and recipes could be good online too, like a blog.		1				Comms in different formats

		The letter is still sometimes soggy and crumpled in the bottom of the bag. I'd be happy with electronic version. Dream of being able to index them so as to be able to refer to recipes or guidance on specific produce.		1				Go fully digital

		the paper newsletters could be in the form of emails, particularly with sharing recipes!		1				Go fully digital

		This is perfect		1				All good as it is

		Unable to comment at present as I've only become a member 5 weeks ago and not clear on all ways members are communicated with.		1				-

		Very happy with how things are		1				All good as it is

		Whatsapp? It's free		1				Comms in different formats

		Working very well!		1				All good as it is

		You have a good balance from what we can tell - but fairly new members!		1				All good as it is

		You seem to have it right and very well thought out.		1				All good as it is

		Your communication is good.		1				All good as it is

		I would love more hints in the recipes about which varieties of apples are best for baking (often we get varieties I have never heard about!)		1				More info about varieties

		Grand Total		255				Engagement via recipes		Information about the farmers/farms

								Pleased with the text messages

								Comms in different formats

								Notifications

								Information about the farmers/farms

		What would you like to see us do more of in terms of engagement with our members?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Themes

		-		170				-				Row Labels		Count of Themes						Comment theme		#

		?		2				Don't know				All good as it is		17						All good as it is		17

		Addressing the climate and ecological emergency		1				Climate change issues				Farm visits		7						Farm visits		7

		After covid - ask members what they would like or be able to do about food justice to build resilience for the next crisis? Host an event and l let them (us) lead it.		1				Food justice				Recipe engagement		6						Recipe engagement		6

		All good		2				All good as it is				More info about farms/farmers		6						More info about farms/farmers		6

		All good as it is!		1				All good as it is				Educational events		4						Educational events		4

		Any opps to help with the harvest as so few foreign workers would be good. We have no car so a communal trip?		1				Farm visits				Dinners		4						Dinners		4

		Ask / encourage feedback regularly - promote recycling of plastic in fruit bag.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly		Promote re-use		Volunteering		4						Volunteering		4

		Ask members for their favourite recipe and share photos / recipes		1				Recipe engagement				Don't know		4						Don't know		4

		Connect us to the farmer that produce our veg (but not possible at the moment unfortunately) :-(		1				Farm visits				-		4						More info on directors and principles		3

		Cookalongs with the week's veg		1				Cooking events				More info on directors and principles		3						Cooking events		3

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking events		Farm visits		Cooking events		3						Praise		3

		Day outs to farms.		1				Farm visits				Praise		3						Getting to know others		3

		Don't know.		1				Don't know				Getting to know others		3						Limitations		3

		Farm visit was brilliant - more opps to see and learn about food production / growing.		1				Farm visits		Learning about food growing		Limitations		3						Ask for feedback more regularly		2

		For me vegbox runs perfectly		1				All good as it is				Ask for feedback more regularly		2						Links with other organisations		2

		Help make us more aware of how the farms and farmers are doing? More talk about the current season and what fruit and veg is available		1				More info about farms/farmers		More info about seasons		Links with other organisations		2						Climate change issues		1

		Helping to build micro-community centred around pick up point		1				Getting to know others				Climate change issues		1						Youth events		1

		I eat very little meat and fish at home, but links to services where we can get local food for carnivores, as well as other products (beers?) would be interesting.		1				Links to other ethical providers				Youth events		1						Ideas events		1

		I haven’t seen much advertisement about educational events		1				Educational events				Ideas events		1						Links to other ethical providers		1

		I haven't engaged much since I'm a new member but i am excited to once we are released from our homes		1				-				Links to other ethical providers		1						Ability to choose items in the bags		1

		I like that you join up with Transition KT and advertise their events etc.		1				Links to other organisations				Ability to choose items in the bags		1						Links to other organisations		1

		I like the amount and tone of comms. Would like to know more about who organising, but do not increase the quantity of comms please.		1				More info on directors and principles				Links to other organisations		1						More reminders about events		1

		I love the dinners you organise		1				Dinners				More reminders about events		1						Food justice		1

		I need to know more about what is currently done!		1				Want to know more!				Food justice		1						Promote re-use		1

		I think a lot is being done but I haven't attended. Maybe more reminders about events.		1				More reminders about events				Promote re-use		1						Marketing and promotion		1

		I think it's great		1				All good as it is				Marketing and promotion		1						Sharing / item swaps		1

		I think you're doing a good job		1				All good as it is				Sharing / item swaps		1						Competitions		1

		I tried volunteering but not been successful. I didn't know you did dinners. Get members to supply their own gluts of produce, herbs, seedlings.		1				Volunteering		Sharing / item swaps		Competitions		1						Want to know more!		1

		I'd love to attend a dinner - that's a great idea.		1				Dinners				Want to know more!		1						More info about seasons		1

		Ideal as it is		1				All good as it is				More info about seasons		1						Benefits of local food		1

		If possible we would like to do the survey every year rather than every two.		1				Ask for feedback more regularly				Benefits of local food		1						Learning about food growing		1

		I'm impressed by the service, I'd just love to see a bit more promotion of it.		1				Marketing and promotion				Learning about food growing		1						Total		91

		In view of current crisis, none.		1				All good as it is				Total		91

		Information on benefits of eating local and some of the outcomes that the scheme has on little farms		1				Benefits of local food		More info about farms/farmers

		It is hard for me/ us to join in with primary school aged children.		1				Limitations

		It would be nice to know about the farms and what benefits the co-operative model provides		1				More info about farms/farmers

		It's good already.		1				All good as it is

		It's hard to say during Covid times, honestly. I like that you are very active around the Think and Do, however.		1				Links with other organisations

		Link to schools and colleges for visits.		1				Links with other organisations

		Make members more aware of volunteering opportunities		1				Volunteering

		Maybe a bit more educational events - if possible, of course.		1				Educational events

		Maybe get members from areas to meet, eg Camden.		1				Getting to know others

		Member engagement on recipes - eg ability to comment on ones that are given, and submit our own		1				Recipe engagement

		Member recipes in newsletter?		1				Recipe engagement

		Members choosing what they receive		1				Ability to choose items in the bags

		More brainstorm like events to talk about furthering health and wholeness in our city.		1				Ideas events

		More competitions		1				Competitions

		more education around the vegbox principles. what decisions are made and why they are made. i trust the board, but want to learn more.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More educational events/healthy cooking classes		1				Educational events		Cooking events

		More info about the Directors and people who run it. I don't know much about that side of things.		1				More info on directors and principles

		More info about the methods of organic farming used.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		More posts on Instagram about produce and its origins.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		N/a		2				-

		No		1				-

		No comment - it's really important you're doing this and we're wholly supportive but we're hermits… can we just cheer from the sidelines?		1				Limitations

		No complaints - keep up the good work!		1				Praise

		Not sure		1				Don't know

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Nothing		2				All good as it is

		Nothing		1				All good as it is

		Nothing - you guys are great!		1				All good as it is

		Nothing :-)		1				All good as it is

		Nothing really		1				All good as it is

		Nothing.		1				All good as it is

		Party with veg food!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps a short video showing us how to create the recipes you include with the veg?		1				Recipe engagement

		Perhaps more focus on events aimed at children - at child friendly times		1				Youth events

		Present level is good for us.		1				All good as it is

		Recipe sharing, perhaps?		1				Recipe engagement

		Sending details about volunteering, I’m not sure and want more info before I make up my mind.		1				Volunteering

		Spotlight on members? Encourage recipes from members?		1				Getting to know others		Recipe engagement

		Talks and webinars about different aspects of organic growing, 'virtual' visits to farms.		1				Educational events		Farm visits

		Tell us more about how small organic farms work and think.		1				More info about farms/farmers

		The dinner parties have been fun! More?		1				Dinners

		These are great ideas but I don’t have time to engage with most of these at the moment - sorry.		1				Limitations

		this is a useful survey		1				Praise

		We are very happy the events happen.		1				Praise

		What I said previously about knowing when you need or don't need volunteers, notices so we know how you're doing.		1				Volunteering

		Would love more events and engagement with farmers.		1				Farm visits

		You already do so much!		1				All good as it is

		You are doing well.		1				All good as it is

		Grand Total		255				Promote re-use

								Farm visits

								Learning about food growing

								More info about seasons

								Sharing / item swaps

		What sort of events would motivate you to attend? Can you help?						More info about farms/farmers

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)				Cooking events

								Recipe engagement

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Farm visits																		Vegbox events - comment analysis		#

		-		146				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3		Theme4		Theme5		Theme6				Row Labels		Count of Theme1		Offer of help		18

		- super quick and sharp education e.g. sustainability at vegbox
- socials e.g. pub
- walks 
- group cooking		1				Education events		Social events		Walks		Cooking events								Offer of help		1		Limitations		18

		After August,  I can		1				Offer of help														(blank)		108		Cooking classes, etc		15		(eg cooking/baking/cheesemaking/preserving)

		Anything environmentally related		1				Environmental events														Grand Total		109		Dinners/suppers/daytime meals		14

		As above - sorry I have 2 small kids and am home schooling so it’s tricky to find any spare time.		1				Limitations																		Farm visits		14

		Carry on as you are		1				All good as it is																		Educational events		12

		Celebrating food - vegan food - with music and sharing creativity.		1				Creative events																		Gardening/growing classes		7

		Cheese making / cooking class (can help) / breadmaking (poss help), gardening (can help)		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening classes/talks																Talks with farmers/meet the growers		7

		Community growing projects		1				Community growing projects																		Social events		6

		Cookery sessions, tasting sessions		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Quiz nights		5

		Cooking and recipe demos?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)																		Events for the community		5

		Cooking classes, meet the growers		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Meet the growers																Family events		4

		Cooking demos, farm visits, it would be cool to go and volunteer with harvests, fruit picking etc on weekends.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits		Help farm with harvest														Creative events		4

		Cooking sessions with leftover bags. Excursions to the farms.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Farm visits																Bring and share		4

		Cooking workshops, talks on sustainable farming/ anything to do with the environment. I run an environmental journalism platform ourstosave.com and we would be happy to help with anything!		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Talks with farmers		Environment events														Environmental events		3

		Daytime family events / can bring under 5s		1				Family events																		Linking with other organisations' events		3

		Difficult at this point in time		1				Limitations																		Film viewings		2

		Difficult to say. I think sometimes it's just hard to start something new when you don't know any people involved... And life is busy. maybe have some sort of induction information... Maybe introducing the people who organise the scheme etc
I  Have time to be involved as I recently retired... But am isolating fairly stringently at the moment. Hopefully that won't last for ever!		1				Introduction to the directors and how the scheme works		Limitations																Community growing projects		2

		Dinner clubs		1				Dinners																		Help with harvest		2

		Dinners when we are able to again!		1				Dinners																		Walks		2

		Dinners!		1				Dinners																		Singles evening		1

		Dinners, farm visits.		1				Dinners		Farm visits																'Pick your own' trip		1

		Discussions about consumer choice, supporting small businesses eg farms and their plights.		1				Educational events																		Education events		1

		Docu-viewing parties would be great right now! I would also love to see some partnership events with other local food orgs ie the markets (awareness), Permablitz, allotment owners, etc.		1				Film viewings		Links to other organisations																Volunteering		1

		Don't know. Sorry I don't have time to help.		1				Don’t know																		Better communicaton of events		1

		Eating seasonally. Cooking classes. Growing veg.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Gardening/growing classes														Intro to directors and how the scheme works		1

		Educational and social events. I live a bit out of the area though so haven't been able to attend so far		1				Educational events		Social events																Careers in food event		1

		Educational events		1				Educational events																		Fundraising/charity events		1

		Educational events about food sustainability and ethics		1				Educational events																		Voting on AGM matters		1

		Educational talks		1				Educational events																		Growing opportunities		1

		Events on how to be more sustainable, eco workshops etc		1				Educational events																		Bike rides		1

		Events to support people in the community who need support to eat well		1				Events for the community																		Workshops on food waste		1

		Events where we could learn about gardening practices / farming? Volunteering events but on the weekend or evenings.		1				Gardening/growing classes																		Mindfulness		1

		Farm visits would be cool. And lessons on how to grow own veg.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Farm visits																Total		160

		Farm visits would be interesting.		1				Farm visits

		Farm visits, dinners. Can I!?		1				Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Food events with bring and take. Or other things etc etc (clothes)		1				Bring and share

		Fundraisers, mindfulness, walk/ride activities, community (local) engagement. I could help you!		1				Fundraising/charity events		Mindfulness		Walks		Bike rides		Events for the community		Offer of help

		Gardening events / tips on growing your own. Visits to community gardens across London.		1				Gardening/growing classes		Community growing projects

		Helping the community		1				Events for the community

		Home growing lessons / course - without a garden!		1				Gardening/growing classes

		I am happy to help in all sorts of ways, doing social stuff or helping with the fruit & veg. keen to learn more about the farms.		1				Offer of help		Social events		Talks with farmers

		I am normally quite busy with other activities (a lot of Extinction Rebellion the past year). I think local events (see again, Think and Do) would motivate me most, however.		1				Limitations		Links to other organisations

		I cannot attend due to work and child care/family life/commitments		1				Limitations

		I did not know yet about a lot of the opportunities listed above. So I look forward to educational events and might be interested in volunteering. Talks or workshops on food preservation and reducing food waste or seasonal cooking classes are things that come to mind.		1				Educational events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		I don't really feel particularly knowledgable or active in the vegbox-issues world so would hesitate attending things much like I hesitate attending exercise classes.		1				-

		I have enjoyed helping packing but had a health issue that ruled me out. I think once we're back out from lockdown, social events will be more popular than virtual versions		1				Social events

		I just don't have the time.		1				Limitations

		I love the idea of the community meals although haven't been able to attend so far. Can't commit to helping but open to it.		1				Dinners

		I often find out late of events. Better communication.		1				Better communicaton of events

		I really enjoy the meals - especially the one at Crossroads Womens Centre		1				Dinners

		I think I might feel very different if I hadn't joined during lockdown.		1				Limitations

		I would be happy to volunteer more of my time after the corona crisis is over, or back to more normality		1				Offer of help

		I would like to help		1				Offer of help

		I would love to help! Any educational event of community outreach!		1				Offer of help		Educational events		Events for the community

		I'd enjoy seed swap type events or masterclasses on growing some of the veg/fruit we receive. Or workshops on how to store seed from certain veg eg squash, pumpkins.		1				Bring and share		Gardening/growing classes		Workshops on food waste

		I'd like to go on farm visits but I do wish the education events were more affordable - I'm a student so I don't have much of a disposable income.		1				Farm visits		Limitations

		I'd love to attend social and educational events of the types described above. Would be very happy to help organise e.g. cooking for a pot-luck dinner; organising speakers for talks.		1				Social events		Educational events		Bring and share		Offer of help

		If there was a chance to grow veg in London!		1				Growing opportunities

		I'm already motivated to attend so enough is provided for me. I can help with events on more ad hoc basis.		1				Offer of help

		It's my time that is the constraint		1				Limitations

		Just can't at this stage of life - busy working, volunteering, caring for family and cooking all of this veg!		1				Limitations

		Kids cook along on Sat/Sun pm - would be happy to help with that.		1				Family events		Offer of help

		Kids growing events? Education, learning to grow veg.		1				Family events

		Lectures on really topical global, organic / biodynamic growing issues, food security issues around the world. I taught organic growing in adult ed. for 21 years - am currently designing an online course, so maybe - I'd like to help! dianefisher@gmail.com		1				Educational events		Offer of help

		Like the idea of farm visits and talks, I’d be interested in possible volunteering if advertised		1				Farm visits		Offer of help

		Make your own musical veg instrument. Cooking classes.		1				Creative events		Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		Maybe a place where to cook together?		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		More information about careers in the food supply chain, maybe getting people to think of it as an option.		1				Careers in food

		More veg for more people event. Pickling leftover veg for food bank.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		My partner loves pub quizzes, and I'd be happy to help with questions.		1				Social events		Offer of help

		N/A		1				-

		Not able to due to health and age (75)		1				Limitations

		Not sure but intended to go to the meal at Castlehaven but have been too busy		1				Dinners

		Not sure yet.		1				Don't know

		Not sure.		1				Don't know

		Now, council members training against pesticide use. Guerilla gardening. Historical cooking! :-)		1				Other

		Party with veg food. Yes!		1				Dinners

		Perhaps events involving activities for children e.g. farm visit or a pick-your-own day/ notice of pick-your-own possibilities in the London area, particularly if organic.		1				Family events

		Personally less interested in purely social events - more learning / discussions / talks would suit me		1				Educational events

		Pick your own activities		1				Pick your own trip

		Quiz nights - farm visits - pub social drinks - communal dinner with Vegbox products. Yes happy to help.		1				Quiz nights		Farm visits		Dinners		Offer of help

		Quizzes, crafty things		1				Quiz nights		Creative events

		Really good seasonal food with partnerships advancing negative waste and regenerative processes :). Helping the poor understand food health.		1				Linking with other organisations		Events for the community

		Rewilding and vegan and climate change related events.		1				Environmental events

		Saturday cook-ups! Great idea - I would like to help. Farm visits more frequent.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)		Offer of help		Farm visits

		See above - do we need to attend? Can't we cheer from the sidelines (out of sight?!)		1				Limitations

		Shared meals using vegbox contents in local pubs. Quiz.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Social / visits to your suppliers?		1				Farm visits

		Social vegbox singles evening
Talks potentially sound interesting, what are the topics.		1				Singles evening		Talks with farmers

		Sorry too busy generally unless these are child oriented events.		1				Limitations

		Sorry too full up right now		1				Limitations

		Surplus suppers that we've already grown to love.		1				Dinners

		Talks / films about organic agriculture, production / feedback from farmers that are in partnership with Vegbox.		1				Film viewings		Talks with farmers

		Talks from the farmers to explain how they work with the soil, seasons, etc.  Anyone who does Permaculture would be really fascinating (even if not farms you use).		1				Talks with farmers

		The cooking events at Think&Do look great.		1				Cooking classes, etc (eg baking/cheesemaking)

		The quiz was brilliant. Shared food dinners - great idea particularly if using waste. Learning more about growing own veg (ours are being mauled by slugs)		1				Quiz nights		Bring and share

		The suppers were a great idea - hope to join soon. A weeknight may be better than weekend for me. Would like to see something like a pub quiz too.		1				Dinners		Quiz nights

		Visit to a farm		1				Farm visits

		Visiting farmers, help harvesting. Grow our own things in community spaces, on roofs, in member gardens. Buy our own plot of land to grow things.		1				Farm visits		Help with harvest

		Visits to the farms? Or talks by the producers?		1				Farm visits		Talks with farmers

		Volunteering, socials - I can help		1				Volunteering		Offer of help

		Voting via post or email for Directors		1				Voting on AGM matters

		We enjoyed communal cooking and eating after - look forward to such events after COVID		1				Dinners

		We haveb't made any events yet as we're pretty busy but the offers are nice and will hopefully come one day.		1				Limitations

		We would happy to help with work on community space		1				Offer of help

		We’re too busy to be honest		1				Limitations

		work for nhs and hands full at the moment		1				Limitations

		Would love to Be more involved but hard to find time really		1				Limitations

		Yes we can help. Creative, fun and involving events.		1				Offer of help		Creative events

		Grand Total		255

		Vegbox aims to be welcoming to a diverse range of people that reflect our local community. For example we offer a discount for those on low incomes. What else do you think we could do to work towards a more diverse and inclusive membership?

				Theme1		Theme2		Theme3

		promote low-income discount more openly.		More promotion								Idea category		#

		offer a buy for another scheme. were you can gift a FREE bag to someone else. (like the pay it forward coffee scheme)		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else								More promotion/advertising		24

		More links with food security /soverignty movements and local food banks		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Partnership with schools/youth groups		12

		I wonder if promoting your service in and with community orgazinations/charities might help,  like the Kentish Town Community Centre, the CCIWBS, Kentish Town Sports Centre...etc
The way we communicate about it also makes a difference : it's not only a scheme for trendy, middle-class Londoners.		Outreach to community groups								Outreach to community groups		11

		Have you heard of the gangster gardener in LA? doing similar projects to engage with low income would be tremendous!		Urban gardening/growing								Multicultural recipes or ingredients		10

		Recipes from a range of different cultures?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients								Linking with other organisations-food banks etc		9

		liaise with local schools about knowledge of food, nutrition, where food comes from, working in agriculture.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Widen the discount to others		7

		Engage schoolchildren		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Gifting a bag or contributing towards food for others		7

		How about cookalongs led by people from communities you want to engage more with?		Outreach to community groups								Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		5

		We like that it supports local pubs as delivery points -that feels like a good hub to key into. You could do the same with places of worship? More interactions in Local places with people who wouldn’t ordinarily meet feels like a good place to start		Link to faith groups								Translation to other languages / adapting messaging		5

		Link up to local schools - maybe letting primary school kids from lower income areas see veg arrive, hear about the farms they came from etc. Almost as good as getting to see where the veg are actually grown.		Partnership with schools/youth groups								Cooking sessions/dinners		4

		key worker/NHS discount could be good		Widen the discount to others								Referral scheme		3

		I think the money made could be spent on providing low-income households with food of all kinds: tins; sweets; chocolates; meat etc. Stuff that I imagine if you’re on low income and food is not plentiful you probably fancy more than a carrot or two.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc								Question/need to know more		3

		We are happy to deliver the vegbox to others nearby.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Urban gardening/growing		2

		Perhaps volunteers (like they are during corona) could do drop offs to the differently abled if they aren't able to get out and about.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus								Link to faith groups		1

		Publicise on eg Next Door websites		More promotion								GP referrals		1

		You might already do this, but advertise in different community groups/culture centres and in the local school groups.		More promotion								Training or employment opportunities		1

		I think this is really important. Discount is really important but also need to spread the word. Does / can Vegbox contribute to food banks? Is the discount sufficiently substantial to raise with food bank clients as an option for getting food?		More promotion								Different payment options		1

		Student memberships		Widen the discount to others								Total		105

		Paper leafletting thru doors for people who might not be on the Internet ?!  Wording to be translated into a few different languages too? (Arabic)		More promotion		Translation to other languages

		You are doing some of that already, but I think directly approaching individuals with a different cultural background to provide recipes would be a great way. Also, cooking together with people from different cultural backgrounds would be a great way to bring people together (Sen [Solanki] has been thinking about that already as well, maybe you can get in touch with her about that, I saw she is on the list, too).		Multicultural recipes or ingredients		Cooking sessions

		I think you can provide another option to pay besides having a bank account. I understand it makes it easier for everyone but is a bit exclusionary. Also would like to see more out reach to youth of community and BAME specifically.		Different payment options		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Outreach to community groups

		Maybe having translated versions of the website? It would be easier to answer this question if there were particular groups that vegbox is interested in targetting.		Translation to other languages

		Maybe open a stall on fairs, etc within London to advertise yourselves - if you haven't been doing that already.		More promotion

		Advertise to local communities through adverts in community centres etc?		More promotion

		more diverse ingredients - more fenegreek and coriander etc for other cuisines		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		I love the low income discount and I'm currently taking advantage of it! Please keep it up!!		Widen the discount to others

		Not sure yet.		-

		working with schools?		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		maybe just letting locals know you exist - like through their letterbox - including prices - whenever I tell someone older or lower income about it they assume it's all hipster trendy super expensive but it's actually really good value		More promotion

		Maybe advertise / promote through schools? If we could get a table at a school fete or similar, might be a good opp to engage with people rather than just leaflets.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		We already feel it's rather diverse and inclusive. Perhaps supper nights in conjunction with local homeless support centres?		Dinners with homeless

		Discounts for senior residents, discounts in exchange for volunteering (think you already do this)		Widen the discount to others

		Offer deliveries for anyone with limited mobility, and maybe a larger printout if they struggle with reading the text of the A5 format.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus		Translation to other languages

		Link with foodbanks? The drop off places could also be collecting points for food banks. Cooking days to swap recipes? Low income recipe swaps? Making cheese/bread/jam		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		What about something like a pay it forward, cookery skill swaps in exchange for bags if people have skills they can share? Like MIGRATEFUL - a scheme		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else		Cooking sessions

		Depends on what members are lacking?		Need to know which groups to target		Need to know which groups to target

		Approaching specific groups to do a trial? Targetting via schools with diverse communites for healthy eating early in life? Give schools opps to attend talks and farm visits?		Outreach to community groups		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Speaking to BAME communities and groups - also groups for older people, contact with tenants associations, encouraging GPs to refer.		Outreach to community groups		GP referrals

		Put out fliers to reach people with no internet. Discount veg in return for volunteering?		Widen the discount to others		More promotion

		I did not know about the discount for low income - will mention and to more friends. I don't know why you want to work towards more diverse membership - expensive organic vegetables are not mainstream		Question

		Put adverts in normal places like newsagents, places of worship not just advertise for the health food elite. Sponsor a box - high income households pay more to pay towards a lower income household.		More promotion		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Engage via community groups eg local congregations, resident associations.		Outreach to community groups

		The marketing is very much targeted to people with income and time to worry about sustainable sourcing of food. A different pitch might target other groups better with active engagement in diverse communities outside of the membership ie workshops with schools.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Offering surplus veg not picked up bags to community centres rather than cafe - instead offer discounts to cafes to buy / sign up		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		An 'introduce a neighbour' offer.		Referral scheme

		Is this discount available for students too? If not, it would be great if it did.		Widen the discount to others

		I think you already do this but having a system where members can help one another pick up bags if they're housebound, of even just too busy that week.		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		Open dinners for the local community where new members can get to know the co-op.		Outreach to community groups

		Advertise more		More promotion

		Local advertising other than website / word of mouth		More promotion

		Anything at all! We're completely committed to this as part of the ethos of Vegbox.		-

		Donate a bag if you're away rather than get a refund. To help someone else.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		Raise the profile of the scheme through local paper and get broader audience interested in joining.		More promotion

		Donate leftovers to homeless		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		This is great		-

		Unsure		-

		student membership? NHS discount? Maybe a sponsor a bag scheme? A way to subsidise others.		Widen the discount to others		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag for someone else

		I think cost may be a big barrier to access for more diverse membership		-

		Introduce a how to cooking event in homes for the disabled - eg at 24 Leighton Road		Outreach to community groups

		Other languages? Guest edit of newsletter to someone in a different community?		Translation to other languages		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Publicity strategically targeting those communities via social media?		More promotion

		Maybe more exotic veg? Herbs?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Food / soup kitchen for homeless or needy.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Link with other community initiatives? Eg community centres used by the wider multicultural residents of Camden.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Ensure advertising/communications are in places and formats that different groups of people will see/be able to access. Exchange of volunteer time for food. Delivery for those who are house bound/immobile?		More promotion		Translation to other languages		Continue volunteer-delivered delivery after coronavirus

		All good as is		-

		Have a pop-up stall (after lockdown) at the market, with info - win your 1st week's vegbox - I'd be happy to donate the cost for a raffle, eg.		More promotion

		More outreach?		Outreach to community groups

		Instagram - hashtag weekly pics of dinner #vegbox #recipename		More promotion

		Frank is Nigerian - would love to receive plantain, yam, okras but these aren't locally grown.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Engage kids in schools? So they tell their parents? Discounts for whole street?		Partnership with schools/youth groups		Referral scheme

		Helping promote Vegbox to other residents of my estate		Referral scheme

		Do you have a stall at Queens Crescent market? That could reach people not currently engaged		More promotion

		Prob more awareness and education re price point - perception its more expensive?		More promotion

		International cuisine / veg?		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Try the new whatsapp community spot newsletter (https://www.communityspot.org) 
And mutual aid WhatsApp groups. 
Links with Transition town, with Think and Do cook along sessions.
School contacts for families		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Include a volunteer sharing their experience in the newsletter each month to highlight social as well as healthy food positive impact.

Plus as above
More promotion, talks and outreach to increase members like at London Sunday Assembly		More promotion

		I'm afraid I can't think of anything		-

		Not sure I’m afraid!		-

		Is there scope to work through schools to raise your profile? For example, the school where our son attends nursery (Tufnell Park Primary) is diverse and is very active in distributing donated food (particularly at the moment). If there is any excess or even one bag a week to be distributed as part of the donated food this might raise awareness of the company amongst a part of the community that wouldn't otherwise be aware of it.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I would suggest outreach to local communities - cooking classes, urban gardening classes, community dinners etc. that are not just for members. Via local libraries and community centres, perhaps.		Outreach to community groups		Cooking sessions		Urban gardening/growing

		Advertise locally eg posters, community noticeboards (sorry if you're already doing this and I've missed it)		More promotion

		Add a £1 optional donation to bag price towards free veg for homeless local people.		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Advertise those discounts to people living in social housing. Do more community outreach.		More promotion		Outreach to community groups

		Offer more diverse veg and fruit - eg Indian / Chinese / African		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Don't know		-

		Work on the long-term. Promote with parents and kids. I remember shelling broad beans from a vegbox with my mum as a child and this was part of my motivation to subscribe as an adult.		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		Publicise in place where other groups go. Do it from schools?		More promotion		Partnership with schools/youth groups

		I especially love that people on low incomes can get a discount or volunteer for a discount. I was a very poor single mum 30 years ago and this type of scheme is crucial to being able to afford to feed your family fresh organic produce. Ideas? Grow some Jamaican veg, Bangladeshi veg, African veg - see Garden Organics website and look for downloadable resources from Sowing New Seeds project. Educate other communities about benefits of organic food. Interview allotment holders from BAME communities.		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		Offer solidarity rates - ppl who can pay a bit higher to help low income families. If we all chipped in maybe get 20 low income families supported, for example. Or we can donate our holiday payment when on holiday?		Gifting a bag or contrbuting towards a bag / food for someone else

		Partner with charities / orgs that support those at risk of things like obesity, low income, etc for referrals.		Linking with other organisations-food banks etc

		Different cuisines from people of different backgrounds to lead? See Migrateful		Multicultural recipes or ingredients

		A rainbow bag?		-

		Not sure if you offer training or employment to disadvantaged people?		Training or employment opportunities

																				Comments on this:

																				im not really checking

																				had two problems - told you - all sorted quickly

																				I’m not sure if the week I only got 2 apples if I was meant to get more but it was my first bag

																				I thought I had not received my first Veg Box after joining, but put this down to enrolling late...

																				We rarely had problems which we sometimes reported, sometimes we accepted as a risk one takes by choosing locally sourced organic vegetables scheme.

																				Used to have problems with the wrong bags at The Grafton when there were two types of green and they had them in the cellar, but has been rectified since the brown bags are now so obviously different and its a self-serve arrangement

																				i notify only if my bag is missing, which has happened once i think. a couple of times items have not been in my bag but i haven't notified about that.

																				Fruit missing twice, but I told you once, and once I didn't

																				Last week we didn't pick up our bag til Friday and there was only a small veg (not the small veg and apple)

																				Rotten apples

																				Only once and immediately refunded

																				Last week was the first time. Our jerusalem artichokes were missing.

																				Only once I was given a yellow bag instead of orange, but didn't complain

		If you have made a complaint, how satisfied have you been with how we dealt with it?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		206

		100%		1		Very satisfied

		Absolutely satisfied, our complaints were dealt swiftly all the time.		1		Very satisfied

		All has been dealt well		1		Very satisfied

		Always been very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		chaged drop off point  - that was dealt with really well		1		Very satisfied

		Delt with fine		1		Satisfied

		Gave some feedback and v well dealt with		1		Very satisfied

		I don't complain		1		Not complained

		I had a missing beetroot and you let me know straightaway and encouraged me to collect extras at collection point. Quick and easy resolution!		1		Very satisfied

		I made one complaint about poor quality of an item one week, the response was almost immediate and a refund was given - I was completely satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		I queried plastic bags - got a v thoughtful answer - v satisfied but still keen to reduce plastic as much as poss.		1		Very satisfied

		My bag was missing once, but a replacement was immediately found. So very happy		1		Very satisfied

		n/a		5

		Never had		1		Not complained

		No complaints		1		Not complained

		No complaints, but when I've emailed about holidays, etc I've found responses prompt and courteous.		1		Not complained

		Not a complaint but an issue getting into the shed and I was emailed back very quickly!		1		Very satisfied

		Not applicable yet!		1		Not complained

		Not made a complaint but an enquiry - it was dealt with immediately!		1		Not complained

		One complaint - soggy strawbs - 100% satisfied with hoe it was dealt with. Thanks.		1		Very satisfied

		Perfect		1		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31

		Really fine - just once we had no bag, and were told to return and just take a spare. Easily solved, little fuss!		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1

		really satisfied!		1		Very satisfied						Not had to get in touch		11

		Really satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Satisfied		2		Very satisfied						Very satisfied		31		97%

		V satisfied		1		Very satisfied						Satisfied		1		3%

		Very		3		Very satisfied								32

		Very		1		Very satisfied

		Very - unexpected refund for missing fruit		1		Very satisfied

		VERY - you immediately refunded missing items.		1		Very satisfied

		very happy		1		Very satisfied

		Very quick response, dealt efficiently!		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		4		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied, refund offered immediately.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisfied. One issue once where there wasn't a green bag for us to pick up but was sorted out straight away.		1		Very satisfied

		Very satisied		1		Very satisfied

		You guys are great!		1		Very satisfied

		Grand Total		255

		Food waste:

		We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific items.

		But can we ask what happens to your veg (and fruit if you get it) in a typical month?

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo

		-		16

		I use everything myself		154

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use		25

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week		2

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month		58

		Grand Total		255

		Sadly some does get thrown out as we have a glut of it when supplied over numerous weeks (see beetroots)

		Food waste:What would you like to see us doing to avoid food waste?				Theme1		Theme2

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo								Category		#

		-		142								Changes to items in the bag		23		23				Changes to items in the bag		20%

		A community kitchen event		1		Cooking event						Swap boxes		20		20				Swap boxes		17%

		A veg swap at the collection point for veg that people do not like		1		Swap boxes						Donate to charity/food bank		19		19				Donate to charity/food bank		16%

		a vegbox guide to storing fruit and veg that i can keep in my kitchen or have on the wall.		1		Information & guidance						Information & guidance		16		16				Information & guidance		14%

		Ability to swap / leave back some veg.		1		Swap boxes						(General comment)		8		39				Other		33%

		Add resources on your website, eg: 1) store-cupboard staples you can use with fresh food. 2) Events (organised by members) around food justice, food waste, etc. 3) We are used to cheap food- we can talk about the true cost of the food and supply chain that is more fair! Fair to UK farmers and people around the world, including global south! 4) Storage info added on recipe sheet if possible.		1		Information & guidance						Provide composting facility		5		117						100%

		Advice on ensuring we eat items in right order so food doesn't go to waste.		1		Information & guidance						Cooking events		5

		All good as is		1		-						Exchange/trade system		4

		Because of my age I can't always eat the heavy root veg so occasionally I have to compost them - and I'm cooking for one.		1		-						Batch cooking / freezing / preserving		3

		completely plastic free		1		Comment in plastic waste						Ability to choose		3

		Compost bin collections?? We can’t get a food waste bin and have nowhere for composting so with the odd bits we don’t use it would be good to have access to compost!		1		Provide composting facility						Encouragement / reminders		3

		Could you leave out a box at collection points for people to leave the odd veg if they don’t think they’ll use it due to preferences / time to cook that week? Could just be donated in that case, but may help to avoid food waste?		1		Swap boxes						(Comment about plastic waste)		2

		Create a community channel where people can trade veg.		1		Exchange/trade system						Cancel or downgrade		2

		Donate surpluses to charities reusing leftovers (or give more in each bag!)		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Lobby others		1

		Donate to charities		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Positive stories		1

		Donating excess whenever possible		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep providing recipes		1

		Donating to homeless		1		Donate to charity/food bank						Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message		1

		Donating to KT City Farm / community projects and food banks!		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Donations to foodbanks / soup kitchens etc		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Encourage people to share food if they don't want it.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Encouraging stories of families eating at home. especially during covid it's become more clear we need to be home with our families enjoying good meals around The family table.		1		Positive stories

		Fewer 'filler' items, like potatoes.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Fewer onions / potatoes?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Food banks local schools gp surgery		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Get a composter on your site?		1		Provide composting facility

		Give it away; cook up some food and hand it out at a homeless shelter		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give to charity/ foodbanks / etc - think you already do this?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Give us food according to what is grown rather than the whims of producers. We can cope :-)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Have a composter at the collection point? Then members can use the compost for their garden / plants.		1		Provide composting facility

		Have a help yourself box at the collection point. If there's something in the bag you don't want, put it in the box for someone else to take.		1		Swap boxes

		Have a veg/fruit swap on Fridays via Facebook???		1		Exchange/trade system

		I can see its difficult in a small scheme and it may be impossible for people to specify things they want or don't want... Maybe an arrangement that if there are things people know they don't like in a bag they could take it out on collection and it could be redistributed maybe to a food bank/charity. Having said that there has been very little we have wasted.		1		Swap boxes

		I never eat the Jerusalem artichokes!		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I normally try to use all my food, but in a few occasions I had to throw it out. That was mostly the things that were already cut when I got them (pumpkin) or things I left for longer because I originally had no clue what to cook with them (Jerusalem artichokes). But generally, I tend to use nearly all the food.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I think that wasting food should be a crime		1		Comment!

		I travel for work last minute so may not be able to cancel in time - be good if my bag goes to food bank on these occasions.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		I use the bag for just myself and ended up throwing away a couple items now and again, maybe offering a smaller bag would help?		1		Cancel or downgrade

		I would have thought it is up to us to avoid food waste - we can always order a smaller bag if we need to, and any veg we don’t like we can add to soups or give away etc. As long as there’s no waste your end, I can’t see a problem		1		Comment!

		I would prefer fewer onions, potatoes carrots.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		I'd prefer the loose leaves - eg kale - were bagged in present circumstances. COMPOST CLUB - give your food waste to a neighbour with a compost bin - get free compost		1		Changes to items in the bag

		If at all possible to be able to cancel food items that I will not use. Either with a replacement item  or just not have it in the bag to avoid waste		1		Ability to choose

		If we stick with the shed system, we could have a swap box to leave things and others can take.		1		Swap boxes

		i'm not sure but i'd certainly like to get better at food waste and will buy a composting bin.		1		Comment!

		Imagine an on-call volunteering position whom to call about ingredients in the surplus, and ideas on what to make out of them. A sort of creative cooking buddy!		1		Information & guidance

		Improve quality of apples		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Include as much variety as poss - as you are already doing		1		Comment!

		Include recipes on how to use up our scraps!
Or a tip with each newsletter about how to avoid food waste and store the specific veg for longer		1		Information & guidance

		Include tips in the newsletter - eg cooking certain ingredients to increase keeping (eg cooked spinach keeps longer). Also seriously, root veg in cakes if poeple need to switch it up in the season. Parsnip carrot squash and swede - not just carrot... this week I made parsnip and ginger with chunks of last week's rhubarb mixed in.		1		Information & guidance

		It is nice at Thanet to have a box for leftovers. I sometimes take something. People could be asked to put back from their bags if they know they will not use items. Not good idea? Who will look in their bag before getting home?		1		Swap boxes

		It's good for us to get more creative, cooking with local seasonal foods. Or freeze, if possible before stuff goes off.		1		Information & guidance

		I've seen other groups create a swap box - where people can put back something they know they won't use and, if they want, take something from the box to replace it. This is a great way of reducing waste and gives people a bit of control over what's in their bag.		1		Swap boxes

		Just keep sending recipes with the boxes		1		Keep providing recipes

		Keep doing the 'what's in the bag' link - it's really helped me plan ahead and has massively reduced what I throw away.		1		Keep up with the what's in the bag next week message

		Less onions 🙈		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less parsnips		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Less swede - we have trouble finishing that one		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Like your food swap scheme		1		Swap boxes

		Love the packaging return, it made us happy to get kale in a 'spinach' bag one week!		1		Comment in plastic waste

		Maybe an extra text or web article 10 days after the arrival of an item(s) that potentially may go to waste (ie a few weeks of big cabbages, or something that doesn't keep well). Our rare moments of waste tend to be when something that does last longer, such as beetroot, has been considered fine in the fridge for weeks, until suddenly it isn't.		1		Information & guidance

		Maybe encourage people to cook bigger batch and freeze some of it, if they find it difficult.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe have a pot at the collection point where we could put things we don't want. Then, anyone else collecting could take them.		1		Swap boxes

		Maybe provide and additional bag or box at the collection point where people could discard whatever they know they don't want or need more of. The bag could then be donated to a homeless charity or food bank?		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Maybe some sort of batch cook/freezer recipes so if people aren’t going to use everything that week then they can cook something and freeze it		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Maybe to focus on the staples and have just a couple of new things to try. I think that will help to minimise waste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Mention about composting food waste in the newsletters		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Minimise beetroot and jerusalem artichokes - but I appreciate this is a personal taste.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		More apple and beetroot recipes		1		Information & guidance

		More my fault, need to use faster. But some things go off quickly - apples and late in season root veg.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		My kids don't like parsnips and I don't always use the beets but make burgers with them when I do. Remind us to give stuff away.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Encouragement / reminders

		no idea		1		-

		Not putting gluts together - we had many weeks of apples, beetroots. If glut go for storage items like onions.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Not sure - is there waste from the veg box scheme? Donate it if edible, compost it if not?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offer a box in the collection point for any unused veg in the next week.		1		Swap boxes

		Offer to buy less one week if you have too much? Delivery service to low income persons?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Offering links or donation/drop off points for food that people know they won’t use so this can be otherwise put to good use.
Promoting Olio or other similar apps		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Information & guidance

		Ongoing contact with members.		1		Encouragement / reminders

		Option to donate / leave unwanted for a food bank. For example, we can only handle so many parsnips as only one member of the family likes them and there is only so much you can do to disguise a parsnip. We also can't handle Jerusalem artichokes. If opting out of specific veg isn't possible, I would be happy to donate to others to avoid waste.		1		Donate to charity/food bank		Swap boxes

		Option to swap veg before packed - eg beetroot for carrots?		1		Swap boxes

		Our main waste is root veg, which I know is a staple for some people! But for us we could do with less of it.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Partner with food waste charities like Foodcycle or Olio?		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Perhaps propose simple recipes for leftover use so that people feel motivated to use everything.		1		Information & guidance

		Place a compost bin at the collection point.		1		Provide composting facility

		Possible ability to select at least one item		1		Ability to choose

		Possibly giving freezing or preserving/drying ideas, for times when there is a glut.		1		Batch cooking / freezing / preserving

		Prefer not to have dried pulses or dried produce. Very happy that uncollected bags go to community meals.		1		Changes to items in the bag		Donate

		Provide more recipes for unusual veg and fruit		1		Information & guidance

		Rally all councils and boroughs to gather food waste.		1		Lobby others

		Recipes on Instagram for those unexpected items. ie swede - lovely but don't know too much excitement to make out of them. Pre-dinner inspo would be great!		1		Information & guidance

		reduce parsnip & squash, we had too many and my kids just don't love them.		1		Changes to items in the bag

		Set up a group for any exchange? Food swap etc		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		Share box - if you know you won't use something, leave it in a box for others to take / surplus to be collected en mass to be used for soup kitchen or community dinner		1		Swap boxes		Donate

		Social dinners. Give out.		1		Cooking event

		Soup kitchens etc.		1		Donate to charity/food bank

		Suggestions in the recipe sheet for what to do with 'ends' Also - could things like carrot tops be left on? Maybe offer the opp in each drop off for people to leave items they won't use / didn't use?		1		Information & guidance

		Survey members for which items they have thrown away if there is consistency stop including these (eg swede?!)		1		Changes to items in the bag

		The community centre events sounded like a good idea. And also community events which provide fresh meals to rough sleepers would be good. Maybe link up with homeless charity?		1		Cooking event

		The recipes are a good way of prompting people to use veg they wouldn't normally cook with. And perhaps a suggestion that any veg left at end of week gets used in a soup or stew.		1		Information & guidance		Encouragement / reminders

		The things that are most likely to go to waste are things that have been cut in half - eg gourds and swedes		1		Changes to items in the bag

		There were more carrots than I knew what to do with - the frequency of them (almost weekly) was too much. Maybe shift to fortnightly/monthly?		1		Changes to items in the bag

		This prob exists already? Members could share unwanted veg with each other. I don't know many people locally to give veg to. Could be on FB.		1		Swap boxes		Exchange programme

		To be honest, this is just adaptation for us, and each week we're better at storing and using our veg so rarely have leftovers. Giving people advice on freezing or preserving may help though. And advising that that doesn't need to mean loss of nutrition. For example, we get a lot of apples over winter, so I freeze them in segments which can go straight into crumbles/pies.		1		Information & guidance

		Unsure		1		-

		We don't think there's a problem, this survey seems to fulfill that function		1		Comment

		We plan to switch to veg only 
The leaves perish more quickly so we find these are the items that are wasted more so than the root veg, onions, etc.		1		-

		We use it all, except for the odd squash which is a glorious decoration, till its charms fade and it's compost-bound.		1		Comment

		We would be happy to receive vegetables that would have otherwise be thrown away eg. wonky veg		1		Comment

		Weird thought but how about compost bins at collection points? We don't own a bin being in student accomm and wouldn't be opposed to carting our food scraps to the point where we collect.		1		Provide composting facility

		We'll happily take any excess food to eliminate food waste.		1		Comment

		When the what's in the bag text is sent, maybe members could have the option to fill out a very quick survey to indicate if they already know they would like to give something away, a swap a given veg against someone else's other veg... which could work if bags are labelled with members names I suppose.		1		Ability to choose

		You are already doing it - letting me cancel when I have a glut in my fridge!		1		Cancel or downgrade

		You are doing everything you can, the weekly communal cooking an absolutely good idea; it is unfortunate this epidemic started when the cooking kicked in.		1		Cooking event

		You could have a "grab" bag at drop-off points for any items that members don't wish to bring home. These items could be up for grabs for other members coming to pick up their bags, any leftovers could be re-distributed or donated.		1		Swap boxes

		you could have a vegetable swap facility where we pick up bags - a tub where people could reject what they don't want and others could take?		1		Swap boxes

		Grand Total		255

		Any other comments for us?

		Q2. How long have you been a member?		(All)

		Row Labels		Count of UserNo				Theme1		Theme2

		-		140				-				Thanks & gratitude		34

		"Lettuce be thankful" :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude				Praise		26

		[HEART] THANK YOU!		1				Thanks / gratitude				'Keep it up'		15

		A staple 'add on' like you do with fruit?
Staples each week such as potatoes and onions etc are great as they come in handy for all dishes. We knew we were getting potatoes this week so didn;t buy any however we only received 4 small potatoes which was a much smaller amount than usual which is a shame.		1				Request for more choice				Lockdown/coronavirus-related praise or gratitude		12

		All good		1				All good				Comment or request about contents		8

		All good! Keep it up! :-) Thank you for providing the freshest and tastiest veg!		1				All good		Keep it up		Comment or question about plastic & packaging		7

		Although I have only been a member for a few weeks I am very impressed with the organisation and would like to get involved.		1				Praise				Ideas about additional (non-veg/fruit) contents		6

		As a household who only eats plants we do sometimes have to supplement with additional veg to make the family bag last all week. I guess volume required may be different if veg are just side dishes. Thanks for everything you do! ;-)		1				Request for larger bag		thanks		Praise for recipes		3

		Can we clean out plastic bags used for leaves and give them back to you?		1				Comment / question about plastic				Request for more choice		3

		Carry on the good work!		1				Keep it up				Offer of help		3

		Covid-related point - would any of your suppliers / farms want to use your distibution channels for additional produce? eg dairy, eggs? Would be happy to buy items beyond fruit and veg		1				Comment about additional contents				Request for larger bag		2

		Do you have any communal resources for people who don’t have access to compost collection?		1				Composting				'All good'		2

		Do you reuse the plastic salad bags? If we can put them in the veg bag when we return it? If not suggest you do this!		1				Comment / question about plastic				Grateful for chance to feed in to surv ey		1

		Great scheme - keep up the good work		1				Praise		Keep it up		Idea to educate people on prices		1

		Great scheme! Amazing that is has so many members and hope this is sustainable after lockdown.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude				Would like to hear more about farms		1

		Great scheme, really pleased so far!		1				Praise				Enjoyed the quiz		1

		HEART		1				Praise				Composting		1

		I am happy thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am so grateful for this and think the organisers do a fantastic job. Thank you.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		I am surprised how the leafy veg tends to be packed in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		I don't get the fruit supplement, as I'm not a big fan of apples/pears, but once the season changes to have less of these and more things like berries, it would be good to have warning, then switch if possible?		1				Comment about contents

		I feel the only thing I don't feel happy about is the price of the bag. I am not (at all!) saying it is too expensive, I am certain you are doing your best to get really high-quality vegetables to us with a price that is as small as possible. Also, I save so much in other areas of my life that I really don't mind spending more on good food.

Still, I would imagine that the comparatively high price is probably an important reason for not being able to expand further and not being able to expand beyond a certain clientele (which, by the way, is a question in an off itself - how much do you/ we want to expand). However, as I personally strongly assume the price is actually a fair reflection of the production costs, one way of dealing with that is providing some more clarity on that issue, for instance with an example calculation on the website. Then I feel people would get a better sense of why they are spending possibly slightly more money than they may in the supermarket.

Obviously, that would only make sense if I am not the only one mentioning that point... :-D		1				Idea to educate people on prices

		I know it's called veg box, but have you ever considered including eggs, maybe as an add-on just like the fruit?		1				Comment about additional contents

		I know it's hard but any less plastic would be beneficial - can we not provide return containers / bags along with the Vegbox bags?		1				Comment / question about plastic

		i know that personalization is hard to implement but preferences per household could be maybe something to think of. i just felt we had too much squash and parnsips and by the end of winter, i couldn't look at them anymore so deceptive by seeing them again in the bag! ahahah		1				Request for option to exclude items

		I love vegbox 💓		1				Praise

		I particularly love it when we get little surprises in the bag - such as rosemary one week and seeds this week. Lovely touch! THANK YOU!		1				Praise		thanks

		I really appreciate all you do especially when the weather is dreadful and that you kept going in this dreadful situation. [Jane W]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		I really appreciate the recipes that are provided each week. Great if you get a vegetable that you’re not used to cooking and they are always relatively simple and don’t use hundreds of ingredients. I made the falafel and humous with the fava beans the other week and both were great!		1				Praise for recipes

		I think vegbox is brilliant and I’ve been so pleased to be a part of it. Any comments or questions I’ve had have been answered swiftly and whenever I’ve had to pause my vegbox for a few weeks it’s been done easily and seamlessly. I’m really impressed wit		1				Praise

		I think you are doing a great difficult job with the bags. I really love your principles
delighted that you use small farms and growers but would like a bit more choice. Ie extra potato’s instead of Jerusalem artichokes I have the delivery so as to avoid supermarkets and excess packaging. My grandson lives with me and my husband  so I used to buy a family bag with fruit supplement but changed to a standard bag with fruit as I did not feel there was enough variety so I have to supplement my order. It would be great to be able to get more of what I use regularly and be able to order extra of things I use a lot. 
I realise this is a big ask as you are a small operation but i would certainly take advantage if possible. Also would be great if you had good quality flour. 
Think you are doing a great job. These are just probably unhelpful suggestions but thought worth a mention. Thank you		1				Request for more choice		Comment about additional contents

		I think you are doing a great job!		1				Praise

		I’m so glad we joined - we all love it. Thank you.		1				Praise

		I'd be very glad to help out however I can - e.g. contributing to the newsletter; organising socials. Please feel free to drop me a line if this would be helpful: harriet-owens@hotmail.co.uk.		1				Offer of help

		I'd love to see herbs in the bags		1				Comment about contents

		It was really lovely to get the packet of seeds - so thoughtful. If there were any chance of including bread and eggs (obviously not very vegetable-ish) that would be fab. 
Thank you!		1				Comment about contents		Comment about additional contents

		Just keep putting those fab recipes on the weekly newsletter!		1				Praise for recipes

		Just thank you! This little orange bag makes me smile every week.		1				Praise

		Just Thank You.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Just that I’ve only been a member for a short while and I’ve loved it! Right now I am back home because of everything happening so I’m not getting bags, and I miss it		1				praise

		Keep being incredible and doing the amazing work you do. We love you and hope to be back at the yard soon because we miss everyone a bit too much! xoxox Kat and Melody		1				Keep it up

		Keep doing a great job!		1				Keep it up

		Keep on keeping on - you are doing a fab job! Thank you!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the brilliant work! Be careful about expanding too quickly, keep offering good value for money, quality and much variety while remaining true to your principles.		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and delicious food!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work and thank you for continuing during Covid-19!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Keep up the good work- we love veg box		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the good work!		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :-)		1				Keep it up

		Keep up the great work! :)		1				Keep it up

		Love it		1				Praise

		Love the mushrooms - always the first to get used		1				Praise

		Love Vegbox!!! HEART :-)		1				Praise

		Love your work		1				Praise

		No - keep up the good work! Heart!		1				Keep it up

		No packaging. This is very important to me and one of the main reasons I wanted to join the scheme. Could you put 'please return the plastic bags' on the flyer when these are used? Food is compostable - plastic isn't		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Only that you are doing a great work and we'd like to thank all of you for everything you do.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Plastic packaging - would be great to have a renewable option for the greens wrapped in plastic.		1				Comment / question about plastic

		Potatoes. Please contact the potato shop that is at parliament hill market. I think there is a difference with potatoes from veg box.		1				Comment about contents

		Quality is a bit patchy (ie quality - don't mind bruises, wonky shapes, etc).
Potatoes should only be fortnightly, not weekly.		1				Comment about contents

		Really appreciate all of you! I'm so thankful to be a member		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you - you're wonderful!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you again! :-)		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you all, and keep it up! x		1				Thanks / gratitude		Keep it up

		Thank you for all your hard work and for providing food during the pandemic. We are very grateful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thank you for all your hard work and your good hearts!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for all your hard work!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for being amazing. Iona Kilbane-Dawe.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for having a survey and allowing us all to express our needs!		1				Grateful for opp to feed in to surv ey

		Thank you for the vegetables!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you for what you do		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you so much! I'd be keen to help if I can.		1				Thanks / gratitude		Offer of help

		Thank you!		4				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you! We love Vegbox and so happy that you've carried on despite the virus pandemic, well done everyone and keep the veg coming!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		Keep it up

		Thank you!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thank you, this has been a huge help in the lockdown and feels like a little treat and adventure each week. 'HEART'		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for all your support during covid - knowing I’d always get a good variety of fresh veg was such a reassurance, and the coordination of dropping bags off to those self-isolating was brilliant, both from a volunteer perspective and having my bag dropped round once too. Thank you!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for continuing to provide great fresh produce during the COVID pandemic! It's been really useful.		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Thanks for everything!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing a wonderful service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service, we really enjoy it.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for providing this service.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for the amazing job! We really love Vegbox and want to meet more people.		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks for your great work!!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		Thanks so much for a great scheme.
... And we really enjoyed the quiz!		1				Thanks / gratitude		Enjoyed the quiz

		Thanks so much for running Vegbox! Especially during lockdown. Getting my bag on Wednesday is a little highlight :-) [HAND DRAWN PICTURES OF VEG]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		The nicest thing about you all is what lovely people you are. So funny and bright and making the best of everything. I think you should make a calendar because everyone is very attractive and healthy. Your packing staff are your greatest strength. They make friends with everyone. Ruthie could be on the cover for the calendar!		1				Praise

		The slightly less positive feedback about fruit is just because of the apples. Receive many and they were often mushy/not great - but the pears were so good! Not a big problem though. Thanks so much to all involved!		1				Comment about contents		thanks

		The strawberries last week were exceptional!! Very well run organisation.		1				praise

		Think about adding eggs? Other dairy products, cheese, butter... (maybe only in winter)		1				Comment about additional contents

		VEGBOX IS FAB! Makes us very happy. Option to pay for and have more fruit?		1				Larger bag

		Very happy with the scheme		1				praise

		Very impressed you've kept it all up during COVID - congrats (and thank you) to all involved!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude		thanks

		We don't love getting partial squashes, but I don't know of a better solution.		1				Comment about contents

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)		1				Praise for recipes

		We love the work you do. We both work full time and can't help but we are proud!! We would be happy for you to keep our holiday payments - or have that option.		1				Praise

		We really like the scheme and want to thank you for your flexibility to change bags and location, even in difficult times such as now. Your doing a great job!		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		We think you are all doing a great job and we really enjoy being part of the scheme!		1				praise

		We're looking forward to further engaging with the vegbox community! Thanks very much for this great initiative!		1				Thanks / gratitude

		We've really been enjoying our veg and love being part of a great scheme! Thanks :-)		1				praise

		What about cheese? eg Wildes Cheese, Tottenham. Gardening classes? For cooking eg plant a pot of herbs day. What about pots of herbs in the bags?		1				Comment about additional contents

		Will be in touch :)		1				Offer of help

		Yes, please stop using plastic bags!!! Zero plastic in the bag should be the norm. Replace plastic with paper bags or elastic bands to hold spinach / kale / etc		1				Comment / question about plastic

		You are ace!		1				praise

		You are brilliant :-) thank you!		1				praise

		You are doing good! Thank you! PS more seeds would be very welcome! :-) or herbs!		1				Comment about contents

		You guys and ladies are awesome! Would love to hear more about the farms and processes from farm to vegbag. Was around working for the Soil Association when you started up in 2012 and a colleague told me about you. Maybe you already share all this at AGMs?		1				Would like to hear more about farms

		You're doing a great job, thanks!		1				praise

		You're doing great! Thank you!		1				praise		thanks

		You're fantastic, I really appreciate what you all do behind the scenes. Wish I could help more.		1				praise

		You're wonderful! Thank you for working so hard to keep going through lockdown - it's made a huge difference to keeping up morale [DRAWING OF AN APPLE]		1				lockdown praise /gratitiude

		Grand Total		255





Reports

		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet		Paper newsletter/recipe sheet

		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message		‘What’s in the bag next week?’ text message

		‘Your veg is ready’ text message		‘Your veg is ready’ text message

		Website		Website

		Email		Email

		Telephone		Telephone

		Facebook		Facebook

		Twitter		Twitter

		Instagram		Instagram



Use?

Would like to use more?

190

28

192

17

209

11

71

25

125

21

9

8

9

13

12

9

54

18



Nice quotes from new members

		Yes

		No



0.7949790795

0.2050209205



		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

Being a Vegbox member brings some additional benefits. Which of these additional benefits are important to you?

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



Have you ever had a problem within missing bags or items?

(Remember that if you have a missing bag or item please let us know straight away (email us info@vegbox.org.uk or call 07815 771 939) so that we can either sort this out or give you a refund)
&nbs

0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		I use everything myself

		I use most things, and give any surplus to other people to use

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) one or two things per month

		I use most things, but have to throw away (or compost) a few things every week



Food waste:

We know that being part of a scheme where the veg and fruit are chosen for you can be challenging. Unfortunately, we are a very small scheme and we do not have the logistical capability to offer you the choice of opting in or out of specific

0.6443514644

0.1046025105

0.2426778243

0.0083682008



		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG		Quality of VEG

		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG		Quantity of VEG

		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG		Variety/range of VEG

		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG		Value for money of VEG

		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT		Quality of FRUIT

		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT		Quantity of FRUIT

		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT		Variety/range of FRUIT

		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT		Value for money of FRUIT



1 (Very poor)

2 (Poor)

3 (Satisfactory)

4 (Good)

5 (Great)

0

1

9

78

161

0

11

48

114

73

0

3

51

134

59

0

9

57

125

58

0

4

27

64

85

0

13

49

81

37

2

26

78

50

21

1

12

60

78

29



		





		



Vegan

Vegetarian

Neither



		Onions		Onions		Onions		Onions

		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes		Potatoes

		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms		Mushrooms

		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots		Carrots

		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)		Other root veg (e.g. parsnips, beetroot)

		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)		Leafy greens (e.g. spinach, chard, kale)

		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves		Salad leaves

		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses		UK-grown dried pulses



Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Rarely / never

101

128

20

3

61

158

30

4

116

114

16

7

89

139

20

4

59

130

57

5

200

43

8

1

147

79

15

8

12

51

125

64



		





		





		





		





		General praise

		Like the surprise and challenge of using contents

		Connection to community

		Praise for newsletter

		Educational

		Supporting the Vegbox principles and ethics

		Praise for comms/customer service/process

		Grateful given current Covid-19 situation

		Taking part in Vegbox activities

		Enjoyment / excitement / pride

		Simplifies life

		Eating more healthily/seasonally

		Constructive feedback

		Happy to be using less packaging

		Grand Total



Count of Blank

87

11

11

10

10

9

8

8

6

5

5

4

4

3

181



		





		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors		Attend AGM and vote to appoint Vegbox Directors

		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input		Shape the service by providing feedback and input

		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox		Volunteer for Vegbox

		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks		Take part in social events, eg dinners, drinks

		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings		Take part in educational events, eg talks, farm visits, film screenings



Really important to me

Fairly important to me

I don’t really care about this

12

83

130

69

151

15

28

111

84

24

107

93

32

138

55



		I have never had a problem with missing bags or items

		I have had problems but have always told you

		I have had problems once or twice but not told you

		I often have problems but not told you

		Other (please specify):



0.7291666667

0.1708333333

0.0416666667

0.0041666667

0.0541666667



		





		





		

		As a new member (since March) we have been really impressed with vegbox. The quality, quantity and seasonal selection has been great and it is a pleasure to support a great initiative that supports local and good quality farms. It has also expanded our own meals by using ingredients that maybe less available in shops. The weekly update on selection is always looked forward to.

		Becoming a member of Vegbox during Lockdown has been a joy. I will continue.

		"I've found the scheme great. I initially joined due to covid-19 measurse but will continue long term.

		I love it and am so enjoying the rhythm of it.  I am only a month or two in but it's brightened up my week. I love being more conscious and connected to the seasons & having diverse fruits and veggies that look how they should!

		It's just been a relatively short time but it's been great so far! We are enjoying the fresh vegs, the virtual pub quiz, ... . It feels great to not just order vegs from a company but be part of a community.

		Just loved it - value for money is great, all communications are clear and friendly and I’m only sad it’s taken a pandemic for me to discover such a great scheme

		I'm a very recent member. But I've been impressed by how well everything is organized and I love receiving some "real" food every week.

		We can't believe we didn't know about this great scheme before!

		So far, excellent. We are just into our fourth week and have been delighted. Embarrassed at how excited to get the “what’s in the bag next week” text.  Love the inclusion of recipes - we are just about to sit down to pasta with Kale pesto from yesterday’s collection (7th May). Already looking forward to next week.

		This is only my second week but I am really loving it so far. The community aspect of it is really evident. I have been a part of other vegboxes and they really lacked it!

		With Vegbox, I find my diet is much more varied. I love the surprise of what is in the bag each week! I have made lots of delicious meals with things I might not have looked twice at in the supermarket.

		We love the recipes. Thank you! These are helpful for avoiding food waste ... and will be more so after lockdown when it's easier to pop to the shops to pick up additional items for recipes not in the stored cupboard :)
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All of the Vegbox core values are supported by its members; supporting small 
farms is the most popular 

Vegbox member survey – Vegbox principles 
 

23% 22% 

18% 
17% 

13% 

6% 

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Supporting
small farms

Organic Local Good quality
produce

Seasonal A co-operative

•   When analysing which of the Vegbox core principles our members supported the most, “supporting small farms” came top of the list (23%).   
•   The fact that Vegbox is 100% organic was a close second place, with “local” and “good quality produce” next. In all previous Vegbox surveys 
members have quoted being 100% organic as the most important principle. 
•   However, it is clear that the core values are interlinked and 28  respondents could not or would not pick one, stating instead that they support all of the 
core values. Some comments included:  
“This was a difficult question to answer, as I genuinely value all of those principles. And this is the combination of those principles that made me chose 
this scheme.”  /  “All of those principles are important to me and I’m delighted that Vegbox values them all” 
•   5 respondents suggested adding principles:  
'Community‘, 'Sustainability‘, 'Minimal packaging', 'Value for Money' and 'Variety‘ 
• One person said that quality ought to go without saying, and someone commented on the small farm aspect: 
“Size of the farm, not interesting to me. Large farms can be sustainable.” 

Extent to which members support Vegbox’s 6 core values (the founding principles) – proportion of respondents ranking each 
principle as the most important to them, 2020: 



  

Keeping going during a crisis 

16 

“Thanks so much for running 
Vegbox during the crisis - getting 

my bag on Wednesday  
is a little highlight :-)” 

“Great scheme! Amazing that is 
has so many members and hope 

this is sustainable after lockdown.”  

“Keep up the good work and thank you 
for continuing during Covid-19!”  

We were flattered to receive so many positive comments in our 
2020 survey about about how grateful our members have been 
that we have kept going (and expanded to meet demand) 
during the 2020 coronavirus crisis. 
 



Vegbox’s top 6 farms 
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1.  Capel Mushrooms 2. Chegworth Valley 
 

3. Wild Country Organics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vegbox’s mushrooms are grown by Peter 
Hearne and his family in Capel St Mary, 
SUFFOLK. Peter set up the business in 
1962 and of his eight children, three work 
on the farm, and two have run or still run 
mushroom farms of their own.  

Damian and Patrick Hearne (two of Peter’s 
sons) now run the Capel Mushroom 
business, providing us with those delicious 
organic MUSHROOMS, in three varieties; 
white, chestnut - and some huge 
portobellos! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chegworth Valley is a family owned and run 
fruit farm situated in the heart of the KENT 
countryside, near Maidstone. 

It was established by the Deme family in 
1983 and supplies many of London’s 
farmers markets and box schemes. They 
also have a stall at Borough Market. 

Chegworth provides Vegbox with delicious 
naturally grown fruit, including some 
exquisite STRAWBERRIES in the last few 
weeks! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wild Country Organics is a family farm run 
by Adrian Izzard, from Abington in 
CAMBRIDGESHIRE. His farm holds 
several awards from the Soil Association 
and Organic Food Awards. 

He is passionate about organic farming, and 
grows interesting varieties which are 
selected for flavour, rejecting than the 
bland-tasting (but cosmetically perfect) veg 
that is grown in the conventional farming 
industry.  

The recent PARSLEY, SPINACH, SALAD 
LEAVES and CAVOLO NERO all came 
from Adrian! 



Vegbox’s top 6 farms 
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4. Hughes Organics 5. Ripple Farm Organics 6. Sarah Green’s Organics 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grahame Hughes has his own farm at 
Bunwell, NORFOLK. He also sources veg 
from partner farms in Norfolk and 
Lincolnshire. 

He has been growing organically since 
1982, and coordinates organic farming 
across a wide area.  

Vegbox’s recent ONIONS, LEEKS and 
beautifully “frilly” BATAVIA LETTUCE have 
all come from Hughes Organics.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Martin Mackay runs a small Soil 
Association certified organic farm in the 
Stour Valley, KENT. Their light, chalky soils 
produce vegetables of great taste and 
quality. Martin is a thoughtful farmer who is 
personally very committed to sustainability. 

Ripple Farm has recently been supplying 
Vegbox’s WILD GARLIC, STIR-FRY 
BAGS and many varieties of SQUASH. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sarah Green’s family farm is located among 
the fertile flat marshes of the ESSEX coast.  

Their farm has a particularly diverse collection 
of wildlife. Of all the veg we buy for the box 
scheme, Sarah Green’s veg most often has 
little bugs or caterpillars on it – a sure sign 
that the farm isn’t using pesticides and is 
working with nature rather than against it! 

Sarah has sent to Kentish Town her wonderful 
SPRING GREENS, KALE, LETTUCE and 
new season NEW POTATOES. 
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Vegbox summary financials 2019 

+14% 
+29% 

Expenditure 
Total spend in 2019 = £96k 
86% goes towards farmers and staff who are paid fair prices/wages 

Income 
Total income in 2019 = £100k 
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Vegbox financial statement (2019 against 2018) 
 Notes 

 
a) There was a 
notable increase in 
total income in 2019 
(up 29% to over 
£100,000).  
 
b) Veg and fruit 
costs increased by 
20%, and staff and 
volunteer costs rose 
by 28%. These two 
costs still represent 
the bulk of our 
annual spend. 
 
c) Notable 
increases in costs in 
2019 include higher 
spend on 
accountancy linked 
to new accounting 
system, exceptional 
equipment spend 
(£2k more than 
usual spent on 
nylon bags) and 
new costs 
associated with 
recycling and 
waste. 
 

Kentish Town Vegbox Ltd
An industrial and provident society (IPS), registered in the UK
Registration number 31764 R, regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Income and expenditure statement
Comparing calendar year 2019 to calendar year 2018

Income £ % £ %
Vegbox member income 99,590   100% 77,242   100%
Income from sales to other org's 425        0.4% 111       0.1%
Total Vegbox income 100,015 100% 77,353   100%

Expenditure £ % £ %
Cost of sales Vegetables and fruit 56,171   59% 46,834   61%
Cost of sales Staff & volunteer costs 26,135   27% 20,484   27%
Administrative expenses Transport 3,777     4% 3,035     4%
Administrative expenses Rent 1,800     2% 1,800     2%
Administrative expenses Marketing & advertising 1,092     1% 1,165     2%
Administrative expenses Printing 465        0.5% 990       1%
Administrative expenses Accountancy 1,547     2% 557       1%
Administrative expenses Equipment and bags 2,537     3% 493       1%
Administrative expenses Recycling and waste disposal 599        1% -        0%
Administrative expenses Insurance 415        0.4% 368       0.5%
Administrative expenses Phone and text messages 396        0.4% 342       0.4%
Administrative expenses Depreciation 530        0.6% 260       0.3%
Administrative expenses FCA (Financial Conduct Authority) fee 0% 201       0.3%
Administrative expenses Member events 200        0.2% 197       0.3%

Total Vegbox expenditure 95,664   100% 76,726   100%

Total Vegbox Surplus (deficit) 4,351     627       

20182019


Summary

				Kentish Town Vegbox Ltd

				An industrial and provident society (IPS), registered in the UK

				Registration number 31764 R, regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority



				Income and expenditure statement

				Comparing calendar year 2019 to calendar year 2018



						2019				2018

				Income		£		%		£		%

				Vegbox member income		99,590		100%		77,242		100%

				Income from sales to other org's		425		0.4%		111		0.1%

				Total Vegbox income		100,015		100%		77,353		100%						29%		growth



				Expenditure		£		%		£		%

		Cost of sales		Vegetables and fruit		56,171		59%		46,834		61%						20%		growth

		Cost of sales		Staff & volunteer costs		26,135		27%		20,484		27%						28%		growth

		Administrative expenses		Transport		3,777		4%		3,035		4%

		Administrative expenses		Rent		1,800		2%		1,800		2%

		Administrative expenses		Marketing & advertising		1,092		1%		1,165		2%

		Administrative expenses		Printing 		465		0.5%		990		1%

		Administrative expenses		Accountancy		1,547		2%		557		1%				More members, so more transactions, all using new Xero accounting software so more costs

		Administrative expenses		Equipment and bags		2,537		3%		493		1%				Exceptional spend in 2019 on new reusable nylon bags

		Administrative expenses		Recycling and waste disposal		599		1%		- 0		0%				As we grew, we couldn't use Camden Council services, private contractor First Mile

		Administrative expenses		Insurance 		415		0.4%		368		0.5%

		Administrative expenses		Phone and text messages		396		0.4%		342		0.4%

		Administrative expenses		Depreciation		530		0.6%		260		0.3%

		Administrative expenses		FCA (Financial Conduct Authority) fee				0%		201		0.3%

		Administrative expenses		Member events		200		0.2%		197		0.3%

				Total Vegbox expenditure		95,664		100%		76,726		100%



				Total Vegbox Surplus (deficit)		4,351				627
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Vegbox financial position – price rise on Small bags 
 

Vegbox has struggled to ensure the ‘Small’ sized bags contain acceptable quantities of 
produce for the budget we set for this bag. Vegbox has therefore decided to implement a 
price rise of 25p on the Small bag price, representing an increase of 3.3%. The price rise 
will be communicated to current members and will take effect in August 2020. 
 

Current price New price 
Small bag £7.50 £7.75 



 

  

Thank you to everyone involved 
in Kentish Town Vegbox! 
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